Devotion 1

2 Corinthians 5:20
Then on behalf of Christ,
we are ambassadors,
as though God is exhorting through us,
we beseech on behalf of Christ,
Be reconciled to God.

Why do we implore men to be reconciled to God?
Is it because God wants them so badly?
This reason does not seem Biblical:
Psalm 18:41 They cried, but no one is there to save;
to Yahweh, but He did not answer them.

The God of modern Christianity would never pass
up an opportunity to save someone. The God of the
Bible apparently would. What’s at the bottom of this?
The supposed automatic love of God towards all
men is not consistent with the eternal residence of
many in the Lake of Fire. God is righteous to all men
because He is righteous, but He does not love all men
because He is love. God's love is a choice: it is not
automatic. He also expresses hate towards men (for
example, Ps 5:5-6)
So, again, why do we invoke men to turn from their
hostility and become friendly with God?
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It is because reconciling is what is right for the
fallen creature man to do.
It is wrong for man to be unreconciled with God. It
was wrongdoing that made us God's enemies, and it is
wrongdoing that keeps us God's enemies. It is a sin for
man to be turned away from his Creator.
God's goodness is certainly an incentive in the
equation, that He will receive all who call upon Him;
but the REASON we plead with men to give up their rebellion against God is because they should. It is the
HIGHEST of all man's should’s in life. The onus in
our persuasion, then, is on MAN.
How we have spoiled the Gospel by representing
God as the one apparently bearing the onus! Men
will not see their own responsibility properly while we
paint a picture of God bearing the burden of man’s
conversion.
Did the apostles evangelize that way in the book of
Acts? No. They never presented a God who pled with
men. THEY pled with men to accept the unconditional surrender terms of an offended God.
What is God actually pleading through our pleading,
per 2 Cor 5:20 in the box at the top?
Ezekiel 18:23 Do I actually delight in the death of the
wicked? says the Lord Yahweh. Is it not that he should
turn from his ways and live?

We have mentioned two factors within God Himself:
His righteousness and His love, how they each weigh
differently in the matter of evangelism. Now we
2
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consider God's delight.
delight When it comes to judgment,
God does His job as righteous judge. He doesn't regret
it a bit, but neither is it what gives Him joy. Judgment
glorifies Him, but seeing men's pain is not what contacts the pleasure centers in God.
So God is pleading with the unbeliever, "Why would
you be so foolish as to continue in the path of destruction?" He is not seeking to increase His own joy or
avoid His own pain by gaining more converts. He has
infinite joy in even one conversion (a conversion
which must be brought about by Himself). He is
merely facing rebellious man with the insanity of his
own wickedness. "You're only hurting yourself. I
don't get any thrill out of tracking you down and bringing you to justice." It is the pleading of urgency,
alarm, and reason, not of sentimentality. Sentimentality, the modern interpretation of God’s goodness, takes
His goodness farther than its proper Biblical bounds,
and dangerously so, as with all misrepresentations.
As far as we're concerned, though: "Blessed are
those who mourn." If God lacks joy in man's judgment, we should be positively saddened by their state,
for we are one of them. We will be comforted one day
when we finally see how completely they hated God;
but until then, we should be deeply burdened that our
fellow creatures- creatures just like us in every way,
related to us- are in such a skewed state. Their resistance to God should give us greater and greater inner
compulsion to persuasively reason them out of this
dreadful state. God’s goodness (not sentimentality)
stands behind our pleadings.
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Devotion 2

Psalm 96:9
Oh worship Yahweh
in the beauty of holiness

Holiness has a beauty that is unique to it.
"Holiness" simply means being set apart.
Being set apart from the world to God is the appropriate state in which to worship. When we are truly
set apart from the world to God, this is beauty. Our
worship, then, is enveloped in the general cry, "I do
not belong to the world anymore, O God! I belong to
You!" Every other part of our worship is properly an
extension of our acknowledgment of God alone as
our God.
Conversely, our worship lacks beauty when it cannot be a sincere expression of our abandoning all
else, including self-interest, and embracing God.
Our worship might be ever so sincere while we express it, but if worldliness directs any area of our
daily lives, our worship is hypocrisy.
If our worship is a cry for more holiness, this is
acceptable to God. But a true cry for holiness does
not wallow in sin.
Simple holiness.
4
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if we will bear the bereavement of sowing seed in a
desolate plot, we thereby own a guarantee of gaiety
in a coming day.
The best we can do for now is to bring to mind
how trivial our present trials will seem then. We
cannot bring that day to the present, but we can
take heart that there is some road that leads from
here to there:
Ecclesiastes 11:6 Sow your seed in the morning,
and do not rest your hand until evening; for you do
not know what shall be blessed, this or that; or
whether they both shall be good as one.

The particular effect we look for from one Scripture or another (or the effect of the truth in our lives
in general) usually misses God’s main objective.
Oddly, He's all about pruning, cutting back, while
we're looking to put out new growth. Again, if
we'll be patient with this process, He's only working to make us bear fruit like mad when the season
comes.

Holiness must be simple: no complicating issuesI am sold out to God. I want only Him. I am listening to all that He is saying. I am obeying and not
making excuses. I am accepting and not complaining. (The feeling of surrender is secondary.)
By the way, most of the frothy stuff that passes for
worship today is shown in its true shabby colors
when we merely read the rest of the verse:
Psalm 96:9 Oh worship Yahweh in the beauty of
holiness; tremble before Him, all the earth.

The worship that treats God like my romantic interest rather than the God who will judge me (2 Cor
5:10) fails to come before Him with trembling. Part
of the beauty of holiness' garb is the apparent shimmer actually caused by our shuddering before a holy
God.

Devotion 3

Psalm 119:11
I have hidden Your Word in my heart,
that I might not sin against You.

When we think of this verse, we usually think of
resisting temptations which would draw us into sin.
K-2
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There is another place we should also think of sin
5

being negated by having God's sayings committed to
memory: PRAYER.
Prayer is supposed to be a dialogue: a two-way conversation. Most men treat it as a monologue. Words
go up from me, mostly requests, but nothing God says
directly enters the milieu. It is simply assumed that
He wants to hear a list of my needs.
We all pray according to our impression of God.
For many, God has no personality at all. They have
never 'fleshed Him out' by gaining a concept of Him
through Scriptures. Prayer will be pretty meaningless
for them. A 'grocery list' will be a maximum offering.
Amazingly, though, even people with a significant
body of Scriptural knowledge do not come to prayer
with a Scriptural concept of God. Their comprehension of Scriptures has been channeled in other directions. They never calculate how the Scriptures they're
learning will relate to prayer.
This may be one good definition of someone who is
too theoretical. If he only learns the Bible to grow a
theology and solve conceptual problems, he has perhaps missed the main point. The Bible is information
to acquaint us with God. If the information does not
succeed in bringing us into His presence, then it was
counterproductive information; i.e., we have misused
the information. Here we are thinking we 'got it',
while we have gained no skill in relating to God.
On the other hand, many who are very free in their
conversations with God have a rather flimsy foundation on which to build their supposed rapport. They
are making maximum application of their knowledge
6

for the moment, works for us more and more exceedingly an eternal weight of glory

It will turn out that our difficulties were actually
working against themselves
themselves, so to speak, making us
more and more fit for God's glorious kingdom.
One way they do this by decreasing our appetite for
this world. Furthermore, trials act like sandpaper,
rubbing away our rough, ungodly edges.
Sowing seed, as the returning Israelites had to
do, was merely a particular adversity among the
many troubles in life.
Sowing the seed of the Word of God is no different. Planting the Scriptures in our lives is an involved process. Waiting for the Living Word to
take root is a true test for us. Aside from an initial
fascination with this or that truth, how quickly do
God's principles actually become ingrained in our
lives? In the meantime, how much do we pretend
that we are stable and mature, when, in reality, we
see little relation between what we learn and any
authentic outcome in our lives?
When we have sown the Word of God into our
lives and the lives of those around us, then, what
hope can we take as we stand amidst barren fields,
waiting, it seems, for the scattered seed to even
break the surface downwards to nestle into a soil
summoning roots?
We have the promise of Psalm 126:6 above that
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Devotion 7

Psalm 126:6
He who goes forth definitively and weeps,
bearing precious seed,
shall certainly come again with rejoicing,
bearing his sheaves with him.

There is a relationship between the difficulty of
planting and the joy of reaping. During the joy of
harvesting, the difficulties of sowing seem to fade
from the memory. Likewise, during the difficulties
of sowing, the joy of reaping ahead is very difficult
to imagine. The constant factor between the planting and the harvesting is that we are creatures of
the present. Whatever we are experiencing at
the moment makes any contrary event seem unreal.
There is an overall trouble to life now. As
Christians, we are promised a very glad future. To
whatever degree we think on and count on that future, our hardships can be lighter for us to bear:
Romans 8:18 For I calculate that the sufferings of
the present time are not worthy to compare to the
coming glory to be revealed in us.

In fact, there is an even more direct relationship
between present sufferings and future delights:
2 Corinthians 4:17 For our light affliction, which is
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of God, but they are betraying the actual thinness of it
in their talking to Him.
To be very practical about this, here are some pointers:
1) Some Scriptures should be memorized for us to
specifically bring before God in prayer;
2) Many Scriptures should be committed to memory.
All of them should be the subject of thoughtful meditations, which can then turn into prayers; perhaps just
asking God questions about them, seeking wisdom;
3) Psalms should be memorized and repeated to God
as private prayer, seeking to 'adjust' our souls to convey the same thought and spirit as the psalmist;
4) Other Scriptural prayers should be thus memorized and utilized (Daniel 9, etc.);
5) All Scriptures we consider should be assimilated
into prayer.
All these pointers have as their objective making
prayer a conversation: a two-way street. They also
have as their objective keeping me from sinning
through ignorance when I pray.
Nor is prayer a loose type of conversation. We are
not 'shooting the breeze' with God. We are speaking
to Him on one level as a servant submitting to a master and on another level as a child submitting to a father. But servants and children must both know what
their superior has said before they can return meaningful words to him and carry out meaningful service to
him.
7

Devotion 4

Luke 7:47
For this reason I say to you,
Her many sins are remitted,
for she loved much.
But to whom little is forgiven,
he loves little.

There's not a whole lot of value in coaxing our
souls into a posture of total submission to Christ if
we do not know:
1) What services Christ performs, and
2) Where our souls are in need of those services.
Much religion today presses believers towards total commitment to Christ. The implicit assumption is
that the ONE missing ingredient in our relationship
to God is total surrender. We're holding back, not
completely trusting Him all the way in everything;
THEREFORE we are neither experiencing God the
way we should nor peace in our hearts.
In all the exhortations in all the epistles, there is no
assumption that the one thing Christians are lacking
is total surrender. It is assumed that a Christian is a
Christian because he has found Christ to be all in all.
The shortcoming of 'lack of surrender' in not dealt
with at all. This supposed shortcoming is actually a
misidentification of the problem.

God, we strengthen our battle for purity. Forgetting that we are temples hurts us.
So what is the best way to remember I am a temple? Operate as one. Be a worship center. Offer
prayers. Give thanks. Remember God. Speak of
Him.
You are putting God before you even by reading
this. Now be sure to acknowledge before God that
you are His. Confess His ability to help you, and
trust Him.
Walking temples need pressure-washing at the
end of each day. Until the Rebuilding, our bricks
are still from the land of Shinar. They used to be
part of the Tower of Babel. We have redirected our
old bricks' use, but they still seem to remember the
land of their birth. God does not own and claim
His temples any less in that they came from a foreign, an enemy place. After all, Babel was God’s
territory before man misused it.
Will you walk as a temple today, reclaimed from
Babylon and consecrated for purity?

Like the woman in Luke's story, the normal Chris8
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Devotion 6

1 Corinthians 6:19
Or do you not know that your body
is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you,
whom you have from God?

As a Christian, my body is a temple.
Was my body a temple before I was a Christian?
Certainly, only it was used for different worship.
Since man is by nature a worshiping creature, his
body will always be a temple hosting some kind of
worship.
A Christian temple is to operate under a King.
Jesus built, purchased, and owns the temple. He
gives it its laws.
A Christian is a priest of his temple with a High
Priest over him. Jesus is the High Priest who
makes our worship acceptable. He directs and receives our worship.
Can a Christian live ignorant of the fact that he is
a temple? Yes, this is the whole premise of the
verse above. Corinthians who were fornicating
were forgetting who they were. They were nevertheless desecrating their temples and making acceptable worship impossible.
If we deliberately offer sacrifice and service to
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tian has already discovered a maximum in two areas:
1) He has found himself a COMPLETE sinner;
2) He has found Christ a savior for ALL his sinfulness. Christ is a complete savior.
If we are foundering and casting about as to how
to take hold of Christ more completely, then our understanding has failed to reach a maximum in one of
those two areas; almost certainly the first.
Of course, this problem is fostered by the conditions we have set up for initial conversion. They are
quite shallow conditions and do not address man at a
real level. In an effort to make the gospel 'easy' for
men, we have made subsequent 'commitment' nearly
impossible. We are backtracking in commitment but
unable to reexamine its foundation in our doctrine of
conversion. We assume that commitment should be
as easy as conversion. We just decide, right? Well, it
took some emotional swaying to convert us; it may
just take continued emotional appeals to get us committed to Christ.
The unrealistic conditions we create for conversion also create a lack of correlation between us and
Christ. He who is forgiven much loves much.
Therefore, he who takes a shortcut and misses the
whole part about his utter sinfulness will also be
missing an ocean of gratefulness to Christ.
The Christ of modern salvation is usually saving
only a tiny part of our lives. Oh, He's getting all of
me into Heaven (we assume), but the only area He
9

actually had to touch was MY REJECTION OF HIM.
Now that that's fixed, I'm alright.
So we have a stunted Christ. The other areas He
can minister to me are optional. We gave up the Biblical view of our total sinfulness, so we put holiness
on hold too. After all, who wants to hear sermons
about our awfulness?
We have a stunted 'us' as well. There wasn't much
for Christ to heal, so there's not much for Christ to
renew.
Big gyp, eh? All beginning with a very sincere
but badly misguided attempt to make salvation more
accessible for everyone.
When God's doing the saving, we just can't afford
to mess with the formula.

Devotion 5

Colossians 3:10
and having put on the new man
which is being renewed
in full knowledge
according to the image
of the One creating him

A Christian is being recreated in the image of God.
Man was originally created in God's image.
If we were originally in God's image but are later
10

say." In fact, whenever Jesus said, "It is written"
throughout His ministry, He treated the Law as an ironclad nucleus.
Here's the question for our day, then.
Are there any verses which would currently evoke
an immediate misunderstanding through their quoting?
Yes, without question. We might well repeat Jesus'
formula with one reference in particular. "You have
heard that it was said, 'God so loved the world'; but the
Bible actually says ..."
In other words, when you quote, "God so loved the
world", a misinterpretation at once arises in the
average listener's mind. The misunderstanding is
based on our western, English use of the word "world."
Once we see that the Biblical use of "world" (Greek,
kosmos) often DOESN'T mean everybody on earth, we
realize that we are on dangerous ground to assume that
meaning in John 3:16.*
Most Christians' whole theology has its starting point
in and is squarely based on a misunderstanding of
John 3:16.
The Jews were definitely far off base to require a
nearly complete re-interpretation of the Law from Jesus. We are at least as far off from a Biblical understanding today.

* If you’d like to see a verse where the word “world” is closer to Jesus’ meaning in John 3:16 (and where it cannot mean everybody on
earth), see Rom 11:12.
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understanding, the originally intended understanding,
with the words, "But I say ..." He did not need to say,
"But Moses said ..." because He had already made it
clear that Moses' writings were absolute, eternal truth.
He said "I say" both because He was the one who
originally gave Moses the Law and because He had
come as the new, final prophet whom Moses had forecast would come.

remade in it, it follows that we lost part or all of that
image in the meantime- through the Fall, of course.

Here's the rub. If the idea was "Here's the current
misunderstanding of this precept," how could Jesus
just quote a verse from the Law, as He did with the
seventh commandment above? The reason was that
the people's understanding in hearing the
verse was automatically the prevailing wrong
interpretation
interpretation. When they heard, "You shall not
commit adultery," they heard, "You shall not physically
cross this sexual line." Jesus' teaching, however, was
that the Scriptures ALWAYS went deeper than that.
For instance:

Genesis 5:3 And Adam lived one hundred and
thirty years and fathered a son in his own likeness, according to his image, and called his name
Seth.

Proverbs 6:25 Do not desire her beauty in your
heart, and do not let her capture you with her eyelashes.

Solomon, as an inspired commentator on the Law,
recognized God's prohibition on inwardly breaking the
seventh commandment (which was also breaking the
10th commandment, by the way).
Our main clue that Jesus was referencing the common misunderstanding of the Law is in His words
"You have heard." If He meant to oppose or amend the
Law itself, He would have said, "It is written… but I
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What image did we assume in God’s place
place? That
can be answered two ways:
1) The image of Adam: meaning, simply, fallen
man:

2) The image of Satan: mirroring his self-love and
rebellion:
1 John 3:10 By this the children of God and the
children of the devil are revealed: Everyone not
practicing righteousness is not of God; also the
one not loving his brother.

This doctrinal information is important to internalize. It lets us know who we were and who our unbelieving neighbor is.
It also gives us a tool for self-examination.
If I know that I was previously imaging only sin
and Satan (whatever might have remained of the image of God in me as an unbeliever was still being
twisted to ungodly purposes), I can now take stock of
myself by asking, "Who am I more reflecting presently? Adam / Satan, or God?" That's another way
11

of asking, "How far along is my transformation into
the image of Christ?"
As long as sin remains in us, any honest introspection will shine back Adam and Satan's face to us.
But it should be a matter of deep shame if our actual
walk is reflecting them more than Christ.

Devotion 6

Psalm 87:2
Yahweh loves the gates of Zion
more than all the tents of Jacob.

God loves the gated arrangement surrounding His
gathered people more than He does their tents radiating out into the countryside.
The implication is that He loves both: gates and
tents; but He loves one more. It is actually a little
surprising to hear God comparing His loves, isn't it?
It somehow smacks of favoritism to our ears. If He
is love, doesn't He have to love everyone and everything equally?
God being love actually has no bearing on whom
He loves or how much. God being love merely
means that in Him is all the love there is. If love exists anywhere outside Him, it had to come from Him.
The love within God still functions in conjunction
12

Devotion 5

Matthew 5:27
"You have heard that it was said,
'You shall not commit adultery'

Jesus repeated this formula five times in the Sermon on the Mount: "You have heard that is was
said ..." It was part of His explanation of the ongoing relevance of God's Law:
Matthew 5:17 - 19 Do not think that I have come to
destroy the Law or the Prophets. I have not come to
destroy but to fulfill. For truly I say to you, Till the
heaven and the earth pass away, not one jot or one
tittle shall in any way pass from the Law until all is
fulfilled. Therefore whoever shall relax one of these
commandments, the least, and shall teach men so,
he shall be called the least in the kingdom of
Heaven. But whoever shall do and teach them, the
same shall be called great in the kingdom of
Heaven.

Clearly, Jesus was teaching reverence for the
Ten Commandments and all the Law. But when we
read the phrases, "You have heard ... but I say ..."
we immediately infer that Jesus was replacing the
Law with something new.
What He was actually doing was representing
the current understanding of the Law with "You
have heard that it was said"; then He gave the proper
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What do Christians normally expect when they
sow the Word into their lives? Sunshine and butterflies, or something of the like. When sewage
comes spilling up from the cracks, our nose and
eyes tell us the Devil is at work. In fact, God is
just holding the mirror of the Word up to us to let
us see ourselves (James 1:23, 24).
All that work to get the Word into our lives, then
the disappointment of finding that God's main message is, "You're a reeking sinner in need of a Savior!”
Again, how else can we keep from 'stepping in it'
the next time? That's why we did 'step in it' the
first time! We got to thinking we were pretty OK,
pretty trustworthy, pretty far along.
1 Cor 10:12 Therefore, the one thinking himself to
stand, he must be observant not to fall.

with His volition, though. Since He made creatures
who can sin, and He hates sin, He is obviously not
obligated to love the sin His creatures commit (e.g.,
Deut 16:22). Psalm 5:5-6 is an example of Scriptures
which reveal that God even hates sinners themselves.
Once we establish that whom or what God loves is a
choice, He might hate everything He made with no
ill bearing on His character. He is still love, and
whom He loves or doesn't is still consistent with that.
God's love must also be consistent with all His
other attributes. God is not a one-dimensional being;
He is more than just love. Scriptures reveal that God
is light, God is a consuming fire, God is jealous, etc.
All this is consistent with His being love. He can no
more contradict these other characteristics than He
can contradict His love. It remains for us to determine from His revelation of Himself how His attributes function together.
Probably the key factor in coordinating the revelation of God's attributes is realizing which ones
guide the others. For instance, God can either
love or hate, but can He be either righteous or unrighteous? No. God can never vary from His righteousness. This tells us that He is being righteous
both when He loves and when He hates. His righteousness is a guiding characteristic
characteristic, then.
His love is guided by His righteousness and His
hate is guided by His righteousness. Neither can
contradict His righteousness.
Anyway, this is a long explanation to cover the
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fact that God can love one thing more than another.
And why does He love the city of Zion's gates
more than He loves Jacob's tents?
The main contrast between gates and tents is that
gates speak of a permanent dwelling and tents speak
of temporary ones.
Most commentators see the contrast as one between God's gathered people and His people in their
individual dwelling places. The extended lesson then
becomes the relative importance of corporate worship over individual and family worship. This is a
valid point as established from other passages, but is
it what Psalm 87:1 is teaching?
Again, the actual comparison between city gates
and peoples' tents is permanence versus impermanence. Therefore, God loves Zion's gates because
they REPRESENT His people in their permanent
standing- their ETERNAL standing. God still loves all
His peoples' tents, but the tents themselves speak of
temporary dwelling AND temporary relationships.
Not ALL the people in those tents will ultimately be
gathered within the gates of the heavenly Zion.
Note that we have not inferred that the people in
tents who will eventually be in Zion are loved less
than the ones in Zion right now. There is one perspective by which we could see all the people- tent
and city dwellers, in their ultimate state. From this
perspective, they are all citizens of Zion and all loved
equally. Indeed, the Psalm does not compare God's
loves for His peoples at all. It compares His love for
14

to various sorts of people in their reception of the
Word. Only one type of soil, the true Christian, received the Word unto a fruitful harvest.
In a Christian's life, then, the Word is to have an
ongoing, fruitful effect. We become our own planters, sowing the Word into our own souls in various
ways. Now here is the point. We have particular
expectations of what type of returns the Word
will yield when we cast it onto certain areas of
our lives. And most Christians become discouraged when the Word does not 'produce' for them.
The reason the Word does not produce, of
course, is because we are looking on the wrong
field or looking for the wrong crop. God states that
the Word always yields a return.
What should we expect when we plant Scriptural
truth in our lives?
2 Timothy 3:16 All Scripture is God-breathed and
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction,
for instruction in righteousness

If we have learned anything at all (understood
the initial "doctrine"), the Word will convict us of
sin. That's what reproof means.
For Christians seeking to return from captivity,
that means God will be reminding us how we got in
this mess. That is the most effective way of keeping us out of the mess the next time.
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Devotion 4

Psalm 126:6
The one who walks and walks and weeps,
bearing a bag of seed,
shall definitely come again
with joyful shouting,
bearing his sheaves.

The Church in Captivity
Part Nine
Israel back in her land had a 'hard row to hoe'.
Seventy years worth of weeds made the first season
from planting to harvesting seem like seventy years
all in itself. The promise in the verse above was
for those who endured the tough interim. There
would be a harvest, and in it there would be joy.
The sowing of seed was the means of planting.
When the ground had been prepared (and what a
grueling task that must have been!), the seed found
its way into the ground from various bags or vessels carried by planters. Some seed must be entered directly into the ground. Some could be scattered on the surface to make its own way underneath the soil.
One of Jesus' parables had a planter scattering
seed, which seed He likened to the Word of God.
In the parable, different kinds of soil were likened
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their dwelling places. God, then, is LONGING FOR
THE FINAL CONSUMMATION, when our temporary is
done away and our permanence has taken hold.
However necessary our difficulties are for our final
entry, God is still looking with anticipation to the
other side of them. God is not time-bound, but He
experiences each moment genuinely. While we are
groaning in these tents (2 Cor. 5:4, 2), His sympathies groan with us.
What an intriguing verse this Psalm 87:1 is!
By it, may we 'catch' God's excitement at our
meeting at the end of the line. The journey from here
to there IS a line, but it will not be a straight, wellrun one if we do not have this hope.

Devotion 7

1 Thessalonians 5:14
... giving comfort to the feeble-hearted, supporting those with little strength,
and putting up with much from all.

This is from the Bible in Basic English, which is a
fairly paraphrased version; but in this instance it captures the Greek better than the more literal versions.
We are to "comfort" the feeble-hearted. The
Greek is to "relate near."
15

The "feeble-hearted" are literally the "small souls."
"Supporting" is literally "holding oneself opposite
to."
"Those with little strength" are literally
"strengthless."
"Putting up with much" is literally "longtempered."
So laying out the verse according to its literal
translations:

enough for us to perceive any benefits to captivity.
SO, can you work in patience, lowering expectations of unbelievers' recognition of God's work? Perhaps God will give them a preview, but timing is
very important with God. He likes to link many factors together gradually, then make them 'click' all at
once.*
The unbelievers are watching and weighing.
That's good enough for now.

 "... relate near to those of small soul;
hold yourself across from those with no strength;
be long-tempered with all."
Now with this understanding going back towards
more of a paraphrase:
 "... get on the level of those with stunted souls;
get a firm grip and don't let go of those who have
lost all strength;
give the maximum benefit of the doubt all the
time."

*

It is important to note that Ps 126:2 speaks of God’s
work in its broadest human scope. This is what everyone
will be talking about when it happens. In the meantime,
God is orchestrating every individual unbeliever’s life
meaningfully. They have full to overflowing witness of
God’s goodness and their own sinfulness every day. Then
God coincides a work like the return from captivity, and
all the unbelievers have that testimony added to their ongoing ‘personal briefings’. All the Spirit’s individual lessons
now have this big, ‘cinematic’ lesson on which they can all
compare notes… or else be conspicuously mum about.

Interestingly, the first thing Paul had said in the
verse was to "admonish the unruly." He moved very
easily from dealing sternly with hard-heads to dealing tenderly with soft-heads.
16
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'deserved' his affliction in that it was weighed in
God's scales as beneficial for him. You may be a
very humble servant of God, but that does not mean
your continued captivity along with the Church is unjust. A true servant of God will say with Daniel:
Daniel 9:5 we have sinned and have committed
iniquity, and have done wickedly, and have rebelled,
even by departing from Your commandments and
from Your judgments.

Daniel included himself in his confession of the
nation's sins, even though he personally was blameless.
Our attitude in captivity, then- "I deserve this, and
hereby God is preparing me for freedom"- is crucial.
When we finally walk out of captivity, almost unable to judge the situation as real ("we were like
those who dream"), THAT is when the pagans finally
say, "Yup, God IS working with them."
Psalm 126:2 ... then they said among the nations,
Yahweh has done great things with them.

When the work finally comes to its fruition, even
the heathen see it! Until the pagans see us walking
out free, though, they'll only be putting info into their
'computers' as they watch us. "Look how patiently
they bear a bad situation." But they can't fully judge
a work of God in its preparation stages when it is designed for a decisive culminating point. It's hard
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Now here are the items pressing for out attention
in this verse:
1) There are Christians whom Paul thought it right
to characterize as mini-souled;
2) There are Christians whom Paul had no problem
describing as powerless in some sense;
3) The more stalwart among us are to be a crutch
for these feeble Christians.
Paul would probably not approve of actually referring to the weak Christians as "small-souled" or
"weaklings" publicly, even though they are. Their
condition requires extra attention because there is
something deficient about them. But we don't refer
to physically or mentally deficient people as "gimpy"
or "retard."
How did these people wind up deficient in soul?
In our day, this is the '$64,000 question', though it
oughtn't be. Many in our day would say that Satan
has a hand in every deficiency. But God said,
Exodus 4:11 ... Who has made man's mouth? Or
who makes the dumb, or the deaf, or the seeing,
or the blind? Is it not I, Yahweh?

God ultimately takes credit for all inborn deficiencies. This is not to say that men bear no responsibility when, for instance, women take drugs during
pregnancy and harm their children. But God still has
a plan for those children, just as He still has a plan
for those who are harmed by injustices outside the
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womb.
Some people were born with good strong souls,
but through great difficulties in their lives, they
'cracked' and will never be the same again. Does
God commit to healing each one of them in this life?
Obviously not. Paul doesn't say, "Pray a healing
prayer for the small-souled." Just as, instead of assuming Timothy's physical infirmities could be fully
healed, he prescribed 'medicine' to curb their dominance:
1 Timothy 5:23 Be no longer a drinker of water
only, but use a little wine for your stomach's sake
and your frequent infirmities.

Jesus said the same thing about poverty. "The
poor you always have with you."
There is no intention on God's part of ridding the
world of its variety of deficiencies yet. He heals and
relieves as often as He pleases, and we may ask for
these blessings; but He also definitely plans to leave
many crippled people among us- even spiritually
crippled: the 'small-souled' in our verse.
But our challenge is not merely to accept the presence of the feeble; our command is to be their
strength! That would appear to be sufficient reason
for God to leave them infirmed: so His body can
manifest His love toward its members.
This command can be very difficult to obey. The
weak are most often out-of-sorts. They sense their
18

Will your speech to unbelievers (and believers)
indicate that you consecrated your lips to God today?

* Luke 2:40 And the Child grew and became strong in
spirit, filled with wisdom. And the grace of God was on
Him.

Devotion 3

Psalm 126:1
When Yahweh turned back
the captivity of Zion,
we were like those who dream.

The Church in Captivity
Part Eight
Being in captivity is the only way to prepare for
post-captivity.
This seems like an overly obvious statement, but it
is very important to think about.
The first principle for a spiritual captive (whether
the captivity is partial or wholesale) is that a Godimposed captivity is a deserved one. A second principle (only as a reminder) is that any captivity is a
God-imposed one. Therefore, "deserved" should not
be understood solely of individual merit. Job
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A related testimony to the sacrificial nature of
speech is in Hebrews:
Hebrews 13:15 By Him, then, let us offer the sacrifice of praise to God continually, that is, the fruit of
our lips, confessing His name.

In short, if your lips are consecrated to God, you
are consecrated to God (James 3:2 says this outright). And why so according to our Colossians
verse? "That you may know how you ought to answer each one." "Lord, what am I to say to this
person? What in particular might communicate
spiritual reality best to him?" In many ways, I will
speak in common to any unbeliever’s need, but my
listener’s livelihood or interests may be a natural
bridge by which to transport spiritual realities.
Also, there are certain 'laws' the Spirit will lay on
our tongues to help us speak by “wisdom,” as well
as lessons we have already brought with us by
studying Proverbs, etc.
I am in a mode that recognizes the need to distinguish my speech and myself as possessions of God
(though probably not saying so directly). I am His
representative foremost; I don’t speak for myself
primarily. Love should therefore also be evident. I
don't just care about me; I care about you, as Jesus
has done towards me. I care about your well-being,
your circumstances, and- yes- most especially, your
status with God, since that is the most important.
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deficiency, just as someone with an ulcer feels it
gnawing within. They can tell that they are not
'normal'. They have probably already been minimized by others or treated outright rudely. Most people can't help having an initially negative response
towards them. It is only by the empowering grace of
God that we render the correct response of compassion. But, again, it is very hard to be compassionate
to someone who is either irritable or whiny or both.
The dwarf-soul can sense when someone does not
relate to him. We are commanded to "relate near" to
them. This comes more naturally to some than to
others, but we all have the capacity to imagine that if
thus-and-such happened to me, my soul also might
be sapped of confidence and strength.
Every Christian should develop the capacity to
sense immediately when he is dealing with a 'peer' or
when he is relating to a shrunken soul.
We must be very careful. There are angry souls
who are angry because they are shrunken, or because
they are shrunken and mistreated. Their smallness is
very easily overlooked in light of their anger.
This gives us good insight on the truth that "love
covers a multitude of sins." When in doubt, should
we assume the angry fellow is merely angry? Of
course, he has no excuse before God for his anger,
but do I have an excuse for dismissing him hastily?
Am I not bound to postulate a possible ache in his
soul that needs soothing? Obviously, in so doing, I
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may initially invite even greater anger from him.
The command to love is a difficult one when it is followed all the way. It helps us see just a little of the
great gap God crossed in reaching us. The strongest
of us is still a broken vessel that is being repaired.
If God has provided me a ‘size normal’ soul, one
reason is surely for me to provide strength to the less
whole. I’ll stand in need of such help many times
myself.

F-2
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Leviticus 2:13 And every sacrifice of your food
offering shall you season with salt. And you
shall not allow the salt of the covenant of
your God to be lacking from your food offering. You
shall offer salt with all your offerings.

Jesus specifically connects the idea of salt with
sacrifice elsewhere:
Mark 9:49-50 For everyone will be salted with fire,
and every sacrifice will be salted with salt. Salt
is good, but if the salt becomes saltless, by what
will you season [same word as “prepare” in Col
4:6]? Have salt IN YOURSELVES and be at peace
with one another.

Since we ourselves are supposed to be living
sacrifices (Romans 12:1), Col 4:6 is giving us a
SPECIFIC MODE in which to prepare ourselves as
sacrifices. We are to give our speech over to God
every day (“always”), dying to our own words
(undue self-interest, idle chit-chat, etc.) and offering
our lips as tools to communicate spiritual reality:
God, His ways, His Gospel, our neighbor’s spiritual state. The command to put salt on our speech
is a way of telling us that our words are to be a sacrifice to God. This also fits very well with
"redeeming the time" in Col. 4:6. Sacrificed
speech has redemptive value.
Herein we also see how both justifying and sanctifying grace are brought together in the ’dialect’
Paul admonishes us to speak.
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would be a command to present the Gospel message whenever we talk to an unbeliever. On the
other hand, "Let your word always be accompanied
by Christian grace" would not directly instruct the
content of our words. It would merely put them in
a certain arena. It would still takes our words out
of realm of the merely “natural,” though (“natural
in terms of 1 Cor 2:14. The term is from the Greek
psuchikos- “soul,” so having to do with man’s soul
as it is without salvation). This would be a huge
command in itself: always speak with Christian
grace, guided by the Holy Spirit, thinking on Scriptures.
In fact, speaking with Christian Grace
(SANCTIFICATION in our speech, you might say)
would never be that far from the specific message
of Gospel Grace (JUSTIFICATION more as our subject). But perhaps we will miss Paul’s point if we
focus too exclusively on the kind of grace involved. A key phrase is: "[your speech] having
been prepared with salt." So it is more specifically
the speaker’s preparation beforehand which is in
view. When we have seasoned our speech with
salt, then we are ready to convey our ideas with
grace.
The idea of "preparing" (the literal Greek in the
verse) our speech with salt recalls the idea of Old
Testament sacrifices:
460
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Devotion 2

Colossians 4:6
Let your word be always with grace,
having been seasoned with SALT,
to know how you ought to answer each one.

This admonition on how we should speak specifically addresses talking to unbelievers, as the
verse before it shows:
Colossians 4:5 Walk in wisdom toward those on
the outside, redeeming the time.

Our speech, especially to unbelievers, is always
to be accompanied by grace.
Does this mean the kind of grace in Christian
character,* or the specific grace of the Gospel message?
If it means the character kind of grace, then it
means our speech is to be part of the fruit of the
Spirit in our lives, guided by love, etc. If it means
the Gospel message kind of grace, then it means we
are always to include something of the message of
God's grace when we talk to unbelievers.
It would be wrong to infer an absolute distinction between the two possibilities, but there is an
obvious difference. "Let your word always carry
the grace of God which is in the Gospel." This
22
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True justice is this: All men stood condemned
before God (Christian home or Muslim). All were
justly doomed to eternal torment. In love and
mercy, God chose some out of that group to save.

Devotion 1

Psalm 80:18
... make us live,
and we will call on Your name.

What is unjust about that?
It is the opposing line drawn in men's souls that
is unjust, for it ultimately, logically must do one of
two things: 1) Confess a works element in salvation, for if all are given an equal chance, the ones
who chose Christ would have distinguished themselves, by their own power (good sense, etc.),
above the rest;* or 2) Demand that God have
mercy upon all- that it would be unjust for Him to
send any to eternal punishment. Masses are
choosing this second route in our day, removing
other offenses in addition to predestination.

*

Of course, an equally grave mistake here is to deny that
men are actually “dead in trespasses and sins” to start
with. If every man has to have equal access and ability to
respond to the offer of salvation, then clearly, no man was
ever dead spiritually. Again, a huge overestimation of
ourselves by any true Biblical standard.

The psalmist recognized that without God's enlivening power, neither he nor the rest of the people of God
would call on God's name.
"Make us live," he asks, implying that life was presently lacking. Altogether lacking? No, or else he
could not even have made this request. But life was
definitely lacking.
How can life be lacking in a creature made alive in
Christ? Two ways:
1) Until our glorification, death remains in us as sin
remains in us. Life 'seeps out' of an area of our lives as
sin’s vines creep over it. There is always a need for
infusion of life so that righteousness may be the dominant principle in our lives.
2) There are specific deficiencies in our spirit that
need attending:
a) We choose to dwell in a certain sinful activity,
attitude, or imagination;
b) We fight against a certain sin but never seem to
gain practical dominance over it;
c) We struggle with the spirit of the age: lack of
love, lack of holiness, outright worldliness, etc.
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Note that we will call on God's name WHEN He
makes us alive. Therefore, if I am not calling on God's
name, I am lacking life in some definite and dangerous
way. Any of the above-mentioned swayings of sin can
have their way with me if I am not calling on God's
name.
One last observation: The validity of our calling on
God is verified to a great degree by its constancy. That
is, our calling is real if we keep it up. If we have a momentary panic at our spiritual peril, we may call on
God and experience momentary relief. But if we correctly perceive our need, we will set about a long-term
calling on God that will develop into a pattern.

Devotion 2

Psalm 119:18
Open my eyes
and I will see
marvels from Your Law.

Beyond heart and mind, yet encompassing and directing both, is SEEING. Perception; particularly
spiritual perspective and insight, defines us.

What the eyes are opened to, we operate by.
When we say that we were blind as unbelievers, we
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his chosen course, choosing a different one for him,
having chosen him.
Any one of these examples would be sufficient
to make the case. If God chose even one of these
people rather than letting him choose for himself,
then God would be unjust- unless predestination is
fair. Which it is, because God is fair.
The verse in the box at the top is true. God predestined “us,” Christians, for adoption. This is
more than fair. We had no interest in God and
would never have come to him on our own. Predestinating us was the only way to save us.
It is impossible for God to be reactive in His
decrees
decrees. He truly interacts with man once man is
on the earth, but before making the world, God had
to have a plan that depended on no one but Himself; otherwise, He is not truly God.
Does this make us mechanistic pawns? No, not
if God put His image within us, which He did. We
make genuine choices. But according to Jesus, our
choice of Him only occurs as a result of His specific choice of us.
Is there a line in your soul that despises this as
injustice? Then it should also despise God for decreeing one man to be born in a Christian home and
another in a Muslim country. If God MUST give
everyone an equal chance, our insistence on a certain brand of justice forces us to create a new God.
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would become one, He would be doing just the opposite of predestination. He would be "marking
out afterwards."
To be sure, there is a God who predestines after
the fact, but it is not the God of Scriptures. A God
who marks his people out after seeing what they
will do is just one of the countless gods of men's
imaginations, dependent on man rather than independent of him.
Men's imaginations are fed by a very definite
sense of right and wrong. There are lines drawn in
men's souls that they will not cross. Once they determine that it would be unjust for God to choose
one man and pass over another, they simply will
not see it another way. Whoever God is, He must
conform to this standard.
Yet the same people will read countless examples in the Bible of God choosing some while passing over others and have no qualms at all. It is
only when you point out that He is doing so that
they take exception. Examples?
God chose Abraham out of all the land of Ur.
He passed by the rest of the Chaldeans.

are saying that we had no starting place for operating
by God's kingdom. Jesus said:
John 3:3 ... Truly, truly, I say to you, If one is not
generated from above, he is not able to see the kingdom of God.

Note that this is in the present tense. It is not that he
“will not be able” after this life, but “is not able” in this
life. The word "perceive" would go just as well in
place of "see". Until the new birth, we are blind to the
kingdom of Heaven and therefore cannot operate in it.
After the new birth, our eyesight is crucial. After
linking an eight-fold chain of Christian characteristics
in 2 Peter 1:8, Peter tells us how we may foolishly
unlink that chain:
2 Peter 1:9 For the one in whom these things are not
present is blind, being shortsighted, taking on forgetfulness of the cleansing of his sins in time past.

When we forget the Cross, we lose our spiritual eyesight. The Cross, therefore, is the best spiritual eye
medicine. With the Crucified One before our eyes, the
ground is laid for all godly characteristics blooming
within us.

God chose Paul, knocking him completely off

What did Christ die on the cross to open our eyes to?
Reality. Scriptures are Christ’s description of God’s
perspective and kingdom: reality, that is. When we ask
with the psalmist (119:18 in the box) that God opens
our eyes to Scriptural truths, we are asking to be taught
reality.
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God consecrated Jeremiah from the womb. Out
of a whole nation of apostates, God chose him before he was born.

We lost the view of the real world in Eden. We saw
a make-believe world where we could assume Godlike prerogatives; we could be kings. Christ's blood
purchases the straightening of this bent perspective on
reality. We see again who is God. We see that we are
not God. We see why we are here. It is for God and
not for us. Ironically, things finally work 'for us' when
we see God, not us, as the focus again.
Once again, what we see is who we are
are.
All attention must be paid to keeping our vision
clear.

Devotion 3

Romans 7:15
For that which I do,
I do not own:
for not what I will,
this I do;
but what I hate,
this I practice.

Paul's struggle with his sinful nature, a nature at war
with his righteous nature, puts him in a reflective and
almost poetic mood. The wording in Romans 7 may
be Paul's most delicately intricate. There is a definite
pathos in his 'diary' here.
The fact that Paul is writing about the a Christian's
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Devotion 1

Ephesians 1:5
He predestined us for adoption
through Jesus Christ,
according to the purpose of his will

The age we are living in is very strange, spiritually speaking. Many a Christian freely asserts that
he does not believe in predestination and warns
friends to watch out for Christians who do believe
in it. Then you show him in this verse (or four others using the same word) that predestination exists
and is a good thing . Without any hesitation, he
then claims that this merely means that God knew
ahead of time who would choose Christ, and He
predestined them on that basis.
Apparently, then, these opposing stances coexist
side by side. On the one hand, predestination is
dangerous; on the other, it means man determines
whether God will choose him. This verse, then,
seems to exist merely for the purpose of explaining
itself away! Men seemingly do believe God predestines, yet they will still oppose you holding it as
a doctrine! Most curious!
Predestination comes from the Greek word prooridzo, a compound word meaning "to mark out
beforehand." Of course, if God were to predestine
someone to be a Christian after seeing that he
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struggle with sin rather than chronicling a nonChristian's custody in sin is evident by his references to
the law:
Romans 7:22 For I delight in the law of God according to the inward man

No unbeliever delights in God's law (Rom. 8:7).
Again, the language of Romans 7 is very rich. Consider the verse in the box above with a more literal rendering of some of the words :
Romans 7:15 For that which I am thoroughly working out in my life, I do not recognize/acknowledge as
from me: for not what I determine, this I practice;
but what I detest, this is what I perform.

Some of the grammar is hard to put into English
very literally. "For not what I determine, this I practice" may be paraphrased to good effect: "For something that arises apart from my willing it ends up being
my routine of life."
The sinful routine Paul confesses is not uncontested
or even dominant in his habit, though. It is merely
ever-present, ever-annoying, and ever-tainting. For a
blameless man, his sinful routine cannot be a dominant
one in action: spoken, done, or dwelt on. It is dominant in its extent, though. Its voice cannot be quieted,
though its suggestions can be denied.
The question we would like to raise today is this:
Can the pervasive inward affect of sin make us morally
irresolute? That is, we may not have actually compro454
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mised righteousness in our behavior, but we are not
really inwardly resistant to unrighteousness.
Or, on the other hand, does a blameless position demand that we be morally resolute- that though sin is
tugging and tainting, our true desire is for righteousness?
Paul confesses to doing what he hates. Is he saying
that the hateful deeds are always more or less surprise
attacks? That they were never the fruit of premeditation? How far would Paul have to trace back his motives to find sin?
Paul does not seem to be denying premeditation. He
is, however, safeguarding the possession of an opposite
premeditation and inclination towards righteousness.
Paul actually has two "I's" in Romans 7. Both are
he, but both are not permanent. The uneasy coexistence of these two "me's" is settled at the end of the
chapter:
Romans 7:25 I thank God through Jesus Christ our
Lord! So then I myself with the mind truly serve the
Law of God, and with the flesh the law of sin.

Paul doesn't start this section with a definition of ‘I
myself’ and 'the fleshly me'; rather, he works towards
and ends with it. "I myself" is obviously "the real me":
the new man created in Christ. This "me" is permanent
and will win in the end. 'The flesh in me' is still 100%
me, but it is destined for destruction and has no direct
power to order me, as a Christian, about. It can throw
mud on my acts and motives, but it cannot change their
basic righteous nature.
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But if it is 100% "me" throwing mud on "me," this
becomes a very debilitating condition. How can I vindicate my motives? Could the real me be the one who
wants to sin?
Paul's answer seems to lie in which "me" is dominant. Dominance is often undetermined until after a
long struggle. There will be areas in our lives where
we will alternately be wrestling from a position of advantage and then of disadvantage, like fighters rolling
one on top of the other. Paul's point is that we need
never yield. If we yield, we willingly chose to yield.
Sin never "makes" us do wrong against our wills.
Smudges our motives with dirt? Yes. Causes our good
efforts to come out ‘sideways’? Yes. But makes us
choose an act of sin (word or deed)? No.
Therefore, we must be morally resolute. We must
not think that we have been mastered because our motives are mixed. Even when a sinful motive seems to
be in the ascendancy, until we have carried out the
suggested act (spoken, acted, or dwelt), the issue has
not been decided. Concerning the areas in our
thoughts where sin is defined by our dwelling on them,
there comes a point when we give in to letting the
thought settle in our minds: that is when it becomes a
sin.
Be morally resolute. Be decisive. Yes, it's really me
that wants the unrighteous thing. But it's even more
the real me who's deciding right now to think and do
right according to Christ. The man He remade in me is
making that choice.
452
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Devotion 4

Psalm 87:3
Glorious things are spoken of you,
O city of God.

This statement is actually a completion of a contrast
made in the previous verse:
Psalm 87:2 Jehovah loves the gates of Zion more
than all the tents of Jacob.

We considered this contrast five devotions earlier.
Gates are permanent; tents are temporary. God longs
for our permanent state. He grieves over our temporary state. We wisely grieve with Him.
The verse in the box above follows the contrast with
a praise of the permanent, this time of the whole city to
which the gates give entrance.
By implication, our temporary tents are not praiseworthy. Of course not. They are vestiges of the Fall.
Yes, our bodies are also vestiges of God's original creation, but since the Fall, we look to God's RE-creation
of all things as the main hope for our corruptible bodies.

impossible, I say, to renew them again to repentance,
since they crucify the Son of God afresh to themselves and put Him to an open shame.

God does not do a small work in redemption, but it
is still a voluntary work, and it is a work for Christ's
sake, not ours. There is a point at which we may
shame the Redeemer** to our eternal shortfall.
There are many ways to diminish redemption. Almost every New Testament epistle focuses on one of
those ways creeping into a church. Those who heed
the warnings given there (original recipients or contemporary ones) will learn to magnify redemption as
they ought.

* We actually deserve to be left to ourselves the moment we
initially despise God’s grace, but God’s longsuffering acts like a
constant that puts Him on a ‘timer’ of sorts, by which He verifies
by degrees our stubbornness, and by which He further vindicates His final decision to let us go.
** For there is a kind of redemption in which Christ picks us
up, but then when we are righted, we soon regain interest in
going our own way. In Systematic Theology, it is called Temporary Repentance. It is not a saving kind of redemption.

Hence, some 'angst' here is a good thing. "Angst" is
a term for a pervading sort of anxiety. If we can detach
it from its original technical usage, it aptly describes
the general dissatisfaction a Christian should have with
this fallen world and with his own fallenness. The pre30
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took our iniquity head on.

sent world should make us a bit 'antsy':

In Jeremiah's day, a new focal point of God's grace
was arising:

Romans 8:23 And not only so, but also we ourselves
having the first-fruit of the Spirit, also we ourselves
groan within ourselves, eagerly expecting adoption,
the redemption of our body

Jeremiah 16:14, 15 So, behold, the days come, says
Yahweh, that it shall no more be said, As Yahweh
lives, who brought up the sons of Israel out of the land
of Egypt; but, As Yahweh lives, who brought up the
sons of Israel from the land of the north, and from
all the lands where He had driven them. And I will
bring them again into their lands that I gave to their
fathers.

Israel's new identity would be in reference to their
redemption from Babylon. Their unprecedented evil
had forfeited all rights to God. God's renewal of His
goodness to them would therefore be magnificent in a
whole new way, even eclipsing the Red Sea deliverance.

How much more is the Church a product of
God's still greater generosity, since He has now established eternal redemption in Christ?
The question, though, is this: How far can we provoke God until we deserve to be the portion of Israel
that does not return from captivity?*
Hebrews 6:4 - 6 For it is impossible for those who
were once enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift, and were made partakers of the Holy Spirit,
and have tasted the good Word of God and the powers
of the world to come, and who have fallen away; it is
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With this anxious backdrop, then, we can be stabilized by thoughts of what is permanent, what is to
come.
So far, simple enough.
But why is it so hard to keep such an attitude within
us? Why can't we constantly bear our angst in mind
unto its transformation into hope for the future, infusing us with present courage?
The reason is that the world argues so loudly and effectively that IT is permanent. It looks like it is permanent. Our experience of it agrees that it is. It is our future state that seems unreal. Only faith informs us otherwise.
Also, because angst is unpleasant, it seems somehow
illogical to use it to arrive at a hopeful state of mind.
It does not naturally occur to us to thus use our angst to
a positive end. Again, such use is only apprehended
by faith.
Glorious things are spoken of you, O permanent city
of God! I will be one of those who speaks such
things of you! I will do so in spite of my impermanence! I will do so because of my impermanence!
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Devotion 5

Devotion 7

Proverbs 21:15
It is joy to the just
to do justice

Psalm 126:2
... then they said among the nations,
Yahweh has done greatly to work with them.

Adam was originally just.
When a just spirit is returned to us, holiness should
flow with what is originally and truly human in us.
Justice should be a joy to us. Goodness should be
agreeable to us.
There should be a 'naturalness' to our holiness. Our
holiness should not have a forced feel to it. Righteousness was the original way man worked. Our personality and our holiness should be a perfect fit.
On the other hand, who do you know who doesn't
have a discrepancy between his knowledge of holiness
and his practice of it?
How can we arrive at the practice of holiness without 'forcing' ourselves to advance from where we are to
there? We cannot be satisfied with a natural demeanor
that is lacking true holiness. We must rise and develop
through awkward stages. Better an honest attempt at
true holiness through a stilted personality than a natural
personality with worldliness.
So there is an interplay between our striving and our
arriving. But this does not mean that we must have an
unnatural or forced holiness until we have arrived at a
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The Church in Captivity
Part Seven
God did not do a small work in having mercy on us
and calling us as a people.
Yahweh Himself is a great God. His natural greatness shows through in an unusual way in His redemption of a wayward people.
We, on the other hand, are nothing (or worse- something poison and defiled). Can our smallness, then, diminish the greatness of God in His working with us?
No, on three accounts:
1) God's humility. God would be lying if He denied
that He's the ‘biggest kid on the block’; but He shows
His lack of arrogance by kneeling down to pick up the
littlest kid who's scraped his knee.
2) Our iniquity is not small. As beings made in
God's image, our rebellion has eternal ramifications every moment. God's ability to nullify an

eternity of iniquity indeed displays His greatness.

3) Putting the above two reasons together, God Himself 'became smaller' as Christ in the flesh, and there
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The Stone, Christ, will impact every man. Christ the
Stone will break every man. There will be two categories, and two only, for men and their breaking. If you
fall upon Christ, calling on Him for mercy, He will
break your stony heart and free you from hate. If you
flee from Christ, He will find you in your hatefulness,
fall on you, and crush you to powder.
If Christ hasn't crushed your pride into humility,
your have an appointment with Him for another crushing. In the meantime, you have one of two relationships to the Church, Christ’s body.
Either, on the one hand, you AVOID the Church as the
place where the hated Christ dwells (possibly you reside within the Church, but only as a spy and traitor,
insisting on Christ's conformity to your rule. Possibly
you are in a whole traitorous church. There are many.
There always have been. These are churches in name
only, having had their lamp-stands removed by the superintending Christ, Rev 2:5.)
If, on the other hand, you have fallen on Christ and
had your soul broken into pliable submission, see to it
that your pride is encountered and crushed again every
time you meet with Christ IN church.

natural one. Our piety may be less natural as we mature, but we should always seek to see a genuine humanness in our practice of Christianity. We should
never, for instance, adopt a harsh and severe manner,
lacking heart.
Ezekiel 36:26 And I will also give you a new heart,
and I will put a new spirit within you. And I will take
away the stony heart out of your flesh, and I will give
to you a heart of flesh.

We're sort of like Pinocchio, who finally gets to be a
real boy. A Christian is being reintroduced to true humanity. He finally gets a real human heart, a "heart of
flesh." But that heart is beating righteousness for the
first time. It simply must learn how righteousness assumes a fullness of character and personality.
Maturity is not freedom from struggle, though. One
sign of our maturity, in fact, is when we are no longer
surprised by the struggle with our sinfulness, when the
depths of our sinfulness no longer really shocks us.
Holiness will never feel at home with the sin that is native to us. The seasoned Christian also knows he will
never have the complete upper hand on sin. His naturalness is not simply 'doing what comes naturally'.
Righteousness is how a human is supposed to be. It
is not really an add-on and should therefore not be artificial.
The search for holiness comes first and, if necessary,
must be our sole concern, even at the expense of a relaxed personality. But ultimately the return of our
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whole humanity must involve the full and pleasant
agreement of our spirits with the ways of God. There
should finally be a fit, an ease, and a grace that could
never have been there before.*
* When included with all the foregoing caveats, this “finally”
is a description of Christian maturity, or ‘fatherhood’ in terms
of 1 Jn 2:13-14.

Devotion 6

Proverbs 3:21
My son,
do not let them
depart from your eyes;
keep sound wisdom and judgment

"Do not let them depart from your eyes." That is, do
not let the wisdom and knowledge that come from God
turn aside from your eyes. Always have them before
you. Always be regarding them, thinking on them.
There is a mandate that wisdom can have no lapses
in our life. Wisdom must become our constant companion:
Proverbs 7:2, 3 Keep my commands and live, and my
law as the pupil of your eye. Tie them on your fingers;
write them on the tablet of your heart.
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the double “walking” with double “coming” (this time
a participle first, then an infinitive, also difficult to render literally in English): “He shall come- shall come!”
Just as surely as you walk your feet off, those feet will
finally be satisfied in toting the payoff. Also, the Hebrew uses the same word for “bearing” the seed as for
“bearing” their finished product, the bundled grain
sheaves, obviously to show that as surely as you bear
one, you will eventually bear the other. And when you
do- shout away!
The rewards are only for WORKERS. Some generations have easier work than others, but none have easy
work. That is why we must be admonished:
Galatians 6:9 But we should not weaken in doing
good, for in due time we shall reap, if we do not collapse.

Devotion 6

Matthew 21:44
And he who falls on this Stone
shall be broken,
but on whomever it shall fall,
it will grind him to powder.

You who have encountered Christ:
If He didn't crush your pride, your pride has been
further hardened.
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sence. Now the only miracle is in the sweat.
Thus it is whenever a Christian or Christians leave
off with spiritual alertness. The ground in our souls
begins to host desert plants. Our souls look littered
and uninviting: downright hostile to renewed cultivation. The only way to appreciate the new work is the
painful reminders of the old.
Anyone who would do a work of restoration must
perform three tasks, per Psalm 126:
1) Walking and walking (the Hebrew phrase is a common doubling of the word for emphasis, first in the infinitive, then the imperfect.)
2) Weeping;
3) Bearing seed (or a seed bag) for sowing.
These are the three ingredients for sowing. The actual casting of seed is not mentioned. Certainly it occurred, but the psalmist is focusing on other facets of
the work. The big thing is to be 'out there', holding
your bag, walking. If you have your bag and you're on
the move, seed will be sown.
But if you're walking with your bag, you're also out
there with headaches, footaches, backaches, and heartaches. But you keep going.

Any way in which we deal with wisdom only occasionally will certainly mean that we are acting by foolishness the remainder of the time. Again, we can afford no lapses of wisdom in our lives.
There is another sense, however, in which we can
further say that wisdom learns from its lapses. When
we have committed to keeping wisdom before us, we
will find that we are still subject to many stumbles.
We may greatly reduce lapses in our attention to wisdom, but then our attention is so weak and imperfect
that we still manage to stray into foolishness often.
Our very application of wisdom is often misguided
enough to come out as foolishness.
In his lapses from wisdom into folly, the wise man
has at least one thing: he has the tools on hand to learn
from his missteps. He comes to realize that his most
valuable teacher is often his hindsight into his own untrustworthy character: he missed wisdom by overconfidence; he assumed he understood when his learning
had been approached too hastily; his lessons did not
truly distill into his soul.
Wisdom can have no lapses.
Wisdom learns from its lapses.

Then comes the day when the UNglorious meets the
glorious. The initially tiny sprouts, carefully tended,
have grown to maturity. They're ready for harvesting.
In armfuls, I bring them for processing and for storage.
Grounds for shouting? It would not seem so; but all
the preceding work makes it so. The Hebrew answers

Is the fear of the Lord your aim in life? Then these
two maxims will surely be your mottos. In His Instruction you will "meditate day and night." From His
presence you will not depart, but you will "pray without ceasing."
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Your on-the-job training will give you many a
skinned knuckle; but you will always have salve on
hand for your healing. You will have unintentional
lapses, but you will remember the pocket from which
to draw your jar of salve.

Devotion 7

1 Timothy 4:10
for to this we also labor and are reproached,
because we hope on the living God,
who is Savior of all men,
especially of believers.

God is the savior of all men.
Will all men end up in Heaven? No. Therefore, He
is not saving all men's souls from the penalty and
power of sin.
Hence, there is another sense in which God can also
save men.
What does "savior" mean? It means one who delivers. Is deliverance from sin the only kind of deliverance? No. If God is preserving men's lives to continue
living daily upon the earth, He is most certainly delivering them from death. As long as we understand that
men do not have independent power to draw breath, we
should thereby understand that God is their physical
savior moment by moment.
There are other senses of salvation other than eternal
36

Devotion 5

Psalm 126:5, 6
Those who sow in tears
shall reap with shouts of joy!
He who walks- walks and weeps,
bearing the seed for sowing,
shall come, shall come
with shouts of joy,
bearing his sheaves with him.

The Church in Captivity
Part Six
The Jews were back in their homeland after decades
of captivity. They were beginning to cultivate the land
again to grow their food.
How many different kinds of tears did the captivityaffected sower cry? Tears for the wasted years. Tears
for the wildness of the land from long disuse. Tears for
the endless work the stubborn land had created.
How many tears altogether they must have cried!
How many tears must all cry who seek to reestablish an abandoned work of God!
God does greatly to restore His people to their place.
A miraculous work! But then- no miracle crops waiting to be harvested? No. No miraculously tilled land
waiting to be sown? No. Just weeds and wild brush.
Just what had grown up naturally in the people's ab445

What more can we do than lift the quenching cup
before its giver and offer thanks for it?
Psalm 126 begins with a dazed people, blinking in
the sunlight of a newfound freedom, singing and
laughing. We might say:
Colossians 3:16 ... singing with grace in your [their]
hearts to the Lord.

God's grace fills the heart that knows itself to be an
unworthy recipient of God's loving favor.
"Yahweh did greatly to work with us! We are glad!"
If a Christian cannot say this of himself as
a member of the body of Christ, he has a fundamental lack in his understanding of salvation. Since
his salvation is who he is as a Christian, he also has a
fundamental lack of comprehension of himself. It is
easier to believe that he simply is not who he thought
he was.*

* And more to his benefit to believe this of him, if he indeed
will have any chance of actually ATTAINING what he had
merely ASSUMED.

redemption in Christ that we could talk about as well.
Mankind deserves to be judged and wiped from the
face of the earth for its sins. God mercifully withholds
judgment for the time being. Man is not delivered
from sin, but is delivered every day from the judgment
he deserves.
One theological question we can ask in terms of the
lesser forms of salvation is whether or not one of God's
universal salvations (physical preservation or withholding of judgment) is dispensed in terms of a covenant. The answer is Yes. God's covenant with Noah is
a covenant with all mankind and guarantees deliverance from deserved judgment and guarantees preservation of life.
Genesis 9:11 And I have established My covenant
with you, and all flesh shall not be cut off again by the
waters of a flood; nor shall there ever again be a flood
to destroy the earth.

Does the New Covenant (Jer. 31:31 - 33) contain
any lesser kind of salvation for any of its members?
No, all in the New Covenant are saved to the uttermost.
In the Old Covenant, some were saved to the uttermost, while others only enjoyed the national type
blessings of Israel. In the New Covenant, those who
experience only peripheral benefits are still outside the
Covenant. They may be in the 'suburbs' of the Covenant by being in the church community, but they are
not 'saved' in any other sense than men outside the
Church are.*
We might make provision for a lesser sense of salva-
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tion inside the church for those who escape the world
temporarily, but their case seems to be one which results in more judgment rather than less:
2 Peter 2:20 For if, after they have escaped the defilements of the world through the knowledge of our
Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, they are again entangled in them and overcome, the last state has become
worse for them than the first.

Paul wants us to see God as a saving God per the
verse in the box up top. He wants us to see God saving
every man every day, though not in every way. He is
the Savior "especially" of believers. The salvation of
believers is in a separate and higher category: infinitely
higher. From the platform of this greatest salvation,
though, we have the best vantage point to appreciate
God's lesser, YET MAGNIFICENT AND MAGNANIMOUS,
forms of salvation. By these we, with a good will, testify to men of a saving God. He expresses a good will
towards them by preservation and longsuffering. We
express good will towards them by compassionate persuasion Godward.
* So we see a progression from covenant to covenant;
from the most wide-open covenant, an earth-wide, creature-wide covenant, (Noah's covenant), to a combination
spiritual/earthly covenant with the geo-political nation Israel (the Old Covenant), to a spiritual covenant with a
spiritual nation (the New Covenant).

Devotion 4

Psalm 126:3
Yahweh did a great thing
to work with us.
We are glad!

The Church in Captivity
Part Five
The Hebrew word for "great" simply means "large."
It is much like the English word "large"; it can carry
quite a variety of meanings.
The psalmist literally said that God had done "the
large" to work with them. It might be accurate to say
that God did "the amazing thing" to restore them. The
point might be more that God had done a "huge deed"
by rescuing their whole nation. The word "large" may
well have been chosen because it could simultaneously
connote several aspects which were all occurring.
Now why does God do this grand work of release?
Because we're a grand folk to work with?
NO! Just the opposite!
God's magnanimity is glorified in working with
those who are rightfully outcasts. And what other response can an outcast have to deliverance than:
Psalm 116:13 I will lift up the cup of salvation, and I
will call on the name of Yahweh.
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creeping in.
Unfortunately, it is the easiest thing in the world to
lose the spirit of revival. We slide so easily back into
presumption. "There's no way this sense of God's presence could fade!" Famous last words.
God gives us the responsibility to nurture our relationship with Him. Only when we treat it somewhat
like a perishable commodity do we stand a good
chance of retaining it (perishable because of the weak
vessels it’s in).
"Turn again our captivity." You've graciously turned
it once, O God. Now turn it again. The first turn got
us out of the grips of godlessness; now rescue us from
spiritual negligence! Take us on to the next stage!
Turn us into an ever-humble people, who never presume upon Your mercies, but are always beggars, happily seeking those mercies!"

* The Hebrew word shuv is used in Ps 127:1 as an infinitive
for “turned back/returned,” then again as a Qal imperative in
Ps 127:4 for “turn again.”
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The psalmist recounts that they had come out of a
land of deportation and returned to their homeland.
Then he makes the request quoted in the box at the top.
Turn her captivity again, like the southern streams.
What were the south streams?
The streams of the southland (or Negev streams, the
Negev being a southern region of Israel; Negev meaning "dry," but coming to mean southern as well) were
streams in a desert area which were dry most of the
year. When the seasonal cloudbursts came, the streams
overflowed their banks.
The psalmist was asking God to transform Israel's
'dry' time of captivity into a richness likened to floods.
But the psalmist asked, "Turn again ..."
The first verse of the Psalm indicates that the Israelites had already been released from captivity. The
psalmist was apparently writing this psalm from Judah
as a recollection of their liberation. So their captivity
had been turned. Now the psalmist was asking that it
be turned again.* What does this mean?
The psalmist is merely asking what any wise man
requests in times of revival: "Keep it coming, only
stronger!"
The Israelites were ecstatic to be home. They were
praising God. But the discerning eye could see that
life was not being squarely rebuilt on a Biblical foundation (read Ezra and Nehemiah). The peoples' new
lifestyles were not totally defined by the pursuit of
God. Already, clear indications of selfishness were
40
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study and scornful of it. We are satisfied with it in that
we consume appreciable amounts of Biblical data
along accepted lines. We are scornful of Bible study in
that our delvings into Scriptures are mainly to justify
our status quo rather than to seek change (repentance)
and obedience. The status quo actually dictates our
mind and thus our interpretation of Scripture. That’s
why Jesus had to say, “You have heard it said… but I
say.” We read the Bible, but we only hear the status
quo in it.
That which is not captive to Christ is captive to
some foreign influence.
Such a simple definition. Such a difficult dilemma.

Devotion 3

Psalm 126:4
Turn her captivity again,
O Yahweh,
like the south streams.

The Church in Captivity
Part Four
God had done greatly for the Jews so far:
Psalm 126:3 Yahweh did great things to work with
us! We are glad.
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Devotion 1

Romans 6:11
Thus consider yourselves also to be
dead to sin,
but alive to God in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Our consideration of something is spoken of as an
indispensable part of our bringing it to pass. To consider it is to count it so. We are to consider, or
reckon ourselves dead in one sense and alive in another. Does our counting it so actually make it so?
No. Paul had already spoken of both our death and
life in an absolute sense:
Romans 6:4 Therefore, we were buried with
Him through baptism into death, that as Christ
was raised up from the dead by the glory of the
Father, so also we should walk in newness of life.

The baptism spoken of cannot be water baptism,
since water baptism does not effect our union with
Christ. Spirit baptism, however, is spoken of in the
very terms of our union with Christ (1 Cor. 12:13).
So Paul says that by the Spirit's activity we did die
with Christ.
Paul's absolute language for our living with Christ
is a little different:
Romans 6:8 But if we died with Christ, we be41

lieve that we shall also live with Him.

Paul uses the future tense rather than the present.
He says that we shall live, a reference primarily to
our future resurrection to life. He could have said we
do live (or just "we live") to show our present union
with Christ's life. But he instead emphasizes the future.
The reason for Paul's choice of tense seems to be
his use of present reality to 'prove' future reality. If
we are indeed going to join Christ in the resurrection,
we will also manifest His life now.
We make of ourselves a sort of sandwich. On one
side, we are sandwiched by the past reality of our
death with Christ. On the other side, we are sandwiched by the future reality of our resurrection with
Christ. In between, the peanut butter and jelly of our
existence are our present death to sin and living unto
God (and hopefully it is just as appetizing an offering
to God).
So Paul is saying that how well we can count ourselves dead and alive is how confident we can be that
we are joined to Christ- to His death and life. It is
also how successfully we will actually die to sin and
live to righteousness. This counting it to be so is essentially alternate terminology for faith.
Paul transfers the analogy later in the chapter from
Union with Christ to Slavery:
Romans 6:18 Then being made free from sin, you
became the slaves of righteousness.
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Devotion 2

2 Corinthians 10:5
pulling down imaginations
and every high thing that exalts itself
against the knowledge of God,
and bringing into captivity every thought
into the obedience of Christ

The Church in Captivity
Part Three
How do we know the Church is in captivity?
As far as definitions, suggesting that we are wholly
within the borders of an alien power might seem too
large a claim. Old Israel was taken as a whole (a few
poor people were left behind) to dwell within Babylon.
Are we wholly subsumed by some “human tradition” (Col 2:8) or “imagination” (above, meaning, reasoning/ schema/system)?
For definition's sake, it is easier to say, according to
2 Corinthians 10:5, that whatever thoughts are not captive to Christ are captive to one manifestation or another of the Enemy.
The Church in our day has many thoughts that are
impossible to render captive to Christ. We are not
even within reach of the means of comprehending and inviting Biblical thoughts and
lifestyles into our own lives.

We are at one and the same time satisfied with Bible
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in blindness imposed on us (for one instance).
But when God does return to work with us- !
Psalm 126:2 Then our mouth was filled with laughter, and our tongue with singing; then they said
among the nations, Yahweh has done great things
with them.

Yes, then we will be elated!
But until then, our time is well spent discovering
God's justice in His darkening of our minds.* How do
we deserve this? We know we do deserve it, so we can
search in certainty that there is an answer.
There's no way for the Church to come out
of captivity except where she sees and feels
herself bound. Then she’ll call on God. And just

because she can tell that she is somehow bound does
not mean she knows how she is bound or how tightly.
Yes, a good, solid meditation on our immobility is in
order.

Does Paul mean that Christians are free from sin
and so never sin? Does he mean that we are slaves to
righteousness and obey only its dictates? No. As before, we will either be more or less consistent
with these realities by how we consider them in our
thinking.
Can his freedom from sin become virtually meaningless to a Christian? It's hard for a new convert to
imagine it, but it can become so. God will judge us
as Christians based on what it all meant to us. Did
we always love Jesus because He died for us? Or did
His love for us lose its appeal? Whatever it means to
us, that will result in exactly how we live.
Count yourself dead.
Count yourself alive.
Go back to the Cross where these realities were
accomplished, and from where alone you can realize
them for yourself. Having arrived, never depart.

* As we discussed last devotion in considering Colossians
2:8, “Beware lest anyone captures you through philosophy
and empty deceit, according to the tradition of men, according
to the basic principles of the world, and not according to
Christ.” Philosophy and empty deceit are the attractive

baits we bite, sending the Enemy’s fishing hooks through
our brain and out our eyes, quite blinding us.
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Devotion 2

Devotion 1

1 John 3:3
And everyone who has this hope on Him
purifies himself,
even as that One is pure.

Psalm 126:2
... then they said among the nations,
Yahweh has done great things with them.

The hope referred to is the hope of becoming like
Jesus when we see Him:
1 John 3:2 Beloved, now we are Children of God,
and it has not been made clear as yet what we
shall be. We know that, when He appears, we
shall be like Him, because we shall see Him even
as He is.

We are purified now by looking to Christ, according to our verse in the box above.
If we are not being purified of certain sins- sins
that we purposely commit- there can only be one of
four reasons for this:
1) We are not looking to Christ; we have taken our
eyes off Him, either in laziness or in attraction to
something else;
2) We are looking to Him but do not believe He has
the power to deliver us. In this case, we actually are
looking to an imaginary Jesus, for the real Jesus does
have the power to deliver us;
3) We don't really want purity. We are satisfied to
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The Church in Captivity
Part Two
When did the nations recognize that God had done
greatly to work with His people?
It was when He brought them back from captivity.
How was it recognized that this had occurred?
His peoples' recognition was marked by laughter and
singing:
Psalm 126:2 Then our mouth was filled with laughter, and our tongue with singing; then they said
among the nations, Yahweh has done great things
with them.

Before this point, the Gentiles were certainly reasonable to ask, "Is God going to work with them? He has
brought them very low. Has He forgotten them?"
But was God concerned with their question? Was
He anxious to 'get the show on the road' for His reputation's sake?
No. He operates by justice. He punishes justly, including the punishment's duration. God has no anxiety
to justify Himself. He is justified in our punishment,
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keep our defilement;
4) We haven't given the purification process sufficient time. If we truly long for purity and look longingly to an omnipotent Christ to confer it to us, we
are exercising our souls, an exercise Christ may wish
to extend for our benefit.
How many Christians will simply have to acknowledge the third reason to their shame at Christ's
coming!
1 John 2:28 And now, little children, abide in
Him, so that when he appears we may have confidence and not shrink from him in shame at his
coming.

How many will have to own up to having been
Christian in name only! Wanting the true Christ
means wanting righteousness, since He is righteous.
NOT wanting righteousness therefore means not
wanting Christ. Sin, of course, continues to have its
allure, but the Christian mind says, “But the sin will
only hurt me and others and will dishonor God. I
choose Christ’s way. Whatever commitment the sin
demands, I make the opposite commitment to righteousness.”*
In whichever of several possible ways righteousness may be
opposite of this sin. In some cases, it is a clear, single opposite.
*
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Devotion 3

2 Samuel 16:10
"... If he is cursing
because Yahweh has said to him,
'Curse David,' who then shall say,
'Why have you done so?'"

David here allowed the cursings of Shimei to continue. David was riding by with his troops and
Shimei cursed and threw stones at David for the
deaths of Saul's household. David's commander Abner was actually responsible for those deaths, but
David saw a reason to allow Shimei's curses. He saw
the hand of God in it.
David was not saying that what Shimei was doing
was right. The fact of Shimei's wrongdoing was
proved by his later execution under Solomon. The
hand of God was truly evident in the death that
Shimei brought on himself (1 Kings 2).
So how could David allow the continuance of
Shimei's curses upon a man in authority, even Yahweh's anointed: himself, that is?
David knew that he was not altogether blameless.
Any good commander-in-chief says, "The buck stops
here," and takes responsibility for the actions of his
underlings. More so, though, David knew that it was
ultimately through his own negligence that the whole
messy dilemma with Absalom had started.
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freedom of conscience. We lose this in captivity. Our conscience doesn't operate at liberty;
it is enslaved, first to our own desires (which
got us captured in the first place), then to any
human philosophy/ lifestyle that vindicates
those desires (and we may roam from one to
another as successive ones dissatisfy).

But more than even this, David understood that he
personally needed accusation of his soul for
his own benefit. Human conscience is unbalanced
without the Spirit's governance, most often, our consciences tipping the scale in our own favor:

God ordains the duration of captivity for
His awakened remnant.

David knew the value of an enemy in counterbalancing his own 'self-purifying' vision. At the time,
David was properly humbled in spirit before the
Lord, so he did not concentrate primarily on the
wrong being done, even the falsehood in the report.
He heard Yahweh speaking to the pride of his heart,
and he received it in humility: "Let Yahweh repay
Shimei for any wrongdoing. I am being helpfully
shamed right now."

He always brings His remnant back ...
... Doesn't He?
* When someone has lived as a captive long
enough, he starts a whole new life as a captive. He
may eventually feel uncomfortable moving back to
the realm of his former freedom. The Israelites were
captives in the land of Egypt; nevertheless, in their
freedom, they soon longed to go back to Egypt and
return to their former lifestyles. Still, they were aware
of their oppression while they were under it.

** This was true of the Israelites, too. They signed on
for captivity by serving the gods of Assyria and Babylon in Israel long before they were taken to those
places.
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Proverbs 16:2 All the ways of a man are pure in
his own eyes, but Yahweh weighs the spirits.

Only those who truly know God can see His hand
working through an enemy, especially an enemy performing unrighteousness. David was truly a "man
after God’s own heart."

We should say: "If only my haters and despisers
could assail me as much as my neglect of God deserved!"
What extra tools of humiliation might you encounter today?
How valuable is meekness to you? If you see
every negative aspect of life as part of your neces47

sary counterbalancing correction, how can you go
wrong?
Parents cannot forego discipline of their children,
for instance, but even when we must judge righteous
judgment, we can do so with smitten hearts.

Devotion 4

Isaiah 7:8
For the head of Syria is Damascus,
and the head of Damascus is Rezin;
and within sixty five years
Ephraim shall be broken from being a people.

Ephraim was allied with Syria. They wished to
expand their borders into Judah, but God was assuring His people that for now they were safe. God
gave a timetable for Ephraim and Syria's undoing.
New enemies always arise, it seems. How are we
to know they will be defeated? After all, they always
seem to be in the majority. Furthermore, even when
Christians gain an upper hand, we do not seem to be
able to maintain it.
We must remember, though, that the enemy's hold
is also fleeting. God has a purpose for the seeming
instability of our circumstances, but He also does
justice against His enemies. Again, His timetable in
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sway, then and therefore they bind us.
So what is release from spiritual captivity?
The critical question to resolve is: What is
the alien force holding us
us?
In general, the answer is: any idea or lifestyle contrary to Scriptures. The catch is- our
captivity is always of our own making. We
are only taken captive by agreement.** We are
not coerced to sin, but, in effect, we might as
well be. We have given our sins permission to
bind us. We offer no more resistance.
Release from captivity, then, must be the removal of any reigning authority
other than Scriptures. This is what
returns us to freedom under God. Then we relate properly to ourselves, neighbors, and authorities because of what God says.
The Jews in the Psalm in the box at the
top felt like they were coming out of harsh reality into a pleasant dream. Freedom had become that distant to them.
Christians who dream of a freed Church,
unbound by "human tradition" and the "order
of the world" (Col. 2:8), who seek to live only
by Scriptures- these may be entitled by God's
grace to a sort of 'trip home’; that is, to a real
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Captivity is being held against your will.*
Only those who know they have been removed from a place of liberty can have a
will to return to it. They are the only captives
who recognize themselves as such, and they
are the only kind of spiritual captives who can
be restored.
Psalm 53:6 Who will give from Zion the salvation
of Israel? When God brings back the captivity of
His people, Jacob shall rejoice, and Israel shall be
glad.

The Jews in the Psalm questioned when
their return to freedom would be. They were
aware of displacement and longed for replacement.
So, again, what is 'Christian captivity' as
opposed to old Israelite captivity?
It can't be coercion to sin. We cannot be coerced to sin. All who sin do so freely, of their
own accord.
It can be restricted access to means of grace.
Prayer and Scriptures fail to bring us into
God's presence because "philosophy and
empty deceit" have a strong enough hold on
our thoughts to defile our worship. Again, we
allow/ prefer philosophy and empty deceit’s
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this will rarely accord with what seems right to us.
Sixty-five years was a long way off for the dwellers
of Jerusalem.
What's more, the Gospel does take hold permanently within those God chooses. The Gospel and
those it claims are never defeated:
2 Cor 2:14 But thanks be to God, who in Christ
always leads us in triumphal procession

As long as there is one Gospel messenger around,
God wins, as the passage in second Corinthians continues:
2 Cor 2:14 - 16 But thanks be to God, who in Christ
always leads us in triumphal procession, and
through us spreads the fragrance of the knowledge
of him everywhere. For we are the aroma of Christ
to God among those who are being saved and
among those who are perishing, to one a fragrance
from death to death, to the other a fragrance from
life to life. Who is sufficient for these things?

Paul makes no distinction between the two effects
of the Gospel as to their victory. Whether men believe or reject, the Gospel triumphs. And Gospel
messengers triumph along with it. God is always
leading us in triumphal procession.
Is this the hope in which you live and speak? The
victory of the Gospel in or over all men (victory in
the elect; victory over the wicked)?
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Devotion 5

Devotion 7

Psalm 20:7
These in chariots,
and these in horses,
but we will make mention
in the name of Yahweh our God.

Psalm 126:1
When Yahweh turned back
the captivity of Zion,
we were like those who dream.

One factor that is to differentiate a Christian from
a non-Christian is our recognition of a different
boast.
Many in the world do not make outright boast in
the forces or possessions they trust, but they are certainly confident in things other than the true God.
We must give evidence of our conversion, both to
ourselves for our own assurance, and to those around
us as a witness, by glorifying God in all our tasks.
We may practically approach the glorifying of God
on a task-by-task basis using a 'before, during, and
after' methodology:
1) Before the task, we should
a) inquire of God (for any hidden traps we may
be unaware of), and
b) consecrate the task to God; ask for His
blessing and guidance;
2) Go into the task simply with the intent to glorify
God. Acknowledge that He is good, and that you are
relying on His strength and oversight;
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The Church in Captivity
Part One
How does the Old Testament concept of
captivity relate to the Church?
We know the Church has captivity issues:
Colossians 2:8 See to it that no one takes you
captive by philosophy and empty deceit, according to human tradition, according to the order of
the world, and not according to Christ.

But the captivity referenced by Paul here is
of a spiritual kind. So how can we be held
spiritually captive? Paul mentions two categories of captors in the above verse, as well as
two categories in which those captors operate.
In general, then, how does captivity operate?
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James is basically categorizing life into our
two emotional responses. We can either be
happy or sad, or somewhere between, or both.
James is saying to use a Biblical grid to exercise both our happiness AND our sadness.
Take your happiness and make it God
God-oriented
oriented. Take your sadness and do the
same.
A direct hunger for Scriptures? Great if you
have it. Nurture it as much as possible. If you
lose it, no big deal.* Use your parched state to
cry out even more intensely to the Fountain of
Living Waters.

* Well, big deal if your parched state discourages you
from calling out to God. That's where this principle
has to be a settled matter with you: "I don't feel like
calling on God. Time to call on God." The REAL
problem is when our discouragement effectively erases
even the thought of God. Again, the awareness, "I'm
forgetting God," is only learned by the continual practice of the happiness/sadness grid.
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3) Give credit to Him afterwards. Thank Him.
Thank Him in the presence of others, even if only in
a general way. Thank Him for His wise oversight of
any 'failed' ventures.
The hardest part of all this is actually segmenting
life into significant enough tasks that you will always
be seeking God's glory in all things. The most menial tasks are elevated to great spiritual significance
when we consecrate them to God. There is a spiritual force of gravity, so to speak, always pulling our
souls downward, resisting this elevation, keeping
life one long, connected, monotonous, earthly routine.
God is actually doing us a favor, then, when He
lets our undertakings flop which did not involve
seeking His face. From our hands and knees, we can
at least recognize a stopping point, a place from
which to look up.
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Devotion 6

Devotion 6

Psalm 87:4
I will mention Rahab and Babylon
to those who know me;
behold, Philistia and Tyre with Ethiopia:
this man was born there.

Psalm 119:20
My soul breaks for the longing
that it has to Your judgments
at all times.

The "there" the psalmist references is Zion:
Psalm 87:5 And it shall be said to Zion, This man
and that man was born in her; and the Highest
Himself shall establish her.

The psalmist makes his citizenship in Zion a boast.
It is a boast he compares favorably to citizenship in
any other nation. He mentions by name nations which
were prone to boast and who had definite features they
could tout.
Zion's dealings with Rahab (Egypt, see Ps. 89:10)
and Babylon were a reason for the psalmist to specifically mention them. God had proved more powerful
than the gods of either one.
The psalmist calls on Philistia, Tyre, and Ethiopia to
hear his boast concerning Zion. And his boast is only
in his birth certificate! The mere fact that he was born
there is enough to provoke their envy as far as he was
concerned.
Now consider this. The psalmist does not simply
group these realms under the title "nations." He actu52

How many of us can say that our souls break
for the longing they have for Scriptures?
Yet how many of us would deny that our souls
should be thus constrained?
In daily life, where our spiritual sensitivity may
be sapped from us, we may more profitably cry to
God from the opposite vantage point:
Psalm 63:1 O God, You are my God; I earnestly seek
You; my soul thirsts for You; my flesh longs for You,
as in a dry and weary land without water.

The point is, there is no situation in which we
should not be crying earnestly to God. Our sense
of need should be acute, whether over direct
longing for God and His words or over the
parched dryness/nearing deadness of our souls.
It's much like James' admonition:
James 5:13 Is any among you afflicted? Let him
pray. Is any cheerful? Let him sing psalms.
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psalmist sees it so is obvious:
Psalm 119:96 I have seen an end to all perfection;
Your commandment is exceedingly broad.

The psalmist could conceive of perfection and
could conceive of various aspects of the world in
relation to their perfection ("Perfection" in Hebrew means completeness or the ending point of
something). God's commands, by comparison,
were hard to categorize. They are so expansive.
They challenge the mind's ability to see to their
borders.
Hence, when God assigned His commands to
us, He was not 'talking down' to us. He was not
saying, "Here's some kindergarten stuff until you
can learn to think maturely."
Yet that is exactly how most Christians relate to
commandments. We see them as restrictive tests
of our willpower and not much more. With this
view, they can never truly learn God's commandments.
But hopefully, you are in the psalmist's position, working on your 'spiritual doctorate', asking
Professor God, who “made you,” who made your
mind, to “intelligent-ize”* you, so you can see His
Do's and Don'ts for what they truly are?
* The Hebrew is the imperative, causative of “discern, distin-

ally wants us to think of the particular fame of each of
them, one by one! He wants to be known as a citizen
of Zion in the light of the glories of the most glorious
nations on earth!
Here, then, is the question for us. Do we have
such confidence in Zion?
Or is our ignorance of the glories of the nations an
implicit admission that we think Zion doesn't really
measure up? We have shut ourselves off from the rest
of the world so that scrawny, pitiful Zion can have
some appearance of grandeur... if we squint our eyes
and look kind of sideways at her?
The psalmist obviously knows what the nations have
to boast in. He talks to particular citizens from several
of them. He knows 'where they are at'. He knows their
philosophical 'centers'- why they think their countries
follow the most enviable creed, serves the best gods.
Ultimately, of course, that is the real contest, of gods
versus God. The psalmist, with his 'takes all comers'
attitude, has talked to men from all the nations and
knows exactly how their religions play out in the peoples’ day-to-day lifestyles. He can say, "I see. This is
how you think and operate. But let me tell you about
my God and His ways!"
The psalmist may well have rehearsed these matters
during a low time for Zion historically. We notice that
he boasts in his birth, not in the city's present glories.
Zion had reached some pretty low points in her history;

guish, separate mentally.” “Smart-ify me.”
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but her main boast has never diminished: God is the
one who births her true sons. This will always be her
basic glory:
James 1:18 Of his own will he brought us forth by
the word of truth, that we should be a kind of
firstfruits of his creatures.

Is this enough reason for us to boast?
Will we calmly concede the glories of our neighbors
- "Yes, what about them Braves!" -but then show
them the greater glory in the Gospel?*
1 Corinthians 9:25 Every athlete exercises selfcontrol in all things. They do it to receive a perishable
wreath, but we an imperishable.

Of course, the letter to the Corinthians was written
to Christians who already recognized the superiority of
Zion. With our zealous neighbor, we would not 'put
down' the Braves per se or baseball per se. Paul was
not doing so. He actually recognized the legitimacy of
athletic competition as a credible analogy to the Christian quest. In this, he was just like the psalmist in
Psalm 87. "Tell me the best your country has to offer...
Ah yes, this renown is well-known and well-deserved!
But let me tell you of a glory that is better in that it is
founded in God's Heaven and will endure when the
other glories have come to an end!" Then our boasts in
Zion begin to flow.
* Being careful not to compare in a fleshly way. The real glory of Zion is

running unless they are in the same analogy. “Walking” the
way of God’s commandments also expresses covering a necessary distance. The psalmist here says, in effect, “You made me
walk. You can make me run.” Walking makes me want to run.

Devotion 5

Psalm 119:73
Your hands have made me and formed me;
give me understanding*
so that I may learn Your commandments.

To learn God's commandments.
The psalmist requests *intelligence (so the Hebrew) for the purpose of comprehending God's
commandments.
But what is there to learn about commandments? Aren't they all rather straightforward:
"Do this"; "Don't do that"?
According to the psalmist, he needed special
help from the creator of his mind to be able to
properly grasp the meaning of God's commandments. The psalmist is certainly asking for the
ability to understand God's Do's and Don'ts, but
he is apparently asking for more. He apparently
wants to thoroughly compute and be infused with
God's negative and positive directions.

not that I think she is cool, nor that angels could hit home runs all day.
When we are contrasting to false religions or philosophies, though, we are

God's commandments, then, must be more
than just simple Do's and Don'ts. The fact that the
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much ground are we supposed to cover in commandment-keeping?
And this is where our verse comes in handy.
By expressing the desire to run in his obedience,
the psalmist answers the question this way. How
much ground are we supposed to cover in commandment-keeping? All of it.
In other words, there are not a set number of
miles we're supposed to cover in a day, there is
simply an ongoing road with progressively
greater sanctification ahead. The more ground
we can cover each day, the closer we will be to
our greatest possible sanctification by the end of
our road.* Since the end of the road is our perfect
glorification, we want to be closer to that than to
the spiritual infancy with which we entered the
road (and progress is certainly not guaranteed by
simply having been on the road).
And just as the athlete's training increases his
organs' capacities to process oxygen, so, through
discipline and trials, God equips our hearts to
support a running pace in our sanctification.
That's the unique picture our verse today gives
us. We should envision and be striving for our
greatest possible sanctification.

more at home with the inherent battle of ideas, 2 Cor 10:4-5

Devotion 7

Psalm 119:97
Oh how I love your law!
It is my meditation all the day.

Well, of course the psalmist meditated on God's law
all day! He loved it.
So much for any pretense I might have that I love
God's law greatly! I don't carry God's instructions
around in my head for very long at a time at all.
Let us be certain that we also understand what other
category this love is in. Jesus said:
John 14:15 "If you love Me, you will keep my commandments."

Now which commandments in the law would the
psalmist have loved which we, in keeping Jesus' commandments, wouldn't love? Is Jesus forcing nasty
medicine down our throats in demanding observance to
His commands? Is He smiling sardonically, saying,
"So, you really love Me, eh? Let's see if you can stand
this !"

and match’ metaphors in one setting with those in another.
Walking as a metaphor should not be unfavorably compared to

So Christendom has come to equate commands with
impersonal tests. We view our relation to God personally as one thing, our relation to His commands as essentially impersonal. His commands have become a
sort of add-on to our relationship, but one which is
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* As with all metaphors, we must take care not to freely ‘mix

fairly irrelevant. We definitely don't see God Himself
in His commands.
But the psalmist did. So did Paul:
Romans 7:12 So indeed the Law is holy, and the
commandment holy and just and good.

Hmm... all those descriptions of the Law are also
descriptions of God, aren't they! Holy, just, good...
But what would we expect? Would God give us instructions that are disconnected from Himself? Certainly, then, God's commands are simply an expression
of His own character, of Himself. They are personal,
too, simply being an extension of God.
So then, for our love of God's commands to increase, perhaps we need to see His love for us IN
those commandments more.
The psalmist didn't sound like he was forcing himself to think of God's commands all day long. As a human, of course he would encounter dry spells and have
to prime the pump; but he obviously recognized living
water as soon as the well began to deliver. He had a
basis on which to remind Himself of God's goodness
and love whenever he thought about His commands.
He could recover that basis whenever he needed to.
Did this do away with his struggles with the flesh
and the devil? Not at all.
But imagine what a disadvantage we are at in combating sin and Satan without a love for God's law!
F-4
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Devotion 4

Psalm 119:32
I will run the way of Your Commands,
for You shall enlarge my heart.

Something about running in the way of God's
commandments seems too hurried.
When we think of the path of God's commandments, we can think easily enough of walking
thereon. But try to imagine breaking into a run.
What commandment would justify shifting into a
jog or a sprint? Am I now going to love God,
only faster?
The adjustment our mind makes when seeking
to make a ‘100-meter obedience’ seemly is to simply think of approaching God's commands more
vigorously. That’s an analogy of effort. I can put
forth a certain amount of effort in doing what
God says (walking), or I can exert an extra
amount (running).
Whereas, extra effort is an idea suggested in
our verse, the psalmist is indicating that running
itself is a proper gait for keeping God's commandments.
What does running do that walking doesn't? It
covers more ground.
This raises a very sensible question. How
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freedom from shame when we have really taken
God's part.
This request is not asking God to keep men
from reproaching me. It is asking Him to keep me
from acting or speaking shamefully. The psalmist
is asking God for that extra power necessary to
STAY with the godliness he had chosen. "I have
stuck to your testimonies. But the glue I make
dissolves rather easily and without warning.
Stick me with some of Your glue, faithful God."
Hence, far from making any kind of unseemly
boast, the psalmist is acknowledging his powerlessness to keep even what he had already committed to God. He is expressing a full awareness
that God had granted him bonding strength in the
first place, and God must be the one who sees
him to the end of his attachment:
Philippians 1:6 being confident of this very thing,
that he who began a good work in you will complete it until the day of Jesus Christ.
If God began His good work in us, let us express with the psalmist our resolve to stay on the
track He has set us on.
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Devotion 3

Psalm 119:31
I have stuck to Your testimonies;
O Yahweh, do not put me to shame.

"I have stuck to Your testimonies." Well,
there's a humble confession for you! Apparently, the psalmist had a high estimation of his
own sanctification.
But wait. "O Yahweh, do not put me to
shame." Well, that certainly is a humble request. Perhaps the first 'boast' is really not a
boast, but only a sane self-estimate.
Indeed, it comes down to this. EITHER I AM
OR I AM NOT STICKING TO GOD'S TESTIMONIES.
The psalmist is not implying that he had stuck
to them perfectly, but at least that he had consciously chosen and stayed with what God
had said.
You and I should be able to make the same
'boast'.
But if you are not presently sticking with
God's testimonies, you cannot truly say that
you have stuck to them.
God is letting us know through this example of prayer that it is appropriate to ask for
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ered the path of truth, and I have chosen it. I
am walking in it now. I am choosing it now."
The choice of the “path” (Hebrew meaning of
"way") of truth is a deliberate one. It is an ongoing one.
If I am not choosing the way of truth, therefore, I do not walk according to the truth.
WALKING IN TRUTH IS NOT ACCIDENTAL. Nor is
it incidental. If I have chosen the Christian path
as the truthful one some time in the past, that
does not mean that I am choosing the path of
truth today. If my choice of truth affects my life,
I should be able to say today, "I have chosen the
way of truth."* Saying that, I should mean, "I
am where I am this moment because of my
choice of truth."

Is your choice of truth a fresh one?
When is the last time your commitment to
the truth forced you to endure a hard sacrifice,
for instance?
The longer we dwell in the vicinity of the
truth, the less we tend to feel its cutting edge
(as is, unfortunately, our tendency towards all
virtues). We are always apt to settle into a
comfort zone, but when we do this with the
truth, the truth moves out of our district.
* I’m admonishing you to say it to God.
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Devotion 1

Psalm 87:7
Singers also as players on instrumentsAll my fountains are in you!

This is the last verse of Psalm 87. The psalm is a
grandiose boast in Zion as the place of God's dwelling. All who dwell there with Him are therefore
blessed.
This last verse seems to be an almost confused exclamation:
Psalm 87:7 And the singers are as the pipers*All my springs are in you!

It is as though the psalmist were watching a procession of joyful worshipers in Zion. The singers and
the pipers seemed to be as one. What they were expressing was one joyful declaration; it was like a
river flowing out of them joining a universal cataract
affirming the same thing. The psalmist joined them:
"All my springs are also in you, O Zion!"
That is to say, All my springs of joy; all my rivers
of hope; all the streams of my lifeforce; all the fountains pinning my stability: everything that defines me
as truly alive- you are its source, O Zion!
Is that saying too much? Some translators actually
capitalize "You" in this verse, thus referring it to
God. Their theism is too strict to allow any such
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exuberance for a created thing.
But what is God's own testimony concerning
Zion?
Ephesians 1:22 And He [the Father] has put all
things under His [Jesus’] feet and gave Him to be
Head over all things to the church, which is His
body, the fullness of Him who fills all in all.

Christ's body is His fullness. But how can infinity
be filled? Of course, it is only His fullness in the
sense of being His emotional fullness: His delight,
His bride.
On the basis, then, of Christ's own esteem for His
Church, Paul can also say:
2 Timothy 2:10 Therefore I endure all things for
the sake of the elect, that they may also obtain
the salvation which is in Christ Jesus with eternal
glory.

yoke to our necks.
To introduce another term, God gives His
people a vision to see the goal ahead of us, especially in contrast to the hindrances that obstruct
us from attaining the goal.
THE BURDEN OF THE LORD SUPPLIES THE NECESSARY COUNTERACTING PRESSURE TO ACHIEVE
THAT GOAL.

Devotion 2

Psalm 119:30
I have chosen the way of truth ...

Here is a confession which unmasks insincerity.

The psalmist, in saying that ALL his springs or
water fountains were in Zion, was saying that NOT
ONE source of life in him was from anywhere else.

It contains a great way to clarify whether I
walk according to truth. Without this verse, I
may let myself off easily with a vague notion of
walking in the truth. Perhaps I am walking in
the truth. I am a Christian, no? I'm not walking
in any known falsehood. As likely as not, then,
I'm walking in the truth.

Now he was not necessarily insisting that he had
no illegitimate desires to deal with. He was only
saying that all that was truly connected to spiritual
life, real life, was from Zion, and that as a citizen of

But I can be much more specific in answer. I
can ask, with the psalmist, whether or not I
have chosen the way of truth. The psalmist
could look at himself and say, "I have consid-

Paul merely sought to have the esteem for the
Church which God Himself had.
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Jeremiah 20:9 And I said, I will not mention Him or
speak any more in His name. But His Word was in my
heart like a burning fire shut up in my bones, and I
was weary of holding in, and I was not able.

5) The offense of the world against us:
Mark 13:13 And you will be hated by all on account
of My name. But the one enduring to the end, that one
will be kept safe.

6) A longing for the SALVATION OF OTHERS:
Romans 9:3 For I could wish that I myself were accursed and cut off from Christ for the sake of my
brothers, my kinsmen according to the flesh.

7) The difficulty of self-denial:
Mark 8:34 And calling near the crowd with His disciples, He said to them, Whoever desires to come after
Me, let him deny himself and take his cross, and let
him follow Me.

These are all weights that pull on us, straining
us in different ways.
But burdens from God and for His sake are
NECESSARY for the accomplishment of our goals
as His people. We are being called out of bondage. The power of our bondage, sin, remains in
us. The choice, therefore, is EVER BEFORE US
whether we will submit to our former yoke or
press on to serve our good Lord, fitting His
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Zion, that's where all his own true life came from.
At the moment, this was also an emotional confession. At the moment, he had no desire for anything
except Zion. But he could also say that this had become generally true of himself.
He had already talked about Egypt, Babylon, Philistia, Tyre, and Ethiopia. He knew what they had to
offer. He knew in what ways their citizens boasted
of them. But he chose Zion.
In light of this, we may well ask: Are all my joys
in the Church? Are all the springs feeding my life in
God's city, God's people, God's ways?
Or do I reserve the emotional 'safety valve' of at
least one worldly joy or activity? Or I am simply a
loner, doing all things for my own sake?
It is a bit claustrophobic to think of Zion as the
one and only source of my emotional joys. Such
claustrophobia should be connected to our "putting to
death" the members of our flesh. Truth be told- God
cannot be found outside of the Church.** We already saw that it is His fullness. His body is also His
source of the Truth:
1 Timothy 3:15 ... the house of God, which is the
Church [Gk. 'ekklesia', "the called out"] of the
living God, the pillar and foundation of the truth.

We all know if we have ungodly delights. We perhaps do not realize where we lack joy in Zion. We
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all tend to think of our worship of God as sufficient
worship. We probably do not see where we despise
the Church as the dwelling place of God, where we
scorn members of His body in particular or the functioning of that body in general.
The confession of Psalm 87 is a high confession.
It is especially hard to confess it when the Church is
at a low ebb. But the Church was apparently at a low
ebb in the psalmist's time, too. All the other nations
had boasts. He may have only had the ragtag group
of vagabonds returning from captivity to boast in.
Yet he boasted. He boasted because He accepted by
faith what God had done and was doing for them and
in them.

* This would be the only time this Hebrew word has any reference to music. It is used 143 times, and the vast majority
of them have to do with profaning, polluting, and defiling.
Perhaps the psalmist is saying- and this would be literal"And the singers are as those who profane," meaning that
they were singing with all gusto, the way 'party animals' go
overboard in their revelry.
** God is always working outside the Church, revealing Himself; but when it is time to bring a person or a people to salvation, God brings them into the Church (most often bringing
the Church to them first in the form of one of its members.)

Devotion 1

Zechariah 12:1
The burden of the Word of Yahweh for Israel,
says Yahweh, who stretches forth the heavens,
and lays the foundation of the earth,
and forms the spirit of man within him.

One name God gives to a certain kind of His
communications to us is a burden.
A burden from God is, as the name suggests,
a felt weight (maybe not physically felt).
Consider some of the ways that we are to perceive and carry the burden of the Lord:
1) A confrontation with God’s reality, presence, and personality:
Psalm 32:4 For by day and by night Your hand was
heavy on me; my sap was turned into the droughts of
summer.

2) The conviction of sin that comes from this
awareness;

3) The weight of the GLORY OF our salvation:
2 Corinthians 4:17 For the lightness of our present
affliction works out for us a far more excellent eternal
weight of glory

4) The necessity to speak for God:
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Devotion 2

Luke 11:46
And He said, Woe to you also, Law experts!
For you load men with burdens
grievous to be carried,
and you yourselves do not lightly touch
the burdens with one of your fingers.

Law experts (commonly translated "lawyers")
were often named by Jesus alongside the Pharisees
and were guilty of many of the same offenses. They
were experts in Moses' Law, or the Old Testament in
general. They had special duties in giving 'expert'
advice in legal decisions. They also held school and
taught to promising students the Hebrew Scriptures
and the common law that had developed around it .
Now who are the 'Bible experts' in our society?
That's right- Christians. Christians usually figure out
that they have greater understanding of the Scriptures
than the 'man on the street'. They also tend to develop an attitude exactly like the one Jesus describes
above.
Here is the great danger of sitting under Bible
teaching. We read the Bible or hear it expounded
and we agree with its teachings. We therefore assume that we ourselves are IN CONFORMITY with
what is written because of our agreement. We do not
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think of how these principles ought to work themselves into our lives at the deepest levels, nor of
which of our present habits they ought to oust. We
only think that as we have come to comprehend the
Scriptures (to our own standards, at least) we therefore comply with Scriptures. This fallacy in our
thinking is furthered by the ardency of our agreement. We are greatly in agreement with God's perspective; how can our loyalty, then, be doubted?
One tell-tale sign of a false 'Bible expert' approach
to life is when we use Bible knowledge to create personalized holiness categories. We categorize the Bible per our perceived expectations of ourselves,
then we categorize people per our thus-derived
standards of holiness: standards which others either
meet or don't meet.
We might be more or less 'evangelistic' with our
approach, but we have subtly shifted the focus of the
Scriptures from God to ourselves. We think, "This is
what's expected of me; therefore, THIS IS WHAT'S
EXPECTED OF EVERYONE." We never manage
to get a real grip on men's accountability to God independent of us. There's a subtle combination of
envy and discontent in us.
We don't see the blessing of holiness as much as
we do its expectation laid on us. This burden on our
conscience makes us discontent. Then we envy
other men their freedom from this burden. Rather
than see the problem in ourselves, we see the solu64
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tainly just as hard!
The new heart God gives us is a properly human heart.
Our new, softened, human heart causes us to feel more
deeply. But we are also constrained by God to feel less in
certain regards with those new hearts.
How, for instance, are we to feel about the great mass of
humanity who are already suffering in the flames of Hell?
Should this bother us? Apparently, men's eternal punishment is, for our minds, almost entirely a matter between
themselves and God. We are not in the middle of it. It is
largely none of our concern. Yet we are certainly aware of
it. This could definitely bother our hearts if we let it.
We are very much like Aaron and his remaining sons.
We have God's reputation to think about. It is not as important what our natural sentiments are.*
God is not seeking to make us inhuman; far from it. He
is the one who gives us our first experience of true humanity. But there are some matters in which our feelings are
not the primary concern. Death would be the consequence
if Aaron broke his own week of consecration. A death in
the family was not an exemption from this penalty.
We have entered a holy place as Christians. Those with
us in this holy place are not ‘safe’, as we are not. Matters
of life and death confront us daily. We are consecrated.
We have fallen into the hands of a holy, living God. Let us
render our feelings and the restraint of them to Him.
* Their sentiments were not to be muted from feeling, only
from expression.

tion in drawing all men under the burden with us.
We assume that we are thereby doing God's work,
enforcing His standard.
Thus becoming God's official standard-bearers, we
find our place in life, at least in the realm of religion.
Thus, we supposedly fulfill the standard by holding
everyone else to the standard.
The moment we molded a precept of holiness in
our own image, we almost necessarily perverted the
true precept. We did certainly pervert our own consciences. The terrible paradox about this ‘Bible expert’ is that he actually OBEYS the standard he
teaches less than those who accept it from him! He
"loads men with burdens grievous to be carried",
while he himself does "not lightly touch the burdens with one of [his] fingers."
Hint, hint. This is a very natural human approach
to Scriptures. The easiest path is always to lay a burden on others to help ease the burden on ourselves.*
The grander our scheme is, the more likely we are to
eventually find ourselves 'following' it only as a supervisor of others.
* This may be the easiest tell-tale sign of a 'legalist'.
God's commandments "are not burdensome" (1 Jn. 5:3).
Therefore, when Scriptures are treated as a heavy load,
they are automatically being mishandled.

J-4
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Devotion 3

Psalm 93:1
Yahweh reigns!
He is clothed with majesty;
Yahweh is clothed with strength;
He GIRDED Himself;
and the world is established;
it shall not be shaken.

These suggest in an even more definite way that John
means to point to Christ as THE REALITY TO WHICH
MOSES' SYMBOLS POINTED. The two work together.
Men were saved by grace in Moses' day. By the same
token, Christians still want the Law "granted graciously" to
them in our day, per our psalm verse in the opening box,
and as reflected, for instance, by Paul:
Romans 7:22 For I delight in the Law of God according to
the inward man.

Yahweh is clothed with majesty.
Yahweh is clothed with strength.
He puts on a belt (the meaning of "girded Himself") to hold them on Himself.
For us people, clothing is external to ourselves. It
is something we put on.
God is clothed with MAJESTY and STRENGTH.
Certainly majesty and strength are innate to God.
He is not putting them on as qualities foreign to Himself. Therefore, He is wrapping majesty and strength
about Himself as qualities by which His creation may
see Him and know Him.
Well, let's ask an immediate question. Can anyone
get to know God without being acquainted with this
outward garb He has donned?
This question is intended to expose a false approach to God that pretends to be very personal and
intimate with Him. Some claim to go right to 'the
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Devotion 7
Leviticus 10:6
And Moses said to Aaron
and to Eleazar and Ithamar his sons,
"Do not let the hair of your heads hang loose,
and do not tear your clothes, lest you die,
and wrath come upon all the congregation;
but let your brothers, the whole house of Israel,
bewail the burning that the LORD has kindled.

Aaron and his two remaining sons were not allowed to
mourn the death of Nadab and Abihu, Aaron's first two
sons. Aaron, Eleazar, and Ithamar had been consecrated to
a week of priestly service which could not be interrupted.
Their service to God took precedence over their loyalty to
family.
What we as Christians are supposed to give our hearts
TO is often very hard. Holiness is a gift in which we
largely fail to rejoice, for instance.
But what we are to keep our hearts FROM- this is cer415

Christ would be having six water pots for ceremonial purification (from the Law) filled to the brim and turn them to
wine, John 2. Ceremonial cleanness was now being replaced with Real cleanness because the One had come who
would take our real defilement within Himself.
Jesus would be fulfilling all the shadows in
the Law, becoming the Grace and Truth that Moses’ Law
explained
explained. The six (signifying incomplete) cleansing barrels would be transformed into the reality they prefigured.
Instead of Symbolic cleansing, Jesus would be giving men
the Actual joy of cleansing: that is, complete (suggested by
the water pots being filled) joy (suggested by the wine) of
cleansing (suggested by the original purpose of the water).
So John was not absolutely contrasting Law and Grace
in John 1:17. He was merely locating the historical beginnings of two great phases of Redemption. First, the Explanation phase (Moses), then the Fulfillment phase (Christ).
Therefore, He is making Moses complementary to Christ,
not contradictory
contradictory.
One more note: "Came" is also being contrasted to
"given" in John 1:17. "Came" is from a Greek word meaning "to cause to be" or "to become." Also, the definite article appears before the words "grace" and "truth." Finally,
there is no disjunction (“but”) between the two clauses.
The verse accurately reads. With those three inclusions
(plus a definition of “Law”), we have:
John 1:17 For the Law [“Instruction” is the Hebrew meaning] was given through Moses; the Grace and the Truth
came to be through Jesus Christ.
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heart of God' in their relationship with Him. Yet
these same people are prone to be offended when
God, for instance, destroys a city or orders genocide
upon certain peoples.
Let's put it this way. Are God's inward majesty
and strength different than His outward majesty and
strength? The qualities must be the same, for God is
one.
Since God is strong and glorious, all Christians
must interact with His strength and majesty. We cannot afford to be offended by any manifestation of His
strength or majesty. These are what He wants men to
see! If we are less than comfortable with His outward shows of strength, especially when He judges,
we are automatically disqualifying ourselves from
knowing Him and therefore being His ambassadors.
Here He is, in His splendid regalia for all men to see;
and here we are, in embarrassment saying, "Look the
other way! I'll tell you about God's mercy and love
instead!" But, by God’s ‘belt’, He will show who
He really is. He is not embarrassed.
Of course, God's mercy and love are majestic and
strong as well, but can we really make this connection if we disconnect other of God’s majestic and
strong traits- if we balk, as in our example, at His
justice and judgment?
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Devotion 4

Devotion 6

Ecclesiastes 10:16
Woe to you, O land,
when your king is a boy,
and your leaders eat in the morning.

Psalm 119:29
Remove from me the way of lying;
and grant me Your Law GRACIOUSLY.

Solomon's point in this verse is that leaders should
not first be pleasure-seekers. They are servants of
the land and the people, but if they use their privilege
as leaders to indulge in self-seeking, the land will
mourn for it. A boy-king at his best still cannot be
truly adult, but he can avoid being juvenile. The
king Solomon pictures has no decorum but indeed
fits the description “boy.” Leaders eating in the
morning means their meals begin as excursions into
leisure from the time they awake. They have little
mind for the business of governing.
There is an interesting modern application of this
warning.
What generation of men before the 1950's, say,
had access to so much personal gratification? Think
about it. Who but a king prior to the 1900's could
summon a band to play for him personally at any
time he pleased? But with the advent of the phonograph, radio, TV, and digital media, almost every
common man can now call up his favorite bands or
entertainers with the mere movement of his fingers
on a dial or screen. We are truly like kings
kings.
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".... Law graciously ..." The word Law and the word
Grace are side by side in Hebrew as the English above.
Christendom in general has made a great divide between
Moses' Law and the Grace by which we as Christians relate
to God. There does seem to be some justification for this
chasm between Law and Grace because of certain verses,
such as:
John 1:17 For the Law was given through Moses, but
grace and truth came through Jesus Christ.

On first glance, there does seem to be a rather absolute
dichotomy between Law and Grace. But consider this: Is
John saying that Moses' writings lacked Truth? Truth is
also being contrasted to the Law. Whatever way Truth
contrasts to Law is probably the same way Grace contrasts.
So what way does Truth contrast to the Law?
Both Grace and Truth contrast to Law simply in the fact
that they were personified in Christ. The Law AS A COVENANT through Moses (which is how John is speaking of it)
EXPLAINED the Truth; Christ came as Truth's EMBODIMENT. Moses' Law extended God's Grace through the
PLEDGE of a coming Messiah; Christ FULFILLED that
pledge in His person.
John follows up on this theme throughout the book.
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unique glory. Part of the glory of the human body is the
face, making up our COUNTENANCE, by which we interface
with other men:
Ecclesiastes 8:1 Who is like the wise man? And who
knows the interpretation of a thing? A man's wisdom
makes his face shine, and the strength of his face is
transformed.

WHAT IS IN OUR SOULS CAN BE SEEN ON OUR FACES.
We need to be aware that our facial expressions are a
main component of our communications with others.
Hopefully, we are not using our faces to mask our feelings.
Hopefully we can speak and express ourselves
transparently with others, especially Christians.*
2 Cor 1:12 For our rejoicing is this, the testimony
of our conscience, that in simplicity and godly
sincerity; [Gk. compound word, lit., “judged by sunlight”]
not with fleshly wisdom, but by the grace of God; we
have had our conduct in the world, and more abundantly toward you.

* There are appropriate times to veil our true feelings; e.g.,
Prov. 12:16

Now the question is: will we use our privilege for
pleasure-seeking? Or is our vast access in the hands
of a kid?
We can have music going all day. We need never
bear a quiet moment in private.
Will we continue to glut our attention with all the
sounds and images we can call forth? We can truly
begin our self-seeking feast first thing daily, just as
the selfish princes in the unfortunate land mourned in
the verse in the box above.
Or will we be true kings, exercise self-control, and
demand silence in our minds to come before God to
listen to the almighty King?
We are a generation of kings because of technology; but, so far, we do not rule the land of Self. We
just give in to our pleasures.
Unless we become responsible kings, the 'lands' of
our souls and our lives will mourn for it. We, as
mere common folk, far exceed kings of previous
generations in many ways. All their wealth and
power could not summon them the constant variety
of entertainment easily accessible to us. Don’t be
fooled; we are kings with vast reach, enriched to
an almost insane extent.
How hard it is for the rich to enter Heaven's kingdom!
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Devotion 5

sinuates itself into everything we do. The more we uncover of God's will
will, the more we identify God's personality. His commands teach us how to love justly, how to
be like Him. The more of His personality we discover, the
more we rejoice in it and find it reflected in our own.

Psalm 93:1
Yahweh reigns!
He is clothed with majesty;
Yahweh is clothed with strength;
He girded Himself;
and the world is established;
it shall not be shaken.

* Here we must realize that many versions of God, as men

Just as an unbeliever's unbelief does not lessen
God's being or activity, so a believer's unbelief or
'short-sightedness' does not.
This statement shows the necessity of faith in the
believer. “What necessity? You just said he’s a believer.” Ah, but does the believer believe?
When a believer rises for morning prayer, he MAY
OR MAY NOT exercise faith in an awesome Lord, one
"clothed with majesty and strength." He may approach the whole encounter rather routinely. Can
this be an exercise of faith?
How easily we fall back into conceiving of our
perception of God as His true status
status!! That is to
say, how easily we fall back into rank idolatry
idolatry!!

Is God as I know Him?
HOW
IS?

DARE

I

APPROACH

HIM

OTHER THAN

HE

TRULY

truly think of Him, ARE personality-free. Without recognizing
it, God, in their minds, is more a ‘pre-recorded message’- a
constant, “I love you and forgive you, no matter what.” That’s
all God really is in their minds, thus robbing Him of a real personality. If such a Christian successfully modeled himself
after this God, no wonder he is one-dimensional and superficial, with a glib personality that is really no personality.

Devotion 5

1 Thessalonians 2:17
But, brothers,
we being taken away from you
for an hour's time, in presence, not in heart,
we were much more eager
with much desire to see your face.

Paul wanted to INTER
INTERFACE
FACE with his fellow Christians.
1 Corinthians 15:39, 40 For not all flesh is the same, but
there is one kind for humans, another for animals, another
for birds, and another for fish. There are heavenly bodies
and earthly bodies, but the glory of the heavenly is of one
kind, and the glory of the earthly is of another.

God made each kind of body in the universe with a
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His only office. He became a slave. But did He lose His
personality?

Ah, how crucial to believe what we read about
Him!

Is a slave devoid of personality? A robot is devoid of
personality, but not a slave. A slave merely channels his
character, his joys and his sorrows, into doing the will of
His master: in Jesus' case, the will of His beloved Father.

Ah, how important to retain what we have believed. Mere memory lapse betrays us as idolaters
again and again.

If we are to become God's servants as Christ did, we
must subjugate our own reputation and agenda to make
God's name our honor. We will uphold the worthiness of
His reputation and do His ways, not our own.
There is a direct connection between this kind of emptying and the expression of our personalities. If, as a human,
I seek to magnify God's name, what is God's name? His
name is simply SAYING WHO HE IS, His definition. His
name, therefore, includes His personality.* We cannot
honor God's personality by becoming devoid of personality. We honor God's personality by having a full personality, like He does. Crucially, we discover our personality in
service to God
God.
Every part of human personality will remain when sin
has left us. If we are suppressing our personalities now, it
is not helping to suppress sin. We are not only blunting the
image of God within us, we are allowing sin a 'free ride',
pulling a visor over it to allow operation with impunity.

Devotion 6

Isaiah 41:14
Do not fear,
worm of Jacob and men of Israel;
I will help you, says Yahweh,
and your Redeemer,
the Holy One of Israel.

Tell me not to fear, but don't call me a worm!
Why did God say that?

It is a difficult balance, the Christian life. Discovery of
God's will in Scriptures both promotes the righteousness of
our new, true, full selves AND dulls the iniquity that in-

He's reminding us that we don't even have enough
power to worry about cosmic issues! What business
would a worm in our front yard have in whether or
not we turn on our fan inside?
He's in the same relative position we are in before
heavenly powers. The moment we begin to worry,
we are already complimenting ourselves with an insane egotism! To fear is to pretend that we actually
have some control over our circumstances. Balderdash, God says!
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True, sin is so interwoven into who we are, we cannot
simply become uninhibited. Then we will certainly sin.
But a general in hibition will also play into the hands of
darkness.

“It is so unbecoming for you to fear, My beloved
little wormy,” says He. “Once I gave you the information that I'm going to help you, you knew the only
thing beyond yourself that you needed to know in
any comprehensive way. Can you understand Me
when I say I'm bigger than anything else out there?
Can you understand Me when I promise to protect
you? Then why do you delve deeper in your mind's
eye and picture enemies that can somehow get
through my barricade around you? You have actually pressed out of your little worm hole and into My
domain. What do you understand out here? Nothing. How can it help but frighten you? Get back in
your burrow, scrawny crawler. Stay within your
powers. Your eyes cannot see stars. Take one scoop
of earth at a time. That is your portion; so I made
you. You will lack nothing as long as you trust in
Me.”
That's how God wants us to picture our place: very
confined. That's how He wants us to picture ourselves: very insignificant. Our fear is simply a declaration that we are greater than this insignificance. It
is an arrogance that offends God.
So what arrogance do you have planned for today?
Any worry is simply that: arrogance. If we are not
marvelously content at this moment and throughout
the day, we have greatly diminished the stature of
God who commands us not to fear. We have made
ourselves His peers rather than His servants.
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There are some prayer instructions. Incorporate them
first thing.

* But maybe Paul used hosios so we’d think of both
“merciful” AND “holy” hands being lifted in prayer.

Devotion 4

Philippians 2:5 - 7
For think this within you,
which mind was also in Christ Jesus,
who subsisting in the form of God,
thought it not robbery to be equal with God,
but emptied Himself,
taking the form of a servant

Jesus "emptied" Himself. This is the exact meaning of
the Greek word.
Paul is telling us to be like Jesus in this regard.
Is this why there are so many 'robot Christians' running
around? (Well, walking stiff-leggedly around, perhaps)
Many sincere Christians seem to think that true devotion
to God means losing their personality and becoming someone else- whatever a servant of God is. No thought for myself, no reference to myself, no me. That's emptying myself, right?
No, that would be a kind of self-emptying that would
dishonor God.
When Christ emptied Himself, He merely laid aside His
rank and privileges as King and took the Father's will as
409

Devotion 7

the Gentiles:
1 Timothy 2:6, 7 the One having given Himself a ransom
on behalf of all, the testimony to be given in its own time,
to which I was appointed a herald and apostle (I speak the
truth in Christ, I do not lie), a teacher of the Gentiles, in
faith and truth.

And this is still part of the whole context of prayer begun
in the first verse of the chapter:
1 Timothy 2:1, 2 First of all, then, I exhort that supplications, prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks be made
for all men, for kings and all who are in authority, so that
we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness and
reverence.

Prayers are to be made for kings so we Christians can
live peacefully. We pray that God guide national leaders'
hearts into decisions that keep our lands at peace and the
church out of persecution.
Was God granting Christians peace in the era in which
Paul wrote? No. There was recurrent persecution. THIS
was the context in which Paul instructed men to pray.
When Paul told men to pray "without anger and debate,"
he was addressing his brothers’ impulse to ask God to
curse Rome, her emperors, the Sanhedrin, and all who persecuted the Church, even though such prayers are modeled
for us in the Psalms. We may pray imprecatory prayers,
but NOT IN A SPIRIT OF VENGEFULNESS. The quarrel is between God and persecutors, not us and persecutors.
That is why it is "merciful hands" that should be lifted.*
We ask God for mercy on the nations despite their obsessive hatred for us and their injuries to our brothers and sisters.
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Joshua 1:9
Have I not commanded you?
Be strong and of good courage.
Do not be afraid,
neither be dismayed.
For Yahweh your God is with you
in all places where you go.

Part Two: Do not be Afraid
The phrase "Do not be afraid" is an often repeated
command in the Bible. We are prone to fear. We
need the command not to fear in order to confirm our
confidence in God.
There are three particular opposites of fear referenced in Scriptures:
1) Courage is an opposite of fear. This is the most
obvious opposite of fear. The verse in the box above
lists strength and courage as positives of which fear
is the destructive negative. God commands us to be
courageous. We have every reason to be courageous.
We have every reason to "en-courage" (literally, "put
courage in") one another. He is with us everywhere
we go, He tells us.
2) Love is an opposite of fear:
1 John 4:18 There is no fear in love, but perfect love
casts out fear. For fear has to do with punishment,
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and whoever fears has not been perfected in love.

The only kind of fear that can exist alongside love is
the fear of God. That fear is essential to love. Proper
fear of God-ordained authority and trepidation at our
inclination to err are two varieties of fear which are
part of our fearing God. Any other type of fear might
be called 'raw' fear. This type of fear paralyzes us,
while love activates us. Love is an opposite of fear.

3) Faith is an opposite of fear:

The Hebrew word for "mercies" is chesed, meaning
kindness. Of the 247 times the word is used in the Old
Testament, it is not translated by any form of "holy." It
is almost always some form of "mercy,"
"lovingkindness," or "goodness."
In Paul's sermon above, he uses hosios again:

Luke 8:50 But when Jesus heard, He answered
Him, saying, Do not fear, only believe and she shall
be healed.

Jesus lists fear as an impediment to faith. If we fear,
we will not believe. When we believe, on the other
hand, we neutralize our fears. One or the other must
win out. We cannot both fear and believe.
Courage, love, and faith- these are three opposites
of fear. It takes all three to counteract the damaging
affects of fear.
Am I entering this day courageously, knowing God
is with me?
Am I entering this day with love, secure in God's acceptance of me, of His delight in me?
Am I entering this day believing in God, recognizing
both His sufficient power and direct care for me?

Only thus will I depart the realms of fear.
F-5
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Isaiah 55:3 Bend your ear and come to Me; hear, and
your soul shall live; and I will cut an everlasting covenant with you, the faithful mercies of David.

Acts 13:35 Therefore he also says in another place,

"You shall not allow Your Holy One to see corruption."

This time he's quoting from a Psalm:
Psalm 16:10 For You will not leave My soul in hell;
You will not allow Your Holy One to see corruption.
The Hebrew word for "Holy", chasiyd, is from the
same root as chesed. Chasiyd, however, is translated
by forms of "holy" and "saint" most of the 32 times it
is used in the Old Testament.
The question, then, is whether Paul had the meaning
"merciful" or "holy" more in mind when he used the
word in describing men's hands in prayer.
The verse in question uses the word "therefore" connecting it to the preceding verses. Paul is saying that
men should pray because of what he had just concluded.
What he had just concluded concerned his apostleship to
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The Church is the Church in that it is always
being called out.

Would you fit the description of the Church today?

Devotion 3

1 Timothy 2:8
I wish, therefore,
that men PRAY in every place,
lifting up kind hands,
apart from anger and reasoning

This is from Young's Literal Translation of the Bible. Young's is perhaps the only translation that uses
"kind" as the adjective describing hands. All the other
translations use some form of "holy," "pure," "devout,"
etc.
A good case can be made for "kind" or
"compassionate" hands.
The Greek word in question is hosios.
The word hosios is used by Paul in Acts:
Acts 13:34 But that he raised him from among the
dead, no more to return to corruption, he spoke thus:
I will give to you the faithful mercies [hosios] of
David.
Paul is referencing a verse in Isaiah:
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ing of God's set apart ones, as a called out group.

The Church IS the Church in that it is always
being called out.
There are some particular areas we have been called
out of :
1 Peter 2:9 But you are a chosen generation, a royal
priesthood, a holy nation, a people for possession, so
that you might speak of the praises of Him who has
called you out of darkness INTO His marvelous light

Here Peter uses the two words "called" and "out"
separately, but they are the same two words which together mean "church." He specifies darkness as an
area we're called out of.
How closely connected is Jesus to His Church? At
the risk of following a rabbit trail, the only other verse
which uses "call" and "out" in a similar sense is:
Matthew 2:15 And he [Joseph] was there [Egypt] until the death of Herod; so that it might be fulfilled
which was spoken by the LORD through the prophet,
"Out of Egypt I have called My Son."

Jesus fulfilled an archetype of Israel by coming out
of Egypt. Jesus came to do what He did TO become
one with His Church. He sanctified Himself for our
sakes, and now He calls us to Himself, out of where
we were. The Church distinguishes herself from counterfeits in that she continues to be called out to follow
her Shepherd.
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Devotion 2

Devotion 1

1 Thessalonians 2:12
we exhorted each one of you
and encouraged you
and charged you
to walk in a manner worthy of God,
who calls you into his own kingdom and glory.

Revelation 21:8
But the fearful,
and the unbelieving,
and the abominable,
and murderers,
and whoremongers,
and sorcerers, and idolaters,
and all liars,
will have their part in the Lake
burning with fire and brimstone,
which is the second death.

Consider the word "calls" in the above verse.
It is from the Greek word kaleo.
This Greek word kaleo plus the prefix ek, meaning
"out," gives us the word usually translated
"church" (ekklesia). "Church," then, means "those
called out."
Two verses after the one above, Paul uses the Greek
compound word for "those called out," ekklesia:
1 Thessalonians 2:14 For, brothers, you became

imitators of the assemblies of God being in Judea in
Christ Jesus, because you also suffered these things
by your own fellow countrymen, as they did also by
the Jews

The Literal Version of the Bible translates ekklesia
"assemblies."
So having spoken of God calling the Thessalonians
in verse twelve, Paul further speaks of their similarity
to other called out assemblies in verse fourteen.
We should definitely think of the church, the gather404

Part Three: Do not be Afraid
The fearful are first in this list of inhabitants of the
Lake of Fire. There is something about fear that is appropriate to put at the head of the traits which qualify
men for eternity apart from God.
That's no fair, you say? Fear is just man's timid response to all the terrifying negatives in the world?
A Biblical view of fear suggests much more. Fear is
the refusal to courageously face ourselves and life
God's way. Fear is the rejection of love as our motivating principle in life. Fear is the insolent repudiation of
faith in God. None of us are mere victims of fear. We
all embrace fear because of our love of darkness rather
than light.
The exact phrase "do not be afraid" is used fifty times
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in the NKJV. Only five of those are men simply comforting other men. "Do not fear" is used fifty-one more
times, with all but twelve of them having direct reference
to our relationship with God.
The repudiation of fear is obviously a crucial part of
our service to God.

The Ephesian church had the mental content of the
Faith right; Christ even commended them for it. It was
the heart content that had gone missing, and not even
altogether. They were only missing a love for God that
matched the level of their conversion days. God
deemed that unacceptable.

Why does fear continually get the upper hand over
me? (Or, I could ask why I lack courage, love, and
faith.)

Jesus condemned and warned another church for the
opposite error: for fervency of heart but failure to renounce false teachings (3:1-6).

1) I do not believe I am in God's hands;
2) I do not really want to be in God's hands;
3) I do not believe God's hands are strong enough; by
comparison, I feel that other hands are more powerful.
Of course, all three of these factors may be working in
us simultaneously in different ways and in differing degrees.

Fear is a destructive force; it undoes me and hurts
those around me. But it is first and foremost a response to God. If He is there, and I fear, I doubt His
existence. If He is good, and I fear, I call Him evil. If
He is strong, and I submit to other fears, I call Him
weak. Fear is wickedness in God’s very face.

Churches scrambling to beg their Potentate for a little more time before He forecloses on their lease? A
sensible scenario by our newly realized standard.
Churches satisfied with the status quo? Sounds dangerous ... or already 'safely' in the dark zone.

* This would represent the Lord’s final decision to extinguish their lamp, not the degrees by which they decayed
into emotional coldness.

Trust isn’t hopeful advice: it is commanded. “Do
not fear” is a command.
We must recall and request in our prayers, "Lord,
You have commanded me not to be afraid. Strengthen
my heart. I will not be afraid. You are God. You are
my God. Who am I not to trust You?"
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pent as warned, she certainly would have continued to
call herself a church and think of herself as one, but in
reality, she would not have been. The light by which
she operated would not have been God’s light. Any
alternative to God’s light is some form of darkness.
There would have been a turning point. There
would be one moment when they still maintained their
lampstand for God, and a following moment when it
was gone.* All following generations within that
church would have been in the dark. They would
probably have to become so apostate that they were no
longer recognizable as a church before they would be
open to a word of repentance again. Since their selfinspection had rated themselves as passing, how else
could they see themselves? How important was

this moment Christ presented the Ephesian
church!
God is under no compulsion to honor churches that
dishonor Him. The Ephesian assembly was a first century church. They were planted by apostles. It did not
take generations for them to go astray. IT TOOK ONE
GENERATION.
What makes us think that God is obligated to shine
His light in our church? How are we different than the
Ephesian church?
If we do not have a sense of, "I'd better be about the
business of shoring up what's lacking," it's a bad sign
for us. Here was a basically good church with one
'little' thing wrong, one unnoticeable thing, and they
were standing on the precipice of oblivion.
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Devotion 2

2 Timothy 3:13
and evil men and impostors
shall proceed to the worse,
leading astray and being led astray.

Paul is describing for pastor Timothy the situation in
the Church. The Church is bound to be tested by infiltrations of dishonest men (see also Acts 20:30).
What happens to those who lead others astray,
though? They themselves are also led astray, according to the verse in the box above.
This is only one example of the law of reaping what
we sow.
Now let us ask a further question. What about those
in the churches who fail to detect these deceivers?
What about those who are alerted to their presence but
do not take proper action?
One of the mantras of the Church in our day is
"Judge not." Those who chant these words take it to
mean, "Who are you to judge what is evil? Only God
can do that." In other words, they are not repeating the
words in their true Scriptural light in Matthew 7. They
are putting a new meaning on the words.
Jesus, explaining His words "Judge not," tells us to
take a splinter out of our brother's eye. He then tells us
not to give holy things to the dogs (the spiritually unclean). We can do neither thing without judging what
or whom is evil. "Judge not, lest you also be judged"
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simply means that whatever standard we hold up to

measure others, God will hold up the same standard
to measure us, not that we should do away with stan-

dards.

How does God tell us to judge deceivers and deal
with them?
Romans 16:17 I appeal to you, brothers, to watch
out for those who cause divisions and create obstacles contrary to the doctrine that you have been
taught; avoid them.

If we do not watch out for deceivers and eventually
steer clear of them, we are taking a position of basic
agreement with them. We are complicit. It’s the
same the other way around as well.
Matthew 10:41 "He who receives a prophet in the
name of a prophet will receive a prophet's reward;
and he who receives a righteous man in the name of a
righteous man will receive a righteous man's reward.”

What of the men, then, who, through inaction, give
encouragement to those who deceitfully "transform
themselves into ministers of righteousness"? (2 Cor. 11:15)
We would expect that the 'trickle down' effect is well
at work. If deceivers are themselves deceived, then
those who tolerate their deceptions in church will find
that their lives in general will be more and more pervaded by fraud. They will be unable to perceive reality
by Scripture. They will be less and less able to tolerate
the glaring light of God’s words (glaring to those who
have grown accustomed to the dark). They will justify
falsehood more and more.
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Devotion 1

Psalm 127:1
If Yahweh does not build the house,
they who build it labor in vain;
if Yahweh does not guard the city,
the one guarding it stays awake in vain.
PART FOUR
(Belatedly)
When a church lets down her guard on matters important to God, God may well cease in His guard duties over her.
She may have many areas 'on the ball', but if she is
missing a crucial ingredient, God's presence may depart from her. Christ gave this warning to the Ephesian
church:
Revelation 2:2 I know your works, and your labor,
and your patience, and that you cannot bear evil ones;
and you tried those pretending to be apostles and are
not, and found them to be liars...
Revelation 2:4, 5 But I have against you that you left
your first love. Then remember from where you have
fallen, and repent, and do the first works. And if not,
I am coming to you quickly, and will remove your
lampstand from its place, unless you repent.

Here would have been a church seeking to bear
God's light without any light! Could her "light become darkness"? (Matt 6:23) Yes. If she failed to re401

Devotion 3

Psalm 35:25
Let them not say in their hearts,
Aha! Our Soul!
Let them not say,
We have swallowed him up.

The ungodly can easily 'get our goats', as the expression goes. Considering Christ's division of mankind
into sheep and goat types (the godly and the ungodly,
Matthew 25), 'getting our goat' is a particularly apt description of what happens when the ungodly rankle us.
There is always the little voice within telling us to fight
fire with fire (a loud little voice!) So the ungodly
(even mean or insensitive Christians) tend to bring out
our ungodliness.
We cannot afford to make our responses to the ungodly according to the ungodly.
The ungodly will single us out.
We already know that it is improper to reciprocate
by singling out the ungodly for evil words or acts.
The basic impropriety, though, is singling myself
out. The ungodly has 'won' (thought this wasn't his intention in the battle) when he made me change my perspective from God to myself. It must always be God
singling me out. When the wicked single me out, I
must consider how God is dealing with me: not implying that the wicked are in the right, but realizing that
God has a deeper message to teach me, despite the in400
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justice of the wicked.
Goats can easily get our goat. We must only allow the
Shepherd to get our goat, for He 'gets it' in order to get it
out of us.
As long as we focus on the other person's impure motives in his dealings with us, we will be unable to receive
the situation as a test from God. We will be unable to
leave it in His hands.

Devotion 4

Exodus 20:7
You shall not take up the name
of Yahweh your God
for a vain thing,
for Yahweh will not acquit him
who takes up His name for a vain thing.

"Lifting up" Yahweh's name "falsely," of course, goes
far beyond merely saying "God" or "Jesus" with some
expletive or inappropriate word ("God damn" is usually
the first example that comes to mind). Taking up His
name lightly is treating anything about God in a trivial or
deceptive way: any way other than with complete honesty, sincerity, and accuracy, as judged by His Word.
However, among the grosser forms of outright taking
His name in vain is the expression "Good Lord!" This
expression should pain us when used as an exclamation.
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The ejaculation "Good Lord!" desensitizes us to a balanced view of God, a view which we need in order to
serve Him meticulously and with a good will.
God is good. All His intentions toward us are benevolent to the utmost. His basic disposition towards His
creation couldn't be improved upon. If He does evil to
anyone, He does so at great provocation. (We generally
fail to sense sin in general as a great provocation of
God.)
God is lord. He is master. He is boss. He is in
charge. We owe Him 100% obedience, honor, and attention.
For the integration and balance of the two: Our service
to God is only complete if we render it to a lord whom
we acknowledge as good.
There is a normal, daily challenge to this integration
and balance. We tend to obscure God's goodness in our
thoughts when we are concentrating on His lordship.
Likewise, a true servant's homage to our liege tends to
be eclipsed by the ease His goodness seems to engender.
Hearing "Good Lord!" tossed about irreverently, even
from time to time, also helps to shroud a proper view of
God from us ... unless, every time we hear it, we reverently remind ourselves that He is indeed a good lord.
Matthew 24:12 And because lawlessness shall have
been multiplied, the love of the many will grow cold.
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Devotion 5

Psalm 93:1, 2
... the world is established;
it shall not be shaken.
Your throne is established from then;
You are from everlasting.

The psalmist begins with the earth's immovable position. He moves from there to Heaven's permanence:
God's established throne.
Even though mentioning it second, the psalmist obviously cites Heaven's establishment as the basis for
earth's. God's throne is established "from then," from the
founding of the earth. “You are from everlasting.” The
everlasting King’s throne awaited Him as soon as earth
was made.

Dreadful that it's all so dangerous, eh? Just because
the earth doesn’t swallow dissenters anymore doesn’t
mean their end isn’t just as catastrophic.
If we truly believe that God gifts certain men as
teachers, we will seek to discover and do God’s will
cooperatively (cooperatively as in both agreeably and
collaboratively) under their instruction.
* Obviously, it may be the elder whose teaching is wrong.
The crux of the process is the Truth of Scriptures, not the
sanctity of leadership. The dissenter is someone who
"stirs up division." Hence, the dissenter’s aim is not really
to get at the truth. Comparing contrasting opinions should
be an orderly process, again, focused around the certainty
of Scriptures.

By referring to earth's fixedness first, the psalmist
hones in straight on us where we are. God has made our
home, earth, a stable place. He is the one who keeps it in
place and in an orderly condition.
It might seem a trite prayer, "Lord, thank You that the
earth is here again today." In fact, the psalmist's implied
'prayer suggestion' would be something more like, "Lord,
You are sovereign. You keep the earth in place. You
keep me in place. You can do this because You and
Your will are all-powerful from Your throne in Heaven."
There is both great contentedness and needed humility we can take from such an acknowledgment and
such a prayer.
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Moses could just as easily have taken the truth of his
special holiness too far; but he didn't. He kept his special holiness as leader in perspective with the general
holiness of all God's people. Moses was meek.
Church leaders today must remember these same
truths.
God selects whom He selects.

Devotion 6

Psalm 93:3, 4
The floods have lifted up, Yahweh,
the floods have lifted up their voice.
The floods lift up their waves.
Above the voices of many waters,
the mighty breakers of the sea,
Yahweh on high is mighty.

God gives them real authority.
When God gives teaching gifts, those who employ
them in a leadership capacity are representatives of His
words. No democratic ideal will alter this.
HANDLED PROPERLY (no bullying, for instance, 1 Pet
5:3), the leadership gifts will never impose the will of
God by force on a congregation. Teachers will explain
the will of God from Scriptures, and the congregation
will come to one mind concerning it. All will proceed
together in an orderly and agreeable manner.
What happens when there is a hitch in this orderly
process?
The leaders must first:
1) use additional teaching to bring the dissenters around
(2 Timothy 2:25), then

2) use excommunication proceedings against stubbornly divisive persons:*
Titus 3:10 As for a person who stirs up division, after
warning him once and then twice, have nothing more
to do with him
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The psalmist here compares the power of the sea to
God's own power.
The sea can be viewed as a force which in its wildness
can threaten man. It certainly can easily overpower us.
The psalmist is saying that storms cannot overpower
God. We owe God greater respect than we would accord
a raging sea.
Seas sometimes represent peoples in Scriptures. Other
times they represent troubles overwhelming us. We can
be swallowed up by unrighteous nations. We can also be
deluged with difficulties.
God is mightier than the "voice" or "sound" of many
waters. The sound with which waters threaten us should
be compared in our minds to God's might. The crashings
of difficulties around me tend to set off a series of crashings in my soul. My soul becomes noisy with its own
chaos of fear and hurry. I must quiet this chaos with
thoughts of God.
When Paul tells us to "meditate on these things," he is
telling us, in essence, that one sound is going to drown
out the other.
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Philippians 4:8 Finally, brethren, whatever is true,
whatever is honorable, whatever is right, whatever is
pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is of good report,
if there is any excellence and if anything worthy of
praise, meditate on these things.

Which sound will dominate in our minds today?

Devotion 7

Job 31:1
I made a covenant with my eyes;
and how should I fix my regard
upon a maid?

As we outline the rather lengthy book of Job, we see
that it falls rather neatly and simply into two main sections. In the first section we have Job's tests and his
reactions. In the second section, beginning in chapter
32, we have God's answer: His correction of Job.
Chapters 26 - 31 are Job's final, lengthy selfjustification, answering his friends' accusations. God
will be correcting his newly acquired spirit of selfrighteousness in the ensuing chapters, but Job's account of his blameless life up to this point is something
that God Himself corroborated in the first chapter.
Therefore, Job's description of his character is one
that can serve as a model for us.
It is good for us to follow Job in making a covenant
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Matthew 23:5 And all their works they do, to be seen
of men: for they make their phylacteries broad, and
extend the fringes of their garments.

This injunction had no sooner been given to Moses
than a group of Israelites misconstrued it:
Numbers 16:1 -3 And Korah, the son of Izhar, the son
of Kohath, the son of Levi, took also Dathan and Abiram
the sons of Eliab, and On, the son of Peleth, the sons of
Reuben; and they rose up before Moses, with certain of
the sons of Israel, two hundred and fifty rulers of the
congregation, elect men of the assembly, men of name.
And they were assembled against Moses and against
Aaron, and said to them, You presume too much! For all
the congregation, all of them are holy, and Yahweh is
among them. Why then do you lift up yourselves above
the assembly of Yahweh?

They were right that all the people were holy. This
was part of what the tassels were to remind them of.
But they let this general truth wipe out the specific
truth that Moses was their leader chosen by God. He
was 'extra holy', if you will. He wasn't just set apart as
an Israelite, he was set apart as a leader as well.
It is very easy for the human mind to focus in on one
truth it prefers to the exclusion of any competing truth.
The men challenging Moses made this very mistake.
They chose the truth of their equal holiness and ignored the truth of Moses' unique holiness. If you
would like to read about God opening up the earth to
consume them for their ignorance (ignoring what God
had said) and arrogance, the story is in the remainder
of the passage.
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Devotion 7

Numbers 15:38 - 40

Speak to the sons of Israel and you shall say to them
that they shall make themselves fringes on
the corners of their garments, for their generations.
And they shall put a thread of blue
with the fringe of each corner.
And it shall be to you for a fringe,
that you may look on it and remember all the
commandments of Yahweh, and do them;
and that you do not go about after your own heart

and your own eyes after which you fornicate;
that you may remember
and do all My commandments,
and BE HOLY to your God.

God had the Israelites add tassel-like fringes to their
garments to remind them of who they were as servants
of God, that they were set apart ("holy") for Him.
As a man under the Law, Jesus had to keep this precept, and we seem to have a reference indicating His
compliance:
Luke 8:44 She came up behind him and touched the
fringe of His garment, and immediately her discharge
of blood ceased.

The Pharisees certainly kept the fringe command, as
usual, in ostentatious manner, as Jesus explained:
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with our eyes. Our eyes, uninterrupted by our volition,
will gaze at certain sights automatically. Both men and
women tend to look longingly at members of the opposite gender. Men are perhaps more attracted by
women's outward form; women are perhaps attracted
as well by mannerisms which connote kindness or intelligence. In either case:
Ecclesiastes 1:8 ... The eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the ear filled with hearing.

Jesus, of course, spoke the most well-known words
on this topic:
Matthew 5:28 but I--I say to you, that every one who
is looking on a woman to desire her, did already commit adultery with her in his heart.

So Job was merely counteracting his natural tendency when he made a treaty with his eyes not to
'check out' any 'babes'. Specifically, he was teaming
up his eyes and his imagination to resist dwelling upon
a desirable female. He made a covenant with his eyes,
so he focused on looking. But he resolved not to
"meditate" on her (so the Hebrew), so he also focused
on his thoughts.
Might Job have previously broken this covenant
with his eyes? Some men would assume that he had
to. In the verse, though, he implies that he had not.
Once he realized that it was basically harmful to yearn
for some gal not his wife, he apparently was able to
live basically consistent with that realization. He
surely saw desirable women, but he apparently was
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able to keep his gaze and his thoughts essentially pure.
He could feel the pull towards a wrong regard for
them, but he had several tracks his mind could take to
keep from thinking in the wrong direction.

of insincerity, are clearly equally insincere. We simply
choose the half of the formula they neglect and neglect
the half they have embraced. MOST CHRISTIANS DO
NOT KNOW HOW TO DENY THEIR BODIES AT ALL.

Other men surely have made and broken such covenants with their eyes. Women have too.

Certainly Christianity is a balance in this area. Certainly we must have both self-denial and enjoyment of
creation to truly reflect the Spirit of Christ. This balance is once again summed up well by Paul:

Here's the question. If we have made and broken a
covenant with our eyes, is it worth renewing a covenant with our eyes?
On one level, our immediate answer would be Yes.
We believe in second chances.
But what about some guys who think they have
passed the 30,000 mark in the number of times they
have broken a covenant with their eyes? Realistically,
they probably have not really renewed the covenant
that many times. If we're talking about the number of
times we break the covenant only after specifically reratifying it, most guys would have a fairly low number.
Their number of violations of the seventh commandment would be very high, but not their number of violations of a specific, newly remade eye-covenant.
But if the number did reach 30,000, would that be a
good 'official' time to give up?
No. As many times as we break a covenant with our
eyes, we must remake it again with good intention to
keep it this time. The day we give up may well be the
day we invite the ruin of the rest of our lives, as David
did when he looked wrongly upon Bathsheba.
G-1
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Philippians 4:12 I know how to be brought low, and I
know how to abound. In any and every circumstance,
I have learned the secret of facing plenty and hunger,
abundance and need.

"Learned the secret" is from a Greek word meaning
to be initiated, as into a religious rite. It is a 'club' only
a few seem to join: the exercise of balancing selfdenial with enjoyment of created things. It is hard to
fully exercise both, and they obviously have to take
turns, so most of us simply ignore self-denial and figure that half is better than none.
But one aspect of self-denial is an inbuilt part in defining a disciple:
Matt 9:15 ... But the days will come when the bridegroom will have been taken from them [this has happened], and then they will fast.

“Fast” is literally “not eat.” Giving up a pleasure for
a time is more a vow, not a fast. Disciples fast, and
fasting is going without food. That is the only way to
strike a balance in our *warfare with our earthly appetites.
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exactly like me, except that you have this bizarre notion of some life beyond," what could I respond? What
am I more than he?
To my shame, I would have to ask myself how many
moments in the day I even think differently than he
does, actually following my 'bizarre notion' that far.
Many Christians more honest than we have faced
this dilemma with WARFARE. They waged war on
their bodies. They resolved not to promote the comfort
of their bodies for one more moment. For them, the
rest of life on earth became a real competition. They
were determined to set their minds on Heaven by completely removing luxury from their earthly existence.
These men are called ascetics.
We rather roundly despise ascetics in our day. We
always cast them in an insincere light, as though they
had no moderation, choosing to fight a battle of two
appetites by simply denying one of them.
It is true that an ascetic has only got one half of a
complete Biblical formula. The half they possess is
reflected in Paul's words:
1 Corinthians 9:27 but I beat my body* and bring it
into submission, lest by any means, after I have
preached to others, I myself should be rejected.

The half they are missing is also reflected in a
Pauline phrase:
1 Timothy 6:17 ... the God who affords us all things
richly for our enjoyment

The problem is, we, the ones who accuse the ascetic
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and it has not yet been revealed what we shall be. But
we know that when He shall be revealed, we shall be
like Him, for we shall see Him as He is. And everyone
who has this hope on Him purifies himself, even as
that One is pure.

LOOKING TO CHRIST IS THE ACTUAL CHANNEL OF
PURITY INTO OUR LIVES. Looking to Him, our eyes become like funnels channeling His purity into us.
Look to Him every way you can.

Devotion 6

Philippians 3:19
whose end is destruction,
whose god is the belly,
and who glory in their shame,
the ones thinking earthly things.

Food makes us forget Heaven.
Food is the stuff that fuels our earthly existence.
Nothing in my stomach will last into Heaven. I am
rather provoking a competition by eating, am I not?
The tension between earth, where we must live, and
Heaven, where we have never been, we mostly overlook. It is too uneven a comparison for our liking.
Nearly everything about us is geared to earth. Only
our faith is geared to Heaven.
If an unbeliever told me, "You are an earth creature,
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built a spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer
spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus
Christ.

We must be living stones, not dead ones. Christ
Himself is the living stone who is alive and gives life:
1 Peter 2:4, 5 As you come to Him, a living stone rejected by men but in the sight of God chosen and precious, you yourselves like living stones ...

If I am a stone who has been made alive, my life is
derived from Christ, the ever-living one.
The quality of this life, one which defines it, is described as purity:
2 Timothy 2:20, 21 Now in a great house there are
not only vessels of gold and silver but also of wood
and clay, some for honorable use, some for dishonorable. Therefore, if anyone cleanses himself from what
is dishonorable, he will be a vessel for honorable use,
set apart as holy, useful to the master of the house,
ready for every good work.

God invites our participation in the building of His
kingdom. He therefore bids our preparation. He ENABLES us to leave off with material which is unworthy
of His kingdom. AS we desire His kingdom, we do
leave behind self-seeking and defilement.
God is building a building. Christ is the key to that
building. Anyone who yearns for purity will look to
Him:
1 John 3:2, 3 Beloved, now we are children of God,
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Devotion 1

Isaiah 6:3
And one cried to the other and said,
Holy, holy, holy is Yahweh of Hosts;
all the earth is full of His glory!

This is one of two times where beings in God's presence ascribe thrice-holiness to Him. The other instance is in Revelation 4:8.
Is the three-time repetition significant of the Trinity:
one reference of holiness for each person of the Triune
God? Certainly the seraphim (a class of angels) who
antiphonally chanted this to one another were aware of
the Trinity.
Jesus said this passage spoke of Himself as the 'front
-man' of the Trinity in this instance (Jn. 12:41).
The trio of "holies" may also simply be an expression of emphasis. Groups of three are used this way in
other places (Jer. 7:4; 22:9; Ezek. 21:27). Also, the
normal means of emphasis in Hebrew is to double the
word. Tripling it might have most naturally appeared
as an extended emphasis to Hebrew readers.
In either case (or both cases together, more likely),
let us note that the ascription to God is not "Love, love,
love," in contrast to what our modern generation of
Christendom might expect. Could the seraphim have
so chanted concerning God? No doubt, as they could
have with any of His attributes: righteousness, mercy,
omniscience, etc. But were they misleading by focusing on God's holiness? No. They were focusing on
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His chief characteristic.
One way to verify this is to think of God's love in
relation to His holiness. On the one hand, we can say
that God's love is a holy love; but on the other hand,
we cannot say that God's holiness is an all-loving holiness. This is because God's holiness also includes His
hatred of sin. Hence, God's holiness is a broader category by which to define Him. Love is a more limited
description.
This is not to say that God's love itself is limited.
God's love, of course, is as limitless as He is. But His
love is not directed everywhere. "Jacob I have loved,
and Esau I have hated." God is not embarrassed to say
that His love was lacking, or at least less, towards one
man compared to another. God's love is not a mechanical response towards His creatures. It is a choice
He makes. His love is automatic within Himself and
towards Himself, but not towards His creatures or their
actions.
As far as our personal responses to God and our
meditations on Him, we cannot know Him rightly, cannot conceive of ourselves as redeemed sons rightly,
and cannot live in joy rightly without a healthy appreciation of God's love.
Unfortunately, our generation has given God's love a
bad name by improper emphasis, even as previous generations gave His severity a bad name by undue emphasis.
Part of being properly Biblically balanced is correcting existing imbalances. Let us return to a proper emphasis of God's holiness, awed as the angels are by the
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Devotion 5

Psalm 127:1
Unless Yahweh builds the house,
they labor in vain who build it

God IS building a house:
1 Peter 2:5 you also as living stones are being
built a spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer
spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ.

We are the house that God is building.
Therefore, if my own building project competes
with His, mine cannot stand. Any house I build must
be a 'subset' of the house God is building.
The house God is building is the Church.
"Church" means "those called out." God calls men
out of DEstruction to CONstruct them into something good. The 'house' of my own life must simply
be part of this overall reconstruction God is doing.
When we pray, "Let Your kingdom come," we are
asking God to build His kingdom. We should be asking, "Let me and what is mine be built into Your
kingdom."
There are some guidelines by which God's construction of His kingdom works:
1 Peter 2:5 you also as living stones are being
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the world’s exclusive Savior, Isa. 45:22?)
Here's the most important part. If we can bring the
unbeliever to see that his building is condemned at
this point (no matter if he only sees it tentatively for
the moment), we must not give the impression that
with a little brushing up on his building codes he can
probably pass the next inspection. We must insist
(politely) that a condemned building can never be
renovated. The dishonor to God demands bulldozing. Only buildings God has overseen from blueprint
onward will ever pass inspection.
The good news is (and we now see that everything
to this point has been bad news: a proper presentation of the Gospel) that God contracts the bulldozing
work, the new blueprints, and the new building all in
one operation! And He does it all at
His own expense ! ! (Notice we did not say
"for free.” It is better to highlight that fact that salvation must be paid for, though not by us).
Christ's death is the hub of all God's renovating
work. Dying with Him on the cross bulldozes our
former lives; being reborn in Him draws up our new
blueprints; living by God's directions and power is
our new building project.

One who is thoroughly "set apart" (root meaning of holiness) from His creation.

Devotion 2

Psalm 93:5
Your testimonies are very sure ...

Psalm 93 can be viewed as a study in sturdiness.
The psalm began with a comparison of earth's and
Heaven's durability:
Psalm 93:1, 2 Yahweh reigns! He is clothed with
majesty; Yahweh is clothed with strength; He
girded Himself; and the world is established; it
shall not be shaken. Your throne is established
from then; You are from everlasting.
Heaven's stability is seen as the basis for the earth's.
God's antiquity is compared to the earth's. He has been
in charge all the time the earth has stood.
The psalmist uses one particular example of earth's
strength. He uses the power of the oceans to show
how robust earth is as a permanent dwelling:
Psalm 93:3, 4 The floods have lifted up, Yahweh,
the floods have lifted up their voice; the floods lift
up their roaring. Above the voices of many waters,
the mighty breakers of the sea, Yahweh on high is
mighty.
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And God is yet mightier than the overwhelming
seas.
Surprisingly, after these tit for tat comparisons of
raw power, the psalmist ends with the affirmation of
God's permanence listed in the box at the head of our
devotion:
Psalm 93:5 Your testimonies are very sure.
Holiness adorns your house
house, Yahweh, forevermore.
The floods were the example of the earth's power.
God's testimonies are offered as His answering stability. God's words are more foundational to the universe than any law of physics or binding force such as
gravity! Whatever holds all the galaxies together and
organizes them in relation to one another, God's testimonies are yet more essential to the fabric of the cosmos.
Jesus demonstrated this order of strength when He
spoke down the raging wind and waves.
The stability of God's throne first, then the stability
of His testimonies.
These set us up for the psalmist's ending. Now we
can see how holiness is the proper adornment of God's
house. When His saints meet, God's undergirding solidity should be the foundation of their souls. He rules;
He has spoken as ruler. His words will come to pass.
When saints leave their meeting with its special presence of God, they should take with them an awareness
of God's firmness as the bedrock of their lives.
[ More in the following devotion.]
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much like a house. The likeness may be drawn in the
fact that his life is an ongoing building project to be
inspected by God when it is finished. Or the likeness
may be drawn in his soul as a building that is presently either being built by God or not.
All men's efforts to build their own houses are
doomed for failure, we may tell him. "In vain"
shows the futility of building apart from God.
This analogy allows the unbeliever to picture God
eyeing his life. He can imagine God sizing him up.
He can see that God may respect his building prowess, but that leaving God out of the process is a direct
insult against Him. This is a valuable insight for an
unbeliever.
He can furthermore see that God gives him plenty
of leeway to build his own house. God allows him
the luxury of fine building materials (the good things
of this life), but God will call him to account at the
end. This is an important intersection for the unbeliever to reach.
We might even ask the unbeliever what he would
do if he were the building inspector. Would his life
include enough attention to doing good in general
and honoring God in particular that he would pass
inspection? Would God, then, likely approve his
building's transfer to an eternal dwelling? Most people who have not been living for God will admit that
they haven't given Him His due. If they say that they
have, we need only use one worship particular as a
sample (for example, have they proclaimed God as
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ket presented will do for me.
I must say, "However you minimize me, I know
who I am. I will make you aware of who I am by
my gracious response. You are only minimizing
yourself when you pick a fight with me, for I will
decline, and you will be shadow-boxing."* No man
ever beat his own shadow.
Furthermore, we take our assailant to God in
prayer. This makes it His problem, not ours (if we
have prayed correctly). God's accounting book is
very precise in tallying and penalizing men's coercions.
The main thing is to keep the main thing the main
thing. Deliverance from my personal evil is a more
worthy focus than self-protection.
* Note that this is actually an aggressive posture. Meekness
is an aggressive approach, assertively pursuing my lord’s

Devotion 3

Psalm 93:5
Your testimonies have been very steadfast.
Holiness is lovely for your house,
O Yahweh, for length of days!

God's testimonies are more stabilizing than any
force in the universe. It is God's decree, in fact, which
holds all things together.
That is why it is good for God's house to be adorned
with holiness. It is where we 'set ourselves apart' to
worship the One who serves as the foundation and glue
for us and our world.
In the psalmist's day, one immediately thought of the
Temple when God's house was mentioned. In our day,
we are told to turn our thoughts elsewhere in reference
to God's house:

agenda and thus squashing my own. But this view IS properly
my own, for we’ve been called to “inherit” (own) a blessing.

1 Timothy 3:15 But if I delay, that you may know how
to behave in the house of God, which is the ASSEMBLY
of the living God, the pillar and foundation of the
truth.

Devotion 4

The house of God is equated to a gathering. Therefore, if a gathering of believers meets in the woods
(which is not uncommon in countries where the body
of Christ is persecuted), that is where the house of God
is- or we might say one manifestation of the house of
God. Any local church (Gk. 'ekklesia'- called out ones)
is part of the universal Church. Any smaller assembly
of saints is part of the larger of assembly of all the
saints on earth and in Heaven.

Psalm 127:1
If Yahweh does not build the house,
they who build it labor in vain

This is a good witnessing verse.
We may tell an unbeliever that his life is very
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In the psalmist's day, he could picture priests in Divinely specified clothing working with Divinely ordained utensils going through Divinely decreed activities in the Temple day after day, year after year. This
was according to the pattern of the Temple in Heaven
(Heb. 8:5), from which Temple we see various ministries in the book of Revelation.
The earthly Temple service, as a picture of the Heavenly Temple and the everlasting sacrifice and priesthood of Christ, was 'dripping' with holiness, so to
speak.
When Christians enter corporate worship, it is not a
less holy atmosphere than the Temple, but a more holy
one:
Hebrews 9:24 For Christ did not enter into the Holy
of Holies made by hands, types of the true things, but
into Heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of
God on our behalf

The Temple was only the FORESHADOWING. We are
dealing with the REALITY. The priests had the benefit
of sight. We have the 'advantage' of faith. That is, we
do not have the temptation of confusing symbols with
realities. That is the dreadful error of Roman Catholic
and similar worship. It returns to symbol, borrowing
from Old Covenant priestly rig. Doesn’t a return to
symbol deny reality? That's what Hebrews is warning
about.
But, whereas Christian worship form does not confuse symbols with reality, we certainly may mistake
invisible for 'free-form'. It is a mistake we can barely
avoid making if we do not conceive of God, Heaven,
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Devotion 3

1 Peter 3:9
not giving back evil for evil,
or reviling against reviling;
but, on the contrary, give blessing;
knowing that you were called to this
in order that you might inherit blessing.

A Christian's humility is tested by the underhanded, coercive intrusions of the haughty.
Our humility can transform into haughtiness when
we lose patience. We say, "My lack of self-assertion
will never gain me proper respect. If I take no countermeasures, I will be a doormat."
The proud seem to exert no effort and bear no expense in hurling or cleverly sliding under the door
their cheap shots that wreck us. "I have to fight
back!" we cry.
But meekness is not necessarily the complete absence of countermeasures. If someone is manipulating me or a situation with me in it, I am allowed to
speak for myself. My meekness is manifested in not
pursuing my own agenda when I speak. I may represent myself as a human with whatever say-so is appropriate in the situation. I may even represent my
point of view and interests in the situation (again, if
that is called for). What I am forbidden by God is
fighting fire with fire. When choice of weapons is
extended, I must reach for another box; neither mus385

for distributing His justice, but such judgment will be
decidedly impartial and meek. Once I begin prosecuting my own case again, I return to being the selfappointed distributor of justice. God will have to dethrone me again, because Independent Judge = Monarch, and there is only one King.
So I must think correctly concerning the origin of
justice; then I must press my speech and actions into
consistently with that source NOT being me.
It would be nice if we could be neutral: no responsibility to judge. Righteous judging is such a weight!
But God made man a weighty being with a weighty
destiny attached.
Step up and claim your manhood (not male-hood,
manhood).
* “Simply” meaning that's the fundamental component.
As far as change, it's as complete a change as a man can
make: from a self-centered view to reception of God's
view.
** That He is the basis of justice in His righteous self.
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holiness, and the Church in the proper manner, Biblically.
If God deals with us according to our present conceptions of these, then there is not much interaction between Heaven and earth in our day. God looks down
and sees something more akin to a circus (on the one
hand) or a business meeting (on the other) than a
'dripping-with-holiness' assemblage. It seems that we
cannot put ourselves into the right frame of mind without having symbols pushed right against our faces.
The most recent simulation of holiness is obtaining the
'feeling' of worship by heartfelt singing, etc. This,
however, easily sidesteps holiness by emphasizing
"Listen to us!" over "We're listening to You."
Ecclesiastes 5:1 Guard your feet when you go to
the house of God, and draw near to hear,
more than to give a sacrifice, as do the fools.
For they do not know that they are doing evil.
True holiness is fitting and pleasant for God's house.
Do we bring a proper reverence to the assembly of
the saints? Only thus can we walk away into our daily
service and 'living sacrifice' with a proper reverence.
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Devotion 4

Hebrews 5:4
And no one takes the honor to himself,
but he being called by God,
even as Aaron was also.

There are two types of leaders in the Church.
One type of leader is the one God calls to leadership.
The other type is the one who leads because others
follow.
Of course, one whom God has called should also be
one whom people follow; BUT that is the point. There
are both those who are not called by God, yet who are
being followed; AND there are those called by God who
are not being followed.
Now there are those who have not been given a leadership gift by God in the church- a teaching gift, who
should nevertheless exercise a certain amount of leadership: leadership in support of the teaching leadership.
Their natural leadership gifts invite people to follow
them in following the God-gifted leaders. These type
of people can make things much easier on the leaders
who have the teaching gifts.
The difficulty comes when the 'natural born' leaders
lead men away from the ordained leaders. As often as
not, even the God-ordained (gifted) leaders advance
this dilemma by assuming that natural born leaders are
also gifted by God.
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verb). Therefore, if we obey Christ, we will be putting the kibosh on our superior attitudes and its ensuing critiques all our days.
Our false kind of judging is to be replaced by
righteous judging:
John 7:24 "Stop judging according to appearance, but be judging the righteous judgment."

Jesus qualifies the prohibition on judging. He makes an equivalent requirement
TO judge. To cease from wrongly judging
is to rebut our sinful nature. This brings
us back to 'zero', so to speak, from the
'negative' territory of wrong judging. But a
Christian has been enabled to walk in
'positive' territory. We can actually judge
correctly. What's more, we are commanded
to render right judgment in every case. A
blanket refusal to judge falls far short of a
Christian position.

Righteous judging = God makes justice.
It is simply (but not easily) a matter of perspective* which changes judgment from wrong to right.
If I manufacture justice, my judging will be wrong.
If, in my thinking, God is the sole manufacturer of
justice, my judgment based thereon can be right.
THINKING that God, not I, makes justice** is the
starting point for right judgment. I can be His tool
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people?
1) Be happy towards them (not irritatingly, of
course) and give them a chance to thaw.
2) This failing, gently inform them that they are
responsible for their own bitterness, including
their anger against God.
3) Further inform them that God is compassionate
towards pain and is willing to tend wounds that
are submitted for His treatment.
4) Testify that their anger, and all their sin, and all
of anyone’s sin, can only be forgiven by
Christ’s sacrifice, but there it is generously
remitted.

The Church has to draw a careful line between a test
for new leaders that is too rigorous and a natural-talent
test, the latter simply assuming that someone with a
silver tongue and a quick wit can therefore mine the
precious ores from Scriptures which tell the body of
Christ who she truly is and who her Lord truly is.
In our day, there are bound to be those with teaching
gifts who have been overlooked, because the ideal
model of a leader in churches is now a natural-born or
well-developed 'people manager' who can also give a
nice Bible talk. As far as sermons go: deep is bad,
simple is good; and engaging is a requirement. The
real teachers come to assume that they are not leadership material: they can’t put on a show like that!
Even when we find real teachers, we handcuff them
with people-pleasing homiletic (preaching) rules that
discourage their delving into holy writ.

Devotion 2

Matthew 7:1
"Stop judging,
so that you shall not be judged,
for with what judgment you judge,
you will be judged ..."

Improper judging = I make justice.
We are all incurable judges since the Fall. That's
why Jesus told us to "stop judging" (International
Standard Version; negative particle + present active
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What will reverse this trend? On a large scale, perhaps nothing, at least until the current trend has ‘played
out’, showing its bankruptcy.
Paul told pastors to continue to preach the right way
even when the Church became basically gratificationoriented, 2 Tim. 4:2 - 4.*
How can a God-gifted young man find his way
through the maze of modern church-dom to his proper
function? He may not. Most things are working
against him. Unless he develops a definition* from
Scriptures on his own and stubbornly ‘insists’ on it
(refuses to let it go), he’ll probably remain a frustrated
and/or timid bench-sitter.
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Devotion 5

Devotion 1

Colossians 3:2
Carefully consider things that are above,
NOT things that are on earth.

Deuteronomy 14:26
And you shall pay the silver
for whatever your soul desires,
for oxen, or for sheep,
or for wine, or for fermented drink,
or for whatever your soul desires.
And you shall eat there
before Yahweh your God,
and you shall rejoice,
you and your household.

The kingdom of Heaven on earth prospers by looking to its roots.
Its roots are in Heaven.
This makes for a bit of a topsy-turvy perspective, but
it is the only perspective we can profitably have. A
Christian, a member of the kingdom of Heaven, must
look to his roots in Heaven.
Those who have this perspective should never be accused of "being too heavenly minded to be any earthly
good," for their heavenly-mindedness is one which
presses duty to mankind upon them. It is just that, invisible to their neighbors' eyes, they are carrying out
love to neighbor with their minds on Christ, their Lord
and Savior in Heaven. Jesus, from His Father's throne,
is the one urging them moment by moment to go and
do as He did.
How do we develop this perspective?
We begin by seeking God in prayer first thing daily.
Prayer is not successful which does not bring us into
His presence (unless the success is in revealing an obstacle in our relationship- an undealt-with sin, perhaps.
Also, God does sometimes test us by withdrawing the
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There are those who seem to have complete power
of censorship over their own happiness. Worse,
many who thus choose unhappiness for themselves
also tend to see all happy people as ignorant fools.
We sometimes call these purposely unhappy people cynics. And they can be 'evangelistically' unhappy. They call their view of life realism, but it is
actually pessimism. Something happened to squash
their happiness in the past, and now they are dedicated pouters.
They may be idealistic cynics ("You should learn
to take the realistic view"), or they may by sadistic
cynics ("I'm unhappy; you're not allowed to be
happy.") Sadistic cynics basically blame everyone
else for the misfiring of their own potential for happiness.
How are we to approach deliberately unhappy
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felt sense of His presence, 2 Chron 32:31, but that in
itself does not change whether we have actually come
into His presence).
Direct prayer is hard to maintain throughout the day.
When we are talking to someone, for instance, we cannot be truly concentrating on a prayer to God. Nevertheless, we need never depart from the awareness of
His presence. We may not be directly talking to Him
every moment, but we can stay in His presence- "walk
with Him"- every moment.
What if we don't come into and stay within His presence? Then we are "carefully considering" (Col. 3:2;
from a Greek word sometimes translated "mind" and
sometimes "care") earth, not Heaven. Read the verse
in the box at top again. It's one or the other. Our
minds are either preoccupied with earthly things or
heavenly. The implication is that if we don't choose to
think on heavenly things, our minds will naturally regress to unprofitable earthly things (unprofitable in
themselves minus the guidance of heavenly thinking,
not unprofitable as good gifts of God. Remember, using God’s good gifts unprofitably is double indemnity,
not half indemnity: double- ignoring heaven, therefore
misuing earth. Half indemnity- “At least I’m honoring
the earthly things”- doesn’t exist. It’s just a clever way
of rephrasing “I’m an idolater”).
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Devotion 6

Luke 10:2
Then He was saying to them,
"The harvest truly is plentiful,
but the laborers are few.
Therefore, implore the Lord of the harvest
in order that He shall put forth
laborers into His harvest.

Jesus teaches us to "beg" (so the Greek) God to send
workers into His spiritual harvest.
Notice that we are not to ask God to send 'experts'.
This is not to say that laborers in the harvest- missionaries, preachers, Bible translators, church planters,
witnessers, etc.- should not be experts. The point is
that whomever God sends, they need to be laborers
first and foremost. There may be others who have the
brains and talent to accomplish much more but who do
not have the WORK ETHIC for it. Those whom we
are to beseech God to "thrust out" (literally) into the
mission field are those who SEE the work and STICK
to it. And of the two, if they lose SIGHT of the work
(missing the forest for the trees, perhaps), they still
must be those who will PERSEVERE.
The workers we are to pray for are merely those who
see God as their boss and the unsaved or undiscipled as
the work He gives them.
All Christians, of course, should have worker mentalities both for the work common to us all and for
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our projects arise or are maintained, the lack of God's
true involvement (mainly that we didn’t go by His
blueprint, Scriptures) will eventually become apparent.
By the same token, the attacks of man or nature
upon our lives may wear the paint off and warp the
windows, but our building is safe when it is founded in
Christ.
1 Corinthians 3:11 For no one can lay any other
foundation than that which has been laid
laid, which
is Jesus Christ.

This means that any foundation men (including
Christians) build upon besides Christ will ultimately
crumble, as will whatever was built thereon.
A Christian builds on a laid foundation. Every
measurement we make in our building must be relative
to the existing foundation. It does no good to say, "I'm
a Christian; therefore my foundation is Christ." We
only build on the laid foundation by being conscious of
it. We are only conscious of it when we think on
Christ's words and plan by them.
Most things are simply not fit to be laid on the foundation of Christ. To build with them is to ultimately
doom our house.
We are constantly in need of new insights from the
Word by the Spirit to show us foreign materials we are
building with.
We need new words for asking God to show us
building contracts we forged with foreign founders.

whatever particular work we are called to.
Every Christian, as well, is entrusted with the work
of at least occasional witnessing:
1 Peter 3:15 but in your hearts regard Christ the
Lord as holy, always being prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for the
hope that is in you

Even the youngest baby Christian can make some
kind of defense of the Gospel. He can merely say,
"Jesus has been so kind and merciful in loving and forgiving me, a sinner."
Those who actually go out into God's harvest fields
as their task in life, either to educate the ignorant (Matt
(9:35-37 confirms that they were originally sent to Israelites, a Biblically literate folk) or call the unconverted to Christ, should be able to teach a Biblical system of doctrine. This was a minimum requirement
Paul held forth:
Acts 20:26, 27 Because of this I testify to you on this
day that I am pure from the blood of all. For I did not
keep back from declaring to you all the counsel of
God.

So the laborers are laborers at both ends. They labor
to discover God's mind on the one end, then they labor
to explain this to men and disciple them in it on the
other.
Jesus said that such laborers are scarce, especially
compared to those in need of their labors.

J-2
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One last observation: It is the work of God to send
these men forth. We are to implore God so that He
will do the sending forth. It is a simple work on the
one hand, requiring mainly a single-minded laborer;
but it is too great a work, on the other hand, to thrust
men into the work whom God has not sent.
Of course, many (most?) whom God sends see the
work as so great that they will have initial objections
about going.

Devotion 7

Psalm 95:3
For Yahweh is a great God,
and a great King above all gods.

God is 'in competition' with the gods of the world.
He is specifically described as superior to them.
Furthermore, we are to proclaim this God to our
neighbors in preference to their own gods !
Psalm 96:3, 4 Declare His glory among the nations,
His wonders among all people. For Yahweh is
great, and greatly to be praised; He is to be feared
ABOVE ALL GODS.

Further still, this is to be part of our daily routine:
Psalm 96:2 Sing to Yahweh; bless His name, bear
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Humans, including Christians, are natural builder
and then guarders of what they build.
Yahweh either is or is not the real builder and protector of our edifices.
Therefore, we should ask God to build and guard on
our behalf. We should pray to him concerning our
building projects, physical, social, and spiritual.
Our most important building project, implied in the
last half of the Psalm, is the rearing of our children:
Psalm 127:3 Behold! Children are an inheritance
of Yahweh; the fruit of the womb is His reward.

It is easy to have wrong motives when we ask God
for help in building and guarding. Our natural approach is to seek God's 'rubber stamp' approval of what
we're doing, to ask for Him to guard what we built
without His initial approval. WE TEND TO REAR CHILDREN AS WE SEE FIT, THEN EXPECT GOD TO KEEP THEM
GOOD CHRISTIANS.
This brings up a vital point. It is more important to
actually build by Scriptural principles in the first place
than it is to request God's favor. (This is mostly a hypothetical contrast. One who builds by Scriptural principles would certainly seek God's favor before, during,
and after his project.) It is more important to do what
God says about child-rearing. This is the real basis for
requesting His help.
The warning of the Psalm is that all our building
and guarding may well be in vain. However well
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What sort of lessons did the endless details of the
clean/unclean laws teach?
1) How absolutely distinct (let me count the ways)
godly and ungodly lifestyles are. This distinction was
the basic lesson of the clean/unclean laws;
2) How necessary details are to the achievement of an
overall change;
3) Two different destinies are a result of two different
lifestyles.
The devil is not in the details, at least not in these
details. The clean/unclean instructions, word by word,
are still just as effective TEACHERS of spiritual reality
today. That's why Jude could quote from them and assume a relevant, universal lesson for us.
* It was a sin for a Hebrew to simply disregard a clean/
unclean law. But accidental infractions were expected
and, again, were not in themselves sins.
** If a man was completely covered with leprosy, he
was clean, not unclean, Lev. 13:12, 13. So much for conventional wisdom.

Devotion 7

news of His salvation day by day.

Hey, everybody on earth is talking about something!
Why shouldn't we be talking about our God? Only,
again, we're not just saying, "Our God is pretty cool.
You ought to give Him a try." We're actually saying,
"Our God is over your god(s). He's better than your
god(s)."
Notice that what we are 'bearing news' of in Ps. 96:2
is "His salvation." We are giving people a message
that God is there to deliver them from service to their
gods, from slavery to self-gratification.
And why should we do our neighbor the disservice
of allowing him to blindly continue following his fake
gods? After all:
Psalm 96:5 For all the gods of the peoples are idols;
but Yahweh made the heavens.

Two things are fairly obvious in light of all this.
1) We're not going to talk about our God if He's really
nothing to boast about in our estimation;
2) If we do talk about Him, it's not going to be very
convincing if we're not especially enthusiastic about
our God.*

Psalm 127:1
If Yahweh does not build the house,
they who build it labor in vain;
if Yahweh does not keep the city,
the one guarding it stays awake in vain.

One last note: we should not be discouraged at nonconversions, for it is still only God that can open blind
eyes, however ardent our testimony is.
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One note beyond the last note: without an ardent
testimony, we are really not bearing witness to reality,

ment, in a woolen garment, or a linen garment ...

for real salvation by the real God is really good
news!**
* The main enthusiasm is in the willingness to tell. Enthusiasm
does not necessarily mean that our conversation tone or manner
is raised to a new height. After all, on one level, we are talking
about something that is simply part of our lives.
** Which means that we should move beyond the ‘where I go
to church’ preliminaries (which may be necessary to lay our
cards on the table) to UNIQUE SPECIFICS about God. “He’s the
only one who can take away sin,” for instance.

This stained garment was apparently Jude's reference.
Characteristic of the leprosy laws and all the clean/
unclean laws was a plethora of details, both describing
the verification process and the cleansing process.
As we learn from the New Testament (as well as the
Old), the clean/unclean laws were never meant as an
absolute description of good and evil:*
Romans 14:14 I know and am persuaded in the
Lord Jesus that nothing is unclean in itself ...

Leprosy was not unclean in itself. That's right,
dreadful leprosy was not the uncleanness.** Even the
actual offending item, the flesh, was not itself unclean.
It merely represented spiritual uncleanness.
This would cause us to wonder how much of a man's
life God is willing to consume to make a point. The
Jews lived under the constant burden of endlessly detailed restrictions. James challenged the Jews who
were insisting on Gentile circumcision by saying:
Acts 15:10 Now therefore why do you tempt God
by putting a yoke on the neck of the disciples, a yoke
which neither our fathers nor we were able to bear?
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Circumcision was just one aspect of the ceremonial
law which has been replaced by its spiritual counterpart, by spiritual reality, in the New Covenant. But
God was pleased for the Jews to live under that burden.
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for a mostly right Bible is still settling for a wrong Bible.
Settling for only the true Word of the Lord puts a
burden on us. The burden of the Word of the Lord
weighing on us gives us an edge to our character that
we need. Not edginess, but an edge.
* Of course, the Bible may be 'about' these things in

some way or to some extent. The point is that when
people bump into an idea that is uncomfortable to
them, they assume it is somehow outside the main flow
of what the Bible teaches.

Devotion 6

Jude 1:23
But save others with fear,
snatching them out of the fire,
hating even the garment
being stained from the flesh.

"The garment stained by the flesh." There is a
world of information behind that phrase. Leviticus
chapters 11 - 15 contain the bulk of the Old Covenant
clean and unclean laws. We are somewhat familiar
with skin leprosy, but there was also house leprosy and
garment leprosy. The section on garment leprosy begins:
Leviticus 13:47 And if a sore of leprosy is in a gar374
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burdens us with duties.
The Word of the Lord always CONTRASTS TO WHAT
IS COMMONLY BELIEVED. That makes it a burden. A
burden, by definition, is UN-comfortable. The Church,
even at her best, is always fighting a learning curve,
always overcoming inborn ignorance with new, heavenly knowledge.
At her worst, the Church is beset with ignorant, unScriptural maxims by which she operates.
The Church in our day parrots the worldly idea of
the specialness of man, for instance, seeking to instill a
high self-esteem in men. One can teach this wrong
kind of human specialness with misused Scriptures and
avoid offense, avoid a burden.
When we teach Biblical Christianity, people will respond, "But I thought Christianity was all about ... (fill
in the blank: love, getting people saved, making people
happy, following Jesus*)." In other words, Biblical
teaching will always stretch men's credos. It will usually stretch them to bursting, a result most men will resist.
There is an 'Christianity Americana’ that recognizes
common sense morality (a recognition we should acknowledge is a result of God's mercy). We concede
that there are many correct items in a corrupt theology.
Yet WE ARE NOT LOOKING FOR COMMON GROUND.
Accurate components don't make an accurate whole.
Try to put together a desk substituting a few pieces
from a chest of drawers. You may have mostly right
parts, but you won't be able to finish the job. Settling
108
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Devotion 5

Devotion 1

Malachi 1:1
The burden of the Word of Yahweh
to Israel by the hand of Malachi:

Psalm 96:7
Give to Yahweh,
O families of the people;
give to Yahweh
glory and might.

Nahum, Habakkuk, and Malachi all begin with a
"burden." Burden is a good English word to convey
the idea of the Hebrew word masa.
God not only burdened prophets with words to
preach but generally burdens Christians:
Matthew 11:29 Take My yoke upon you and learn
from Me, because I am meek and lowly in heart,
and you will find rest to your souls.

Consider what we are supposed to give God:
Psalm 96:7, 8 Give to Yahweh, O families of the

people;
give to Yahweh glory and might.
Give to Yahweh the glory due His name;
lift up an offering and come into His courts.

Jesus tells us to wear His animal-towing collar
(yoke). Man was made to be dependent. But God
knows how to treat a man who is in servitude to Him.
He treats him gently and kindly.

Many translations have "ascribe" instead of "give" in
these verses, which is fine; but the Hebrew word is just
the plain word for give.

A Biblical burden, then, is a most blessed possession. To be without one is the curse.



Give- glory



Give- might



Give- glory due (literally, “give the glory of His
name”)



Lift up- offering



Come- (Bring self)

To walk at liberty with a burden- this is the test for
whether or not our burden is Biblical. If the burden
does not set us at liberty, it will become a load that we
will eventually avoid.
The specific burden a Christian must carry is the
same one the prophets carried, the Word of God. If the
Word of God is our standard, then it burdens us with
the weight of expectation. It burdens us with restrictions. It burdens us with a sense of God’s holiness. It
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Here is what we are supposed to give God:

So with all this list, we are to say, "God, this is
Yours, this is Yours, this belongs to You, this I bring
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to You."

Note the psalmist's remedy for a lying way:

For an efficient, practical American, this might be
difficult to do. We find ourselves thinking, "If these
things belong to God already, I am accomplishing
nothing by saying they belong to Him."
Ah, but by ascribing things to God, we are accomplishing something very important. We are saying that
these things do not belong to us or anyone else. As a
born idolater, this is just as important for us to declare
as it is that glory, for a very particular instance, does
belong to God.
Are you in the habit of ascribing things to God that
are already His? You should be, if you are following
the pattern of the psalms, which are given to us as
prayer and praise patterns.
Devotion 2

Psalm 96:10
Say among the nations,
"Yahweh reigns!"
and, "The world is established;
it shall not be moved;
He will judge the peoples
with uprightness."

There are three elements in this verse by which we
can see that everything is on course for God closing
His case against the wicked:
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Psalm 119:29 ... and grant me Your Law graciously.

God's Law is His testimony. The psalmist was revoking his own supposed right to define truth.
A liar will not allow the free access of God's Law
into his soul, for his own testimonies must reign supreme within him. The Pharisees were liars who had
contradictory counterfeits of God's Law ruling their
lives. That's why it's important to know the true
Law, to be tested by complete consistency with all
Scriptures. Jesus pointed out, time and again, the
Pharisees’ inconsistent understanding and application
of Scriptures.
Am I worthy to carry God's testimony to a lying
generation? If so, I carry a burden (see next devotion) they desire NOT to hear:
Mal 1:1 The burden of the Word of Yahweh to Israel by the hand of Malachi

It's easier to define myself by society's standards
and walk burden-free. It's easier to adopt the backslidden Church's standards and walk burden-free.
But am I willing to walk by a lie?
* Notice that this doesn't necessarily rule out trust in
God in every form, only in its real form. Every liar acknowledges some truths in some ways.
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a murderer from the beginning, and he has not
stood in the truth, because there is no truth in
him. When he speaks a lie, he speaks from his
own, because he is a liar, and the father of it.

What, then, was Satan's first lie, seeing that he
originated lying?
Ezekiel 28:17 Your heart was lifted up because of
your beauty; you corrupted your wisdom because
of your splendor.

Here we have the Biblical reason for Satan's fall.
This was the first lie he told: that his own beauty
made him worthy of worship. He was enamored of
SELF, and this caused his error. (The fact that he
was beautiful was not a lie; that was how God made
him. It was his beauty set above its given place and
in competition with God that was evil).

 Self-love was the beginning of Satan’s lies, the
beginning, then, of all lies. Every lie, then, has
SELF as its basic motivation.
THE Lie is that God has not told the Truth (in this
or that particular area or in every area in general).
Satan thought he had discovered the truth about himself, thereby displacing God’s truth with his new one.
As a liar, then, I trust myself and my ability to detect
Truth more than I trust Scriptures/ reality.*
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1) Yahweh reigns. Whatever events He schedules
(such as an eventual meeting with all men to judge
their works and themselves) He is able to bring to pass;
2) The earth is established. Things cannot change
around us radically enough to alter God's itinerary.
Changes that do occur around us are taken into account
in God's already-established course;
3) God will judge the peoples. This is a less-used Hebrew word for "judge," its root meaning actually being
"to rule." It is translated by some form of "judge" each
of the twenty-four times it is used (To judge someone
is actually to rule them).
God is definitely the ultimate judge. For now, He
allows His creatures to neglect His rule, though this
comes with automatic and natural negative consequences. In the end, those who insist on self-rule in
favor of submitting to God's rule will nevertheless be
over ruled by God.
God will judge the peoples. He steers all events to
this judgment. He will close His case against the

wicked.
It makes all the difference if we know this. Our contentedness largely rests on it, not for personal satisfaction, but to answer our inbuilt moral sense.
But God, in judging all the peoples, will judge us,
too. Our greatest concern should be with how we will
fare in God's impartial application of the requirement
of love (loving God, loving neighbor) to our own lives.
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Devotion 3

Psalm 51:3
For I know my transgressions,
And my sin is before me continually.

essential trait of a humble man is that he claims no
strength of his own, including his knowledge. He
has only been learning what He should have known
had sin not stolen his mind from conception. He
claims to be a servant because that office is not of his
own making. He has been called as a servant; he has
been called to testify.

Modern theology suggests that if we have asked
God to forgive us, we have a problem if we do not feel
forgiven afterwards.

All this description so far should identify your
preaching/teaching elder(s).

Notice that the psalmist confesses an ever-present
sin without any apparent sense of distress. It is his sin
that is distressing him, not the remembrance of it.
That's how it should be. There would apparently
be nothing wrong with a shameful remembrance of his sin every day for the rest of his
life
life.

If you are under the ministry of the Word through
a servant of the Lord, you are being equipped to
learn the part of a servant. Is this not, at least in part,
so that you, as a humble servant, can be a proclaimer
of the Scripture's power as well?

But what if we question our forgiveness?
The modern prescription also covers this scenario.
One factor that may be lacking is our forgiveness of
ourselves, we are told. Ah! That makes sense! God
said He forgave me, but I may still feel guilt because I
haven't forgiven myself!
Wait a minute. If I am the perpetrator, how can I
also be the arbitrator? If I am forgiving me, doesn't
that mean that I'm the one who received offense? I
thought I was originally the who gave offense with my
sin.
Indeed, we have gotten things quite twisted around
if we advise men to forgive themselves.
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Devotion 4

Psalm 119:29
Remove from me the WAY of lying;
and grant me Your Law graciously.

The psalmist requests to have the workings of lying removed from him.
Satan is the originator of lies:
John 8:44 You are of the Devil as father, and the
lusts of your father you desire to do. That one was
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Devotion 3

Hebrews 4:12
For the word of God is living and operative,
and sharper than any two-edged sword,
and penetrating to the division
of soul and spirit,
both of joints and marrow,
and is a sifter of the reflections
and conceptions of the heart.

The Bible is power: God's power.
One who proclaims Its power sincerely, Scripturally, has Its power WITHIN him, sanctifying him.
One who proclaims the Word powerfully (that is,
from deep conviction) has God's power BEHIND what
he testifies. Speaking the Word powerfully includes,
seemingly paradoxically, the "soft tongue that breaks
the bone" (Prov. 25:15). God's support for what we
testify can be despite appearances. (Enemies of the
Word often appear to be in complete control.)
One criterion for a proclaimer of the Word is that
he proclaims just that: the Word. To proclaim the
Word, he must know the Word: both verses or
phrases specifically and the Word as a whole generally, properly harmonizing and fitting parts together.
The biggest personality test revealing the powerful
proclaimer of the Word is that he be humble. Only a
humble man is a proper vessel for God's power. The
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The prescription ought to be completely different. If
we don't feel forgiven, we simply haven't put a
high enough value on God's forgiveness
forgiveness. If I
need to add my forgiveness to His, I have certainly undervalued His.
Furthermore, there are no Scriptural examples of
self-forgiveness.
Now it is true that when we sin, we hurt ourselves.
You might say that we offend ourselves. But since we
are the perpetrator of the crime, we cannot rightly be
the forgiver also.
Most of the time, when people feel unforgiven, the
problem is that they have NOT REPENTED. They know
in their minds that they are still in the grip of the sin.
In this case, they are quite right to feel guilty. A guilty
conscience is doing its proper job when we have no
real intention of departing our sin.
But if someone gets stuck in 'replay' mode and feels
trapped by the remembrance of a misdeed from which
he has truly turned away, there is no reason to feel abnormal about that. In fact, a shameful remembrance of
my sin is an excellent tool for keeping me fearful of
the little (well, compact maybe) monster in me.
Just remember, Psalm 51, in which David is continually replaying the scenes of the crime in his mind, is a
psalm which contains many other important elements
of forgiveness received. Shame will not immobilize
us if we simply use it as an occasion to confess our sinfulness and cry out to God for His strength and renewal.
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Devotion 4

Exodus 34:14
For you shall worship no other god.
For Yahweh, whose name is Jealous,
is a zealous God;

The same Hebrew word is translated "Jealous" and
"zealous" in this verse. There is no separate word for
"jealous" in the Hebrew Old Testament or the Greek
New Testament. The main Hebrew and Greek words
for "zeal" and "zealous" are also the only words for
"jealous" (the Greek word actually is 'zelos'). Apparently, jealousy is simply one specific type of zeal. The
word is used of a husband's jealousy over his wife. It
is also used of Christ's zeal for His Father's house, for
instance.
Now here's the question from our verse. Is God
emotionally insecure? Why would He be jealous over
another god?
By using a word which is used of a husband's possessiveness over his wife, God is merely indicating His
ownership of us. By creation, we belong to God. Our
existence rests on His originating act and then His continued sustenance.
By redemption, Christians are even more beholden
to God. How can the Father fail to take possession of
those for whom Christ died? To see us in the arms of
another god would be to deny His Son's redemptive agony.
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'way into it' because of food’s absence. Then we are
surer to have the second blessing of the beatitudes:
Matthew 5:4 Blessed are the ones mourning!

3) Humility
Humility. We don't know how weak and dependent we are until we try to give up food for a day.
We are then pressed to consider our comparative
sense of need for God and for righteousness (per the
fourth beatitude, interestingly).
4) Obedience
Obedience. There's nothing like a loathsome
task to test our simple obedience. Are we going to
do what we were told, or are we going to make excuses?
To be sure, we can find 'safety' in the crowd. No
one, it seems, is fasting. No one will ever check up
on whether or not we're fasting.
But that's setting up a huge and unpleasant
checkup on the Last Day if our Captain and Bridegroom is good to His word.

* The frequency of fasting is suggested by God's created
cycle of the week. Any repetition less frequent will not be
'remembered' by the body so as to be incorporated profitably in our regular pattern of life. The week is also suggested by the Pharisee’s prayer in Luke 18:12, in which he
is boasting of his exceeding the expected norms of righteousness, in this case, his fasting twice a week versus the
normal once.
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they're on an I.V. Yes, most Christians never fast.
Most Christians find their addiction to food insuperable. To be sure, we are addicted to food. Our
bodies crave food. Yes, our stomachs will revolt if
we do not send offerings.
Jesus is not suggesting that we give up food for
good. He is saying that we should give it up one day
a week.*
The Greek word for fasting literally means "not
eat." Drinking is allowed on fasting days. Obviously, Jesus drank during His forty day fast. May we
drink something other than water? Water is the only
consumable requiring no digestion, giving our digestive system a complete break. Some fasts included
water as well, Ezra 10:6; Jon 3:7; Esth 4:16, the latter
instance for three days.
So what's the benefit of making our bodies rebel?
1) Self
Self--control
control. We only learn to be the masters of
our bodies when we can make decisions contrary to
them.

Notice that in neither case is God's jealousy based
on us. We are not so attractive that He cannot stand to
see us with another. In point of fact, we with an idol
would be an ugly with an ugly. God is choosing to
transform us from an ugly into a beautiful. God is glorifying His own mercy and grace in taking possession
of us.
The standard theological approach to God's jealousy
is to deal with it as an 'anthropomorphism'; that is, a
description of God using human characteristics which
are not really analogous to Him. But what about jealousy is unbecoming of God? Rather, our jealousy is
made to mirror His perfect jealousy when Paul says:
2 Cor 11:2 For I am jealous over you with a jealousy
of God. For I have promised you to one Man, to present you a pure virgin to Christ.
What can be better than God having this type of jealousy for us? That’s why He’ll never let us go.
What better emotion, then, can we offer to one another, to be jealous to present each other pure to
Christ? It is nothing other than love put in action.

2) Sorrow
Sorrow:
Matthew 9:15 And Jesus said to them, Can the sons
of the bridechamber mourn as long as the bridegroom is with them? But the days will come when
the bridegroom will have been taken from them,
and then they will fast.

Fasting is directly associated with mourning. We
can mourn in a whole new way when our bodies are
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Devotion 5

Devotion 2

Matthew 6:25
Because of this, I say to you,
Do not be preoccupied with your soul,
what you eat and what you drink,
nor for your body, what you put on.
Is not the soul more than the food
and the body than the clothing?

Matthew 9:15
And Jesus said to them,
Can the sons of the bridechamber mourn
as long as the bridegroom is with them?
But the days will come when the bridegroom
will have been taken from them,
and then they will fast.

The word translated "preoccupied" in this verse is
used sometimes in a negative and sometimes in a positive sense in Scripture. When used in the negative
sense, it is akin to anxiety, worry, distraction.
"Distraction" is close to a literal rendering. "Do not be
distracted with your soul."
Notice that the "soul" is related to earthly life. We
would have perhaps thought "body" would have been
the word used. Biblically, though, the soul can simply
refer to the human as a whole. The Bible even sometimes refers to eating physical food as feeding our
souls.
Before the verse above, Jesus had said that we cannot serve two masters. We can love only one master.
If we serve two, we are being false to one. Guess
which master receives the fake loyalty 100% of the
time? God. If we serve God and possessions, possessions are our only true master. So in the verse in the
box above, Jesus is warning us how easy it is to make
the normal 'daily grind' a distraction from God- to
make it our master.
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Jesus indicated that the interim period in which
His disciples did not fast would soon be over. By a
similar token, the disciples had a hard time learning
other spiritual disciplines, such as prayer, during this
period:
Matthew 26:40 And He came to the disciples and
found them sleeping. And He said to Peter, "So!
Were you not able to watch one hour with Me?"

Spiritual disciplines are not easy to learn any time.
The disciples were only allowed a three-year break
from fasting as a symbol of the Bridegroom's special
presence.
Most Christians take a much longer break. They
show up to the first training session with five minutes left and then search for a pencil the whole five
minutes. They take a lunch break, take the afternoon
off, and soon find themselves on their deathbeds with
their stomachs empty for the very first time because
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ments are not burdensome.

The sin within me, seeking escape from commands, whispers to me that my own ways are full of
subtleties and individuality which transcend static
divine laws. God's statutes are not blessed with the
unique experience of human-to-human communication, so my sin advocates.
Yet it is God's Law that tells me to convey love to
my neighbor and shows me how to do it.
God's Law is living, and it corresponds to human
life. God made His Law, which flows from His own
character, and God made man, who flows from His
own image. They are friends: the Law and man.*
This is part of the Christian's new insight into the
world.
God makes us permanent parts of His permanent
order by fixing His Statutes in us. We, as the psalmist, must ask Him to expose our impermanent, unrighteous ways so they can be changed over.

* Obviously we are talking about the new man here. Unregenerate men will always oppose God's law.
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The daily routine is a very common master over
men. It keeps them from heeding another master. It
even keeps many who call themselves Christians from
heeding God.
The kind of "worry" Jesus is talking about, then, is
not a clinical neurosis. We do not have to feel the least
bit 'worried' to experience the distraction Jesus describes. Many very happy-go-lucky people who whistle their way through life are nevertheless completely
distracted by earthly things. The only evidence necessary to this conclusion: they don't give enough thought
to God for Him to be the ruling influence in their lives.
So, with this broader definition of worry, consider
this. We can worry ourselves into sin as easily as we
can fall headlong into it. Of course, worry itself is a
sin, as far as being a distraction; but there are further
services that the idol of Earthly Things is calling us to.
The more preoccupied we are with earthly things, the
more easily they can draw us into more service, into
more idolatry.
Then there are the indirect effects of worry. While
we are focused on one earthly need, several others
sneak in the back door of our sanctuary, propping
themselves up as longstanding fixtures. Or one big
earthly concern gains our attention and several smaller
ones walk right in the front door, but in its shadow.
Once in place, they begin their feeding cycle, and soon,
they completely fill the space of our practical worship
(meaning, whom or what we actually bow to and
serve).
Jesus puts distraction with earthly things tops on the
list of killers of true religion.
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Devotion 6

Devotion 1

Colossians 3:15
And let the peace of Christ
preside in your hearts,
to which also ye have been called
in one body, and be thankful.

Psalm 119:26
I have declared my ways,
and You answered me;
teach me Your Statutes.

The peace of Christ is supposed to preside in our
hearts, so it is to be our governing principle. Peace is
like the floor of the Christian house.
As the floor we walk on, peace provides our stability. If we do not attend to our peace, however, we will
be walking on uneven ground, perhaps even quicksand.
How do we see to it that Christ's peace provides a
good foundation in our hearts? Well, Christ must be in
our hearts in the first place for His peace to accompany
Him there. But if Christ is presiding in our hearts, certainly He will not forget to bring along His peace. His
peace in our hearts is merely a sense of His sovereignty
over us and over all things around us. If He is in
charge, nothing can go wrong; we are at peace.
Again, as to insuring Christ's peace, it must confine
our space. If we are discontent, we will wander onto
other grounds, seek other gods than Christ. Christ's
peace within us means that we are happy and contented
with Him. We will feel that our living space is roomy.
Where we run out of space, we know we have come to
the edge of safe territory; we are being protected from
what is beyond; we stay put. The peace of Christ is
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The Hebrew root word behind "Statute" means to
engrave. This connotes a permanent decree.
The psalmist, then, is contrasting his own temporary, changeable ways to God's permanent, unchanging instructions.
Implied here is that there is an answering Statute
for every one of my own unstable patterns. There is
not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence between
God's Statutes and my character deficiencies, but
God definitely "answers" every area of my old life
with one or more of His new directions for me.
God's Statutes are living. They are not dead,
stuffy, cramp-your-style, or one-dimensional laws.
The root word "engraved" might make us think of
inflexible codes carved in stone. But God's engraving is a marvelous etching into every level of human
character. It is living writing which gives life.
If we think of God's commandments as stifling, we
betray the stoniness of our own hearts:
1 John 5:3 For this is the love of God, that we
keep His commandments, and His command363

contentedness with Him and His ways.
Lastly, as the floor of our house, we must keep the
peace of Christ clean; that is, not the peace of Christ
itself, but our maintenance of it. When we maintain it
properly, Christ and His peace are clearly in focus.
When our attention wanders from Christ, dust collects
on Him in our thoughts and covers Him from our view.
An unkempt spiritual house is a house diverted by our
daily routine. Christ's peace cannot govern there.
What is the presiding principle in your life?
It is an effortless matter for our presiding principle
to be something other than Christ.
Our flooring will certainly never accidentally become the peace of Christ; we can only intend for it to
be so and attend to it being so.
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Devotion 7

Acts 17:30
Truly, then,
God overlooking the times of ignorance,
now strictly commands
all men everywhere to repent

How are we to come by our principles of evangelism? What is the Biblical way to reach our
neighbor for Christ?
One of the most important considerations in answer
is where in the Bible to look.
If we look in the Epistles, we are reading the apostles' words to gatherings of people already professing
faith in Christ. There are principles of evangelism in
the epistles, to be sure, but these books' main thrust is
the very converse of testifying to unbelievers. When
an Epistle says, “God loves you,” it is saying it “to the
saints” (to use one specific formula) in whatever city
or to whichever person. But every Epistle is clearly
written to Christians.
The intended book in the Bible for deriving evangelistic tenets is the book of Acts. In the book of Acts,
evangelism is actually taking place. Evangelistic
speeches take up considerable space in the book (about
five whole chapters worth).
As we study the sermons in the book of Acts, there
are topics common to most of them:
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The best question to ask ourselves is, "Do I
really want to overcome my vain thoughts?"

1) The promises of God in the Old Testament are now
fulfilled.

In other words, is there a real root of righteousness in our lives which seeks expression but is frustrated by the presence of competing desires?

2) The Messiah has come in the person of Jesus of
Nazareth.

Galatians 5:17 For the desires of the flesh are
against the Spirit, and the desires of the Spirit are
against the flesh, for these are opposed to each
other, to keep you from doing the things you want
to do.

The true Christian's singleness of vision is not
the absence of any competing desires. It is the constant clearing away of the brush that keeps entangling his motives. This, in a completely real sense,
IS singleness of vision. His objective is before him
and he is seeking it through struggle.
A mere professing Christian can talk about
yearning for God, but he really has no desire to
clear away the distractions which occupy his attention. In place of a struggle, he only has a defiled
conscience. He’ll continue to talk a good game (or
a bad one: “Oh, woe is me!”), but live satisfied
with double vision.

J-1
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a. He did good and mighty works by the power of
God.
b. He was crucified according to the purpose of
God.
c. He was raised from the dead by the power of
God.
d. He now reigns by the power of God.
e. He will come again to judge and restore all things.
3) All who hear should repent and be baptized.
(This generalized outline of the content of Acts evangelistic
sermons is from Nelson's Bible Dictionary)

Perhaps most noteworthy in our day are phrases and
ideas which do NOT occur in any Acts sermon.
Some of the most prevalent expressions in MODERN
EVANGELISM which are completely absent from the
book of Acts are:
1) God loves you;
2) Jesus died for you;
3) All you have to do to be saved is ...
How could these phrases be totally absent from all
the evangelistic sermons recorded? If the apostles' beliefs had been in line with any of these three ideas, certainly they would have spoken them, or at least some121

thing similar to them. The fact that they didn't calls
our use of such phrases into question.

They supply a description of the eye that seems
sensible.

It would almost seem that modern evangelism was
patterned after the Epistles, where apostles are telling
believers the consequences of God's love for them and
Jesus' death for them. Once we ask the simple question of which address was intended for whom- Acts
sermons versus Epistles- the inconsistency becomes
plain.

The Greek word is haploos. The meaning is,
very simply, "without folds." Its primary reference
is to cloth. "Simple" would be a good translation.
"Single" is a perfectly good translation. "Sound /
clear / good" do too much interpreting. Let the
reader figure out how an eye can be "single."
Other words that would convey the meaning of
haploos would be "unmixed" and "unified."

Now what could be the danger of telling unbelievers
that God loves them and Christ died for them?
To put it in its less harmful light, the danger is that
we are not following clear Biblical precedent in whom
we are addressing with which message.
Furthermore, we are ignoring a clearly established
pattern from five apostolic evangelistic sermons.
These two errors would constitute our most basic mistake: a minimizing of Scripture as it is given to us.

To pattern our evangelism after actual Biblical evangelism (look back at the outline derived
from the five sermons), we would tell the story
of Christ and the IMPERATIVE that His coming has placed on men's lives. That is what unbelievers need to hear. That is what the apostles
told them.
Applying God's love and Christ's death to unbelievers is, at the least, mistaking the recipients
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Jesus' intention in using this word was to contrast the Christian's singleness of focus to the counterfeit Christian's duplicity. The pseudo-Christian
focuses on God AND possessions ("mammon" in
the upcoming verse). His treasures are on earth,
while he talks of Heaven as his aim. This insight
can only come from a more literal rendering like
"single."
Our question, then, is this: HOW single is a
Christian's vision to be?
Is true Christian vision to be absent of duplicity?
I have no mixed motives, no hidden cravings?
Must my heart be totally free of any attraction to
any earthly treasure for me to say that my vision is
unmixed?
No, because sin still dwells within me. But the
singleness of true Christian vision is contention
with duplicity.
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Here are some, to be read left to right.
Reprove

Rebuke

Exhort

Set up

Knock down

Raise up

Reason

Ruin

Resurrect

Bring around

Drown

Crown

Draw forth

Drain out

Drench full

Remind

Remonstrate

Remodel

Awaken

Afflict

Affix

Point out

Pointy end

Point up

The preacher is not only responsible to see to it
that he preaches this way. The congregation is responsible to see that they listen this way.

Devotion 7

Matthew 6:22
The lamp of the body is the EYE;
if therefore your eye is single,
your whole body will be light:

Most modern versions of Scripture say "if your
eye is sound / clear / good" in the above verse.
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of Acts’ sermons as the Christians being addressed in the Epistles. That is, let us admit, a
colossal error. This is the best-case-scenario for
modern evangelism: very confused, and in a matter
easily discerned, we might add. It is a most basic
question we are asking: which kind of message is addressed to whom?
Moving on to the actual content of the Acts sermons, the apostles do not seem to believe in God's
universal saving love or Christ's universal sacrifice, as
the modern Church does; otherwise, certainly these
would have been the keynotes of their addresses; by
rights they should have been if they were true.
Again, at the very least, we should follow the pattern
of the Acts’ sermons and place a burden on men by the
fact of the coming of Christ. Sinners do not know
how to identify their own burden
burden. The Good
News will not be good news to them until we have told
them the burden of sin. Telling them that God loves
them and Jesus died for them actually releases this burden before it can even be created. The new burden we
create for them is mainly one of sentimentality. “God
loves you and has proved it. Now why don’t you love
Him back?” This is about as foreign to the apostles’
meaning as we could get.
Rather than sentimentality, REALISM was more the
apostles' thesis: specifically, that THE PROMISED
MESSIAH HAS COME AND QUALIFIED HIMSELF TO
BE THE JUDGE TO WHOM ALL MEN WILL ANSWER.
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This is the real, Biblical message of the Gospel. The
apostles offered it sincerely and persuasively, but they
didn’t let their persuasion morph into a simple emotional appeal. They kept the ‘pressure’ on the unbeliever, where it ought to be. They didn’t address them
as saints, because they weren’t yet. The good news
they offered was really only a list of facts which would
be the answer to the BAD NEWS their audience was
hearing, probably for the first time in their lives.
Isn’t our replacing the apostles’ Gospel of realism
with one of sentimentality in fact offering men something other than the true Gospel? Can a message other
than the true Gospel save men?

Devotion 6

2 Timothy 4:2
preach the Word;
be urgent in season and out of season;
reprove, rebuke, and exhort,
with all patience and teaching.

Here is a Biblical description of preaching. We must
wonder how many preaching schools teach preaching
based on this outline.
There are three elements listed in true preaching:
reproving, rebuking, and exhorting.
1) Reprove. Greek, elenkho, to convict, refute,
confute.
2) Rebuke. Greek, epitimao, "to tax upon," censure,
charge sharply.
3) Exhort. Greek, parakaleo, "to call near," invite or
invoke.
The first two elements are decidedly negative.
Preaching is to tell us something wrong with us. The
third element seems to primarily carry the idea of following up God's wounding with comfort as we are redirected.
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There are many profitable analogies a preacher can
use to put these fundamental elements into action (or
we can use to test him).
357

The practical atheist, though, is just as much a fool.
It is in his heart that the fool says there is no God. He
may not say it loud enough inwardly for it to register
as a conscious thought. In fact, he may be someone
who reasons in his mind that there is a God. He may
say with his lips that there is a God. Yes, many professing theists are practical atheists! As they excuse
their wrongdoing, sinning against God, the real thought
of their hearts is, "God will not repay this,” which is as
much as to say, “There is no God.” A made-up God
who ignores my sin is, most surely, a no-God.
A professing Christian can therefore be a real atheist as much as the professing atheist is.
Let’s probe a bit further and uncover another category of ‘Christian’ fools. When Christians fail to stand
in awe of the Bible as much as they do when hearing
the wonders of DNA (which is truly a great wonder of
God), they show a decided ignorance of the superior
compared to the inferior:
Psalm 119:96 I have seen an end to all perfection;
Your Commandment is exceedingly broad.

Treating the Bible as less intentional or less perfect
than a part or the whole of the Creation is another replacement of God as He reveals Himself with a God I
construct.
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Devotion 5

Psalm 14:1
The fool has said in his heart,
There is NO GOD!

When you see a French braid in a girl's hair, is it in
the least bit conceivable that the hair wound itself thus
by her normal coming and going?
How about if the girl had been dancing about strenuously? Still no, eh?
Well, how about if the girl actually tried to wind her
hair into braids by the purposeful shaking of her head?
No. Nice French braids would never come to pass
by anything but the application of someone's hands to
the girl's hair.
The winding of a DNA strand is infinitely more
complex than the braiding of a girl's hair. DNA is the
building block for life. Millions of its spirals go into
even the simplest life forms.
How was DNA supposed to entwine itself by incidental forces (allowing that its components simply
came into existence in the first place)? That is a vastly
more ridiculous thought than a girl simply finding finished French braids in her hair.
The atheist is certainly a fool. Even when atheism is
institutionalized, as it is today, its constituents’ numbers or intelligence do not diminish the folly.
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vine character of Scripture is in the amazing correspondence between what was written and what is happening
on the world scene today. For the Christian, the Divine
character of Scripture is mostly seen in the marvelous
correspondence between its descriptions of sin and his
own deceivable heart.
If you have fallen into the trap of making 'end time
prophecies' into sensationalism, be warned. Such
teaching does not actually prepare you for the coming
of the Lord:
1 John 2:28 And now, little children, abide in Him,
so that WHEN HE APPEARS we may have confidence
and not shrink from him in shame at His coming.

Someone who abides in Christ will be ready for
Him. No one else will, no matter how well refined his
'prophecy chart' ended up. We are not the first generation to wrongly seek the Day of the Lord. Like the Israelites, we have fashioned a ‘Day of the Lord’ which
is rescue from trouble WITHOUT being rescued from
sin.
Amo 5:18-21 Woe to those desiring the day of Yahweh! What is this for you? The day of Yahweh is
darkness, and not light. 19 It is as if a man fled
before a lion, and the bear met him. Or he goes
into the house and leans his hand against the wall,
and a snake bites him. 20 Shall not the day of
Yahweh be darkness, and not light; even very dark,
and not any brightness in it? 21 I hate, I despise
your feast days; and I will not delight in your solemn assemblies.
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Devotion 1

Psalm 80:12
Why have You broken down its walls
walls,
so that it is plucked by all
who pass by the way?

The Church normally has walls of protection that
keep the world out.
The invading world is pictured by two analogies in
Psalm 80: a boar of the woods and a beast of the field:
Psalm 80:13 A boar out of the forest wastes it, and
the beast of the field feeds on it.

These two invading animals represent a complete
spectrum of occupying forces. The boar (literally,
"swine, pig") of the forest represents untamed aggressors. The field animal represents more civilized intruders who nonetheless move in and take advantage of
unprotected terrain.
With foreign forces on her soil, the Church has no
control over her purity. Terms are dictated to her by
the appetites of invaders. The kingdom of Heaven on
earth is no longer heavenly.
But why has this happened?
The psalmist leaves no question as to the immediate
culprit behind our exposure to ravagers. God did it:
Psalm 80:12 Why have You broken down its walls ...?

When we are exposed to the enemy, God is the one
who has broken down our walls.
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Does this mean that no boar clambered over the wall,
taking down more debris in its breach?
Indeed, some boar or other metaphorical invader
might have done the wall-wrecking in total. But God
opened the opportunity and paved the way for them. He
did it.
So now we must ask further, what motivated God to so
open us to enemy intrusion? The psalmist already referenced God's anger towards the Church earlier in the
Psalm. If He is angry, it is because we sinned.
In terms of the wall, were we not peering over it longingly, envying the world in several ways? God's justice
is always fitting. "You admire the world and its ways?
Here, let me give you a better, closer look! I'll just
march them through your living room. Make way." Of
course, we never like the up-close-and-personal look at
the world once it has taken over.

The psalmist knows what we need. He asks for it
three times:
Psalm 80:3 O God, turn us again, and make Your
face shine, and we will be saved!
...

Psalm 80:7 O God of Hosts, turn us again, and cause
Your face to shine, and we will be saved.
...

Psalm 80:19 O Yahweh, God of Hosts, turn us again!
Cause Your face to shine, and we will be saved.

Number one: we need to be turned back from our present course to face God again.
Number two: God's face will then be toward us and
can shine on us again. Until then, His face will only
have the stern look of rebuke:
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ecy, so give 'em what they like. Doctrinal books
like Romans will just embroil a church in controversy.
This should be enough to prove that the retired
preacher's view of prophecy was incorrect. Socalled prophecy books are still part of the Bible,
and one of God's descriptions of all Bible books
runs thus:
2 Timothy 3:16 All Scripture is God-breathed
and profitable for doctrine, for conviction, for correction, for instruction in righteousness

If a Scripture does not convict, correct, and instruct in righteousness, it is actually being treated
as non-Scripture. We can twist Scripture into many
other things, but whatever else it becomes makes it
automatically dangerous:
2 Peter 3:15, 16 And think of the long-suffering
of our Lord as salvation, as also our beloved
brother Paul wrote to you, according to the wisdom given to him; as also in all his epistles, speaking in them concerning these things, in which are
some things hard to understand, which the
unlearned and unsettled twist, as also they do the
rest of the Scriptures, to their own destruction.

If someone is only interested in fascinating stories and predictions from the Bible, he has never become acquainted with the real Bible. For him, the Di353

you put wisdom first!" No, happiness is not necessarily self-indulgence; it is also a necessary consequence of wisdom. Happiness flows forth generously, just as wisdom itself to those who seek it.
But the same wisdom will also bring grief, because wisdom is insight, and insight into our world
and ourselves uncovers sin's ugliness in both
places, to our heartache.
The sin within myself is ugly and dejecting, but
I must follow the apostle's example and emphasize
gratitude in spite of my necessary distress:

Psalm 80:16 It is burned with fire, cut down; they
perish at the rebuke of Your face.

Of course, if our only choices were which of the two
faces of God we'd prefer, we'd know which one to
choose. Unfortunately, as long as the option of peering
longingly over the wall at the world's interesting faces
exists, we may just keep being called back from our
dream world by the nightmare of invading forces. Or we
may be long overrun, living a nightmare and counting it
business-as-usual.

Devotion 2

Romans 7:25 I thank God through Jesus Christ
our Lord! So then with the mind I myself serve
the Law of God, but with the flesh the law of sin.

Devotion 4

Daniel 12:4
But you, O Daniel,
shut up the words and seal the book,
even to the time of the end.
Many shall run to and fro,
and knowledge shall be increased.

One retired preacher counseled a younger
preacher not to preach the book of Romans. He
told him he could 'keep the heat off' by preaching
prophetic books. People want to hear about proph352

Psalm 101:1
I will SING of mercy and judgment;
to You O Yahweh, I will sing psalms.

The psalmist said he would sing about both mercy
and judgment.
Mercy seems to be the forgoing of judgment. Judgment, likewise, seems to be the exclusion of mercy.
But the psalmist had the wisdom to sing about both
both.
Christian songs, and hence Christian meditations,
should include the themes of God's wonderful mercies
and His terrible judgments. We should think deeply
upon both. We should compare the two in our
thoughts. There is no better base for these meditations
than the Psalms themselves.
Of the several Hebrew words the psalmist could
have used for singing, he chose the one that meant to
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“sing Psalms.” He recognized a growing body of Divinely inspired poetry that was ideally adapted to our
learning (Psalm 90 was written long before, by Moses,
for instance).
Psalms is the only book of songs directly from God.
Not only that, but God specifically incorporates Psalms
into our church worship and personal use:
Colossians 3:16 Let the Word of Christ dwell in you
richly, in all wisdom teaching and inculcating one another in Psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord.

"Hymns" are songs of adoration to or about God, and
"spiritual songs" are other songs based on Scriptural
meditation. Both of these examples are also found in
Scriptures, but they are also newly composed songs in
succeeding Church generations. Psalms are the only
category coming only from the Bible. That is why they
are the most important category.
Why aren't Psalms being sung today? We should have
a collection of musical settings for all 150 Psalms. Previous generations had them. (More on this momentarily.)
We can tell how far away from Psalms we have drifted
by the theology that dominates modern worship songs.
There is nothing like the range of subject matter and
emotion in today's songs as there is in the Psalms. Older
hymns better reflected the breadth of subject matter covered by the Psalms, but even the best of them were only
written as complements to the Psalms, not replacements
of them. While Psalms were still being sung, hymnwriting, through their influence, was generally better.
How long has it been since whole Psalms were gener130

ness, I must hate sin. Similarly, if I am happy with
righteousness, sin should make me sad.
Is it a common situation for righteousness and
sin to be present in a Christian's life? Yes, indeed!
Very common. It is the very Christian experience:
Romans 7:22 - 24 For I delight in the Law of God
according to the inward man; but I see another
law in my members, warring against the law of my
mind ... O wretched man that I am!

The critical matter, then, is to determine the
proper causes of both our happiness and our sorrow. I should be happy to the degree that its proper
causes are present in my life and unhappy where its
proper causes are present.
Back to the original question, then. Should unhappiness in my life be a sign that wisdom is lacking, since wisdom brings happiness. Yes, general
unhappiness should tell us that there is insufficient
wisdom in us.
Should I go searching for wisdom merely for the
purpose of finding happiness? Or would that be
selfish? Must I seek wisdom purely for its own
sake?
Since happiness is one necessary fruit of wisdom, it is God's will for me to be happy in being
wise. God is not saying, "Well, happiness is selfindulgent, but I'll give you some of it as long as
351

I am lacking wisdom in my life?
There is one more piece of information we must
bring to the equation before we can answer intelligently:
Ecclesiastes 1:18 For in much wisdom is much
grief; and he who increases knowledge increases
pain.

Wisdom does bring happiness according to
Proverbs 3:13; but wisdom brings grief according
to Ecclesiastes 1:18. Is there a contradiction?
No, because neither verse promises happiness or
sorrow exclusively. Either verse would be true if a
man received its emotion, whether or not that man
also received any conflicting emotion.
Of course, we have not necessarily concluded
that happiness and sorrow are conflicting emotions.
Can someone be happy only by erasing any trace of
sorrow from his life? No, someone can be basically happy while feeling sorrow over certain matters.
In fact, it is possible that someone can be greatly
sorrowful and greatly happy at the same time.
This is not much different than saying that we
can love and hate at the same time. In that case, it
is easier to see that some objects of love require
corresponding objects of hate. If I love righteous350

ally sung in churches? It's been over a century. The
Church has gone backwards in Psalm-singing, abandoning them in favor of hymns and spiritual songs
(including praise and worship songs in either category).

But even when Psalms were being sung in recent
centuries, they were being paraphrased into poems,
then put to standard hymn tunes. Most churches that
still sing Psalms use these paraphrased versions.
Chanting the Psalms is a way of singing them which
preserves their LITERAL renderings, but it sacrifices
tunefulness. Psalms certainly deserve the best musical
compositions we have to offer. We should be taking
literal Psalms and setting them, word-for-word, to music, one composed for each Psalm individually. How
else can we do them justice?
And how better can we learn God's justice than the
way the psalmist did? He sang of mercy and justice.
How much easier to meditate on Divine things when
we can sing them first!
Devotion 3

Psalm 101:2
I will behave myself wisely in a complete way;
O when will You come to me?
I will walk in the entirety* ( mt ) of my heart
in the midst of my house.

The psalmist had just said that He used the Psalms
as broad meditations on the character and works of
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God:
Psalm 101:1 I will sing of mercy and judgment; to
You O Yahweh, I will sing Psalms.

Now we see that our behavior is well affected by
such meditations. "I will act wisely in a *mature ( mt )
way."
Furthermore, we see that such meditations give us a
desire for God and a humble assessment of ourselves:
Psalm 101:2 ... O when will You come to me?

And what is the setting for the blameless behavior to
which the psalmist pledges himself? It is his house:
Psalm 101:2 ... I will walk within my house with a
whole heart.

The psalmist names his proper domain.
We all have one.
Essentially, our most inner sanctum is our heart, but
no one lives life within his heart. We all walk in some
habitat, in some human community, the most immediate being our house. That is the only setting in which
we can truly see what is in our hearts.
The psalmist doesn't assume that if God comes to
Him, it will defy proof. He assumes that his life must
be the proof that God has come to Him.

feminine perspective, for he would have no personal basis for understanding them. But it is how a
female interprets male interaction that counts in
this case.
If we would be blameless, we need to recognize
our own motives. Some of our motives are not hidden from us at all. Or they are 'hidden in plain
view', so much a part of our intentions that they are
immune from our evaluation. Unchecked, these
put us into the category of “falling,” probably soon
to be “fallen.”
Adultery/fornication is an easy sin to fall into. It
is an effortless step, moving from the congenial to
the flirtatious. The solidity of any barrier drawn
between the two depends almost entirely on our
conscious attention to it.

Devotion 3

Proverbs 3:13
Happy is the man who finds wisdom,
and the man who gets u nderstanding.

As with all who desire God, the psalmist had already
been visited by God. The psalmist had evidence that
God had matured his heart to a credible level. He was
beyond the novice stage in the ways of God. He
speaks of the *completeness ( mt ) of his heart. His
heart had all the essential elements for service to a holy

Can unhappiness, then, be used as a signal that I
should search for wisdom: I am unhappy, therefore,
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Does wisdom bring happiness?
Our verse above indicates that it does.

one.
For any man who is concerned to keep himself
clear of this fate, he can evaluate himself in his social interactions. How does he treat the women
around him? More particularly, how would other
women say he treats women? Women notice how
men regard other women (This inspires much of
the competition in the female world.)
Of course, certain women who would notice the
slightest subtleties of a man's flattery, eye contact,
or bodily posture are themselves more compromised in their behavior than other women. But
their perspective is no less valid. Perhaps it is
thereby more useful.
Most often, a man should only imagine what a
female would say about his attentions to other females. It would probably not serve him well to actually ask most girls. But even imagining will
yield profitable results in this exercise. Merely
bringing the subject into the light of conscious
evaluation will remove layers of deception.
If there were a gal whom a man could safely ask,
she could help him immensely with her frank response to, "Do I flirt with any females (or with females in general)?"
If the lass queried did not try to spare his feelings, she could tell him things about his communications he had no previous idea about. Some matters he would simply have to reinterpret from a
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God. The proof? Once again, his certainty, based on
experience, that his own house was a domain committed to God.
Our own houses are the first test of our holiness;
they are the foremost measure of our sanctification;
they are an ongoing examination of our purity of heart.
Part of the test for a head of a household is whether
he holds those under his authority to a certain standard,
and whether he does so with a proper spirit.
Part of the test for those under another's authority is
whether they seek the peace of the household; whether
they make their interactions in the household a good
glue for its unity.
Devotion 4

2 Timothy 4:2, 3
Preach the Word, ...
For a time will come
when they will not endure healthy doctrine ...
A Preacher's Diary
If I have made an excellent explanation of the text, I
have done better than if I had preached excellently on
it. The power of God’s Word lies in its being
understood
understood. The preacher must, as much as possible, be a mere vessel of transference. Paul calls ministers jars of clay (2 Cor 4:7) who hope to pour the content of God's glory onto/into His listeners/followers.
What is peculiar about a clay jar is ... nothing; only
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what it carries.
It is important who the preacher is, though, for only
a sincere, blameless, Christian teacher can be this jar.
It is more important what the preacher knows about
Scriptures than how he preaches it (2 Cor 11:6). How
he preaches should merely fit the message: urgency,
pleading, convicting, instructing patiently, warning...
whatever the passage calls for.
Once it becomes crucial who is doing the preaching,
beyond his uprightness and knowledge, we have moved
past a modest earthenware pot to some kind of glorious
goblet, thus diminishing its contents.
Who are the preacher’s listeners?
They are listeners. They must be put at an advantage,
by the preacher’s delivery, to listen to THE TEXT.
Pauses, illustrations, thunders- all are to bring home the
TEXT.
If it is not God’s words that lay hold of us and keep
hold of us, how can we be said to “endure healthful doctrine,” as the verse above describes?
Otherwise a preacher preaches himself and his hearers
hear man, not God.

teress, he will only fly to the arms of the next one.
The adulteress can be a neighbor woman, married or unmarried. She can be a complete stranger.
But she is wayward in her heart. She, too, is already bearing her punishment for forgetting God.
So God has an appointment book matching
spiritual criminals to their appropriate jails
jails.
It is our great wisdom to know and avoid the
crimes that make God especially angry.
* This is therefore the real meaning of "Do not lead us into
temptation." It is a request to be kept from evil influence in
the heart, not in outward circumstances, since evil in the heart is
the only one that can do us damage.

Devotion 2

Genesis 39:7 - 9
his master's wife lifted up her eyes to Joseph,
and said, Lie with me.
And he refused, and said to his master's wife ...
"...you are his wife.
And how should I do this great evil
and sin against God?"

If a man commits adultery with a woman, he deserves her and she deserves him. Each one deserves to be attached to an adulterer, an unfaithful
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man has to "escape from her." The good man
might be 'allowed into temptation' outwardly by her
advances, but since he is "good before God," he is
not led into temptation inwardly.* He is able to
say no to her.
Now all we have to determine is who is the man
with whom God is angry.
One easy way to find out is to see which guys
have shacked up with wayward women.

Devotion 5

Ezekiel 37:23

Nor shall they be defiled with their idols,
even with their filthy idols,
nor with all of their transgressions.
But I will save them out of all their dwelling places,
in them where they sinned,
and will cleanse them.
AND THEY SHALL BE TO ME FOR A PEOPLE,
AND I WILL BE TO THEM FOR GOD.

But to take a look at what was wrong in these
guys' hearts, we need to look at this Scripture:

God's cleansing actually effects cleanness
cleanness.
A professing Christian who wants to wallow in the
mire has a word written concerning him:

Proverbs 6:16, 17 These six things Yahweh hates;
yea, seven are an abomination to his soul; a
proud look, ...

2 Peter 2:21, 22 For it would have been better for them
not to have fully known the way of righteousness, than
fully knowing it, to turn from the holy commandment
delivered to them. But the word of the true proverb has
happened to them: The dog turning to his own vomit;
and, The washed sow to wallowing in the mire.

God hates pride first of all. Even the glimmer of
pride in a superior flash of the eyes sickens Him. It
indicates a deep-seated satisfaction with and confidence in self.
God then says in effect, "OK, fellah, you think
so much of yourself, let Me give you a little cutie
who'll pay you the attention you ‘deserve’." And
soon he is at her mercy and at the mercy of his own
cravings. No one can wreck a man like a woman.
She allows him a sense of mastery, but her talons
sink deep within him, and he will never really escape. If he manages to break free from one adul-

God's forgiveness is not just a legal document signed
dispassionately, but also a real washing, a taking to the
bath. And the bath is not for removal of soils only, but
also of shames. Shames that weigh down the soul are
bathed and banished; but shame’s tears first become half
the bath.
IF FORGIVENESS IS NOT A WASHING, THEN NEITHER
IS IT A SIGNED AND SEALED LEGAL TRANSACTION. The
Christian who wants the legal deed to cleanness without
bathing wants God's hands unmussed. But God is much
more personal and interactive than this imaginary Observer. Look at the Father’s bloody hands in pummeling
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the Son on the Cross. You think He did that to keep His
hands off of you?
Preaching should work this proper type of forgiveness
in God's people. At every sermon, their souls should cry
in response, "O Father, cleanse me! How I am stained!"
Devotion 6

James 1:18
Of His own will He brought us forth
with the Word of truth,
for us to be a certain firstfruit
of His creatures.
A pastor's Saturday prayer:
"Father, Your people have been born by Your Word.
You brought them forth by it.
May Your people be further formed by that Word
through preaching tomorrow.
May we take our shape and identification from it."

James proceeds from describing the Word as the
means of our spiritual birth; he then names it the means for
our daily salvation from sin:
James 1:21 Therefore putting aside all filthiness and
overflowing of evil, receive in meekness the implanted
Word, which is able to save your souls.

But I thought that if I was already brought forth by
the Word, I was saved! What's this about the Word being able to save me?
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Devotion 1

Proverbs 22:14
The mouth of wayward women is a deep pit;
those DESPISED by Yahweh shall fall there.

God sets up those who ignore Him for certain falls.
This is called being led into temptation (which is what
Jesus, in the Model Prayer, tells us to ask God not to
do to us, therefore instructing us to ask God to expose
our ignoring of Him, as well as any other evils in us).
God does not make us desire an evil thing, but He
places opportunity to sin in our path. Be sure in your
mind that the whole world is a place of opportunity to
sin for those who forget God. When we have minimized God, sin is pretty much all that is left in the picture for us. God just sees to it that the 'jail cell' we pick
fits our particular choice of idols.
God has a very particular hidden pit waiting for certain men to fall into. Consider who these men are.
The Hebrew word for "despised" in our verse above
means "to foam (at the mouth); to be enraged." Those
with whom God is very angry receive a special treatment:
Ecclesiastes 7:26 and I found more bitter than death
the woman whose heart is snares and nets; her hands
are bonds. He who is good before God shall escape
from her; but the sinner shall be captured by her.

You see, that woman is after any man. The good
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Our day-to-day deliverance from sin is not a sure
thing. It is only as sure, according to this verse, as:
1) Our putting aside all types of spiritual dirtiness,
anything that God says soils the soul;
2) Our also removing any forms of evil which find
'visible' manifestation in our lives ("overflowing of
evil");
3) Our reception of God's Word, our invitation of it
into our interior;
4) Our meek reception of that Word; no arguments,
no "what if's", no “laters”;
5) Our reception of an implanted Word, of permanent,
not temporary, affect;
6) Our reception of a displacing Word, meaning that
when IT is implanted, something ELSE must be uprooted (see #1 and #2 above).
This rather extensive definition, necessary to describe normal Christian sanctification, is what describes a saved man. Those who have made a profession of faith in Christ and yet resist His implanted,
displacing Word surely call into question whether
they have been brought forth by the Word.
So the pastor's (and people’s) prayer that the congregation be formed by God's Word in this way is only a
prayer that God's people will respond like God's people.
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Devotion 7

2 Timothy 2:24
And it is not necessary
for the Lord's slave to fight,
but be gentle to all,
apt at teaching,
enduring through evil,

The preacher cannot be cynical about the implementation of God's will in his congregants’ lives. He must
be idealistic and positive.
"We have the opportunity to glorify God by doing
thus-and-so, as He has directed us in His Word. We
have the prospect of being thus-and-so, a quality He
has spelled out as one which delights Him."
The preacher's enthusiasm to know and do God's
will should be contagious; though it should not be used
as a ploy to advance his own agenda.
There are many ordinary forces ordinarily at work
which will break a preacher's enthusiasm and idealism.
That is why Paul tells the preacher in the verse above
how to handle difficulties. He must realize that God is
the only one who can ultimately turn men's hearts to
righteousness, whether it is to right thinking or right acting from where they had been deficient.
The preacher has to be blameless; it is part of his 'job
description' in 1 Timothy 3. All Christians are called to
blamelessness, but the preacher is not qualified as an
elder in the Church unless he is blameless (literally, "not
arrested.")
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In His prelude to the model prayer, Jesus teaches the
proper frame of mind to bring to prayer :

God tells the preacher to be gentle, to NOT fight. He
tells him to keep teaching the truth no matter what opposition faces him. The real danger is that the preacher
may back down in the face of opposition and say, "It's
not worth it. I'm not getting anywhere. I'll never get
anywhere. These people will never change. They can
have their way. I'm not trying any more. I'll just go
through the motions from now on."*

Matthew 6:7, 8 But when you pray, do not be babbling vain words, as the nations; for they think that
they shall be heard in their much speaking.
Then do not be like them, for your Father knows
what things you have need of before you ask Him.

Preacher, hold on to the truth with bulldog jaws, but
apply it gently, even when- perhaps especially whenthere is opposition. God may change the hearts of opponents most wondrously and unexpectedly. The verse in
the box above is followed by this one:

Yes, our prayers are always tending to return to paganism. We're always fighting the slip into idolatry:
treating God as an idol at our disposal. It always tends
to become our effort which is the magic ingredient.
The creature looms largest in our thoughts. We always
forget that God is God. That is why we always stray.

2 Timothy 2:25 in meekness teaching those who
have opposed, if perhaps God may give them repentance for a full knowledge of the truth.

It will still be an effort. It will still be a duty. It will
still require the overcoming of inertia to get a prayer
started. But the first thing that should always be on my
mind in prayer is that I'm there because God was there
first
first. I'm seeking Him because HE SOUGHT ME OUT.

Hopefully it's always worth finding our way back.

*

Notice, not "I'll quit," but "I'll just be a hypocrite like the rest of
them." Of course, this really is quitting.

I-5
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Devotion 7

Psalm 119:176
I have gone astray like a lost sheep;
seek Your servant

When we have lost our way, is it worth finding our
way back?
It's a lot of trouble finding our way back. It's easier
to stay lost. There's really no decision to be made
when we're off track. The only decision or trouble
comes from considering a return road. A return road
means putting back the habits whereby I previously
overcame my laziness. It's so much easier to just go on
being lazy. It's a great deal of effort to have a quiet
time. I feel fake so often. Isn't it hypocrisy to pray
when I don't feel like it?
When we have lost our way, we have also lost our
sense of God's grace. Our prayers had become mere
duties which were depended on to keep us in contact
with God. Our sense of dependence had switched from
God to our duties.
Do we have duties? Yes. Is prayer one of them?
Yes. Will we be able to draw near to God without
prayer? No. But can we pray properly while feeling
that it is our diligence which is keeping the relationship
together? No.
There must always be a sense of God's gracious acceptance which welcomes me and keeps me in His
presence
presence. Then my prayer won't be such an effort.
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Devotion 6

Psalm 119:23
Princes also sat and spoke against me;
but Your servant thought on Your Statutes.

When men sit in official council to negatively discuss me, a sufficient counsel for me is in God's Statutes.
I will be tempted to think mainly on the details of
my case. What are they going to say against me?
What shall I answer?
A great deal of faith is required to direct my
thoughts to God's case laws, where I may not find any
direct correlation to my case.
The main benefit of meditating on God's Statutes is
the ordering of my mind by fixed principles. Thinking
upon Scriptures takes me into eternal realms, away
from the changeable and devious pronouncements of
men (including my own).
From the eternal, unchanging realms, I reenter man's
realm and realize that the wicked cannot preside. They
may decide against me now, even to my great harm;
but they cannot stop God's true justice from ultimately
overruling. As long as I am concentrating on serving
Him, I am invulnerable. That's because the only vulnerability that is final and hurtful is conceding to be
drawn away from Him in my thoughts.
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This gives us a general principle by which to judge
men's treatment of us.
Whatever treatment the Gospel would receive from a man, we should be willing to receive the same treatment.

If someone tolerates the Gospel, but it is of no great
interest to him, we should expect to be patronized by
such a person.
If someone in intolerant of the Gospel, viewing it as
an affront to humanity or himself in some way, we
should expect to be despised by that person.
If someone loves the Gospel, we should expect to be
companions with him.
Our maxim says we should be willing to be treated
as the Gospel is. Our examples take this a step further,
though, and say we should expect corresponding treatment.
We can take this a step further still and say that we
should WANT to receive the same treatment as the
gospel.
We should not incite a negative response towards
the Gospel. A person's distaste for the Gospel should
always surface despite our being as winsome as we
can. But once we have gleaned a man's spiritual posture, we should begin looking beyond our personal interaction with him to our interaction as an ambassador
of the Gospel.*
* It won't hurt if we behave so kindly that we know he'll regret alienating us should it come to that.
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Devotion 1

sin. (See also Jms 4:9)
In our day, the Church has learned a wonderful trick
indeed. We have learned to confess our sins without
confessing!
We have not been taught to confess:







The foolishness of our sin
The iniquity of our sin
The abomination of our sin
The hurtfulness of our sin (to men)
The offense of our sin (to God)
The madness of our sin

In short, we have not been taught to Biblically confess our sins.
The promise of forgiveness and cleansing is conditioned on confession (“If…”). We cannot invent our
own definition of confession to fulfill that condition.

Devotion 5

2 Timothy 1:8
Therefore you should not be ashamed
of the testimony of our Lord,
nor of me His prisoner.
But be PARTAKER of the afflictions of the Gospel
according to the power of God

The apostle Paul here tells pastor Timothy to share
in the "evils" (Greek for “afflictions”) of the Gospel.
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Romans 1:20
For the invisible things of Him
since the creation of the world
are clearly seen, being perceived
through the things that are made,
even his everlasting power and Divine nature;
that they may be without excuse.

Three facts- that there is a Creator God, that He is a
being separate from creation rather than emanating
from it, and that He has unending power- are all plain
to men. However arduously men may deny any or all
of these facts, they are only suppressing what they
know to be true. So says Paul in Romans chapter one.
But what is the starting place for a correct philosophy of God? Where does theology begin? In what
commencement point does any organized structure of
truth have its anchor?
Is it in God's being, since that is ultimately undeniable to men?
God's being is undeniable, but it is not the proper inception point for building an accurate doctrine of Him.
Solely from the starting point of God's 1being, 2Divine
nature, and 3omnipotence, there are very many wrong
avenues man can and will take in depicting Him.
These three facts about God are completely sufficient
to make all men accountable before God, but they are
insufficient for forming a full idea of His character and
works.
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The true starting point for constructing a right theology is the fact that God has revealed Himself. Knowing
that there is a real God is completely useless in actually
coming to comprehend Him unless He has decided to
communicate with us.
Therefore, we do not even depend on our inbuilt
knowledge of God's existence to assure us that it is true.
Once we have established that God has communicated,
we depend on His communication to inform us concerning everything: His existence, power, attributes- everything.
Even our own human existence and the existence of
the world and universe have been questioned by philosophers. How do I know I exist? I think, therefore I am?*
For the Christian, the answer is essentially the same as
it is for any question: God tells me I am; therefore I
know I am. Of course, God doesn't set out to prove that
we exist, any more that He sets out to prove that He exists. But the fact that His communications assume both
certainties assure us that they are true.

SO, men know that there is a God even independent of
His testimony of Himself in Scriptures; but to come to
know all He intends us to know about anything- about
Himself, ourselves, the world, the future, the past- we
must come to His Self-revelation in the Bible.
* Descartes’ full quote, “I doubt, therefore I think; I think, therefore I

am” is actually an acceptable and satisfying proof of human existence
by use of logic: logic, the tool of God which orders thought, just as
mathematics orders measurement. But, again, this proof only makes
us accountable. It does not fill in the details we need about who we
are and why we are.
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ries the same idea.
The Greek word for confess literally means "like
word" or "similar definition." When we confess our
sins, we are supposed to express the same thing about
our sins that God does. Therefore, it is very important
that we know two things:
1) The Biblical definition of sin, and;
2) A Bible list of sins.
No list of sins will be complete without a knowledge
of all the commands we are supposed to keep. Since
sin is "transgression of the law" (1 John 3:4), we only
know sin by knowing the Law: God's do's and don'ts.
Whenever we fail to do one of God's "do's," we have
sinned. Whenever we do what God said not to do (a
"don't"), we have sinned.
With this knowledge in hand, we are ready to add
the necessary emotional component to our confession,
for we are not expressing about sin a "word similar" to
God's if we do not feel a certain way about it:
Ezra 9:6 And I said, O my God, I am ashamed and
blush to lift up my face to You, my God. For our iniquities have increased over our heads, and our guiltiness has grown up to the heavens.

Well, Ezra certainly had a voluminous inventory of
sins memorized! And apparently he and the Israelites
had committed all or most of them!
But notice how he felt about sin. He was ashamed.
If we carry only a clinical definition of sin with no corresponding heart reaction, we cannot truly confess our
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Devotion 2

this disrupting:
1) Ourselves, as the Colossians verse above tells
each of us to put our own sinful motions to death;
2) Christians who will confront us:
Hebrews 3:13 But exhort one another daily, while it is
called today, lest any of you be hardened through the deceitfulness of sin.

3) Preachers. Their main job is to minister the Word
in such a way as to disrupt our straying tendencies:
2 Timothy 4:2 preach the word; be ready in season and
out of season; reprove, rebuke, and exhort, with complete patience and teaching.

All these forms of disruption are uncomfortable, but
we only secure the comfort of continuity in our Shepherd's fold thereby.

Devotion 4

Isaiah 55:9
For as the heavens are higher than the earth,
so are My ways higher than your ways,
and My thoughts than your thoughts.

Is God smart?
Most people's immediate response is, "Certainly,
yes! Look at all He made! Who could be such an inventor but the greatest genius!"
Ah, well, our question is answered, then.
Or is it?
According to the verse above, God's thoughts are
quite above ours. Once again, most people agree with
this. But the way they agree with it is in seeing God as
incomprehensible. His intelligence is so superior to
ours, there is no way for us to really relate to it. We
can't expect God to be logical. Logic is binding. God's
thoughts can't be bound.

The above Bible version translates the present active
subjunctive of "confess" by including the word "habit."
Some versions say "if we keep confessing," which car-

But that sets us back to asking again: Is God really
smart? If He is, why can't He make Himself understood? If we're supposed to believe a written word
He's given us, how can we relate to one which obeys
no rules of communication or logic?
The intelligence most people attribute to God is, in
reality, more like that of an idiot-savant than a true
genius. God, the idiot-savant, carved the cosmos most
wonderfully; but He can't explain it. He's more the artist than the scientist, more the poet than the essaywriter.
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1 John 1:9
If we make it our habit to confess our sins,
He is faithful and righteous
to forgive us those sins
and cleanse us from all unrighteousness.

In fact, God's intelligence, infinite and transcendent
as it is, is as detailed as an electron and, as far as what
He's written, quite accessible. How could the maker of
the human mind and the inventor of language fail to
make them adequate for communication?
From the way Jesus speaks, logic is a very God-like
tool. It is orderly. It assumes order and underlying
truth. Scriptures are apparently so tightly constructed
in their logic that seemingly minor insinuations are
considered quite firm:
Luke 20:37, 38 But that the dead are raised, even
Moses pointed out at the Bush, when he called the
Lord the God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and
the God of Jacob. For He is not God of the dead, but
of the living. For all live to Him.

By this, Jesus corrected the faulty understanding of
the Sadducees, who didn't believe in the resurrection of
the dead.
Notice the logic Jesus uses. Moses addressed God
as the God of Abraham; therefore, Abraham must still
be alive. The resurrection is therefore a reality.
Also notice this: Jesus didn't say, "Hey, I was in
Heaven and I saw Abraham. Take My word for it."
Jesus was quite willing to settle a critical doctrinal
point by Scripture, and by a subtle grammatical insinuation from it, no less.
How many modern Christians would miss Jesus'
point altogether?
How many would actually think Jesus was almost
being slippery by using such a subtle point?
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Any real conversion to Christianity is no
less a disruption than Saul’s (though ours may be less
dramatic than his and will certainly be less visible).
RUPTION.

Consider, though, that this supreme disruption is
really a continuation of God's original purpose for man:
1 Peter 2:25 For you were straying like sheep, but
have now returned to the Shepherd and Overseer of
your souls.

Whatever Adam's sin disrupted in man's relationship
with God, Christ has now restored. When He comes to
us to rescue us, He picks up the thread of our story
back at the point of disruption, so to speak.
BUT Christ does not restore us all in one step. Sin,
the great disrupter, is allowed to remain within us the
rest of our earthly existence. We are allowed to see
and experience in ourselves the great transformation
BACK to godliness. After calling us back to Himself
in conversion, Christ continues to call us back daily in
repentance:
Colossians 3:5 Then put to death your members
which are on the earth: fornication, uncleanness, passion, evil lust, and covetousness, which is idolatry

Therefore, the continuity of our relationship with
God depends on the constant disruption of our sinful
natures!
There are three main sources we must count on to do
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does not redefine an evil deed. Any good we think we
foresee in an evil choice is probably a good that will
not come to pass; or it will be offset by five evils.
We must therefore UNconvince ourselves that evil
seeds we plant can sprout a good harvest. This notion
that naturally suggests itself to our minds is an especially nasty form of presumption against God.
Galatians 6:7 Do not be deceived, God is not
mocked. For whatever a man sows, that he also will
reap.

An upright heart is the only motive we can sow that
will reap good.

We have been well-trained to think that God seeks
an exemption from logic and reason. He's just the
boss; you don't question Him.
True, we don't question His authority, but how do we
honor His authority without making heads or tails of
it? If He's incomprehensible while attempting communication, He's not God. If God is smart, He can communicate intelligently.
Lay firm hold on Scriptural concepts. That's what
they're meant for. The Divine mind was able to construct a Word that's an adequate and permanent foundation for all truth for all time, down to the letter.

Devotion 3
Devotion 3

Proverbs 22:2
The rich and poor meet together;
Yahweh is the maker of them all.

Acts 26:14
And all of us falling to the ground,
I heard a voice speaking to me,
and saying in the Hebrew dialect,
Saul, Saul why do you persecute Me?
It is hard for you to kick against the prods.

The Continuity of Disruption

Which is the true humanity?
Every person exists in several classifications,
whether defined by a society or simply by his individual humanness.
We all have an economic classification:

Christianity is a disruption.



It brings a man's whole existence to a halt.



Saul, in the above verse, is recounting his BIG DIS-
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Under $25,000 a year
Under $50,000 a year
Under $100,000 a year
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Devotion 2

Over $100,000 a year
Over $1,000,000 a year

Whatever cutoff points you want to make, we all fit
into some financial niche by which we can be evaluated in market terms or standard-of-living terms.
We all have a societal classification:






Businessman
Housewife
Construction worker
Teacher
Entertainer

We all have a religious classification:





Atheist
Agnostic
Jew
Protestant
Buddhist

The psalmist praised God with uprightness of
heart.
Question: Can the heart be upright when a person
is engaged in evil?

Almost endless titles could be added. Or we could
make just two broad categories, or three. The point is,
we all fit into a category in some format. One person
might not cast negative judgment on any occupation;
another would only value higher paying positions
(back to the economic categories).



Psalm 119:7
I will praise You with uprightness of heart
when I have learned Your righteous judgments.







Theist
Deist
Muslim
Catholic
Hindu

And, again, many titles could be added. Or, again,
we could make fewer, broader classifications.
We could, of course, add to economic, societal, and
religious classifications in which people differ. The
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In our day, we have come to separate ACT from
MOTIVE to such an extent that we are easily convinced that an evil act could come from an upright
heart.
Now we can certainly agree that an upright heart can
turn from its uprightness to perform an evil deed. But,
to answer our question, as long as a heart is upright, it
will not engage in iniquity.
Well, can there be any good in an evil act?
No. When we choose to transgress, God may graciously override our bad intentions in bringing good
out of the situation, but no good can be attributed to us
when we choose the evil.
Can good be forecast by a person committing an evil
act? That is, can a transgressor say, "Well, at least I
can see some good that will come out of this." Again,
no. The general knowledge that God in His mercy
doesn't usually let our evil choices swallow us whole
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Psalm 119:6 Then I shall not be put to shame, having my eyes fixed on all your commandments.

How is shame invited into our lives? It is not only
when we break a commandment. It is also when we do
not focus on the totality of God's commandment regimen! "All" His commandments must be pondered,
because they form a sum whole. This whole is disregarded when any part is disregarded, even a single
command. Such disregard unavoidably results in
shame according to the above verse.
We must have the same attention to detail we’re
forced to employ when following building codes or the
like.
Our generation, however, has come to consider DETAIL an INSULT to God. The moment someone focuses
on a finer point of God's directions, a nay-sayer is always waiting to remind us, "Hey, do you think God
really wants us to work up such a sweat over that?
Aren't we forgetting the big picture here?"
And so, we, in effect, make our list of more important commandments (assuming we have one) into enemies of the less important ones (to put a wiser face on
our scoffing than it doubtless deserves).

point is, each person can be categorized in one of several different ways.
So, once again, which is the true humanity?
Should we add another classification?
Satisfaction With Life



If you're happy with what you are, you're OK; if not,
you're in trouble.
Here’s where we’re going with this. Whatever categories we come up with, we will
eventually end up with some categories for
who are the more fortunate humans.
There is a strong theme in the Bible built around human classifications. God notes that men cannot help
looking on one another with bias (e.g., Prov 14:20).
That's why He gives us specific instructions on how to
regard the poor man ... and the rich.
On a very basic level, simply looking at each person
himself, nothing added, there are three categories that
each man is richer or poorer in:


The fact is, the broader commandments are the big
brothers of the smaller ones, and we are surely asking
for a black eye to show contempt for a family member.
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Happy- Satisfied with life
Sad- Dissatisfied with life




Intelligence
Talent
Looks

These tend to be the categories which really shape
others' opinions about us and our opinions about our149

selves. They are also the categories which tend to determine if we will be in the upper classes financially or
societally.
So which is the true measure of humanity? Which
combination of factors?
Ultimately, the only factor that matters is
how God categorizes and evaluates us.
God does categorize and evaluate us:
Matthew 25:32 And all nations shall be gathered before Him. And He shall separate them from one another, as a shepherd divides the sheep from the
goats.

There are only two categories of men, as suggested
in this verse and as the ensuing depiction verifies. Importantly, some of the categories men make
will be generally found in one of the two categories God makes.
1) Those with higher SOCIAL standing will be mostly
in God's "rejected" category:
1 Cor 1:26 For you see your calling, brothers, that
not many wise men according to the flesh are called,
not many mighty, not many noble.

2) Those with more MONEY will be mostly in God's
"rejected" category:
James 2:5 - 7 Listen, my beloved brothers, has not
God chosen the poor of this world rich in faith and
heirs of the kingdom which He has promised to those
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Devotion 1

Psalm 119:4
You have commanded Your precepts
to be kept diligently.

God not only gives us commands to keep, He also
tells us how to keep them! Man, is He bossy! But if
anyone is qualified to be boss, it is certainly God.
We must assume from our verse that to keep God's
precepts without diligence would not be really keeping
them! That certainly separates the men from the boys,
spiritually speaking. I can't just saunter through my
spiritual duties as I please, in my own sweet time. The
God who devised commandments to be fitting to my
human nature made them invasive of my whole being.
God requires everything. I'll either render Him that or
my rendering is a useless offering.
Hear how the psalmist responds to the thought of
God's requirement of keeping His precepts
"exceedingly, much" (Hebrew for “diligently”):
Psalm 119:5 Oh that my ways were established to observe Your statutes!

The psalmist was greatly motivated at the thought of
God's 'micro-management' of his life. Why? Because
he knew that God could run his life better than he himself could. Oh that we had such deferment !
The psalmist also knew the outcome when he paid
detailed attention to God's directions:
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who love Him? But you dishonored the poor one. Do
not rich men oppress you and draw you before the
judgment seats? Do they not blaspheme that worthy
Name by which you are called?

3) Those with superior INTELLIGENCE, TALENT, AND
LOOKS will be mostly in God's "rejected" category:
James 1:9, 10 But let the lowly brother rejoice in his
lifting up; and the rich one rejoice in his humiliation,
because he will pass away like the flower of the grass.

Notice that James does not compare the
poor and the rich, but the lowly and the
rich. This is because men can be "lowly" in several
key categories, not just money. Men can be lowly in
intelligence, talent, and looks
looks, too.
James says the 'have
'have--nots' are at a spiritual advantage
advantage.* God turns the world’s biased hierarchy on its head. The rich man must count his
plusses as minuses in order to gain anything worthy of
rejoicing before God.
Two questions:




By which criteria, human or Divine, do you basically see men, yourself included (remembering the
inbuilt bias God attributes to us all)?
By what means will you carry God's criteria into
your day-to-day evaluations of yourself and others?

* Wow, so it’s actually been a good thing all this time that I’m a
dumb, ugly, no-talent!
Answer: only if you actually SEE/TREAT them as a good thing
now, finding your advantage in God alone.
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Devotion 4

Psalm 119:28
My soul melts away for sorrow;
strengthen me according to your word!

One thing that instigates a destructive emotional
breakdown is not allowing constructive emotional
breakdowns beforehand. Developing a 'stiff upper lip'
can be disastrous to our emotional health. It is hypocrisy before God to pretend that everything's alright
when it isn't.
For the Christian, it's important to understand what
should cause him depression. Things that are grievous
to God should be grievous to us. A major part of our
Christian maturity is coming in line with God emotionally.
But any sorrow we experience- even grieving in the
flesh, contrary to the will of God- should still be
brought before God:
Philippians 4:6 Be anxious about nothing, but in everything by prayer and by petition with thanksgivings,
let your requests be made known to God

Any anxiety is a cause in itself for prayer, whether
we should be experiencing the anxiety or not. Anything that weighs our hearts down is a challenge to our
joy in the Lord. Not that we should have no sorrow,
but no sorrow should be a "distraction" (the literal
Greek meaning of "anxious" in Philippians 4:6). If a
sorrow keeps us from relating freely to God as our caring Father, it is a sorrow that is forbidden. And the
152
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true heart in full assurance of faith, having our hearts
sprinkled from an evil conscience and our bodies having been washed with pure water.

This is the author's first application of His argument!
Because Jesus is the way into Heaven, let's make sure
we bring our prayers INTO HEAVEN!
What is the average Christian response to this openness of Heaven? "Well, it's always open; I can come
later if I like."
We treat Heaven like a 24-hour Wal-Mart. But that's
consistent with our vending machine approach to God.
We'll come when our shopping list is drawn up. No
need to hurry. I've got enough from my last trip to
make it the rest of the week .
Such a casual approach shows NO REAL KNOWLEDGE of Jesus, Heaven, or prayer (Heb 10:19-22 above).
So we might say it will be one or the other: the
caUsal approach or the caSual approach. The causal
approach sees a cause (Jesus’ blood having entered
Heaven’s Holy of Holies) for bringing prayer before
God and follows “with a true heart,” “in full assurance
of faith.” The caSual approach perceives no such connection or urgency. This is the default method of the
nominal Christian. He is Christian ‘in name’ only.

very remedy is prayer. ‘Turn the concern to a heavenly
yearn.’ By bringing our concern to God, we are automatically taking it out of the realm of a worry. It may
still be a sorrow, but it will be a sorrow sanctified to
our good, unable to do us harm.
And that is what the psalmist is doing in the box at
the top. He is confessing a deep sorrow and seeking
God's strength for it. Many Christians wouldn't know
how to bring such a sorrow before God. They think
God only wants to hear positive things.
Ignorance is a great destroyer.
Rather than bringing his strength to God, the psalmist brings his lack of strength. O blessed lack of
strength! But not many saints become so intimate with
God that they are completely transparent before Him.
Or else they don't know enough of Scriptures to hear
how God answers when our pretenses are finally abandoned.
The Contrition Psalms (where sorrow is expressed)
are a good place to train our minds and hearts to carry
our sorrows to God. Here's a starter list: Psalms 51,
143, 32, 6, 39, 130, 40, 25, 77, 38.

His final destination will also be nominal. That is,
he will be paying a 'nominal' fee for his uninterested
approach to the real Heaven. The nominal (i.e.,
named) amount is an eternal one.
I-4
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Devotion 5

2 Timothy 4:5
But you be clear-minded in all things,
suffer hardship,
do the work of an evangelist,
fully carry out your ministry.

Paul here gives a four-fold countermeasure for pastor Timothy in the face of a Christendom that would
largely seek pleasant-sounding assurances over healthy
doctrine (the prior verses, 2 Tim 4:3-4). These measures apply to all pastors and largely to all Christians.
1) Pastors (and all Christians) have to be clearminded. Everything has to be thought through from a
Biblical vantage point. Pastors cannot afford to have
inaccurate or incomplete views.
2) Pastors have to expect to suffer hardship. The 'bad
guys' aren't going to go away, and the people who
blindly follow them aren't going to wise up by sunrise.
This means trouble for those whose clear-mindedness
insists on God's viewpoint and lifestyle. If we're not
'thick-skinned', we'd better order our set today.*
3) Pastors are supposed to do the work of an evangelist. Hardship must not make us cynical. Despite the
Gospel-haters, men are all around us who need to be
informed and persuaded with the Good News. Evangelism then tutors those who have newly sprouted in
the faith. Perhaps the briefest description of an evangelist is Paul’s own analogy of the man who plants and
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Devotion 7

Psalm 116:2

Because He has bowed down His ear to me,
therefore I will call on Him in my days.

The psalmist makes a very simple connection here. Because God had "stretched" (Hebrew) His ear to him, he
would therefore pray to God all his life.
Working this logic in reverse, we must assume that most
professing Christians don't think that God has inclined His
ear to them, for they have not responded with an active
prayer life. The average Christian prayer life is intermittent at best. Neither is there much ardent calling on God,
but only a presentation of our 'lists': "Give me ..." and so
one list ensues. Also, "Bless/heal/ help ..." and so another
inventory begins. Thus we stand at the cosmic vending
machine, inserting our 'prayer quarters' in hopes of supplies
and blessings.
Most Christians would consider it mercenary to say,
"God answered me; THEREFORE I'll pray consistently."
But that's what the psalmist said. Apparently it's an allowable exchange. Apparently the fact that God hears us is
supposed to inspire our commitment to pray.
In fact, it sounds as though this is one of the main purposes for Christ's sacrifice. At the end of a lengthy argument proving Christ's superiority to the Aaronic priests, the
writer of Hebrews makes this point:
Hebrews 10:19 - 22 Therefore, brothers, having boldness to enter into the Holy of Holies by the blood of Jesus,
by a new and living way which He has consecrated for us
through the veil, that is to say, His flesh; and having a
High Priest over the house of God, let us draw near with a
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Job wrongly attributed Satan's canine tactics (taking him by
the neck and shaking) directly to God. But at least he correctly understood that no such action could be carried out
by Satan unless permitted by God.
What are we to do when God leaves us in pieces?
It is at times when we are 'not ourselves' that our BASIC
SELF is revealed. Did we really believe all that religion
stuff? Or was it only good while life was going well?
Most people prefer not to think about this. Their conclusion is that our sufferings are a mystery that cannot be discovered. Hopefully, God is on the job and presumably doing the best He can.
Job insisted on pursuing the matter. That is to his credit.
If his beliefs meant anything at all, they needed to be of assistance in a predicament.
If you or I were ever as dismantled as Job was, we would
doubtless not have done as well as he did. To whatever degree we might become unglued, though, we should realize
that our beliefs will be put to the test. We can be brought
to a point where we do not feel like calling on God.
A DRY CRY TO GOD AT THAT POINT INVOLVES PERHAPS
MORE FAITH THAN WE'VE EMPLOYED ANY OTHER TIME . The

times when we felt a believing response probably expressed less actual faith.
Job said some very foolish things in his pain, for which
God sharply corrected him, but Job never abandoned the
basic position that God was dealing with him.
We must settle beforehand that, should we be taken
apart, even our separate pieces must be called upon to issue
a bare intellectual affirmation of our belief in
God
God. There may be no emotion behind the affirmation,
but at that point, it will likely be an affirmation of greater
value than any we expressed in our wholeness.
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the man who waters (1 Cor 3:6-8). What is planted is the
Word in men’s souls, just as in Jesus’ parable of the
four soils. The Word does its own work once we plant
it.
Non-pastors can be very effective as evangelists as
well. Some men have the spiritual gift of
"evangelist" (Eph. 4:11), but the "work of an evangelist" can be carried out by others. All one needs is a
concern for men’s souls and a love of the Gospel.
4) And finally, pastors are to fully carry out their ministries. The previous three elements alone present a
full-time challenge. The BASIC work of industriously
"rightly dividing" the Scriptures to "preach the
Word" (2 Tim 4:2), and only the Word, continues. Add
prayer to this (Acts 6:4), and you have a 24-7 charge.
Much of the pastor's diligence in these matters is
only directly observable by God Himself. The pastor
can 'get by' with less effort as far as men’s evaluations,
but there is a point at which he deprives himself, and
therefore his congregation, of the spiritual stature of a
"father" of the faith (1 Jn. 2:14). It is his taking Paul’s
fourth admonition of 2 Tim 4:5 seriously that keeps
him from a mere appearance of spirituality where real
depth is vital.
In the face of spiritual ignorance and depleted sanctification in the Church, pastors can easily settle for
less than their calling. Pray for your pastor, and for
pastors in general, to do the self-maintenance that
makes them obedient to 2 Timothy 4:5.
* Thick skin shouldn’t just shut out all pain, but it does have to
be able to deflect abuse.
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Devotion 6

James 1:2
Count it all joy, my brothers,
when you fall into various temptations

We live in an age of a seemingly universal 'stunted
growth' rate among Christians. Perhaps the truly seasoned, deepened, wizened, blameless saint has been a
relative rarity in any age, but today- are we likely to
find even one such father of the faith in every town-?
every county-? every state-?
For instance, who can we find that obeys this simple
instruction, the opening instruction of James? Obedience to this command, of course, is not accomplished
simply by the willing of it. But before it can even be
initially willed, it must be understood. And who understands that we are to rejoice before God because we
are tempted?
The word for "temptations" in this verse at its root
meaning carries the idea of "testing," and its verb form
is used in precisely that way, with no negative connotations, in John 6:6 for instance.
But it is also the common word for the kind of temptations and tempting which Satan does, and the word is
used mostly this way (over 50 times).
The fact that James means it in the bad way is evident from his use of the word a short time later:
James 1:13 Let no one being tempted say, I am tempted
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Whatever our hearts are full of does come out in our
words.
We may have seen people who jabber on about Jesus ignorantly and/or shallowly. We don't want to be cast in
their mold, so we just keep our Jesus to ourselves.
As in any case where one man's poor example colors our
decisions, God will be rebuking us, "So that person was
more important than I. I said to speak, but you disobeyed
Me to avoid following his bad attempt. You are worse than
he is; at least he tried."
Perhaps the more pertinent issue is how we can fill our
hearts with more Jesus. Then speech about Him would
flow naturally. Jesus may be 'in your heart', but He is not
really the object of your heart's love if you don't think
about Him. That's what Bible reading and prayer are for:
to think about the One who is supposedly in your heart.
There will be many on the Last Day who will finally find
the revealing of their hearts by their words was true, but
their confidence that Jesus was in their hearts was false.
Devotion 6

Job 16:12

I was at ease,
but He has broken me in pieces;
yea, He has also taken me by my neck
and shaken me to pieces
and set me up for His mark.

Job was left picking up the pieces of his life. He knew
this could not be so unless God had ordained it. Perhaps
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If you don't think God can be angry with you, then
you're thinking He can overlook His sense of justice just
for your sake: that His love or mercy somehow erases His
justice. And that would certainly keep you from praying
correctly, for a righteous prayer, as we have seen, prays for
God's sake, with His honor and reputation in mind. Praying for Christ’s MERCY must also be asking that He righteously defend the HONOR of His own name.
Devotion 5

Psalm 51:13
I will teach transgressors Your ways;
and sinners shall be converted to You.

Why do Christians clam up about God?
The short answer is that we are disobedient. We are told
to proclaim God:
Psalm 96:3 Tell of His glory among the nations, His
wonders among all people.

Our lips are a dead give-away of our spirits:
Matthew 12:37 For by your words you will be justified,
and by your words you will be condemned.

God will need to look no further than our words to judge
us. This means that our spiritual state is evident by what
we say.
Matthew 12:34 ... For out of the abundance of the heart
the mouth speaks.

If our hearts were full of Jesus, so would our mouths be.
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from God. For God is not tempted by evil, and He
tempts no one.

And yet, as we said, the same Greek word is used in
John 6:6 when Jesus "tests" Phillip:
John 6:6 But He said this to test him, for He knew
what He was about to do.

So there is obviously a theological difference between "testing" and "tempting," if we wish to adopt
those two English words to depict the difference.
There is no semantic difference in the Greek word.
Before we go any further, though, let us stop to note
the difficulty of understanding our 'simple' command in
James 1:2. It's no wonder that seasoned saints are uncommon. The mental groundwork alone is quite demanding. Ever heard of two kinds of temptation?
For the 'quick answer' to the problem of temptations
being either good or bad, we should know that God
DOES tempt us, but clearly not in the way James 1:13
(previous page) describes. The fact that God “tempts”
us in some way is obvious from John 6:6 above, as
well as from Hebrews 11:17,
Hebrews 11:17 By faith Abraham, being tested [same
Greek word], offered up Isaac. And he who had received
the promises offered up his only-begotten son

Check out Genesis 22:1. There God “tempted/
tested” (a corresponding Hebrew word) Abraham.
So what is the theological difference between
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'good' tempting and 'bad'?

Good tempting or testing- the kind God does do- is
His normal means of maturing us. It is His shaping of
our outward circumstances to require a certain response from us, resulting in either passing or failing of
the 'test'. This is what God did to Abraham- gave Him
a situation (outwardly) which would confirm what
state he had reached spiritually (inwardly).

Bad tempting- the kind God doesn't do- is the actual
changing of our hearts. This is really the essence of
what we normally call temptation- the inward pull
towards evil. James plainly spells out the source of
this kind of temptation right after having excluded God
from it in James 1:13,
James 1:14 But each person is tempted when he is
lured and enticed by his own desire.

The inward pull, then, is something WE manufacture
completely on our own (apparently the only thing in
the universe not manufactured by God, Jms 1:17).
So when we ask not to be “led into temptation” [quick lesson on the Lord’s Prayer], we are asking that our heart path not go in the direction of sinthat God would EXPOSE to our view our inward pull
towards sin, make us aware of it so we can turn away
from it (repent).
So this requests a 'test-free' environment? No. That
would be impossible. If we were isolated on Bible Island, surrounded only by righteous saints praying for
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manifestation of His glory is so the ones who deny Him
will be put to shame:
Psalm 115:2 Why should the nations say, Where now is
their God?

So we're not the only ones involved. Our worth (or lack
of it) is not the only factor in the equation.
Note that the psalmist grants the nations’ assumption:
that God has gone missing from among His people. That
would be because- ? Yes, once again, they have sinned
against Him. But the psalmist actually asks God not to
leave them high and dry, basing his requesting solely on
unbelievers around them. We don’t deserve a second
chance if we have glorified ourselves, but God's glory
should not be denied simply because of our unworthiness.
Imagine praying like that. Certainly God would be
pleased with that kind of prayer. Certainly that would give
us the kind of confidence the psalmist prays with. Praying
that God's glory needs to be manifested is proof of how
highly we regard His glory. It is also proof that we don't
make ourselves the center of our own little universe. We
see that God's glory has a life of its own apart from us.
Nor does Christ’s coming erase the psalmist’s dilemma.
It magnifies it! We cannot say, “Ah, Christ has come, so
the nations can no longer ask where our God is.” No, if we
have acted Christ-lessly, they have all the more justification to vilify our abandonment by the righteous Christ!
Perhaps you wouldn't think you need to pray like this
because you assume God automatically comes back when
our sin has made Him absent. That is a bad assumption
which godly men don't make:
Psalm 85:5 Will You be angry with us forever? Will You
draw out Your anger to all generations?
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The heathens’ question states their perceived advantage.
Our God is not here among as their gods are. The psalmist
answers that this is actually our advantage: our God is not
here among us, shaped by us.*
The living God has life on His own. His life is not derived. That makes Him the only recipient of worship who
would not therefore be an idol.
Is He the one you're worshipping?
Sure enough?
You can be sure that if you're an American, the worship
of money has well rubbed off on you. Have you, then,
rubbed it off? Or is your Christianity just an 'add-on' to
your pursuit of 'the American dream'?

* Which, of course, says an awful lot about Jesus’ time among
us. He was still not being shaped by us. Yet Christianity has
increasingly defined Jesus as ‘taking his cue’ from us, doing
what He did for us, not for his own glory. We slowly remove
the wall between us and the idolaters. Many of us race to get
there: to set God among us as a being defined on our terms.

Devotion 4

Psalm 115:1
Not to us, O Yahweh, not to us,
but to Your name give glory,
for Your mercy and for Your truth's sake.

We don't deserve to see God glorifying Himself, but we
are to ask Him to do so for His own sake.
One reason we are to give God for making this gratis
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our sanctification, we would still have the inward pull
to sin. Some forms of sin (self-righteousness, for instance) would pull even stronger in that environment.
By asking God not to lead us into temptation in our
inner heart land, we are in effect asking that God
search out our hearts for any attractions there that
would pull us off course. If any regard for an idol exists in our hearts, it will veer us off course. We ask,
"Show me, God, before it can derail me!"
Well, we've come a long way from our initial verse
and still haven't addressed it.
We are to reckon it a joy to be tempted BECAUSE
that is the only way we will learn our limits. When we
are tempted, then we experience our deficiencies and
can take them to God earnestly. Notice that we are to
"consider" temptations a joy. They are not a joy in
themselves. They work good for us despite themselves.
Taking stock, we Christians lead mostly onedimensional, inadequate lives because we ignore our
sin nature and therefore its remedy. Temptation, the
inward pull toward sin, is supposed to become a means
of transferring our trust from ourselves to God.
The average Christian approach is to say, "Pay no
attention to that evil desire. Pretend it's not there and it
might go away." This, of course, plays right into sin's
hands, allowing it to do its inducing in the dark, where
we cannot meet it in hand-to-hand combat. As long as
avoiding this messy and discouraging activity is the
name of our game, obedience to James 1:2 will never
be our attainment.
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Devotion 7

1 John 5:16
If anyone sees his brother
committing a sin not leading to* death,
he shall ask, and God will give him life-to those who commit sins that do not lead to*
death. There is sin that leads to* death;
I do not say that one should pray for that
that.

What is the "sin leading to (Gk., *pros, forward of,
toward) death" John speaks about here?
First notice that John guarantees life for the brother
not "sinning *towards death" if we will but pray for
him. This is the last clause of John's amazing assurance that God will give us all that we ask which is according to His will. John is giving us the one exception to the Guaranteed Yes provision. God will give us
the brother sinning a sin not *unto death; not necessarily so for the brother sinning a sin *unto death.
So what is the sin *headed for death?
John has been contrasting death and life throughout
his epistle. The death and life here would almost certainly be of the same variety: spiritual life or death.
Also notice that God is going to give life to the one
brother. That brother is already alive physically, so he
can't be talking about physical life; therefore, neither is
physical death being threatened, at least not primarily
or directly.
Saying a brother is sinning *unto spiritual death
does not necessarily mean that he is no longer saved.
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have ears, but they don't hear. They have noses, but
they don't smell. They have hands, but they don't
feel. They have feet, but they don't walk, neither do
they speak through their throat.

Those who promote idols are like the idols, appearing alive but not alive. Generally, the most 'lively' of
the idol-makers are those most enthralled in death's
grip.
Those who trust idols are dead in like manner. They
are dead just like the idols they worship are dead.
Idolaters give idols the appearance of life because they
themselves crave life as they define it.
Idolized money falls into the category of a lifegiving savior. Money = life. The "life" most Americans ascribe to money is the higher standard of living
derived from the money.
Subsequently, the words of the Psalm in the box
above come true. The people come to find themselves
in the image of the money they worship. The value of
the money is what's written on it. The person's value
becomes his dollar amount: the amount of money and
possessions he has. The person and his idol are fused
into one dead image.
All the things spoken of idols in Psalm 115 are laid
out in contrast to the LIVING God:
Psalm 115:2 Why should the nations say, "Where is
their God?" Our God is in the heavens; He does all
that He pleases.
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"The light has just risen." The light rose a long time
ago. We can become newly aware of its rising (“has
risen on you”), but the rising itself is a longaccomplished fact.
Whenever a Christian, a church, or a community experiences revival, they are merely 'catching up' with
what's been going on spiritually. Jesus has ascended.
He sits at the right hand of His Father. He intercedes
for us. If we sat in darkness, it is not because there
was no light available.
A Christian must simply act on Isaiah's command
daily. He must rise to the Light that is already there.
Having risen, he must reflect that light (the command
“shine”) now radiating on and in him.
This is a repeatable (and, again, a commanded) process every day.

Devotion 3

Psalm 115:8
Those who make them will be like them;
yes, everyone who trusts in them.

Whom or what would you think the "them" in this
verse refers to?
Psalm 115:4 - 7 Their idols are silver and gold, the
work of men's hands. They have mouths, but they
don't speak. They have eyes, but they don't see. They
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To have wandered into the realm of spiritual death, the
brother may still have spiritual life in himself, only he
is not living according to it. He is living according to
death. His decisions are apart from God. This, of
course, does not minimize the danger. John is sounding as loud an alarm as he can.
John calls the man sinning a "brother" because we
have been treating him as one up until now and he may
well still be one. But now that he is behaving according to separation from God (= death), he may turn out
to have been a brother in name only.
There is another Scripture which comments helpfully in this matter:
Proverbs 12:28 In the road of righteousness is life,
and in the journey of its pathway is no death.

In other words, as long as a Christian is walking a
pathway consistent with who he is (a person spiritually
alive, with spiritual life in him), he will not experience
processes causing the soul's destruction. If he wanders
from or deliberately departs from his natural life path,
he can indeed reenter the death paths of the unregenerate. He begins working contrary to the life that is in
him. OR, worst of all, we find that he is only a dog returning to its vomit or a sow return to its mire- that he,
in fact, was not truly regenerate.
That is why John discourages prayer for him in that
case. We are only supposed to ask confidently, which
is what the verse just before our box at the top said. A
brother all the way over on the Enemy's paths may turn
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out not to be a brother at all.
If he IS a real Christian, God may prefer to kill the
man rather than allow his continued rebellion (see 1
Cor 5:1-5 for an example). Either way, the prayer is
discouraged because he's not guaranteed to return from
the paths of death.
If God brings him back to the paths of life- great!
We will take up our prayer for him again immediately.
Have you ever had to stop praying for a brother?
We are supposed to be familiar with the scenario before it happens. That’s what our verses are there for.
This is a reality we should expect to encounter: making
a decision to pray or not to pray. There WILL be
straying brothers (1 Cor 11:19). We stand in danger of
dealing with the situation ignorantly and therefore
gracelessly.
This verse should also breed a proper fear in us as to
how dangerous it is to stray from God's doctrines,
commandments, or love (the three areas John uses to
define regeneration in First John).

in their old mud holes. The difference is, these habits
are no longer their native ones, and they WILL turn
again from them. You might even say they will turn
from rebellion again. In a way, the Christian life is a
daily turning from the old ways that remain within us.
But will a Christian simply live in both realms, sinning all the time, then 'making up with God' just as
quickly? No, that is an imaginary brand of Christianity. That is, it comes from the imagination of men, not
the pages of Scripture. Millions may prefer this variety
of the faith, but in the end, they really don't even want
the first half of the equation either: they really don't
want Jesus to rescue them.

Devotion 2

Isaiah 60:1
Arise, shine; for your light has come,
and the glory of Yahweh has risen on you!

A Christian must live in the realization that light has
come, and it has come to him.
Light has come in that Jesus has entered the world.
This was the ultimate fulfillment of Isaiah 60:1 above.
Light has come in that Jesus gave final authorization
for His Word, which Word we now have.
Light has come in that Jesus sends the Holy Spirit to
testify of both Jesus and the Word.

G-5
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There can never be a time when a Christian can say,
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Certainly we must admit that no one who departs
their rebellion will be rebellious no more. But the case
being made is only this: that someone Christ rescues
does depart from rebellion. The degree of departure is
not immediately settled, only the certainty of it.
Another way to say this is that Jesus saves us from
our sin, not in our sin:
Matthew 1:21 And she will bear a son, and you shall
call His name Jesus, for He shall save His people
from their sins.

Every true Christian, therefore, is someone who has
departed from the ways of mutiny against God.
Might he be drawn back into those ways? Yes,
though a complete return to transgression against God
would be an indication that a complete departure from
it was never made. That is, the person never escaped
his old nature:
2 Peter 2:22 But it has happened to them according
to the true proverb, "The dog turns to his own vomit
again," and "the sow that has washed to wallowing in
the mire."

A dog can stay in the sheep pen a while, but his
"baa" will eventually end in its natural "baa-rk." A pig
can don curly hair to go with its curly tail, but it will
ultimately scrape its sheepskin off with its mud hole
rolling.
Real Christian sheep can be caught enviously eyeing
their vomit. New creatures in Christ can be found back
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Devotion 1

Isaiah 59:20
And the Redeemer comes to Zion,
and to those in Jacob
who turn back from their rebellion,
declares Yahweh.

To whom does the Redeemer come?
He comes to those who turn back from their rebellion. Apparently He comes to no others.
This means that everyone Jesus rescues is someone
who comes towards Him, away from his former lifestyle.
Do they initiate the move towards Him? Not if the
move requires a new heart.
But our point here is that when you describe a saved
person, you can do so with reference to the Savior rescuing him, or you can do so with reference to his departure from sin, but he is one and the same saved person. All who know the Savior, therefore, depart from
transgression.
The logic for reaching this conclusion (former paragraph) is simple indeed, but its critics are numerous in
our day. They would seek to find a flaw in the reasoning. Why? Because they believe that one is a Christian by virtue of only half of the definition. They believe that a Christian is someone Jesus rescues, but this
recipient of salvation does not necessarily depart the
realms of sin.
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Devotion 1

Romans 2:14, 15
For when Gentiles, who do not have the law,
by nature do what the law requires,
they are a law to themselves,
even though they do not have the law.
They show that the work of the law
is written on their hearts,
while their conscience also bears witness,
and their conflicting thoughts
accuse or even excuse them

Paul here says that Gentiles, who did not have God's
Law, still had the "work of the Law" written on their
hearts. This means that, by nature, the concept of right
and wrong was imprinted on man's conscience. Men
do not need books or even oral traditions to know that
there is such a thing as right and wrong.
Think about it. If right and wrong are not an integral
part of man, then they are not even real. If right and
wrong are concepts we arrived at on our own, then
they can't even rightly be called by those names; or
they can just as easily be called by any names with any
definitions we please.
The theory of Evolution made its entrance into an
era of morality (as we’ve said, any age of man is an
age in which inwardly imprinted morality is present).
Evolution deduced that morality was a human invention; therefore, a consistent evolutionist must say that
there is no real right or wrong; we just made the con316
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cepts up. Yet what evolutionist fails to use right and
wrong as categories for evaluating behavior? Even immoral, murderous evolutionists, like Hitler, still justify
their actions as right, proving that they do not simply
operate by the ‘law of the jungle’. Their consciences
tell them that they are sinning, so they must answer
with rationalizations. Paul, in our verses above, says
that the categories of right and wrong are imprinted
within the evolutionist. That’s why he doesn’t just kill,
he has to say why his victims deserved to die.*
Many eastern religions say that good and evil are
mutually dependent on one another and that they are
therefore equal; neither one is ‘better’ than the other.
However, they, like evolutionists, still treat good as the
right thing and evil as the wrong thing. Good and evil
simply defy basic reclassification. Tao can explain
good and bad as being part of the ying and the yang,
ever balancing one another, but Taoists still instinctively respond to theft as a negative thing. "Hey, that's
not yours!" They just threw their own philosophy out
the window.
“Oh yeah?” the evolutionist chimes in, “In the animal kingdom, the bigger dog deserves the bone. He is
supposed to steal. That's the law of the jungle. Man
has only recently invented laws condemning the big
dog for getting his way.” Yet what evolutionist endorses a Hitler’s right to kill off various populations if
he but can? Evolution was integral to Hitler's racism.
What evolutionist can refute Hitler’s rationale?
Man naturally resonates strongly to the idea of right
and wrong, even where he himself is not directly af166
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"Doing His Word" and "Listening to the voice of His
Word" are both pursuits in which Christians can follow
the angels.
The psalmist had already mentioned that men are
dust. The angels, on the other hand, are "mighty in
strength." The angels, therefore, in modeling service
to God, are the strong leading the weak, much as Jesus
the strong leads us weak sheep who follow Him; much
as Paul, the stronger Christian, told his audience to follow Him, as He followed Christ. On this count, it is
understood that our service to God is weak in comparison, though there is no hint of shame in it.
On another scale, we should realize that the angels'
are not so different from us. Their strength is limited,
just as ours is. We, as they, can only follow God with
all the might at our disposal:
Deuteronomy 6:5 And you shall love Yahweh your

God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and
with all your might.

When we follow God with all the might at our disposal, then, surely, God will commend us as much as
He does His angels.

fected. The only reason for that is that an
outside force imprinted the idea within us.
We may twist the concept and contradict it (which we
certainly do), but we cannot erase it
it. We cannot simply live as though God-implanted conscience did not
exist.
Even animal instinct- simple compared to our consciences- is impossible to develop on its own. Undeveloped instincts (like a spider building its web) would
have long ago wiped out species who can only live by
them, not by any undeveloped stage of them, as evolution posits. It is as plain that a creator had to implant
conscience as it is that one had to implant instinct.
The Christian struggle is to get the conscience back
into pristine condition. But we can only do that if we
know there is a conscience there to transform from its
defective state (defective in using my conscience because of its fall into sin to rationalize that sin) back to
God-oriented straightness.

* Even the ‘thrill killer’, or anyone who harms another for
pleasure, when asked why they did it, does not answer, “That’s
just the way we’re geared. Everyone knows that. Silly question.” They know that they have veered from a norm that is
right, not just a norm that society arbitrarily erected.

I-3
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Devotion 2

Devotion 7

1 Peter 1:7
so that the genuineness of your faith,
which is more precious than gold that perishes,
though being tested with fire,
may be found to praise, honor, and glory
at the revelation of Jesus Christ.

Psalm 103:20
Bless Yahweh, O angels of His;
mighty in strength;
doing His Word;
listening to the voice of His Word.

Our faith is tested by fire. The fires are the variety
of trials we encounter.
Our faith under trial is not like an oyster being pried
open by a starfish.
A starfish latches onto an oyster and begins to pull,
like our hands opening a hinged box. Oysters and
clams have sufficient muscle power to resist the starfish ... at first. The starfish's victory comes by applying continuous pressure. Eventually, the oyster's muscles tire. It can hold out no longer. It opens, and its
soft inward parts become dinner for the starfish.
We are prone to think of trials or temptations as destined to uncover our weaknesses.
We, like the oyster, can hold out, but only for so long.
We feel our own weakness so intimately, we can't
imagine remaining blameless even in our outward behavior. We equate trials' fiery power to that of the starfish: inexorable.
But it is not so.
We must answer our fears with the confidence that
God does not intend our downfall.
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The psalmist calls upon the angels to praise God.
It is appropriate for men to address the angels in this
manner. They are our fellow creatures, and all created
things are to praise God.
The prayer that Jesus taught us to pray makes reference to angels, albeit not by name:
Matthew 6:10 ... May Your will be done, on earth as

it is in Heaven.

When we ask that God's will be carried out here on
earth the way it is carried out in Heaven, we are referencing the angels: perhaps other beings too, but primarily angels. They are God's main attendants in
Heaven; they are the ones sent forth by Him to do His
will.
As this is the pattern Christ gave us for daily prayer,
the angels are to be in our thinking daily. We should
readily conceive of ourselves as their partners in carrying out God's will.
In the verse in the box, the psalmist mentions two
activities of angels we should definitely mimic.
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Devotion 6

Psalm 103:22
Bless Yahweh, all His works
in all the places of His dominion;
bless Yahweh, O my soul.

Everything, each creature that God has made, is
called upon to worship Him. Everything God made
should gladly ascribe goodness to Him.
Humans are perceptive creatures; that is, we evaluate what we take in. Furthermore, we tend to delight in
certain of our perceptions. Those delights tend to have
a creaturely bent. That is, we, as creatures, tend to relate better to other created things. It is easier, therefore, to delight in them.
How much better to delight in God!
How fitting to perceive His noble deeds as praiseworthy! How proper to take note of His attributes!
How honorable to announce His care for His people!
Surely others, whatever their perceptions may be,
could not deny the worthiness of our God should we
proclaim it!
Let us be persuasive by our great delight in God.
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On the other hand, the pull of temptation does test
our muscles of resistance, there to close off our unrighteous desires from expression. We are like the oyster in that we suppress our wrong inward impulses
from becoming outward deeds. We are like the athlete, though, in that we need our muscles tested so we
can become strong to win the day whenever temptation
challenges us (whether in ongoing temptations or new
ones). But what about our eventual, utter fatigue
against the ‘starfish’ of ongoing temptation?
Contrary to the oyster fear that we are doomed to
fall, consider:
1 Corinthians 10:13 No temptation has overtaken you
except such as is common to man; but God is faithful,
who will not permit you to be tempted beyond what
you are able, but with the temptation, He will also
make the way out, so as for you to be able to bear it.

This means that God will design rest and recuperation for us. He gives us time to recover. But we must
seek renewal during breaks in the fray, asking to be led
by still waters and having our souls restored.
And for the athlete's encouragement:
Ephesians 6:13 Because of this, take up all of the armor of God that you may be able to resist in the evil
day, and having worked out all things, to stand.
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Devotion 3

Psalm 119:27
Make me understand the way of
Your Precepts,
and I will meditate on Your wonders.

The psalmist requests understanding of the workings
of God's mandates.
Is this right? Isn't he just supposed to obey, whether
he understands or not?
Furthermore, how can we, mere men, expect to
really discover the mechanisms of God's mind?
The request for understanding of Scriptures is a
fairly common one in Psalm 119. The search for comprehension of God's will is found, directly and implied,
in many places in the Bible.
So the men who are given to us as examples didn't
feel it disrespectful to ask God to open their minds to
fathom His rules, beyond merely 'obeying' them.
IN FACT, given the pattern of prayers like the one
above, it is the person who fails to make this kind of
request who is the impertinent man! To leave undiscovered what God intends to be grasped is at the least
laziness and at the worst stubborn negligence.
To seek the rationale behind God's regulations fuels
our musings of God's interactions with men. Look at
the verse again:
Psalm 119:27 Make me understand the way of Your
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Our words must direct the unclean to ONE THING:
their uncleanness! We tell them about God's cleansing
power for their uncleanness. There is no coming to God
without this cleaning up. The cleaning up, of course,
will clean the pig right out of them! God's cleansing
scours dogs INTO new creatures: transforms them into
sheep!
So much of the modern gospel is salesmanship! It
seeks to do exactly what Jesus said NOT to do. It says,
"Look at what I have that you want." We have marched
hordes of pigs into the sanctuary, handing them disposable sheepskins on the way. And, oh, do they dispose of
them!
Christians, having succumbed more and more to this
model, have subtly transformed themselves into ‘sheeppigs’: 'shigs'. We so badly want unbelievers to identify
with us, we erase as many of our holy characteristics as we think necessary in order to appeal to them.
We have lowered ourselves, not by consciously adopting
unholy standards (well, not always), but by raising pigs
in our thinking into something higher than they are. We
assume they can 'get it' by whatever watered-down
means are necessary to teach them.
We have totally lost sight of the fact that we are not
selling a portable product or a lifestyle. Someone cannot
simply pick it up and keep going. We are crying out a
warning of destruction for all who remain in their uncleanness. Only a radical- a total transformation, will fit
them for the kingdom of Heaven, its ways, and its tastes.

* Summarizing what the Old Testament had already taught.
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1) A dog has no way to value a holy item. Give him
sacrificial meat from a peace offering, and it's just meat
to him. He has no fellowship with the worship, such as
the peace offering should import.
2) A pig has no way to value pearls.
3) Furthermore, in a pig's value system, pearls might
look like something he does value: peas or acorns, for
instance.
4) In a pig's value system, you are a trickster if you give
him something he'll supposedly like, but with which he
only wounds his teeth.
5) Does not the pig 'rightfully' attack you for tricking
him?
Jesus is simply telling us to be realistic. If we have
truly crossed a great divide in entering God's kingdom,
we have left deprived men back on the other side. We
must pity them and reach out to them, but we cannot expect them to fellowship in our holy things.
Jesus' lesson, then, is to KEEP the correct value on
spiritual things. DON'T tell unbelievers, "Here's something you'll really like! It's just like your yummy
acorns!" That's a trick!
If anything on this account, we should be telling unbelievers, "I have something you desperately need, but you
presently have no appetite for it, because you are separated from God. Shall I tell you more?"
Now we have obeyed Jesus. We have kept our holy
things to ourselves. We have not simply pitched them
across the fence and invited, "Here, try one of these!"
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Precepts, and I will meditate on your wondrous
works.

I will meditate on God's singular accomplishments
(His wondrous works) AS I better understand how His
directives work (the way/workings of His Precepts).
An interesting connection, eh? The psalmist sees a
link between God's activity in human history (His
wondrous works) and God's tenets for man's behavior (His Precepts). As we see why God tells us to do
this and not do that, we will also better perceive how
He interacts with individuals and nations. By this, we
come to admire God more in the ways that we should.
Anyway, it is very certain that the psalmist wanted
his ruminations on God and His revelation to increase.
Also, he didn't mind 'force-feeding' his reflections. He
knew that he would probably wait in vain for mental
deliberations on God to just pop into his head, so he
took responsibility for what would be in his mind.
And he foresaw interplay between one class of meditation (God’s regulations) and another (God’s activities
among men).
Do we experience frustration in our meditations,
perhaps because, firstly, we don’t introduce categories
such as the ones our verse presents? And secondly, because we don't allow our minds to roam back and forth
between the differing vistas of thought? We attribute a
kind of starched uprightness to holy notions, making us
march our attitudes in a very straight line, militarily
undistracted, in thinking about them. Much good is
bypassed with this approach: this imaginary, inhuman,
unreal approach: this idolatrous approach.
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Devotion 4

Psalm 119:18
Uncover my eyes
and I will see wonders
from Your Law.

fication. My happiness in the realness of mercy is the
evidence of my faith in it. It is measured on a scale
specifically contrasted with, but also enhanced by the
remembrance of our very real brevity and all its attendant trials.
* Justification: God’s righteousness on my account; Sanctifica-

The usual translation of this verse is "Open my
eyes," which is not inaccurate. The actual Hebrew
word means to denude, and is used as a common word
(some 50 times) for Israel being 'taken into captivity'
because of the humiliation associated with exile.
So "uncover" my eyes is a bit more literal AND conveys a bit more forcefully the idea of my eyes having
been covered until God did something about it.
"Grant me vision." Thus we should pray when we
read Scriptures.
There are many alternate approaches to Scriptures
which show that men don't naturally assume:
1) their natural blindness or (even as Christians with
healed eyes) their natural weakness of vision spiritually;
2) the miraculous power of God in granting us understanding of His Word.

tion: God’s righteousness in my life. Note that our verse
equates or extends God’s mercy to His righteousness. “His
mercy on… and His righteousness to…”

Devotion 5

Matthew 7:6
Do not give that which is holy to the dogs,
nor throw your pearls before the pigs,

that they should not trample them with their feet,

and turning, they then tear you.

In Jesus' day, dogs and pigs were both unclean animals to Jews . They could not eat these animals. This
illustrated to the Jews that they were not to 'ingest'
Gentile lifestyles.

In fact, isn't it true that any time we come to Scriptures minus either the outright declaration or the implicit understanding of our obscured discernment that
we are coming with too high an opinion of ourselves?

Now Jesus expanded on this idea* by telling God's
people to be careful how they handled matters of their
most holy faith in relation to unbelievers (dogs and
pigs, spiritually speaking).

When others ask flippant questions in response to
Scriptures or even make disparaging remarks concern-

Here are the factors necessary to understand Jesus'
instruction:
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to displease God are those who fear Him. When they
think of displeasing God, they think of two things: 1)
How can I offend someone who has been so kind to
me? 2) If I offend Him, His fatherly love will require spankings; and, boy, does He know how to
spank!
This same fear of God acknowledges the cause of
our brevity. "I am short-lived because I am a sinner."
God's mercy more than overcomes our brevity, but it
also operates alongside our brevity. God doesn't
want us to forget what He is overcoming. Every
hair on our heads is numbered; but that number eventually grows less and less. Every breath we take also has
a number on it, and one of them will be the final one in
the sequence. Everything about our earthly existence,
then, can magnify God's mercy by means of
contrast. I am sick; God's mercy will grant me eternal health. I am tired; God's mercy will invigorate me
entirely, eternally. Yes, God can patch me up now, but
my body will always be prone to sickness and tiredness
again. God's overcoming mercy is received (I have it)
by faith (I’m not in actual enjoyment of its fullest
benefits yet) because it rests in eternity, and we're not
there yet.

ing them, we should remind ourselves of the natural
blindness men bring to Scriptures. Paul tells Timothy:
2Ti 2:25 in meekness instructing those that oppose, if God
perhaps may give them repentance, to a full knowledge
of the truth

“Those that oppose” are those with naturally
shielded eyes, still protecting human sympathies rather
than God’s glory in whatever way a particular verse
requires. They argue as blind men. Paul says Timothy
must be meek: he didn’t receive his own open eyes by
superiority of intellect or spiritual sensitivity, but by a
direct, Divine act of God. That’s the only way his
‘pupil’ will receive open eyes.
Paul further tells Timothy to instruct. Keep on
teaching. Teaching includes holding the lesson at different angles, turning the pupil’s minds at different angles, bringing in analogies, logic, and giving it all time
to settle.
In the end, with every possible educational advantage, when even the dullest of minds should have
awoken long before, it will still be God who “grants
change of mind (literal for ‘repentance’),” if agreement
with Scriptures is achieved at all.

God's mercy, the verse says, is “on” those who fear
God. Though we’re not in eternity, mercy is still “on”
us, working the many benefits of sanctification* in our
souls. In this way, mercy overcomes more than
our brevity. My sanctification is a real, present ‘taste’
of the unending benefits that will come with my glori-

The psalmist shows us that a Christian can never assume an attitude of self-sufficiency, as though he had
attained his own understanding through superior education or discipline. As important as schooling and
self-control are in learning the Bible, the most important element in spiritual learning is God's direct blessing. (This blessing, by the way, does not work apart
from self-discipline, but with it.)
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Devotion 5

Psalm 119:13
I have declared
all* the judgments of Your mouth
with my lips

We have not truly integrated God's Word into our lives
until we've spoken His operational principles
(judgments) to others. Particularly, we should seek to
explain both the basis for God’s judgments and actual
examples of His judgment.
In a pre-Christian society (on the frontiers of the mission field) or a post-Christian society (like England or
America), we are probably giving a sizeable piece of information just to relay the fact that God does judge. We
are representing God powerfully in merely
standing by His historical judgments without
embarrassment; for instance, conveying the chronicle
of God's fiery sentence on Sodom or His watery one in
the Flood. Scenes like these often seem too hard for a
modern Christian to testify boldly without overreacting
(blustering because the judgments never really settled in
his own soul) or becoming defensive (excusing God because of His seeming overreaction).
We will find that we don't really understand
God's judgments, statutes, precepts, commandments, or law generally until we have
tried to explain them. Then what seemed settled in
our heads will come out jumbled on our tongues. With
practice, we are able to explain what we think, because
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passes over it, and it is gone; and its place shall know
it no more.

From these two verses we discussed the necessity of
knowing how temporary we are. This knowledge must
break through great resistance in the human mind.
But now the Lord shows us a contrasting truth.
While we are temporary, His mercy is permanent:
Psa 103:17 ... from everlasting to everlasting ...
Now God is not mitigating the fact of our impermanence; He's not saying that being temporary isn't so
bad. He's saying that His permanence is the only
thing that can overcome our brevity (the briefness of our lifespan). Specifically, His MERCY
overcomes our vaporous lives.
How did life become so brief? Is it supposed to be
that way? Is it just the 'circle of life'?
NO! It is the circle of death! Adam and mankind
could have lived forever. Sin brought death, and death
brought brevity. That is why it takes God's mercy to
overcome our short existence. Our short existence is
part of the punishment for sin. Mankind as one tastes
death because we have "all together gone astray" (Isa.
53).
On whom does God have the mercy that overcomes
death? According to our Psalm, it is on those who fear
Him. Fear is merely negative motivation; it is motivation to avoid something. Those who are motivated not
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Psalm 103:16 For the wind passes over it, and it is
gone; and its place shall know it no more.

Isn't that a slap in the face! No more recognition of
ME. My memory will immediately begin to fade and
soon be gone without a trace.
It is our dreams of earthly immortality that keep us
from seeking an afterlife one. All the achievements I
shall accomplish here, all my loves, all the help I render ... these are an immortality I pretend to possess,
preferring and embracing a forgery I know to be a mirage.
It is truly only by faith that we look to a place and
recognition beyond this earth. Faith: the gift a God,
and one well worth our imploring its increase.

Devotion 4

Psalm 103:17
But the mercy of Yahweh
is from everlasting to everlasting
ON those who fear Him,
and His righteousness is to sons of sons;

In the previous meditation, we considered Psalm
103:15, 16:

our minds begin to work along logical lines, automatically checking our thoughts against initially reasonablesounding objections.
We have an obligation to speak God's judgments in
difficult circumstances. We will find that our embarrassment at the truth is exposed when others have already
minimized God's judgments before knowing our stance.
If they say or imply that God's type of judgment is too
harsh- say, His disapproval of homosexuality- we might
hesitate to side firmly with God's position lest we be
thought too harsh.
In fact, God's stance against sin and sinners is, in one
way, purely a matter between Himself and them. To
agree with God, we need only speak confidently that He
is righteous and He will do what is right with everyone.
We will not be called upon to judge anyone, but God will
do a perfect job of it. The sinners whom God judges
have not, in the ultimate sense, offended me at all, so I
am bound to leave their offense with whom it properly
belongs: namely, God. Of course, it is still an enormous
venture to merely relay God's testimony as one of His
representatives who agrees with Him.
Finally, note the correspondence in the verse between
God’s mouth and my own lips. The psalmist deliberately
describes Scriptural judgments in terms of verdicts proceeding from God’s mouth. How fitting for me (and
what a privilege), as a creature in His image, to employ
my lips to the same end God Himself does.

Psalm 103:15, 16 As for man, his days are as grass; as
a flower of the field, so he flourishes. For the wind

These are all factors in testifying with our lips to the
*totality of God's judgments. The main thing, though, is
to see to it that we do so testify.
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Devotion 6

1 Thessalonians 5:19
Do not quench the Spirit.

The Greek word for "quench" is used ten times in the
New Testament. It has a fairly direct association with fire
in all the nine other verses in which it appears.
The Holy Spirit therefore seems likened to fire. In the
context, Paul is giving some other directions which are
helpful in understanding the command against quenching
God's Spirit:
1 Thessalonians 5:18 - 22
in everything give thanks, for this is the will of
God in Christ Jesus towards you;
19 do not quench the Spirit;
20 do not lightly esteem prophecies;
21 but prove all things,
hold fast the right;
22 hold aloof from every form of wickedness.
Noting this context, we see that quenching the zeal of the
Spirit is associated with unthankfulness (v. 18). We can
quench the Spirit's fiery conviction by deflecting conviction when the Word is preached (v. 20, compare Rom 12:6,
in which prophecy is used to represent all teaching gifts).
We can douse the Spirit's lamp of the Truth in our souls by
accepting false doctrine or failing to censure it (v. 22).

Anything that makes the Word of God unprofitable in our lives would have the general
effect of quenching the Spirit. His fire goes out.

its own invisibility. We are not equipped to face death.
Because death is within us through sin, it wears a disguise which foils our attempts to identify it. It is like
seeing our own face reflected in the glass of a window,
but faces outside the window mingle with our reflection, effectively hiding it.
This is why the Bible describes a funeral as revelatory (it reveals something):
Ecclesiastes 7:2 It is better to go to the house of
mourning than to go to the house of feasting; for that
is the end of all men; and the living will lay it to his
heart.
The 'reflection' that stops moving, motionless in
death, finally gives us a fix on where we are. "That's
me. I, too, shall die." Of course, our masking routine
is still at work, but we are multiplied times closer to
reality during a funeral service.
Again, it is crucial to know ourselves as temporary.
Christians know it by faith. We accept God's word on
the matter.
Man's original, glorious course was altered by sin.
Our place on earth will pass. Following the verse in
the box at top, we read:
Psalm 103:16 For the wind passes over it, and it is
gone ...

Our recognition will pass also:

Let us, then, consider our relation as Christians to God's
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Devotion 3

Psalm 103:15
As for man, his days are as grass;
as the flower of the field,
so he flourishes.

It is important to conceive of ourselves as TEMPORARY.
It is not an easy thing to do, thinking of oneself as a
passing thing. The Christian doctrine of immortality
might tend to increase our feeling of permanence, but
there is a sense in which it should not. We should do
nothing to defeat the idea that our life as earthly creatures is fleeting. In fact, we must apply great effort to
attain and maintain the idea!
There is so much in us that cries out, "I shall not be
moved from the earth!" It doesn't matter that we
would quickly and calmly answer yes if asked whether
we shall surely die. Death is nonetheless in a category
in our thinking which keeps it far away from realistic
concerns, no matter how much we may mask the distance. The fear of death is much deeper than our conscious thoughts. Paul describes part of Jesus' work for
us in this way:
Hebrews 2:15 and might set free all those who
through fear of death through the whole of their life
were subject to bondage.

Fear of death naturally binds us. Its main bondage is
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commands as a specific type of Scripture we are in danger
of quenching.
Disobeying God's commands- His do's and don't's- weakens our ability to receive God's communications in general,
for commands are certainly one variety of God's communications.
The Word itself, of course, is never weak, but the Holy
Spirit will, in righteous judgment, 'grant us our wish' when
we disbelieve/disobey/misinterpret Scripture and withhold
degrees of its light from our understanding. The light from
the torch of the Spirit dims. The Spirit is quenched.
Now imagine this process far down the line, with decades of light being further and further withheld. Imagine
the process on a national scale, for God is able to judge
whole nations for their responses to Him. Think of America. Have Christians in America put out the fire of God’s
Spirit by our response to His commands? A different fire
has mesmerized our eyes and warmed our souls.
If we have effectively extinguished the Spirit's testimony
in various ways, mouthing agreement with commands but
not following them, for instance, we have obstructed the
Spirit's ministry to us. Our slight-of-hand, replacement
doctrines, or consensus misbehavior becomes our new rule.
God lets us worship our chosen idols, just as He
did with Israel. A foreign torch guides our way; a strange
fire warms us. But we continue to call it the Spirit's working.
God is the only one who can overcome our hardness, in
any case. Otherwise, His regular working would exercise
continually further hardening for stifling saints (who stifle
the Spirit's testimony and ministry). We would expect
eventual judgment even beyond the deafness of their ears
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to Truth. In that generation where the counterfeit spirituality takes hold from birth (and however far previously it had become characteristic), being adopted
from our fathers (despite the continued, obvious illogic
in the perpetrators’ use of Scriptures), the Holy Spirit’s
fire will have become the unquenchable kind.

floating kingdom, drifting above some portion of the
earth like a satellite. The main significance of a prayer
directed upwards is that Heaven is not here; it is 'out
there':
Isa 66:1 So says Yahweh: Heaven is My throne, and
earth the footstool of My feet.

Devotion 7

Genesis 19:25
And He overthrew those cities,
and all the plain,
and all those living in the cities,
and the produce of the ground.

God saw to it that four people got out of Sodom
safely before He destroyed it with fire. One of those,
because of ignoring instructions, didn't even make it all
the way to safety.
The question is: Was everyone else in Sodom a
wicked person, unconverted and past his last chance at
repentance?
Abraham had just made a similar point in talking
with God about Sodom:
Genesis 18:25 Far be it from You to act in this way, to
put to death the righteous with the wicked. Far be it
from You. The Judge of all the earth, shall He not do
right?

God basically answered that He had no intention of
killing any righteous men in Sodom. In fact, if there
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God may cause Heaven to 'intersect' with earth by
coming down upon Sinai Himself or by sending regiments of angels here, but they are two separate locations, Heaven and earth.
When we converse, we talk towards someone. Do
we pray towards God? Yes.
Can we be moving 'away from' God? Yes, just as
we can be 'facing' Him (not that He ceases to exist in
the opposite direction), we can 'turn our backs' to Him,
not so much physically or geographically, but still very
definitely.
God directs us towards Him:
Isaiah 45:22 Turn to Me, and be saved, all the
ends of the earth; for I am God, and there is no
other.
Are we obeying this command?
Or is God too amorphous (shapeless) for us to hone
in on Him when we conceive of or pray to Him?
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Devotion 2

Micah 1:3
For, behold,
Yahweh is coming out of His place,
and He will come down
and walk on the high places of the earth.

God is everywhere; He is omnipresent.
This simple fact about God is behind a great deal of
unfocused praying- rather, our misunderstanding about
God's omnipresence diffuses the directness our prayers
should have.
'A' does not equal 'None-A'. One thing cannot be its
opposite. Does this mean that since God is everywhere, He cannot be centrally located, found in one
place? No, that would be an illogical application of the
fact that God is everywhere. The fact that God is everywhere does not imply that He cannot be somewhere
specific. Neither do we lose part of Him by thinking of
Him in a single place or direction:
John 17:1 Jesus spoke these things and lifted up His
eyes to Heaven, and said, Father, the hour has come.

How can God be 'tied' to one place, Heaven? And
how can Heaven be straight upwards from Jerusalem?
Would a prayer from the other side of the world be
launched upward into empty space?
Obviously we are not to conceive of Heaven as a
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had been a sufficient number, He would have spared
the whole city for their sakes. Instead, He got one
righteous man and his immediate family out.
So how could a whole nation go bad? And how
could God call all their bills due at one time?
For one thing, this speaks strongly for the doctrine
of election: that if God doesn't convert a man, he will
never change. No one outside Lot's family was elect,
so, as far as the eternal outcome, any appointment God
made for a Sodomite's death would have ended the
same.
Besides that, though, how could every person in
Sodom be bad enough to be executed by fire from
Heaven?
Apparently, God is able to take the 'spiritual temperature' of a nation. He knows an individual perfectly,
but He also knows a nation perfectly. A nation is made
up of individuals, of course, but the point is that God is
able to see the common bond that makes all the individuals in a nation alike. However unique each
person is, God also sees similarities that
make each person the same as all his countrymen. If there are exceptions, He deals with them
as exceptions, as He did with Lot. But the exception
only proves the rule. Everyone else in Sodom was
worthy of a group punishment, both temporally and
eternally.
The same principle applies to any cities or nations
whom God told His people to destroy man, woman,
and child. In those cases, God had already seen to the
escape of any of His elect from those places. Some179

times He used situations like that of Rahab the harlot
to identify His chosen ones out of an otherwise
doomed populace.

Psalm 103:13 As a father shows compassion to his
children, so Yahweh shows compassion to those who
fear Him.

We, of course, are most concerned about our own
country. CERTAINLY, God couldn't destroy our nation
yet! Certainly there are still many, many righteous
people for whose sakes He would have mercy on us!
Rather, are we certainly not skating on thin ice?

If my soul was perplexed over how my sins could be
bypassed, then God's answer to my dilemma would be
welcome news. I will naturally FEAR one so mighty as
to overcome what was a hopeless difficulty for me.

Jeremiah 5:1 Roam around in Jerusalem's streets
and see now, and know, and seek in her plazas if you
can find a man, if there is one who does justice, who
seeks truth; and I will pardon her.

But if I was not terribly troubled by my sin problem,
God's answer for it would seem more or less perfunctory: something He was going to do anyway. I did not
learn to fear Him in my redemption; I will not learn to
fear Him in my daily life.

He's not just looking for someone who's made a decision for Christ. He's not looking for someone who's
just 'keeping his nose clean'. He's looking for someone
who has the Spirit of God, who is therefore actually
DOING justice (not just talking about it), who is actually SEEKING truth (not just agreeing with it). No Jews
in Jerusalem were found who fit this description.
Now think about it. First, it should scare us, how
apparently like our countrymen we are. Secondly, if
we were really exceptions, Jeremiah’s dual description
would fit us. Our lives would be described merely as
the employment of the principles of justice on the
one hand, and a dissatisfaction with anything short
of the truth on the other. Man, are those a mouthful!
Be honest, does either of those descriptions fit you?
That’s who you are?

This kind of Christianity will find it necessary to go
back to the habit of doctoring the 'report
card'. Such a Christian will find no delight in coming
before God in prayer. He will find no emotional relief
in a daily confession of sin. Hence, at the end of his
life, he will only have a doctored report card to hand
God: some brand of manufactured holiness rather than
the real, Biblical variety worked by real redemption.
Are you daily able to thank God- thank God from a
wide-open, elated spirit, that He has bypassed your deficient report card, has overcome it by just means, by
the death of His Son? Are you able to recount in awed
fear and thanks any details* of that redemption?
* These could be from the Gospel accounts of His death, from
descriptions of redemption in the epistles, or from the Old Testament types of Christ's atonement, like the Tabernacle.
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could we? We're the ones getting the good deal!
Yet most Christians don’t look into the matter little
even this far. They want the quickest, simplest formula
for resolving the sin issue, then they want to forget
about it. The modern gospel fully accommodates this
approach. Make a decision for Jesus; that’s the last
worry about the sin dilemma you need ever have!
But the Christian still listening to God, intent on
finding out how this miracle occurs- that his sin is no
longer the basis for God's dealings with him- need go
only to the following two verses in the Psalm:
Psalm 103:11 For as the heavens are above the earth,
so is His mercy mighty over those who fear Him. As
far as the east is from the west, so far has He removed
our transgressions from us.

God has actually removed our transgressions. He
did not merely overlook them. He is just and righteous. There had to be a just and righteous means to
cancel our sin debt.

This is why there is such detailed and extensive information about sacrificial offerings in the Old Testament and about Christ's redemption, their fulfillment,
in the New Testament.
But let us be practical and personal for the moment.
How can I know that I am someone whose sins have
been thus removed? How can I know that my sin is no
longer the basis for God's dealing with me?
The next verse in the Psalm runs thus:
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Devotion 1

Psalm 103:10
He has not done to us
according to our sins,
nor rewarded us
according to our iniquities.

God overcomes our addiction to managing our own
records. We just can't keep our hands off our spiritual
'report cards'. Here we are, hiding it in our pockets;
there we are, erasing the arm off an "F" so we can doctor it into an "A".
The message of Christianity to a heathen is: "Doctor
no more! The records are in God's hands. Do not deny
the truth of the records, nor fear His handling of them."
This is why Christianity brings GOOD NEWS. It tells
us that the measure of God's dealing with us is NO
LONGER our sins.
[Shocked look]
Yes, there should be a shocked look when we hear
that the all-knowing God somehow manages to just
overlook our sins. Is He so deprived of friendship that
He'll do anything to render us accessible?
So we might suspect. Both halves of our verse
above tell us that God has shifted the basis of dealings
with us from our sins to something else.
Now let us be plain. If this was our only consideration, we would be talking about an injustice. We
should be ready to object based on integrity. But how
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Devotion 1

1 Chronicles 12:33
From Zebulun, such as went forth to battle,
expert in war, with all the weapons of war,
fifty thousand who could keep rank.
They were not of a double heart.

Keeping ranks is a crucial quality in an army.

The ability to attack as a unified force rather than as a
cluster of separate individuals depends on keeping
ranks. Movements must be coordinated as a group.
Moving together assumes a relationship between individuals in the troop. There is some sort of imaginary
line between members of the corps. They are either to
stay abreast or only a certain distance apart. Any subsequent staggering of lines or greater distances between men depends on starting with basic arrangements, following prearranged commands.
Certainly one reason God includes military details in
His Word is that His people can make spiritual application of them. Saints were already aware of this in the
Old Testament (see, for instance, Isa. 59:17).
We are definitely in a war:
Ephesians 6:11 Put on all the armor of God, that you
may be able to stand against the wiles of the Devil

Is there still the necessity for "keeping ranks" in a
spiritual army? Positively so!
Consider the ways in which keeping ranks is absolutely essential for the Christian army. An army keep298
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ing ranks must:
1) Know who their Commander-in-Chief is;
2) Know who their immediate head under the
Commander-in-Chief is;
3) Support their immediate heads (elders and
deacons);
4) Support the army as a whole and heads of other
'regiments' (churches);
5) Know what the war is being fought over;
6) Know what is involved in training;
7) Know how training corresponds to battle;
8) DO the training;
9) Expect to experience irritation in the ranks: from
boredom, selfish comrades, battle stench, etc.;
10) Remember that each soldier's safety depends on
unbroken ranks;
11) Remember in the heat of battle that a fallen
comrade is not a cause for breaking ranks;*
12) Remember that one who breaks ranks must be
dealt with.
Of course, all of these illustrations must be adapted
to the fact that the Church is not only an army but a
family.
How does the Church do at keeping ranks in our
day?
Terribly!
Each man doing "what is right in his own
eyes" (Judges 21:25) and refusing to recognize Godordained authority keeps us miles from even the practice field.
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Matthew 7:11 Therefore, if you, being evil, know to
give good gifts to your children, how much more will
your Father in Heaven give good things to those that
ask Him?

The only attempts we make at uniting the Church as
one man are all at the expense of the Church's very
first principles, particularly the primacy of the truth.

Even those with inflated self-opinions are more
likely to receive bountifully when they ask expectantly.
Their view of self may be wrong, but their view of God
is not entirely wrong. God gives because they rightly
perceive Him to be generous. Also, of course, God
gives simply because He is generous.

Everything begins, though, with me seeing my place
among the ranks and being willing to hold that place
for my own sake, my neighbors' sakes, the army's sake,
and for the honor of my Commander-in-chief. This is
all built on the reality of Christ being the head and the
Church being His real body, knit together as a body
connected to Him.

There is definite danger, though, in simply relating
to God’s bounty. Then God practically becomes a
Blessing Machine, dispensing goodies to please me.
That particular machine will quickly run out:
James 4:3 You ask, and don’t receive, because you ask
with wrong motives, so that you may spend it on your
pleasures.

Again, if it is not the acres of God's mercy upon my
devilish soul that excites my expectations, my focus on
spiritual benefits will be blurred, and I will naturally
treasure earthly benefits more. God sends rain and sun
on the just and unjust. There’s no special relationship
with God in receiving only earthly benefits from Him.
Luke 11:13 If you then, being evil, know how to give good
gifts to your children, by how much more will your
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to those who ask
Him!"

Spiritual benefits, like the fruit of the Spirit, are
what the Father heartily gives only to His children.

* Medics stay a relatively short distance from the front lines.
Soldiers in rank leave fallen comrades to them, or perhaps stay
with them until the medic arrives.
By another analogy, we might say that we are all medics as
well as soldiers, and when our neighbor falls, our military duty is
to heal and restore him.

Devotion 2

Psalm 27:8
You have said, "Seek my face."
My heart says to you,
"Your face, LORD, do I seek."

There are two basic responses to the dissemination
of truth in the Christian community. One response diverts the truth, the other obtains it.

I-2
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How to Diffuse
Publicly Dispersed Truth
The response to truth which diverts and deflects it,
keeping it from lodging fruitfully in the heart, could be
called the diffusion of the truth.
In this mode of reception, the listener, upon hearing
the word of God rightly divided and convictingly delivered, says (in effect), "Everyone else is hearing this
too. Everyone else could be similarly convinced. But
we have been similarly convicted before, and
we haven't changed yet. I don't doubt this truth,
but I don't see any reason to go out of my way in appropriating it. I can wait and see what happens in others' lives
lives." So the effect of Word is diffused over the
Christian populace present, thereby diminishing its direct impact on me.
This response, though saying it believes the truth
heard, obviously doesn't, because, as James tells us, the
respondent is a "hearer only." He is waiting to affirm
the work of God by what happens in others. In effect,
what he is saying is this: "If I go out on a limb here, I
may stick out like a sore thumb. If I sit and wait while
everyone else sits and waits, at least none of my fellow
procrastinators will deride me."
Hence, everybody is waiting for somebody else to
make the first move. In the meantime, plenty of other
bustle is occurring in less meaningful areas which
comforts us that God is afoot and we are still seeking
Him.
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lieve someone else would be so generous of spirit. Unfortunately, this is the way our spirits intuitively respond to God. If we really believed that His mercies
overflowed any depository that tried to hold them, we
would be turning cartwheels in joy!
One reason we disbelieve is the account our memory gives us of our own lives. "Hey! I don't see any
mercies dripping over the edges!" We figure that oodles of mercy would mean we should be swimming in
pleasure.
Ah! That is where the adjustment in our thinking
must be made. Our base reference point about ourselves is inaccurate. By thinking that we are good people to start with (or at least not so bad), the mercy of,
let's say, being alive doesn't seem that big of a deal.
But if we saw ourselves as veritably occupying Hell
already for our hatefulness, selfishness, and pride,
God's bare mercy would seem a rich plate indeed!
So we see that our reception of God's grace is truly
determined by the shape we see ourselves in when that
grace comes to us. God's grace upon an already-OK
guy isn't really that gracious.
We must therefore adjust our mirrors a good bit. We
come to realize that the mirror we naturally choose is
really a fun house mirror, only distorted to make a nice
reflection of ourselves.
But let us make an incisive point. God definitely
wants to be approached as a generous God. He'd rather
have us assume He'll grant our prayers than not:
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We must simply remember that the pursuits are
good and God-ordained, but the goal of our sanctification overrides all other concerns.
Removal or postponement of a present pursuit does
not damage our spirits if we are rightly related to God.
The goals, objects, or persons we seek do not ultimately belong to us; they belongs to God. In the end,
it will be us, bare before God. All our goals will have
disappeared, and only our trial-etched character will
remain.
Will it be enough, after all? Does that end seem
enough now?

Devotion 7

Psalm 103:8
Yahweh is merciful and gracious,
slow to anger,
and plenteous in mercy.

"Yahweh is plenteous in mercy."
The Hebrew root word behind "plenteous" means
"to multiply by the myriad." God actually puts His
mercy 'on the scale', if you will, and says, "See there!
That's a load!"
Why does He have to tell us that?
It is because we are naturally stingy and cannot be294

How to Secure Truth
The response to truth which obtains it, implanting it
fruitfully in the heart, can be called the securing of the
truth.
Notice the hinge difference between this response
and the unprofitable one. This response says, "I am
likely to let this pass. I must see to it that it remains
with me. The Lord helping me, I will."
Ah, so both approaches have a good will towards the
truth! But the fruitful receiver differs in that he is:
1) Apprehensive, confident only in how easily he can
'blow it';
2) Myopic (near-sighted), not considering others' reaction to truth as critical. He looks only at himself
critically, because he is also ...
3) the Master's servant, knowing that God will not be
comparing him to others at the judgment seat of Christ.
I heard it; I'm accountable for it: period.
Well, then, which receiver are you?
If you are not the second, you are surely the first.
The frightening thing is that we diffuse the truth
automatically. It doesn't take a conscious decision.
We naturally deflect God's arrows of light, because it
is painful to have our darkness exposed.
This teaching also goes a long way towards explaining how members of a group become alike. When God
judges a group as a group, He really is judging only
guilty parties.
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Devotion 3

Hebrews 9:14
how much more shall the blood of Christ
(who through the eternal Spirit
offered Himself without spot to God)
cleanse your conscience from dead works
to serve the living God?

The Dual Role of Conscience
in Our Response to the Cross
There are two responses our conscience has towards
God in light of the sacrifice of Christ. One flows from
God; the other flows back to God. Their operations
might be illustrated thus:

never really reached without overall spiritual maturity,
and spiritual maturity is never reached without many
patience-testing trials.
If I am striving for certain goals in my career,
schooling, romance, etc., I must be ready to say, "OK,
God didn't want that for me right now. That's alright."
When God says no, though, we must not infer that He
disapproved of the goal. This is a common mistake we
make, ruining our possibility for contentedness.
It's good to press towards a goal, but we must not be
too surprised or disappointed if our road comes to a
dead end. Dead ends communicate to our human understanding that we have been working to no purpose.
Contentedness, however, reminds us that there are
roads we walk that we will never have discerned until
we look back from the afterlife. God's road for us incorporates our personal goals, but His providence always has deeper goals in mind for us. The invisible
road of God's providence turns where the road of our
personal goal kept going straight.
Frankly, none of us could actually bear having
providence agree with all our personal goals. Our
pride naturally makes us self-sufficient when things
always go our way, and a self-sufficient person cannot
be a person who trusts God.

To explain the above illustration:

[From God to us] God provides Christ's sacrifice for
us; hence, our conscience is put at rest. We accept
188

How do we master this juggling act, then? How can
we enter into our pursuits whole-heartedly, yet reserve
a place in our hearts for happiness when those pursuits
disappear into nothingness?
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Contentedness is its own best fruit. There's nothing
like letting go of a couple of tons of self-justification
for bringing great buoyancy to your heart.

Devotion 6

Hebrews 13:6
so that we may boldly say,
"The Lord is my helper,
and I will not fear
what man shall do to me."

CONTENTEDNESS: Part Three
Contentedness is happiness with Emmanuel.
"Emmanuel" means "God with us." This was a
name given to Jesus in a prophecy by Isaiah. Jesus
came to be God among men. He is still in the midst of
His people. If this fact truly delights us, how can we
help but be content?

Christ's "It is finished" as a token of God's complete
satisfaction in His Son's work, and hence of His complete acceptance of us in Him.

[From us to God] The same blood of Christ which
removes our sin's actual guilt also guarantees the removal of our sin itself. This process begins in this life
and is completed at glorification. The authority of
Christ's blood cancels the dominion of sin over us. Sin
can no longer order us as a master orders a slave; we
are under a new master: righteousness. We are enabled
to be blameless. 1 John describes this state as our
heart not condemning us. If our "heart does not condemn us'" (1 Jn. 3:21), our conscience approves of our
motives. We recognize the work of the Spirit bringing
our hearts into alignment with God's ways. This is
Christian maturity. John uses the term "fathers" of the
faith (1 Jn. 2:13, 14) to describe this maturity.
The God-to-us operation might be generally seen as
our justification.
The Us-to-God offering might be generally seen as
our sanctification.

If I am striving to be more godly in this way or that,
God's deliberate means for my reaching that end may
involve much frustration for me. Spiritual goals are

We can test our justification by our sanctification. A
cleansed conscience, resting in Christ's sacrifice
(justification), will produce good fruit (sanctification).
If all our consciences do is legitimately condemn us
for our transgressions and evil motives, we have likely
never had our "consciences purged" (Hebrews 9:14 in
the box at top)- never had Christ’s blood applied.
If our whole response to a bad conscience is tell it to
be quiet because Christ died for us despite our ongoing
wickedness, we have twisted the proper role of con-
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Contentedness is also this: Certainty that I will be
satisfied with Jesus' verdict on my goals. Whatever I
am striving for in life, God must give the final yea or
nay. This is true for both my earthly and spiritual
goals.

science. Our conscience is supposed to inform us
when we have done or intended evil. Once again, a
gross misuse of conscience like this indicates a conscience untouched by Christ’s transforming blood.
Our consciences will continue to condemn us, because we will continue to struggle with sin; but in
regular Christian growth, our consciences will also approve of us, because "he who does righteousness is
righteous, even as He is righteous." Our struggle with
sin is supposed to become confined to our motives: our
inner lives; but it is a struggle, not a concession. We
will feel the old man’s wickedness most intently inside
our own souls and minds, but this does not mean we
have to concede to him. The inward battle of the
blameless will rage their whole bodily lives. Blamelessness is when our outward behavior- our words and
our deeds- do not contain direct transgression of God's
requirements.
When will our conscience not condemn us? When
will we be blameless (not to be confused with sinless)?
Two things will describe us, or rather two aspects of
one thing:
1) The desire
2) and the continuous, sincere attempt
to be pleasing to God- clean, righteous, good- in
every area, both inward and outward.

than we deserve, but we all still generally place ourselves on the deficit side of the scales when it comes to
what we HAVE versus what we DESERVE. We just
can't accept that we've gotten at least a fair shake allround.
Proverbs 21:2 Every way of a man is UPRIGHT in his

own eyes, but Yahweh measures the hearts.

Our sense of deserving is based on our sense of self
-worth. I deserve more and better because I am good
enough. I find a way to justify every way I think, act,
and speak. Even when I'm forced to admit that I'm
dead wrong in some situation, there's still that little
voice underneath blaming someone or something else.
I just can't be all wrong. This justifying is a function
of the human spirit. My mind merely formulates the
reasons to vindicate me, but my spirit is what's insisting that I am basically not in the wrong. Because I'm
always basically right, I deserve basically good things.
With the understanding that humans naturally but
erroneously justify themselves (can anyone but a
Christian have this presupposition?), one can learn to
'crack the whip' over his ego and say, "Hey, I'm not
right. Period."
Suddenly, everything changes. Suddenly, I don't deserve anything better. Suddenly (how did this happen!?), I'm standing on the cusp of contentedness!
Hmm, what do I do now? I've never been content
before. I've always been in a war to secure my rights
and protect my self-esteem.
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Devotion 5

Devotion 4

1 Timothy 6:8
But having food and clothing,
we will be satisfied with these.

1 Corinthians 12:18
But as it is,
God arranged the members in the body,
each one of them,
as He chose.

CONTENTEDNESS: Part Two
Contentedness is my acceptance of all God's providences: my physical appearance, the family I was born
into, my natural abilities, my spiritual gift(s)...
This is not to say that one or more of these areas
might not be a source of trials. Abusive parents, for
instance, mean that I must see God's testing and refining of my character in my family placement. Why
don't others have a similar trial? Surely, it's not that
they don't need refining, but we must leave the recipients, types, amounts, and timings of God's trials in His
own hands. "You shall not covet your neighbor's ..." is
a statute drawing lines of providence around my
neighbor. I will not wish for the good he has or wonder why he’s missing the misfortune I have.
We cannot be content as long as we feel we deserve better. Contentedness is taming our sense of deserving with the painful whip of realistic selfassessment.
We all feel that we deserve more or better than what
we have. There is probably a sane voice in each of us
that occasionally tells us we do have more and better
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God puts each Christian in the body of Christ
where He desires him to be. He gives each of us a
function that will flow with every other Christian's
function. Of course, without love, no gift or placement
of the Spirit will function or interact properly.
If Christians are members of Christ's body, though,
does this imply that without our activity, the world cannot know Him? This notion is fairly prominent in the
Church today.
One extension of this idea is heard in the common
exhortation, "You may be the only Christ an unbeliever
will ever see." That is, Christ in us is the only communication of Christ available to the world.
I this idea correct? It finds expression in a song,
"We are His hands; we are His feet ..." The song challenges the listener to interact with the world, for how
can Jesus reach the world otherwise? But is it true that
Christ only makes initial contact with the world
through us?
No, Christ has several much more powerful ways of
communicating Himself than by using us. We can con191

firm His most powerful testimony by imparting the
Scriptures to others. When we do this, we also add our
testimony to that of the Holy Spirit, who authored the
Word. Concerning the "Helper," the Holy Spirit, Jesus
said:

The Holy Spirit distributes spiritual gifts for the good of
the whole body. If our gift brings us less acclaim, it is
probably proportionately stronger glue in holding the body
of Christ together. If that prospect doesn’t appeal to us, we
are already out of step with the Spirit enough that we
couldn’t wield the gift He apportioned us anyway.

John 16:8 And having come, He will bring demonstration to the world, of sin, and of righteousness, and
of judgment, of sin, because they do not believe on
Me ...

5) We are to be content with our family. God put us in

One of the Holy Spirit's large tasks is informing the
whole world concerning Christ. We assist Him when
we proclaim Christ, but it is the Holy Spirit's work.
Another way Christ bears witness of Himself is
though Creation:
Romans 1:20 --for from the world's creation the invisible things of Him are perceived, being apprehended by the mind through the things that are made,
both his eternal power and divinity, --so as to render
them inexcusable.

What is the witness of a Christian, one human perhaps on the fringes of an associate’s attention, compared to the whole creation (which, by the way, includes the unbelieving spectator we’re talking about as
well as the Christian he may or may not be watching)?
We could also add the testimony of man's conscience
as a means by which God reports concerning Himself
to man.
So both testimony about Christ and Christ Himself
are communicated to the world independent of us. If
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our family. Most of us have probably suspected at some
point that God, by the family He put us in, is 'whack' or just
plain cruel. No, that family is the perfect reflection of my
own selfish stubbornness. We are given the task of selfimprovement via our families.

Discontent is as powerful a destroyer of our spiritual
health as any other force.

We are naturally discontent and covetous.
We are commanded to banish coveting and become
content.
Let us engage the battle today. A piecemeal inventory will no doubt be necessary. Refer to the list above
for a starting place. Be as detailed as possible; ask
yourself area by area if you are content with what God
and His providence have furnished you. Use LACK OF
JOY to uncover hidden discontent.
Oh yes, in our day, you will have to add your gender
to the list, as our society no longer upholds the separate
and equal worth of differing male and female roles
(claiming that females must possess and perform all that
pertains to males, being discontent where God has distinguished His role for women from His role for men).
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contentedness cancels out covetous yearnings. I may
want something I don't presently have, but I am truly
OK without it. A Christian must remind himself that
acquiring something new will not add to his true
status: that is, his spiritual wellbeing. On the other
hand, coveting something new will certainly ‘add’ to
his spirit’s deterioration.
Here's a practical description of contentedness.
Contentedness is having the level of your expectation equal to or lower than the level of
what you have. We should probably say that contentedness is making your expectation level no higher
than what you possess, since we are all naturally covetous. Covetousness will not just go away; we have to
chase it away. We all have to lower our expectations in
one area or another.
Now let's consider some areas in our lives where we
should be content.

1) We should be content with possessions. This one is
probably the most obvious. The amount of our possessions
and money should be "enough" if we just have food and
covering, according to 1 Tim. 6:8.

2) We must be content with physical appearance. We
look a certain way; that's how it is. Thank God and desire
the beauty of His holiness. (This is not to say that we
shouldn't fight acne or obesity, for instance.)

3) We have to be content with our natural abilities. We
may dearly wish we could play the violin, but if we are
tone deaf, no amount of practice may avail greatly. Contentedness must prevail, not frustration.
4) We must seek contentedness with our spiritual gift.
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an unbeliever never saw a Christian his whole life, he
would have an absurdly massive mountain of evidence
for God and Christ speaking against his unbelief. And
so it will pan out at Judgment.
On the other hand, we are commanded to testify to
the world. Our testimony is added to the other
means by which Christ represents Himself. Our testimony should be in harmony with all the other means of
Christ's Self-declaration. If it is, then we ourselves become a magnification of God's witness, because, imperfect as we are, we are re-made in His image. Our
new natures become a sort of personal megaphone by
which we broadcast His Word.
Reaching out to others? Is Christ crippled if we
won't be His hands? No, but we are still commanded
to go and be His hands and feet.
There will be "could have been's" at the Judgment
Seat of Christ- testimony and good works He commanded us which we refused or neglected. Jesus said
that God is honored in a special way when we help
others:
Matthew 5:16 So let your light shine before men, so
that they may see your good works, and may glorify
your Father in Heaven.

But when we view our part in God's work as the crucial piece, we overestimate ourselves and underestimate God's power and diversity. We will certainly be
frustrated with a bloated view of our place, taking too
much on ourselves. The work of God is better
achieved with a properly balanced view.
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Devotion 5

Psalm 119:10
I have sought You with my whole heart;
do not let me wander from Your Commands.
When the psalmist could say that he had given his
whole heart to his quest for God, he only just then felt
qualified to ask not to be released to his own impulses.
Most of us would see it the other way around. We
would think we were not fit to seek God fully until our
base impulses had been restrained, or until we were
provided some great infusion of spiritual energy.
The proper approach gives our full effort up front.
Conditions are thrown out the window (not, "I will
seek God as long as ..."). Excuses are thrown out the
window. Initial failures are also thrown out the window.
"I am going to seek God." Nothing inconsistent
with this can be allowed.
I will read the Bible first thing daily. I will pray
right after that (or before, or before and after). I will
see incidents during the day where my commitment to
God is especially tested. I will work toward a prayerful awareness of God throughout the day. I will end
the day with an examination of myself in His presence.
Having done all that, I will have reached a threshold.
I will be standing just inside a door. I will then be able
to beseech God to retain me and restrain me from slipping away and losing everything I have attained. That
is what the psalmist is saying.
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soul, responding justly, hates just as well as it loves,
Lev. 26:30; Ps. 11:5; Prov. 6:16; Zech. 11:8.
By the same token, it is comforting to know that
when we slip, God's anger at His people’s foolishness
has a termination point. Some of the far-reaching consequences may see us to the end of our days here, but
God will turn His overall favor back towards us sooner
rather than later.
Again, don't press your luck with the "sooner" part.
Psalm 80’s gloom had consumed God's people’s
"later" to the point that they had forgotten the feel of
sunshine.
Devotion 4

Hebrews 13:5

Let your way of life be without the love of money,
and be content with such things as you have,
for He has said, "Not at all will I leave you,
not at all will I forsake you, never!"

CONTENTEDNESS
"Be content." It is commanded.
The Greek root word behind the word for "content"
means "to avail,” with the implication of being satisfactory.
In our verse above, the definition of being content is
to be satisfied with "such things as you have." Thus,
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tainly, yes. Scriptures specifically mention God's anger against Moses (Deut. 4:21), Aaron (Deut. 9:20),
Solomon (1 Kings 11:9), His people's prayer (Ps. 80:4).
But according to our Psalm, God does not retain His
anger in these cases.
On the other hand, this does not mean that He will
not also expend His anger in fatherly discipline. We
know God forgave Moses, but He still withheld Moses
from entering Canaan because of His sin.
So God may both expend His anger on His children
and subsequently relinquish it.
For the unbeliever, God only expends His anger; He
will never permanently relinquish it. God will only retain His anger for so long. Once this life is over, the
unbeliever goes to a place of grief (Hell). That place is
eventually cast into the Lake of Fire forever.
From this, a Christian might wrongly deduce that
God can be taken for granted. Since He will only be
angry so long, I can afford to offend Him.
We have only to consult Moses with the others we
mentioned, in their deprivation, to see that God's anger
towards His children is no light matter. As the saying
goes, God may not keep you from doing something
dumb, but He sure can make you wish you hadn't.

This dynamic- that we are only marginally qualified
for stability when we have given our all- is really only
another way of expressing the fact that our sanctification is ultimately a work of God:
Philippians 2:12, 13 Therefore, my beloved, as you
have at all times obeyed, not only when I was near to
you, but now when I am far from you, prosecute the
work of your life, more abundantly, with fear and with
trembling. For God is operating in you, both to purpose, and also to perform that which you desire.

Most of us would think we had reached the ultimate
earthly attainment to merely say we had managed to
seek God will all our hearts. The proper view is that
this is just a prerequisite to casting ourselves upon
God for His complete aid.
Think about it. Most of our whining to God only
betrays the fact that we are only partially committed to
Him. Once we are fully committed, then we are fully
exposed to the danger of slipping away. That's the
logical time to seek His preserving grace. Then we’ll
be entreating but not whining.

Psalm 80 describes a time when God's people as a
whole were under discipline. It is a miserable state.
A wise man will seek to avoid angering God, remembering that disobeying God’s commands = hatred
of God (Lev. 26:16; Rom. 8:7; 1 Thess. 4:9). God’s very
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Devotion 6

Jeremiah 7:24
But they did not listen nor bow their ear.
But they walked in their own plans,
in the stubbornness of their evil heart,
and went backward and not forward.

Here the people of Israel are described as walking
backward in reference to God. This is explained in an
earlier part of Jeremiah:
Jeremiah 2:27 ... For they have turned their back to
Me, and not their face; but in the time of their trouble
they will say, Arise and save us!

When one turns his back to God, he will walk in a
direction away from God, will he not?
Well, then- How long do you have to walk away
from God before it seems like the right direction?
Apparently, a professing Christian is no better able
to erase the awareness of God than an atheist (Rom.
1:21). Note that Jeremiah 2:27 says that after years of
walking backwards- that is, not walking backwards
like a car backing up, but walking the direction away
from God- the Israelites would still know to call on
Him when their ultimate trouble came. Their idols
would serve satisfactorily with no great calamity at
hand, but when real saving needed to be done, they
would instinctively know that their idols were insufficient.
By the way, what would God's answer be when this
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salvation, recognizing God's sovereignty in them; our
abilities and service based on them; our worries: these
are all in God's domain. To withhold them from Him
is theft. The failure to actually TREAT them as His is
theft.
Are you stealing from God?
Of course, the real question is: how badly are you
stealing from God?

Devotion 3

Psalm 103:9
He will not continually contend,
nor will He nurse a grudge forever.

God apparently carries out one of two actions with
His anger. He apparently must either RELINQUISH
His anger or He must EXPEND it. Psalm 103:9 indicates that He will not merely RETAIN His anger, taking no action.
When God relinquishes His anger, He decides not to
be angry any more (eternally not angry = anger expended on Christ). When God expends His anger on
men, He brings about consequences for it. The Lake of
Fire will obviously be the greatest expenditure of
God's anger on those sinning.
Does God even get angry with His children? Cer285

Cain and Abel made offerings to God, the only difference the Bible notes between them was that Abel offered the firstlings of his flock and the fat portions
(Gen. 4:4). Cain did not offer the firstfruits or the best.
Cain's offering was not accepted. God is the true
owner of our flocks, crops, and everything else. It is a
slight to offer Him back inferior (not the best) material
from any of it.
2) SALVATION is in God's domain. When He determined not to rescue the Israelites in Jeremiah's day,
Jeremiah was to recognize this by withholding prayer
for them (Jer. 7:16; 11:14; 14:11). John faces us with
a similar choice when we consider prayer for a straying
brother, 1 John 5:16.
3) OUR ABILITIES are in God's domain. God was angry with Moses when Moses insisted that his poor public speaking ability disqualified him from service
(Exod. 4:14).
4) OUR ANXIETIES are God's property. He lays special claim to them:
1 Peter 5:7 casting all your anxiety onto Him, for He

cares for you.

It is not so much a matter of the burden we endure
by holding on to our worries. It is more a matter of our
sin against God by not giving Him what is His.
Anxieties are an especially pernicious form of theft
against God. By clasping a worry to our heart, we are
turning the worry and ourselves into idols, treating
them both as things stronger than God.
Our money; the best of all we have; our prayers for
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belated call was made to Him? He would leave the
people to their idols* (Jer. 2:28; see also Prov. 1:26).
But we can see that they were unable to remain consistent with a confession of non-Gods as deliverers.
Nevertheless, as long as their walk was taking them
away from God, they did practically forget Him:
Jeremiah 2:32 Can a virgin forget her finery, a bride
her attire? Yet My people have forgotten Me days
without number.

So, once again, how long until the wrong direction
seems right?
Our ‘old man’ consciences are geared to make adjustments immediately and continuously in justifying
our decisions. So we might say that we only have to
go one step in the wrong direction for that direction to
seem right. As long as the true knowledge of God
does not reclaim us, we are validating wrong bearings
every step of our way.
Obviously, the longer a person or a people walk in
the wrong direction, the more ingrained their false impression of 'true north' becomes.
How long has the Church in America, or the western
world in general, been walking backwards?
Despite the many surveys which show us the prevalence of doctrinal and lifestyle errors permeating the
Church, it is hard for us to maintain a sense of our
waywardness. We are startled by the statistics of immorality and bad doctrine in the Church, but we still
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don’t really identify her as separated from God. So we
could say that we have been going full-steam in a nonforward direction long enough for it to seem completely normal.
By faith, we can call on God to reclaim His people:
Isaiah 62:6, 7 I have set watchmen on your walls, Jerusalem; they shall never hold their peace day nor
night: you who call on Yahweh, take no rest, and give
Him no rest, until He establishes, and until he makes
Jerusalem a praise in the earth.

But, again, does our faith inform us that the Church
is actually going backwards?

*

Much idolatry is only a falsifying of the true doctrine of God.

is because God, their creator, commands me to.

Devotion 2

Malachi 3:8
Will a man rob God?
Yet you have robbed Me.
But you say, In what have we robbed You?
In the tithe and the offering!

In the previous meditation, we considered what we
owe other people by right of their humanity. We owe
them recognition of their humanity: that we would not
perform against them acts which we know would degrade our own humanity. Particularly, we are to recognize what is in the DOMAIN of our neighbor. We steal
when we violate his domain.
What is God's domain? How might we steal from
Him?
In the verse above, we see that the Israelites were
stealing from God by withholding the tithe. Do Christians today still owe God the tithe (10% of our increase)? Hebrews 7:8 seems to argue the relevance of
the tithe through the reception of them by the everliving Christ.
In any case, consider what else is apparently in
God's domain:
1) He is owed the BEST of what we have. When
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My belongings should not be taken from me; therefore, his belongings should not be taken from him.*
Joseph in Egypt, for instance, recognized Potiphar's
humanity by not 'taking' his wife sexually.
On the other hand, Absalom “stole” hearts which
should have remained loyal to David (2 Sam. 15:6).
Harlots steal men's souls (Prov. 2:19).
Even when God gives us something, we can subsequently steal it. God gave the nations to Assyria for
dominion, but when Assyria boasted as though she had
accomplished the feat, it became theft to her (Isa.
10:15).
Sin has done a dreadful and deceitful thing in cutting
us off from one another. How can I be so blind as to
not recognize you as human? Can't I see that you're no
different than I? Yet sin has put me on my little throne
to make me a king with special privileges. I don't have
to respect you. I have a right to your property, etc.
Have you become a Christian?
Are you operating by 'The Replacement Principle'?
Are you actively seeking to see others in an honored
light?
Would it therefore be impossible for you to take
what belongs to another?
(In an area where they freely give what is not theirs
to give- sexually in particular- God calls it
"defrauding," 1 Thess. 4:6, meaning "overreaching,
taking advantage." This is added to the fact that it is
fornication.)
* The ultimate reason

Devotion 7

Habakkuk 3:2
O LORD, I have heard thy speech,
and was afraid: O LORD,
revive thy work in the midst of the years,
in the midst of the years make known;
in wrath remember mercy.

Where does the concept of revival come from?
In terms of Scriptures, Habakkuk 3:2 has probably
been most widely associated with Church revival in
recent Church history (the past couple of centuries or
so).
Above, the updated King James Version* of the Habakkuk verse is quoted.
The Hebrew word for "revive" simply means to live
or make alive.
Another favorite verse in connection with revival is
Psalm 85:6,
Psalm 85:6 Wilt thou not revive us again: that thy
people may rejoice in thee?

Some modern translations go with proper variations,
like "make us live" in place of "revive."
Well, here we have two verses in which revival is
requested of God. So what is revival?

I must respect fellow humans, of course,
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Habakkuk asks God to revive His own work. The
psalmist asks God to revive His people. Both were
asking God to give life to things which seemed to have
life already. Were God's work and people dead at the
time of the requests? Not necessarily, but they were at
least lacking enough life that they needed a whole new
infusion of it to return to a former blessed state.

Devotion 1

Ephesians 4:28
Let him who stole steal no more,
but rather let him labor,
working with his hands the thing which is good,
so that he may have something to give
to him who needs.

So what is revival?
Can excitement or sorrow at a meeting be taken for
revival? …if the emotions linger for a week? ...for a
year?
Can nationwide or worldwide interest in a new Biblical topic or practice be taken for revival?
Properly, any time we have let something grow lifeless in our spiritual lives or else inherited something
inert from past generations, it has been revived when
God restores its proper life.
Both Habakkuk and the psalmist seem to be looking
for something widespread and general when they ask
for revival. They see God's work generally declined.
They see God's people feeble as a whole. Revival in
these cases would be God taking widespread action
that would invigorate that which had largely expired.

The THIEF who becomes a Christian must operate
by 'The Replacement Principle'. He must replace his
former habit with a new one. Before, he took from
others. Now he must work to give to others instead.
Each of the last five of the Ten Commandments describes a particular slight against our neighbor. Murder, adultery, theft, slander, coveting- each of these is
carried out by someone who has lost respect for his
neighbor. We might even say that we failed to recognize our neighbor. Our neighbor had to become a nonentity or a non-human in our eyes for us to perpetrate a
crime against him. This is how we treated our
neighbor before.

So what was the revival they sought? How would

There is therefore a positive regard implied in the
last five commandments. To keep from sinning against
our neighbor, we must regard him as a human being.
This, of course, is not saying we must recognize the
difference between a human and an animal or a human
and a plant. It is saying that we must recognize ANOTHER human as human as OURSELVES. With this
perspective, I can see that there are things that belong
to me; so there are things that belong to my neighbor.
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Obviously, some spiritual life existed for a Habakkuk or a psalmist to be able to know that the rest of
that life is missing. That is, the psalmist and Habakkuk themselves certainly had evidence of spiritual life
in them.

we know revival if it came to us? What is it replacing?
Revival would be when Christians' main mode of
thought, speech, and practice was spiritual. We would
not have to enter spiritual thinking, Christ and His
kingdom would be on our minds, as though it were a
fresh interest we had just discovered.
As it is, our earthly concerns tend to dominate our
thinking. However often or easily we enter into spiritual thoughts, we are not borne along by them as if in a
wind or on a wave. Revival is when God picks up His
work and His people's spirits and carries them thus
along. Scriptures stay in the forefront of their thinking,
a place we are commanded to keep them, but where it
normally takes great discipline and effort to maintain
their presence.
A revived people feel fully active; in fact, they will
never have felt so personally involved. Yet they are
aware of God's special favor and credit Him with the
influx of power. And, even with the increased level of
holiness, there is never as humbling a sense of personal
sin as when true revival occurs. (The nearness of a
holy God shows up our natural sinfulness in its truly
shameful light.)
Why do revivals eventually die out? What makes
God give His work over largely to its recipients’ own
pitiful devices? And why has He thus abandoned us
for what has turned out to be most of Church history?
Need there be any reason besides the eventual presumption God's people assume towards renewed spiritual life? After all is done, we once again become
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bored with God. The newness wears off, and, without
a new angle to exhilarate us, we simply succumb to a
gradually colder spiritual state. Earthly things are
good enough again.
Such spite towards God's mercies calls for outright
reprobation (God casting us off). At the least, though,
the lifelessness we now experience and prefer becomes
our deserved prison. If we ever see it for the prison it
is, we may begin to probe the skies for a prognosis of
our dilemma, at first, no doubt, not very knowledgably
or ardently.
Perhaps we are beginning to sense our prison even
now.

*

The King James Version Bible you can buy in stores today is not
the 1611 version. The 1611 version has undergone numerous spelling
changes, as well as other significant modernizations of speech.

H-2
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press their natural fighting instincts! They are totally
off-base. Jude condemns these false teachers in the
roundest terms.
The whole Bible is a new 'language' we must learn.
Any place where we hop off, thinking we've learned
enough to generalize the rest, will strand us in hopeless
ignorance. The only way we can be sure our conclusions are spiritual rather than natural is to verify our
conclusions and then re-verify them with Scriptures,
then with more Scriptures, and never stop the verification process.*
When we have made our best airtight case, it may
still have leaks (not fatal ones, but simply meaning that
our whole mind has not yet conformed wholly to the
whole of Scriptures). But if we haven't even bothered
to make the clearest, most complete Scriptural defense
of a point possible, our bucket is imaginary and its
contents fantasy, filled with earthly elements where we
lacked the wherewithal to see spiritual ones.

* Not to imply the continual doubting of our conclusions, but
showing that the spiritual mind learned its first truth humbly,
and it will only continue to truly learn to the last if it does so
humbly. When the mind is trained to think “only what the
Scriptures say is truth,” that mind will always see all Scriptures
in that light. Blessed is that mind. It always asks, “How might I
misread this?” in order to keep from doing so.

I-1
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to them]
Galatians 5:7 You were running well. Who hindered
you that you do not obey the truth?
[showing that earthly elements are insufficient by themselves to convey heavenly reality]

And the list could certainly go on. "The many" in 2
Corinthians 2:17 above can also be translated "the majority." MOST professing gospel ministers in Paul's
day were fakes! -sincere fakes, but fakes nonetheless.
They brewed up a gospel using the elements from the
real gospel that appealed or made sense to them, then
they went with their natural understandings for the rest:
Jude 1:10 But what things they do not know, they
speak evil of these. And what things they understand
naturally, like the animals without reason, they are
corrupted by these.

The things the false teachers 'spoke evil of' in the
verse above were the devil and demons (see the two
verses right before it)! Wow! It would seem more
spiritual to speak evil of the devil! But Jude says that
such an approach is more like a wolf pack than a
church. Even the archangel Michael withheld evil
speech when contending with Satan:
Jude 1:9 But Michael, the archangel, when contending with the devil and arguing about the body of
Moses, dared not bring against him an abusive condemnation, but said, "May the Lord rebuke you!"

Hence, many who appear to go 'toe-to-toe' with Satan in our day may simply be using gospel truths to ex204
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Devotion 7

Devotion 1

John 3:12
If I tell you earthly things,
and you do not believe,
how will you believe
if I tell you heavenly things?

Psalm 119:7
I will praise You with uprightness of heart
when I shall have learned
Your righteous judgments.

Jesus is talking to Nicodemus in the above verse.
Nicodemus couldn't place the analogies Jesus was using alongside the spiritual realities they illustrated.
The things of the Kingdom of Heaven do not make
sense to the natural mind.
1 Corinthians 2:10 But God revealed them to us by
His Spirit, for the Spirit searches all things, even the
depths of God.

A very common way men approach spiritual things
is to mix and equate them with natural things. In fact,
this would appear to be the most prevalent way men
handle gospel elements:
2 Corinthians 2:17 For we are not as the many, peddling the Word of God
[showing that the preponderance of ministers take the
wrong approach]
Colossians 2:20 If then you died with Christ from the
elements of the world, why, as though living in the
world, are you subject to its ordinances: touch not,
taste not, handle not ...?
[showing that false teachers can get stuck on earthly
elements, since the heavenly have not been revealed
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The psalmist implies that he will not be able to
praise God, or at least not with uprightness of heart,
until he learns God's righteous judgments. There
would be something missing from His worship of
God as long as he was minus an understanding of
God's decision-making rationales, especially with regard to rewards and punishments: for that is what
God's judgments are.
There is a scales, as it were, in which God weighs
all His activities. God's righteousness guides Him to
look discerningly at His relationship to His creation.
He must deal with each man in each situation correctly. So He must do with angels. This is not because He is meticulous or nosy, but, again, because
He is righteous.
This obligation on God's part has an answering obligation on our parts. We should feel drawn to know
the basis for God's apportioning of rewards, be they
for good or for evil. Note the psalmist’s in the verse
in the box above.
Of course, God's rewards are not simple to discern. His apportioning of pleasant surroundings to a
man does not mean that he approves of that man.
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His assigning of horrors, as with Job, does not denote
disapproval (on other occasions it may). The very
complexity of God's ways, then, invites deep scrutiny.
But the psalmist is sure that he will praise God
with a purified heart when he comprehends why God
doles out providences as He does.
This does not mean he expects to catch, for instance, first time around, what's going on with a Job.
It merely means that he will understand God's general principles so that he will be able to say, "The
possible reasons laid out in Scriptures for this kind of
affliction being assigned to a man are a), b), or c)."
Especially observe by our Psalm verse that this understanding will drive a man to praise God.
Large segments of the Church in our day do not
even attribute affliction to God. Yet they claim to
have cornered the market on praising God.
Our verse today assures us that there is no true
praise of God where there is misunderstanding of His
judgments. We can praise the god in our own imagination by our own standards for his behavior, but the
Christian praises the God who reveals Himself as He
is. The true Christian comes to realize that there
could be no other God who would be truly God. Any
God who catered to our sentimental appetites would
be on a level with the creature. A God who is truly
creator and ruler of what He made must be higher
than that. He must deal in true righteousness, but not
according to our immediate frame of reference. It
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in you is darkness, how great is the darkness!

Your "body" = the whole you.
So we see that ‘how you see is what you are’.
We also see how important our view of other people
is. All our perceptions are coming from one set of
'eyes'. Our view of God is coming from the same spiritual source as our view of people (the source being
ourselves). If we despise people, we cannot be exalting God. All our perceptions stand or fall together.
Hopefully, this is scary stuff for us doctrinally astute
folk who are all about 'standards'.
Hopefully, it's scary stuff for any among us who
'look down our noses' at any other group or individual.
If our eye is "sound" (Greek, "folded together, unified"), a correct theology (view of God) causes a low
self-esteem (view of self: "I'm a sinner") and thus, a
compassionate view of others.
If our eye is "evil" (Greek root word, "toil", implying that our vision is strained from being inconsistent),
we start with a wrong view of God, must therefore justify ourselves in our own view, and hence cannot
rightly relate to others either.
Yes, when we go to the spiritual eye doctor, we end
up on the table for a transplant, eyes and all. (Does
that spiritual pancreas come in any other shade?)

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 are all listed on second page of this devotion, one turn
back.
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Our perception becomes our personal standard. God
says that whatever measuring stick we hold up to others, He will hold it up to us. How we look at others
will be how God 'looks' at us. Therefore, our various
perceptions are extremely important.
Here is an example of how all our perceptions work
together:
Luke 18:11 The Pharisee stood and prayed within
himself in this way: God, I thank You that I am not as
other men are, extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or
even like this tax-collector.

Here we see the Pharisee's self-perception1: he is a
righteous man. We see his other-perception2: others
(at least some of them) are his inferiors. We can glean
something of his self-perception through others3: he is
confident that most others thought him good. His
other-perception through himself4 is probably little
concerned with how the tax-collector regards his (the
Pharisee's) outlook; the Pharisee is only concerned that
his own self-evaluation is correct.
The Pharisee's God-perception5 is that God sets certain standards which men must meet. The Pharisee's
God-inspection6, then, sees God approving of him for
meeting that standard.
Jesus is letting us know that the Pharisee's perceptions are all askew. He sees everything wrongly. This
is in keeping with Jesus' teaching:

almost certainly has to take a deeper look for us to
grasp if it is indeed a work of God.
Let us ask it accusingly, looking at our verse. In
what way has my ignorance of God's judgments made
my praise of Him insufficient?

Devotion 2

John 14:6
Jesus said to him,
I am the Way, and the Truth, and the Life.
No one comes to the Father except through Me.

How could Jesus say He was the Truth?
It would be one thing to say that His life was the
highest embodiment of truth, or that of all men He
knew truth the best; but He said He Himself was the
Truth. Does this even make sense?
How can an abstract quality- like beauty, purpose,
or morality- find its complete definition in a person?
We might hear a man say that the woman he loves
is beauty itself; but we don't take him to mean that
she is the source of all other beauty in the Universe.
He is using hyperbole: exaggeration to make a point.

Matthew 6:22, 23 The lamp of the body is the eye.
Then if your eye is sound, all your body is light. But if
your eye is evil, all your body is dark. If, then, the light

Is Jesus using hyperbole?
Considering the remainder of His sentence, the answer to this question must be no. To say that no one
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can come to the Father except through Him certainly
places the highest possible meaning on His claim.
He is saying that He is THE Truth.
So how can a person be the truth?
The heart of the answer lies in this question:
Which came first- the quality Truth, or the person
God?
The way many people, even Christians, think of
God, Truth must be the prior element. Perhaps it did
not exist before God, but its existence was always
required. God had to adopt Truth as a standard or
His works would have no yardstick for measurement.
Or some think of God as the grand Neutrality.
Right and wrong, truth and falsehood- these distinctions are beneath the great God. But His creature
man couldn't get along very well without some
guidelines, so Truth was adopted along with other
steering regulations for our sakes.
The fact that Jesus claimed to be the embodiment of Truth is proof enough that
truth did not exist in any form prior to God.
But neither did Truth come separately, as it were,
from God. God is who He is. He did not 'choose'
Truth, so to speak, as an attribute. But neither did
His attributes 'force' themselves on Him. God is who
He is, who He was before, and who He always will
be. Truth has always been a natural part of God.
All this to say that Truth receives its definition
FROM its natural, eternal residence in God.
Also, God does not say. "This is the definition of
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the same original; but my particular mixture of joys
and sorrows is mine alone.
Each of us has six different kinds of perception from
our little lookout turrets. These make up our participation in all that is around us and within us.
We each have:
1) Self-perception. That is how we perceive ourselves.
2) Other-perception. That is how we perceive others.
3) Self-perception through others. That is how we
think others perceive us.
4) Other-perception through ourselves. That is how
we imagine others think we perceive them.
5) God-perception. That is how we perceive God.
6) God-inspection. That is how we think God considers us.
God's actual inspection of us uses ALL the other
means of our perception AND searches beyond them:
Proverbs 20:27 The spirit of man is the lamp of Yahweh, searching all the inward parts of the belly.

God uses all our kinds of perception to search us
out. It doesn't matter whether we consciously include
Him in the process or not. In fact, we cannot include
Him to the actual extent of His inspection; His gaze is
too deep and comprehensive for that.
God's use of our perception to search us is why Jesus could say:
Matthew 7:2 For with whatever judgment you judge,
you shall be judged; and with whatever measure you
measure out, it shall be measured to you again.
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Strangely, in our day, the gift of tongues is clamored
after again. The church has had no inordinate desire
for the gift for nearly two thousand years after the Corinthians' misjudgment. Now the same mistake is being made. But the Holy Spirit is still distributing gifts
as He wills, not universally. (Does the modern gift
even match the Biblical description?)
The gift of tongues, though a great gift, is still lowest in the overall list of gifts. And not all the gifts put
together equal one ounce of the spiritual fruit, love (1
Corinthians 13). The craving for tongues brought that
rebuke from Paul, too.
* That is, chapter in our Bibles; chapter divisions were added
much later. All Bible books were written without chapter divi-

Truth for Me, but this other is the definition of Truth
for you."
Truth is Truth BECAUSE God is God, not the
other way around.
Jesus was therefore definitely claiming to be God
(a major theme of John's gospel) by saying He was
the Truth.
This, by the way, places Truth alongside Love as
an abstract quality which finds its definition in God
("God is love"). We can certainly add, based on Jesus' claim, "God is Truth."
So a person can be Truth if that person is God.

sions or even paragraphs.

Devotion 6

Proverbs 14:10
The heart knows its own bitterness,
and a stranger does not share in its joy.

We are each looking out from our own isolated fortress into the wide world around us, including the domains of others. Their castles are as impenetrable to us
as ours is to them. Each man's experience is truly his
alone. Others may go through essentially what I go
through, for "human" is stamped on each of us from
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Truth, therefore, is personal. Nothing in the Universe can escape being a personal matter, because it
all relates to God, and God is personal (not merely a
force, mechanism, or law, but a being making
choices, deciding for or against, and feeling those decisions).
Do you relate to Truth personally?
Do you relate to God personally?
If not, you are creating a false footing in relating to
either one. You cannot stand.
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Devotion 3

Philippians 4:4
Rejoice in the Lord always.
Again I say, Rejoice!

Here we have a Biblical command to by joyful.
Joy is a positive state of mind. If we are defeated
or depressed, we cannot be joyful. Worry, fear, bitterness, envy, lust, greed: these all defuse joy.
Joy is a fruit/product of the Spirit:
Gal 5:22 But the fruit of the Spirit is: love, joy,
peace, long-suffering, kindness, goodness, faith,
meekness, self-control.

The 'opposite' of the Spirit's produce is the works
of the flesh:
Gal 5:19 - 21 Now the works of the flesh are obvious:
sexual immorality, impurity, promiscuity, idolatry,
witchcraft, hatred, rivalry, jealously, outbursts of anger, quarrels, conflicts, factions, envy, murder,
drunkenness, wild partying, and things like that.

The works of the flesh squash Love as easily as
they squash Joy.
Joy being a fruit of the Spirit means that the Holy
Spirit, God, must produce it. The lack of this
production is Him leaving us to ourselves,
leaving us in our sin. We cannot afford to look
at joy or other aspects of the Spirit's produce as optional matters. If we are Christians, we must have
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tongues might not have been doing so by the Holy
Spirit. Since, apparently, quite a few of the Corinthians were speaking in tongues, Paul implies that the
Holy Spirit had certainly not distributed the gift that
widely. Additionally, Paul put tongues last on a list of
order of importance:
1 Corinthians 12:28 And God has appointed in the
church first apostles, second prophets, third teachers,
then miracles, then gifts of healing, helping, administrating, and various kinds of tongues.

A big hubbub about tongues, then, was out of place,
at least compared to other gifts.
But the real point is that Paul's wish for the Corinthians to have a gift did not equate to God's will for
them having it. Listen to what Paul had said earlier
about the 'gift' of celibacy (not a spiritual gift, but still
a gift or ability from God which some are given and
others aren't, according to the same verse below):
1 Corinthians 7:7 I wish that all were as I myself am.
But each has his own gift from God, one of one kind
and one of another.

So Paul said the exact same thing about celibacy as
he did about tongues. He wished that all the Corinthians, or at least all of them who wanted it, could have
it. But does that mean that he really thought that they
could or should have it? No. He was merely acknowledging that all God's gifts were great blessings, and, if
bestowed, would be a great benefit. Paul could only
leave the bestowing of it in God's hands, though.
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Devotion 5

1 Corinthians 14:5
Now I wish you all spoke in tongues,
but even more that you should prophesy;
for he who prophesies
is greater than he who speaks in tongues,
unless he interprets,
so that the church may receive edification.

Paul said that he wished that all the Corinthian
Christians had the gift of tongues.
Why would Paul wish that? When we think about it,
that is a rather strange wish. He had taken a whole
chapter earlier* to say that no one could have a spiritual gift just for the asking:
1 Corinthians 12:18 But now God set the members,
each one of them, in the body, even as He desired.

The Holy Spirit distributes the various spiritual gifts
as He wills. He does not consult us first. He does not
confirm with us afterwards. He knows what gift we
need to fit us beautifully into the Body of Christ.
The Corinthians apparently had an overblown esteem for the gift of tongues. Paul spends most of 1 Corinthians 14 showing them the superiority of the gift of
prophecy because of its ability to instruct the church.
So, again, why would he say he wished they could
all speak with tongues?
For one thing, there is a mild rebuke implied. He is
implying that some of the Corinthians speaking in
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joy.
So what stands in the way of my joy?
We have seen a general answer above in the works
of the flesh, any aspect of which can take a vibrant
joy and strip its vitality, can take an existing joy and
mute it, can take a declining joy and snuff it out.
But just as easily, our lack of joy can be A SIMPLE
LACK OF OBEDIENCE. Notice again that we are commanded to be joyful. That means that I am to see to
it that I am joyful. If I do not see to it, I am being
disobedient.
One might say, quite legitimately, "I can't 'pump
up' my own joy any more than I can generate my
own love. Either you love or you don't. Either you
have joy or you don't. You can't just will it."
True, we are assuming an initial deposit of love
from God into us:
Rom 5:5 ...the love of God has been poured out in
our hearts through the Holy Spirit given to us;

So if I have love, am born again, and I want to
'prime the pump' of my love for God, what should I
think of? I should think of His love for me. The
demonstration of His love at the cross would be most
appropriate.
If I want to 'prime the pump' of my joy, then, what
should I do? Joy flows naturally from our love of
God. For further inducements of joy, we could think
of one or more of God's many benefits towards us,
physical or spiritual. (See Psalm 31:7, for instance)
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Is it even legitimate to prime my pump thus? Isn't
that artificial, fake? No, consider David's example:
1 Samuel 30:6 And David was greatly distressed, for
the people said to stone him. For the soul of the people was bitter, each for his sons and for his daughters.
And David made himself strong in Yahweh his God.

David didn't 'go with the flow' of his distress. He
fought it.
For some of us, it is a daily struggle- maybe a
tooth and nail struggle- to gain joy.
Suffice it to say, the prize is worth the combat: not
only the possession of joy itself (prize of prizes!), but
the prize of a good conscience for obeying God.

Does this imply any particular mode of worship?
No, though it does imply the willingness and ability to
do whatever God tells me to do in worship. There are
a variety of worship modes recorded and exhorted in
the Bible. Apparently, not all of them are in use every
time we worship privately. The one consistent factor is
a true worshiper being deeply affected, not superficial
in his worship.
Does being overcome by the Holy Spirit imply any
particular mode of living? Yes, it means that I am not
out 'on loan' to God during worship times only. It
means that I belong to Him all the time in all that I do.
The main test for whether or not "all that is within me"
is blessing God's holy name is whether I do so ‘all the
time’: Has God bought me or just 'rented' me?**
Jesus said that all His people are overcomers:

Devotion 4

Psalm 90:5, 6
You carry them* away as with a flood;
they are as a sleep; in the morning
they are like grass which grows up.
In the morning it sprouts and shoots up;
in the evening it is cut down, and dries up.

Revelation 3:5 The one overcoming, this one shall be
clothed in white garments, and I will not at all blot his
name out of the Book of Life; and I will acknowledge
his name before My Father, and before His angels.

Adding that to what we already said: an overcomer
is someone who has been overcome.
Have you been overcome?

Grass gets cut because it is 'stuck up'.
Above is a verse which says God cuts down *the
wicked like grass. It is correct to say that the wicked
are 'stuck up' in the sense of being conceited. It is
that same conceit which attracts God's unfavorable
attention:
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Prove it, for, as we have said, it is ongoing: a
“living” (and therefore enduring) sacrifice.
** God obviously does not really rent

anybody. That is just the

way false Christians manifest the relationship.
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loving. But He loved us even when we weren't worthy. Because of His grace, He loves us now, in spite of
who we still are. Additionally:

Psalm 31:23 Love the LORD, all you his saints! The
LORD preserves the faithful but abundantly repays
the one who acts in pride.

John 16:26, 27 At that day you will ask in My name;
and I do not say to you that I will pray to the Father
for you, for the Father Himself loves you, because
you have loved Me and have believed that I came out
from God.

The truth that God reacts negatively towards pride
remains so when He is dealing with His own:

"Jesus loves me; this I know." And so I love Him.
And so the Father loves me, and so does the Spirit
(Rom. 5:5).

Devotion 4

Psalm 103:1
Bless, O my soul, Yahweh,
And all my inward parts*His Holy Name.

*"All in the midst of me" or "all that is within me" is
supposed to bless Yahweh's name.
Psalm 103:1 is an exhortation. It is an exhortation
to self. I am telling me to bless God, to give Him
praise.
All that is inside me needs to respond to God.
Well, then, if all that is inside me responds to God,
all the outer me will be affected as well.
I must be overcome. The Holy Spirit must overcome me.
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1 Peter 5:5 ... Clothe yourselves, all of you, with humility toward one another, for "God opposes the
proud but gives grace to the humble."

Peter makes it plain that if we as Christians forsake humility and let our natural arrogance reign,
God will oppose us. He will send factors into our
lives to obstruct us until we regain wisdom and its
humility.
Are you stuck up? Do you think too highly of
yourself?
Perhaps you are MERELY NEGLECTING TO THINK
LESS OF YOURSELF IN RELATION TO OTHERS. This is
neglecting humility. According to Peter, that's all it
takes to be proud.
If you are stuck up, there's only one thing that can
happen. You gotta be mowed down!
If you are experiencing trials or frustrations that
seem like a lawn mower blade buzzing around your
head, you may be receiving reminders to duck: bow
before God and, while you are there, stay bowed to
serve your brothers. Then you will be humble. Then
you will not be grass that is 'stuck up', needing to be
cut down.
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Devotion 5

Romans 3:23
for all have sinned,
and come short of the glory of God

The above verse is often used in witnessing situations. It is used to bring the listener into agreement
with the fact that he is a sinner, thus someone needing salvation.
When the question is asked, "Do you realize you're
a sinner?" the respondent is likely to say Yes. The
witnesser therefore assumes that it is appropriate to
make the offer of the Gospel, of Christ's sacrifice
taking care of the man's sin problem before God.
Now the respondent may well have understood the
definition of "sinner" as sin in relation to God: that
his sin is against God. In that case, even a very immature concept of his sin may accompany a path to
true salvation.
But there are other definitions of "sin" and
"sinner" which, because they are not in reference to
God, could place the respondent's subsequent reception of Christ in a different category than a saving
one.
One incorrect understanding of sin in men's minds
is simply this: Sin = a mistake that has brought them
regret. They assume that it is sin as they have perceived it which makes them sinners. Sin to them is,
practically, where they have let themselves down.
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ner. So our little Christian maxim doesn't stand the test
of Scriptures. (You could also look at Ps. 10:3; Lev.
20:23; Prov. 6:19; Hos. 9:15; Matt 7:23)
Therefore, if God loves me, it is special. He doesn't
just love everybody automatically.
However, there's more to it than that.
God's love for me is actually a better love in that it is
a love He has for all His children (though only His
children). When God calls us as one among many
whom He loves, He is teaching us that our own love is
to be shared. If I had God all to myself, I would become selfish. I would also have cause to wonder about
His love if He loved solely me.
The only question I need to answer is whether Jesus
does love me individually. The answer to this, if I am
born again like Paul, is certainly yes:
Galatians 2:20 ... And that life I now live in the flesh,
I live by faith toward the Son of God, who loved me
and gave Himself on my behalf.

Notice that Paul doesn't say "who loved US"; he
says "who loved ME." Paul knew that Jesus loved others too, but he was comfortable saying that Jesus loved
him personally.
We should have the same comfort.
It's not just Jesus' job to love us. He loves us by
choice.
He doesn't love us because of who we were, but because of His own choice: that is, because of His own
work He's doing and will complete in us. He is making us something good, something really worthy of
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* This does not assume that someone who says he loves Jesus
is automatically born again. Some are in love with "another Jesus" (2 Cor. 11:4). Some are in love with a feeling, not the person
Christ Himself.

Devotion 3

Revelation 1:5
...To Him who loved us
and washed us from our sins
in His own blood

"Jesus loves me, this I know."
But many a Christian has a hard time relating to the
fact that Jesus loves him personally.
Why is that?
Christians have the idea that it's Jesus' JOB to love
everybody, so to speak. In other words, Jesus loves
everybody automatically, no matter what; therefore, it's
nothing that special if He loves me too.
Well, in the first place, does Jesus love everyone
automatically?
Not if He's the Yahweh of the Old Testament:

They may therefore regard Christ's salvation as a
way of erasing the consequences of their own errors.
Similar to the foregoing, and in some men's minds
added to it, is the definition of sin where they have
harmed or offended others. Now this definition is
partially in agreement with Scriptures. In terms of
the Ten Commandments, this would be a recognition
of the last five commandments. However, even then,
this recognition ignores the fact that a sin against my
neighbor is only a sin because God said not to do it.
It is dangerously easy for man to make MAN his real
reference point, even when he is seemingly in agreement with God thereby.
Similar to sin being a transgression against men
would be the concept that sin is a transgression
against society and its laws. A man might have only
as broad a standard as the society in which he lives,
perhaps including its religious expectations. He accepts that he should honor the prohibitions and values of that standard. He unwittingly assumes that
God agrees with out rules or that our rules are a close
enough approximation of His rules.

The common Christian maxim is: "God loves the
sinner but hates the sin." In the verse above, God isn't
hating iniquity, the sin, but the doer of iniquity, the sin-

The most dangerous deception is one in which sin
is a sin against God, but not against the God
of Scriptures. In terms of the previous mistaken
concepts- men may hold them and simply count them
as acceptable to God. In terms of misunderstood
Scriptures, if men incorrectly define sin, what are
they thinking Christ died for?
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Psalm 5:5 The foolish shall not stand in Your sight.
You hate all doers of iniquity.

Even the most accurate concepts of sin will be incomplete to some degree, unable to think of all the
hundreds of commands he has disobeyed at once, but
some concepts will actually oppose Scriptural definitions. Just as First John warns of damnation for a
wrong doctrine of Christ and Galatians warns of
damnation for a wrong doctrine of justification, so a
faulty notion of sin can easily send men looking to a
false savior or salvation.

of spiritual renewal.
Peter, in effect, gives us one test similar to John's
three. He simply informs us that a Christian loves Jesus and glories in Him exceedingly.

My concept of "sin" and "sinner" must convince
me that I have offended THE one and only God, the
God of Scriptures, by
 Neglecting His presence
 Breaking His laws
 Offending His person, and
 Justifying myself in the process,
and that I am therefore worthy of death, that I am
dead spiritually, and that I am headed for eternal
death apart from God.

Many professing Christians would be stopped in
their tracks by this simple test. Of course a Christian
must love Christ. It almost surpasses the obvious. Yet
very many professing Christians could not say that
they loved Jesus.*
Why would many professing Christians fail this test
in our day? Because we have come to define conversion in terms of a set of beliefs, or even just a single
confession, that Jesus Christ is Savior.
What has this approach to conversion done? It has
effectively bypassed a personal approach to Christ. As
much as we hear about "a personal relationship with
Christ," in fact, nothing is done to actually establish
such a relationship. We are left to assume that confessing Him as Savior establishes a personal relationship
with Him. If this personal relationship can be judged
by time in prayer and zeal in prayer, Christ is known
and loved personally by very few.

The goal here is not to create a detailed checklist
to mark off in our witnessing. It is to make a general
point: that we must not assume that when we have
brought someone into agreement with the fact that he
is a sinner that we have therefore necessarily prepared him for reception of Christ and His salvation.
We must keep in mind, identify, and refute any of the
possible substitute definitions of sin. Gospel
'salesmanship' generally hurries the process too
much, assumes too much, and leaves many comforted reprobates in its wake.
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Think about it. Who would object to the legitimacy
of such a test?
"Are you a Christian?"
"Yes."
"So then you love Jesus?"

Do you love Jesus?
Of course, even a true Christian will be convicted by
the question; but many false professors of faith will be
immediately exposed by it.
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if one person over another is a Christian? Perhaps you
have thought this yourself. We have tangled ourselves
up with foolish definitions which avoid Biblical content, so we make the reality of a person's regeneration a
mystery.
The Bible approaches the matter nearly opposite.
John in First John leaves little room for subjective error in defining absolutely who is and who isn't a Christian. He gives three tests, in this order, beginning in
chapter two:
1) The obedience test: do we keep Christ's commandments?
2) The love test: do we love other Christians? and
3) The doctrine test: do we hold the essential teachings of Scriptures?
The doctrinal test John uses is Christology: the correct teaching concerning Christ (His human nature +
His Divine nature serving as the foundation for His
work of redemption).
John gives these three tests in chapter two, then repeats them in a different way in chapters three and
four. In the latter part of chapter four, he gives the love
test again. Then in chapter five, he begins mingling
the three tests and equating them to one another.
Throughout, he assures us that anyone failing to keep
Christ's commands, to love his brother, or to believe
correctly is not born of God. Any person can be
tested.
tested John leaves the matter as no mystery at all.
He even speaks of a group of people who had been part
of their assembly who had left (2:19), saying their failure of the doctrinal test (2:22)had proved their absence
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Devotion 6

Psalm 119:73
Your hands made me and established me;
give me discernment
that I may learn Your Commands.

Commandments are not popular among Christians
today. Commandments apparently reveal a
rigid side of God we're not exactly comfortable
with; especially so when we think of Him primarily
as a loving God. A loving God would supposedly
not fixate on minute details and ‘have-to’s’.
The psalmist evidently has quite a different view
of God and His commandments:
Psalm 119:47 And I will delight myself in Your Commandments, which I have loved.
Psalm 119:48 And I will lift up my hands to Your
Commandments which I have loved; and I will think
on Your Precepts.

God's commandments
commandments, correctly understood,
reveal His wondrous being as much and as well
as His love does.
So, between modern opinion and the inspired
psalmist, which attitude should I adopt? Unfortunately, given the nature of the ‘spirit of the age’ in
any generation, if I have not deliberately preferred
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the psalmist’s viewpoint, I am certainly captive to
the prevailing antinomian (against Law/commands)
spirit.
The only cure is to assume I am infected and embrace the psalmist’s words as medicine. God, give
me a command! Give me all Your commands!
Commands, for a short list of benefits:
1) tell me that there is a God;
2) show me that God has a definite character;
3) give me purpose, direction, and stability in my
life;
4) give me deep, sincerely felt humility for my utter
sinfulness;
5) give me a firm basis for confidence in prayer.*


1 John 3:22 And whatever we ask, we receive
from Him, because we keep His commandments, and we do the things pleasing before Him.

* Going one step further, God’s wrath reveals His wondrous being as much as His love does also. In the afterlife, imagine being awed as deeply by God's righteous
wrath against sin as by His love. How could His wrath
being any less a part of Him or any less glorious? Why
am I not glorying in it now?
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tance by God:
Matthew 5:45 ... Because He causes the sun to rise
on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the just
and unjust.

You will either bless Yahweh and His Christ with
your soul, or you will bless your own soul.* There are
many ways idolaters bless their own souls, but it is the
blessing of ourselves which clearly marks us as idolaters: idolaters whom God will not bless with the blessings of Christ.
*

Though for many men, their power to bless turns to cursing
when they become sufficiently frustrated or disappointed. But
whether blessing or cursing, their power is assumed to themselves, not ascribed to God.

Devotion 2

1 Peter 1:7, 8
...Jesus Christ.
Though you have not seen Him, you love Him.
Though you do not now see Him,
you believe in Him and rejoice with joy
that is inexpressible and filled with glory

Christian humility in the Savior's presence is always
struck with love.
Peter says that not only do we love Jesus, but we
have a 'glorified joy beyond words' in Him.
Have you ever heard that there's really no way to tell
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ship. All men bless one or the other:
Romans 1:25 who changed the truth of God into the
lie, and worshiped and served the created thing more
than the Creator, who is blessed forever. Amen.

Notice that Paul only accuses us of worshiping the
created thing more than the Creator. We may say,
"God has been good to me" and thank Him, yet we
may still use what He has given us in an idolatrous
way.
Notice also that in Romans 1:25 the phrase is
"worshiped and served." Most men can deceive themselves into thinking that they honor the true God in
their own way, but very few can deny what they actually serve with their lives. True worship of God only
exists when we serve Him alone.
Lip service to God, complete with songs and
prayers, means nothing if we are not serving Him with
our lives. Spirit-led songs and prayers are merely the
dedication of the whole life to God; otherwise, our
songs and prayers are only hypocrisy, no matter how
deeply we feel about God when we sing, pray, or worship.
It is all too easy to bless God in the religion
segment of our lives but bless Ourselves in
the rest of our lives. In that case, we are only using God as a means to bless ourselves. Those who use
other people for their own advantage are certainly
cads. Those who use God are both cads and fools, for
God is not taken in by our flattery. We may believe
that the blessings of this life are signs of His favor, but
earthly blessings do not necessarily connote our accep262

Devotion 7

Psalm 101:2
I will behave myself wisely in a complete way.
O when will You come to me?

Notice the connection between the psalmist's
declaration and his question. He declares that he
will act wisely in walking the path of Christian maturity; then he asks when God will come to him.
What is the connection between this declaration
and this question?
It is this: When we determine to do right,
THEN we feel the greatest need for God's presence
and assistance
assistance.
Have you ever made this declaration before God
in prayer? "O God, I pledge myself to do right!" If
you have made this promise sincerely, a childlike
attitude should have accompanied it. This childlike
spirit will feel- and following the psalmist's pattern
will put into words- the accompanying need for
God.
If our sense of need for God is lacking- generally, but in prayer especially- perhaps we are not
'priming the pump' properly. We put ourselves in a
'catch-22' situation (a goal that cannot be reached
because a condition for its fulfillment defeats the
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goal itself) by feeling that declaring our intention to do good is not child-like, but childish.
Or, worse, we feel it is self-righteous.
What needs adjusting: our attitude about such a
declaration, or the psalmist's words we are considering today?

Devotion 1

Psalm 49:18
For in his life he blessed his soul;
yea, men praise you
when you do well for yourself.

The psalmist is talking about the rich. The two
verses preceding the one quoted above inform us of
this:
Psalm 49:16, 17 Do not be afraid when one becomes
rich, when the glory of his house increases; for when
he dies he shall take nothing; his glory shall not go
down after him.

We're focusing today on the fact that the rich man
blesses his own soul.
This word for blessing is the same word used for our
blessing of God in praise of Him:
Psalm 16:7 I will bless Yahweh, who counseled me.
My reins also teach me in the nights.

So a contrast is immediately apparent. We will either bless the Lord in this life, or else we will bless our
own souls. Then, what we bless in this life will reap
its proper harvest in the next life, as the psalmist continues of the rich man in Psalm 49:
Psalm 49:19 He shall go to the generation of his fathers; they shall not see light forever.
H-3
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There are two basic objects of blessing in the world.
To bless one is idolatry, to bless the other is true wor261
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It is just as easy today for Christians to bypass God's
righteousness. The moment we fall in love with our own
righteousness,* we possess almost infinite craft to mold a
counterfeit Christianity which caters to our selfrighteousness. There are plenty of existing groups of apostate churches who will facilitate this appetite.
Most of the New Testament epistles were written to
churches who were adding various elements to Christ and
His death, thus nullifying Christ and His death. They were
already falling prey to various forms of self-righteousness.
There is no easy, one-step process for detecting this kind
of self-righteousness. Again, behold Paul's complex arguments in all the corrective epistles.
More importantly, one factor which indicates that we
have come to an end of our own righteousness is when our
own goodness before God sickens us. The only way that
this disgust remains sincere is by our continued suspicion
of our own spirits. "Ah, look how easily I take credit for
good! Look how satisfied I am by my own efforts! Look
how slow I am to give God the glory."
We are properly suspicious of outward forms of religion
because of how easily they can be corrupted, but we should
distrust our own hearts in the worship of God far more.
A final and necessary indicator of possessing God's
righteousness is humility towards others. Once we see
"worm" when we see self, we can no longer step on others,
but only behold others as better than ourselves.

* This actually happens at conception, being part of our sin nature,
though we only experience specific religious manifestations of it when
we’ve attached enough words to our spirits.
H-5
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Devotion 1

Psalm 101:2

I will walk within my house
with a matured heart.

Where will I walk? Within my house. How? With
a complete heart. This declaration the psalmist makes
before God.
He shows determination: "I will walk." But he is
also showing humility, because he acknowledges that
he lacks the desire to naturally choose right without
this added determination.
He shows focus: "within my house." How many
moral resolutions go awry because we don't specify
where to put them? It is all very well to resolve that
we shall be kinder to our neighbors, but when someone
actually irritates us, our resolution doesn't come to
mind. We didn't envision this type of situation because
our resolution was too general.
It is impossible to overemphasize the fact that
HOME is where our holiness is chiefly tested.
If Jesus wasn't holy at home, He was not a sinless savior.
We must know our boundaries. In this verse, we are
not called to regard the world in a holy fashion; we are
called to walk in our homes in a holy fashion. Christians are some of the ugliest people in the world because we conveniently apply God's principles to everywhere abroad, and nowhere near at hand, especially nowhere in our house.
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Proverbs 27:8 As a bird that wanders from her nest,
so is a man who wanders from his place.

Devotion 7

Sense of place is very important for holy life on
earth. If we don't know where 'headquarters' is, we're
basically lost. And- get a clue, headquarters isn't 'out
there'.

Brethren, my heart's desire
and prayer to God for Israel is,
that they may be saved.
For I bear them testimony
that they have a zeal for God,
but not according to knowledge.

Proverbs 17:24 Wisdom is before him who has understanding, but the eyes of a fool are in the ENDS OF
THE EARTH.

Again, it's much easier to focus our grand ideals on
faraway places and people. They don't pose any challenge to our daily ability to withstand strain.
Job 1:7 And Yahweh said to Satan, From where do
you come? Then Satan answered Yahweh and said,
From going to and fro in the earth, and from walking
up and down in it.

Satan lost his place. Now he makes everybody else
his business. Hmmm, sounds like some of the 'model
Christians' around:
Psalm 73:9 They set their mouth against the heavens, and their tongue walks through the earth.

Busybodies are simply the ultimate extension of refusing to take responsibility for what is right before us,
preferring the easier dominion of gossip.
On the other end of the grandiose speech spectrum
are those who can talk up a holiness hurricane but
whose lives barely cause the stir of a devout draft.
So how far astray from home are you?
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Romans 10:1, 2

Zeal for God is the highest human endeavor.
Yet, according to Paul in the verse above, zeal for God is
worth nothing at all if it is ill informed.
The Jews had an ardent desire to serve God, but they did
not know who God was. Particularly, they did not know
the righteousness of God.
Now what's so hard about knowing the righteousness of
God? The problem comes in claiming our OWN righteousness as a righteousness which pleases God:
Romans 10:3, 4 For, being ignorant of the righteousness
that comes from God, and seeking to establish their own,
they did not submit to God's righteousness. For Christ is
the end of the Law for righteousness to everyone who believes.

The very Old Covenant Law the Jews were trying to
keep testified clearly that they could not keep it and that
they needed an appointed sacrifice for their Law-breaking:
Isaiah 59:15, 16 Yea, truth fails; and he who departs from
evil makes himself a prey. And Yahweh saw, and it displeased Him that there was no justice. And He saw that
there was no man, and wondered that there was no intercessor. Therefore His own arm brought salvation to Him;
and His righteousness sustained Him.
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Those who didn't go liberal previously may be lining up
for the second stage of captivity, like the one Jerusalem experienced at Nebuchadnezzar's hand. The Church today
may be developing such a detailed (not meaning accurate)
counterfeit of true Christianity that it will be as impossible
for us to repent of it as it was for the Jews to do in
Jeremiah's day.
The Church may still have some of her true identity left
in our day. The further we transform into the counterfeit (=
doesn't match the Biblical model), though, the harder it is
to recognize the counterfeit in ourselves.
Denominations have fizzled out and been assimilated
back into the world, keeping their Christianity in name
only. God raises up new works to replace defunct ones.
God sometimes does what seems even harder: revitalizing
a dormant church and bringing it back from captivity. For
Israel, what came back from captivity was pretty much new
blood. The old had died off (after 70 years in Babylon).
The Reformers tried to retain as much as possible of
what was good in the decayed Catholic church, for instance.
Not much was reclaimed. As for the whole: nothing.
What's for saving today?

Devotion 2

Psalm 101:5
Whoever secretly slanders his neighbor,
I will remove him;
I will not endure him who has
a high look and a proud heart.

King David wrote these words as a testimony to God's
standards which he as king intended to uphold in his
kingdom.
Jesus read these words and understood them of Himself as the fulfillment of the promises made to David's
heir, Messiah. Jesus would eventually be empowered by
His Father to cast out of His kingdom all things which
offend.
Observe the criteria Jesus uses to determine whom He
will remove and whom He will not tolerate. One of them
is an activity carried out in secret. David would have
had to wait until the poisonous bite of gossip had already
wounded someone before he could trace down the offender and enforce justice. Jesus knows our secret intentions even before we whisper someone name.
The other criterion has to do with a high look linked to
a proud heart: still a very subtle indicator. The superior
attitude in the eyes would have been all David had to discover a secretly proud heart. Jesus, again, reads our
hearts fully every moment.
The criteria are very subtle, but the consequences for
them are not. When David removed someone from Israel, that person was banished. He could also remove
someone altogether by execution. When Jesus removes
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someone, that person will be separated from God and
His people eternally.
HOWEVER, Christ's winnowing work goes on even
now undetected.
What is winnowing? It is a means of separating
chaff from grain. On a breezy hillside, you can throw
the crushed grain into the air, and the lighter chaff will
blow to the side to become the garbage pile; the heavier grain will fall back down to be kept. In the absence
of a breeze, a winnowing fan can be used. Concerning
Jesus' use of winnowing, John the baptizer said:
Luke 3:17 whose sifting* fan is in His hand; and He
will fully purge His threshing-floor, and will gather
the wheat into His storehouse, but the chaff He will
burn up with fire that cannot be put out.

Jesus' *winnowing [same as sifting] fan was in His
hand while He was on earth! No one saw Him fanning it; in fact, no one saw a fan, for it was not a literal
fan. But everything Jesus did and said as Messiah
tested men's hearts. Every way men responded then
and are responding now tells whether men are chaff or
wheat.
Some will think it a monstrous injustice that they
were being evaluated secretly but will be judged for it
openly. They are the same people who will think that
the rest of Jesus’ criteria for judgment is unfair too.
They may think He shouldn't have said "No adultery"
as long as the couple truly loved one another. That's
why they don't want their subtle secrets judged: because they are in basic disagreement with the criteria.
How about you? Does Jesus have your 'permission'
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having lived under enemy occupation in their own land
several times. Paul was not suggesting that the Colossians would be militarily/politically/geographically oppressed that way again. He was talking about spiritual
captivity. But by using war and captivity terminology,
he definitely draws our thinking to the Assyrian and
Babylonian deportations in the Old Testament.
Obviously, the Church can be led away captive. Being exhorted to avoid it means that it is possible.
What's more, the Colossian church was already headed
for captivity. If they didn't change, that's where they
would end up. That's why Paul wrote the letter to
them.
So now we'd like to know: how imminent might a
captivity be for today's Church or some segment
thereof?
Consider this. Captivity itself is raw oppression.
You do the bidding of your captor.
For the Israelites, the period leading up to captivity
was a period of yearning after foreign gods and serving
them within Israel. Then came the captivity where
they got to visit and serve the idols in their native
lands!
Interestingly, we might be experiencing a two-part
captivity much like Israel did. The northern ten tribes
went into Assyrian captivity first. That may be like the
liberals who sold out nearly a century ago. They now
merely echo the status quo from the world using
Church terminology. They are completely in bondage
and do only the world's bidding.
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out of the shadow of the Almighty.
Hoping in the Lord means always knowing He is the
one in control, not the circumstances/people sniping at
our heals (and feeling controlling).
A major goal of morning prayer is to calm our spirits in God's presence and set our pace to stay with Him
the rest of the day.
We must recognize our tendency to haste in order to
curb it.

Devotion 6

Colossians 2:8
Be watching out
lest anyone will be carrying you away
as spoils of war
through philosophy and empty deception,
according to the traditions of people,
according to the rudimentary elements
of the world
and not according to Christ.

Above is a verse from the Analytical-Literal Translation.
"Carrying you away as spoils of war" is from a compound Greek word sunlagogeo, meaning "to lead away
as plunder."
Historically, Paul knew that God's people had been
led away as plunder on two major occasions, as well as
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to zero in on the secrets you tell? To observe your
heart attitude? Don’t you want Him to?
Won’t you wisely deal with your own deficient subtle areas to 'head Him off at the pass' (judging yourself
so He won't have to)?

Devotion 3

Psalm 101:3
... I have hated the deeds
of those who turn aside;
it shall not fasten upon me.

A Christian must become an anthropologist (anthros
= "man" in Greek). We must study men.
We study men to the end that we will perceive something of why the godless have turned aside from God.
The psalmist says that whatever it is that makes the
ungodly stray will not be able to fix its claws in him.
The reason is that he hates those workings. But to
hate them, he needed to know them; so he was one
who studied men.
There is no human who can escape hating. Some
have wrongly surmised that Christians are forbidden to
hate. Quite to the contrary! We are commanded to
hate:
Psalm 97:10 You who love Yahweh, hate evil. He
keeps the souls of His saints; He delivers them out of
the hand of the wicked.
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The ability to hate evil does not come naturally to
us. We naturally love evil and hate good:
John 3:19, 20 And this is the condemnation, that the
Light has come into the world, and men loved darkness rather than the Light, because their deeds were
evil. For everyone who does evil hates the Light

So it is a sure sign that we are born anew if we hate
evil and darkness.
The natural man's big problem is identifying evil.
The nature of sin is not that it claims evil to be the opposite of good (though it sometimes does that also),
but that it defines good based on personal (or human)
standards rather than God's standards.
Most men 'agree' with God's basic definition of right
and wrong; it’s just that we generally see everything in
terms of ourselves being right. Here we have to lie. A
Christian, then, has been re-wired not to lie about his
own deeds and motivations. He no longer automatically calls them good or justifies them. In fact, he
automatically suspects them. AND he changes his reference point for defining good. It is now whether
something offends God/ is against His written standards.
So the Christian sees mankind altogether differently.
Now he hates the deeds of those who reflect selfrighteousness. But he does so in a self-incriminating
way. It is the Pharisee who says, "Hmph! Glad I'm not
like them !" The Christian hates deeds of darkness because he also sees them in himself, as Isaiah did:
Isa 6:5 Then I said, Woe is me! For I am undone; for
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especially difficult ones:
Colossians 3:1 If then you were raised with Christ,
seek those things which are above, where Christ is sitting at the right hand of God. Be mindful of things
above, not on things on the earth.

The place our minds are to 'float'- actually rise by
choice- is Heaven, but not only Heaven, the person of
Jesus Christ in Heaven.
The verse in the box that Peter is quoting from
above is from Isaiah:
Isaiah 28:16 therefore so says the Lord Yahweh, Behold, I place in Zion a Stone for a foundation, a tried
Stone, a precious Cornerstone, a sure Foundation; he
who believes shall not hurry.

The sin within us is always seeking to respond to
people and circumstances around us in unbelief. When
we do not believe in God, we hurry. When we believe
in God, we do not get ahead of ourselves, our circumstances, or Him.
As long as our minds are in Heaven, we can never
be pulled into a hasty response. Dwelling with Christ
in Heaven, our minds will await His command.
What are the two main categories of HURRYING?
1) The anger category; and
2) the worry category.
Our hurrying always pulls us into one or both of
these sinful responses. Our sinful self always says either to strike out or else withdraw: either one taking us
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in a nine-item list, Gal. 5:22). Birthed by God’s good
Spirit, good people are good to others, especially those
in need.
Do you possess goodness?
Do you exemplify it? (Really just a necessary follow-on question from the previous one.)
Or do you excuse your lack of goodness as part of
your 'private religion' which is no one's business to see
(since it is not there)?

Devotion 5

1 Peter 2:6
Because of this,
it is also contained in the Scripture:
"Behold," I lay in Zion"
an elect, "precious Stone,"
"a Corner-foundation;"
"and the one believing in Him
shall not be ashamed, never!"

The one believing and hoping in Yahweh shall
never be ashamed.
Sin is the cause for shame; hence, hoping in Christ =
reserving enough of your mind and heart at all times to
'float' above the circumstances which draw our unbelieving inclination(s) into sin.
There is a specific place designated for our minds
and hearts to dwell during all earthly circumstances,
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I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of
a people of unclean lips

Strange paradox. I hate the deeds of the unclean
around me; thus those deeds do not become my habit.
I avoid the deeds because I see that in myself I have no
different inclinations than they do.

Devotion 4

Psalm 101:4
A deceptive heart shall depart from me;
I will not know* evil.

There is a cause and effect implied in this verse.
The psalmist implies that a deceptive heart will depart
from him because he refuses to be *“intimately acquainted” with evil.
When the psalmist says he will not "know" evil,
does he mean that he will not know about it? No.
That is a very common misunderstanding, both inside
the Church and out. The most common understanding
of Adam and Eve's transgression is that they became
aware of the nature of good and evil. Supposedly, up
to that point they were 'innocent': unaware of anything
being good or bad. So the Tree of the Knowledge of
Good and Evil had fruit that would awaken man from
his innocence.
In terms of our historical knowledge, this is the first
place chronologically where God really makes no
sense to us (unless we’ve already dumped the Creation
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account as senseless too). After that, we more or less
expect that He's just a mysterious guy whose methodology is beyond our fathoming. So we garner many
hazy ideas about God's words and doings. In Eden, we
see a God who tells man not to gain knowledge, but
then expects man to actually comprehend the nature of
a temptation that's telling him to do evil! Unfair to the
max! If man is to stay innocent, how can he decipher
Satan's trick?!
This is also the earliest place in the Bible where our
ignorance hurts us. We effectively block ourselves
from really expecting God to make sense, when, actually, He wasn't asking man to keep from an awareness
of good and bad at all. He was asking man to keep
from the determination of good and bad for himself.
How do we know this is true? The first time the Hebrew word for "know"/"knowledge" is used after the
Creation and Fall is this:

Matthew 5:16 above. Did Jesus perform His healings
anonymously? No.
The Pharisees did merciful deeds. They gave to the
poor, but they did it publicly to be noticed doing it.
The Pharisees knew they were supposed to be doing
good. They correctly surmised the three main Christian duties: merciful deeds, prayer, and fasting. Jesus
reinforced the necessity of these duties. But the Pharisees performed the deeds from a barrenness of spirit.
They did not understand the true nature of merciful
deeds, prayer, or fasting. They twisted the correct exercise of them because they could not comprehend the
correct motivation for them. They could not comprehend the correct motivation for them because they had
no real goodness within them. As Jesus later told
them:

Genesis 4:1 And Adam knew Eve his wife. And she
conceived and bore Cain, and said, I have gotten a
man from Yahweh.

Matthew 23:27 Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees,
hypocrites! For you are like whitewashed tombs,
which indeed appear beautiful outside, but inside they
are full of dead men's bones, and of all uncleanness.

This is not the way we use the word "know," is it?
Knowing cannot lead to reproduction for us. Hebrew
had, as part of its definition of knowledge, a deep, intimate binding with the thing known.
So when God said Adam couldn't "know" good and
evil, He meant that Adam couldn't have the same kind
of intimate acquaintance with it which God had. That
is, knowledge of morality could not originate from
man (or be spawned in man, if you will). Hence, man
had to take his understanding of right and wrong from
God
God.**

In conversion, God gives a new heart. With the new
heart comes real human goodness
goodness. From this
heart, good deeds and acceptable worship can flow.
Therefore we understand that human goodness is a
quality for which there is no adequate substitute or
look-alike. It can be improved, but only by those who
have it in the first place. The rest prefer their own
goodness to the kind God gives.
Those who possess true goodness recognize it as an
attribute of God they wish to emulate
emulate. It is
part of the fruit which the Spirit produces in them (#6
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course), drew attention to themselves when they performed service to God.
In our day, we assume that avoiding the Pharisees'
error means counting our deeds of service to God as
nothing special; that we should see any good works
carried out or external manifestations of worship as
secondary: real religion is in the heart.
Is this what Jesus was trying to teach?
No, far from it. Only a little earlier in the same discourse He said:
Matthew 5:16 Let your light so shine before men that
they may see your good works and glorify your Father
who is in Heaven.

So what's the difference between me and a Pharisee
if I let people see my good works? The difference is
that I don't do it TO BE SEEN.
Actually, good works cannot be invisible. Prayer
and fasting can be 'invisible' to others, but good works
cannot. The good works in the box at the top are, literally, "compassions." Compassion is something bestowed on someone who can't do for himself. I'm
meeting his need. There's no way to avoid having that
person see his benefactor or at least to see his deed or
its result.
Of course, you could try to do your good works
anonymously, like leaving a bag of groceries on a
needy person's doorstep. But Jesus indicates that as
long as you avoid unnecessary advertisement, it is perfectly fine for the needy person to know what you're
doing. In fact, we want the needy person to connect
us as God's children with the good work, according to
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Think about it. Eve obviously "knew" (= "could distinguish") right from wrong; otherwise she would not
have been able to explain the Tree's prohibition to the
serpent:
Genesis 3:2, 3 And the woman said to the serpent,
We may eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden, but
of the fruit of the tree which is in the middle of the
garden, God has said, You shall not eat of it, neither
shall you touch it, lest you die.

She already possessed awareness of morality, so it
had to be the deeper kind- the intimate knowledge
which was forbidden to man.
So when the psalmist says, in the verse in the box at
top, that he would not know evil, he is saying that he
would not become intimate with it, that it would not be
his love and practice, that he would not join with it.
Now one last connection. It is WHEN we become
intimate with evil (become doers of evil) that we manifest and develop a "deceptive heart." Man must always
justify his sin. Our new sense of personal justice- that
we ARE the ones who determine right and wrong- demands that we justify our own deeds!
So the only way to keep from having a deceptive
heart is to NOT PRACTICE EVIL.
End.
**

How could a finite being see enough ramifications of his actions to truly determine for himself if they were right or wrong
anyway? Obviously, men (and angels) would always be dependent
on an infinite being to fully and correctly explain right and wrong.
It is mere arrogance and self-will to think we could correctly invent
or even synthesize an accurate morality.
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Devotion 5

Isaiah 14:13, 14
You said in your heart,
'I will ascend to heaven; above the stars of God
I will set my throne on high;
I will sit on the mount of assembly
in the far reaches of the north;
I will ascend above the heights of the clouds;
I will make myself like the Most High.'

The quote above is attributed to one who is said to
have "fallen from the heavens" (Isa. 14:12). Earlier in
the passage, the king of Babylon is the specific subject . Can the passage be about both a human king and
Satan?
There is a similar case in Hosea:
Hosea 11:1 When Israel was a child, then I loved
him, and I called my son out of Egypt.

Unquestionably, Israel was the "son" originally referred to by Hosea. Yet we read in the New Testament
concerning Joseph living in Egypt with baby Jesus:
Matthew 2:15 and remained there until the death of
Herod. This was to fulfill what the Lord had spoken
by the prophet, "Out of Egypt I called my son."

Therefore, prophetic references can go beyond their
original subjects. So it is in Isaiah. In both passages,
by the way, there is a logical and intended connection
between the original subject and the prophetic one.
When Satan, then, declared that he would "ascend to
Heaven," was he planning to kick God out? Was he,
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ments they could display before men. Again, the fatal
error Christians make is saying, "Yes, I'm nothing like
the Pharisees. My relation with God is purely private
and personal." Really meaning, unfortunately, "You
can't check on my private life, so I can pretend that I
have a rich and full devotional life with God."
The Christian community conspires together to be
repulsed by the Pharisees. The Pharisees’ error was
public prayer, so our prayers will be so secret that even
we don't know about them! We therefore bolster one
another with a public image of ourselves. I won't ask
about your non-existent prayer life if you won't ask
about mine; and we can both be happy that we're not
like the Pharisees ... except that we're essentially exactly like the Pharisees. Public image = our reality.
Again, if we fail to see ourselves in the Bible bad
guys, we will only immunize ourselves from the very
correction we urgently need.
Devotion 4

Matthew 6:2
Therefore when you do your merciful deeds,
do not sound a trumpet before you,
as the hypocrites do
in the synagogues and in the streets,
so that they may have glory from men.
Truly I say to you, They have their reward.

The hypocrites in Jesus' day, no doubt including the
Pharisees (whom He had singled out earlier in the dis249

had mentioned them by name at the beginning of this
discourse. The Pharisees are one group of Bible bad
guys whom we have more or less trained our minds to
put in an 'untouchable' category. We could never be
like them!
Here's the point we should be paying attention to
concerning the Pharisees, though. They operated according to a public image of themselves. A Pharisee
allowed himself to think that the image he presented to
men was his true self.
Now ask yourself: is that so different than how you
operate? Who among us spends enough time in quiet
reflection to even know who he really is? IS THERE
even a 'me' apart from other peoples' perception of me?
Now we certainly would not suggest that other peoples' views of us and interaction with us plays no part
in who we are. They do play a large part. But for most
people, that's essentially all they are: a response to how
others view them.
The Pharisees were only making specific and obvious (though not necessarily conscious) use of this for
their advantage.
So you might not be following the specific mistakes
of the Pharisees, but you may well be living by exactly
the same flawed motivation which drove them.

Is there a real you, unaffected by what others think?
For a Christian, it must be so. God's view of us must
be the opinion that drives us, not the opinion of other
people. Yet that view doesn’t come automatically.
The Pharisees were able to convince themselves of
God's favor upon them because of the accomplish248

more particularly, seeking to replace God's rule of
righteousness with a regime of unrighteousness? Refining the question a bit further, was Satan hoping to
establish as the new rule of his kingdom "You shall
kill," for instance? Would his rules all be the opposite
of God's?
The reason we are seeking to answer this question is
that a widespread misconception about Satan casts him
as unreservedly evil. That is, he is simply full of malice, hate, murder, and thievery throttled to the max,
with no tolerance for any sort of kindness, goodness, or
justice.
We can answer this misconception in a general way
by reference to earthly 'satans' (enemies of God):
Luke 6:32 And if you love those who love you, what
thanks is there to you? For even sinners love those
who love them.

Now it might be difficult to conceive of or prove
that Satan actually loves anyone besides himself, but
we certainly can answer the question of whether he is
filled with unmitigated hate and murderous intent toward all. Simply consider this: Has he set out to kill
all the demons who serve him? If not, then he is not
simply filled with blind malice.
What then, is the nature of Satan's unrighteousness?
How much 'goodness' is mingled with it? Actually, Satan's unrighteousness, which is truly a complete unrighteousness, is only a perversion of true righteousness.*
One indicator of this occurred at Satan's temptation
of Christ. When Satan offered Christ the kingdoms of
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the world, Christ did not contest the fact that Satan in
some sense truly owned those kingdoms. Well, then,
how had Satan run 'his' kingdoms to that point? Had
even one of them instituted the law "Thou shalt kill"?
If they had and the citizens were obedient, then they
would have all killed one another, and the last man
would have killed himself had he not already contracted a mortal wound.
So Satan, though opposing God vehemently, is not
the opposite of God. His sin, like the sin of men, is in
TURNING the laws of righteousness to HIS OWN
SERVICE.
What drives this perversion? Selfishness, pride.
Once Satan felt cheated of his proper portion of honor,
all that was left was how he would RATIONALIZE his
coup, his claiming of his supposed right.

Again, the point is that we don't really even know
God if we meet Him in a fictitious 'idol-free' environment. If we are not laying down idols when we take
up true religion, we are, in effect, just making God the
next in a line of new idols we are trying. If God takes
up residence in our lives alongside existing idols, we
will continue to serve both God and the old idols, leaving us under the category of idolater.

Man, then, has followed this exact course (at the
subtle suggestion of Satan). Eve felt cheated and
Adam concurred.
So Satan is not a being filled with unremitting malice. It's just that his application of kindness is based on
himself as the ultimate reference point.

Devotion 3

Man, too, has his own brand of righteousness which
is amazingly similar to God's in most respects. It becomes opposite of God in this sense: that it ultimately
fails to glorify God. It glorifies the creature (especially
man himself, especially each man himself), not the
Creator.
Any caricatures of Satan which misrepresent him
only serve to confuse our notion of sin in general and
our own sin in particular.
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So where are you in our IDOL CONTEXT? Have
you ever recognized your American idolatry? Did you
repent of it when you came to God?
Have you stayed clear of covetousness in your service to God? Or is your Christianity just a thin veneer
laid over top of service to the gods of the land?

Matthew 6:5
And when you pray,
you shall not be like the hypocrites.
For they love to pray
standing in the synagogues
and in the corners of the streets,
so that they may be seen by men.
Truly I say to you,
They have their reward.

It is a fatal error to read about the 'bad guys' in the
Bible and not see ourselves in them.
The hypocrites who prayed out in the open so people
could see them certainly included the Pharisees. Jesus
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So: is America a land of covetousness? Are people
consumed with the pursuit of money and possessions?
Definitely, yes! Well, then, America is a land of idolatry.
Here, then, is the point. Where idols are being
served, God cannot be defined without reference to the
idols.
In the Isaiah verse, God told the idolaters to gather
together so He could correct their idolatry. If Americans are idolaters, God is not going to introduce Himself to us and be silent about the gods we are serving.
Herein, we see, lies a problem. Most Americans
don't define their lifestyles as idolatry; so if they gain
an interest in Christ and Scriptures, they may see themselves filling an empty place in their lives, but they
usually don't see themselves replacing idolatry with the
true God.
From this vantage point we can better understand
why most American churches generally fail to address
covetousness as a great sin. They were never introduced to the fact that the American lifestyle is steeped
in idolatry.
Remember the story of the rich, young ruler? Perhaps if every American Christian were given Christ's
simple test, our churches would be much less full, but
the spirits of those within would be much more full.
All the unrepentant idolaters would be 'sad and go
away grieved', like the rich, young ruler. But those
who stayed would at least be worshippers of the true
God rather than their possessions.
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* It is fairly impossible to conceive of opposition to God be-

ing the exact reverse of Himself. God is the source of being. If
enmity with Him meant exactly opposing him, God's enemy
would have to seek non-being. Non-being would mean extinction. God has enemies; hence, they do not seek His exact opposite.
Devotion 6

Psalm 101:6
... he who walks in a complete way,
he shall serve Me.

The "complete" way or path is the matured path.
Even a baby Christian can walk "completely" with
whatever components are present in his faith. However, as time passes, the demands for completeness become more extensive. Eventually, a thorough knowledge of the will of God accompanied by a blameless
following of that will are necessary. This is Christian
maturity.
The implication in Christ's promise above is that if
we walk in a less than complete way, we shall not
serve Him. Ouch. We Americans thought God was
looking for was our availability, not our ability. Of
course, it doesn’t help that we have translated that to
mean that our best effort is unnecessary. In fact, we
thought we could give God our spare time, effort, and
money and do just fine. It's all about an adjustable
standard, isn't it? God accepts the "average" man's effort. So if I give more than average, I'm just being a
self-righteous show-off, right?
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In the first half of the verse above, Jesus said:

Devotion 2

Psalm 101:6 My eyes will be on the faithful of the
land, that they may dwell with Me.

Isaiah 45:20
Gather yourselves and come;
draw near together, escaped ones of the nations;
those who set up the wood of their graven image,
and those that pray to a god that cannot save.
They know nothing.
Declare and bring near;
yea, let them take counsel together.
Who has declared this of old?
Who has told it from then?
Is it not I, Yahweh?
And there is no other God besides Me;
a just God and a Savior;
there is none besides Me.

Jesus said His "eyes" would be on the faithful. He
gives orders, then He watches. Those who believe Him
and love Him simply DO what He said. Jesus' words become His servants' whole rationale for life. They become “complete” when they obey.
Those who merely profess themselves to be faithful
expect Jesus' hands to be on them. His eyes aren't
enough. "When Jesus wants me to do some great work,
He’ll zap me with power!" This person’s way will never
be complete.
So, in terms of the second part of the verse, we are exhorted to finish our internship and press on to serve
Christ. Let us move on to maturity.
Are you one of the "faithful of the land"? Are you distinguished from those who are merely say they’re willing
to serve Christ?
Christ beholds the faithful 'that they may dwell with
Him'. The “dwelling with Him” is mostly later. Right
now, He's watching. He's watching to see if we'll do our
job. He doesn't approve of an average effort. He wants
our full ability poured into our full availability.

God tells the idolaters to gather together; He has
something to tell them. Hint, hint: He is God, not the
idols they serve.
Is America a land of idols?
Before you answer "No" too quickly just because we
don't bow to statues, listen to these two definitions of
idolaters and idolatry:
Ephesians 5:5 For you know this, that no fornicator,
or unclean person, or covetous one (who is an idolater), has any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and
of God.
Colossians 3:5 Therefore put to death your members
which are on the earth: fornication, uncleanness, passion, evil desire, and covetousness (which is idolatry)
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ders. He is consigning trespassers within His gates a
place with the trespassers outside His gates. His coming to me is His same purifying activity to prove
whether I belong in His city.
The scary part is- most church people never realize
they are cut off until they're in Hell. Churches march
right along in their scheming and lying (see previous
meditation) and fail to respond to Christ's warnings.
Christ gave the Ephesian church a final warning:
Revelation 2:5 Therefore remember from where you
have fallen, and repent, and do the first works, or else
I will come to you quickly and will remove your lampstand out of its place unless you repent.

Were the Ephesians going to disband if Christ removed their lampstand as threatened? No, they would
have gone about their merry business, heedless. That's
why they were in danger in the first place. They had
stopped listening. (And they, by the way, had only
stopped listening in one area. Christ had actually commended them for faithful listening in another area.)
So if life seems like one big wash board (= oldtimey shutter-looking boards against which women
would scrub clothes to wash them), and I'm being
'cleaned to death', I can comfort myself that, as long as
I'm repenting, wickedness is being cleansed out of me,
rather than me being cleaned out of God’s city:
1 Corinthians 11:31, 32 For if we would judge ourselves, we would not be judged. But when we are
judged, we are chastened by the Lord, that we should
not be condemned with the world.
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Devotion 7

Psalm 101:7
He who works deceit
shall not live inside My house;
he who speaks lies
shall not be established before My eyes.
Once again (see previous meditation), Christ talks
about what He sees ("before My eyes"). His gaze is an
evaluation. What He sees are masses of people clambering to get into His house. The ones who will be excluded
from His house are the schemers and liars. The verse
above which says so is the contrast to the previous verse:
Psalm 101:6, 7 My eyes shall be on the faithful of the
land, so that they may dwell with me; he who walks in
a perfect way shall serve me. He who works deceit
shall not live inside my house; he who speaks lies
shall not be established before my eyes.

At certain times in redemptive history, the majority of
those pressing on Jesus' doors were false. Isaiah's time
was such a time. Jeremiah's time was such a time. Paul
prophesies such times:
2 Timothy 4:3 For a time will be when they will not
endure sound doctrine

Has most of the Church age (with a few high points
between) been a fulfillment of this warning?
"He who works deceit" may think he is blessed and
prospering. The Jews often thought so about themselves.
A deceiver, in fact, may be blessed. God sends the sun
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on the righteous and the wicked together. But the deceiver is not being blessed spiritually. That is why he
redefines spiritual blessings- so he can fit the definition.
Yes, in his own mind, he wants the comfort of belonging
to God and of being in His favor AND of being able to
define who else is in that group.
How many lies does someone have to confidently tell
about God before he is, in the words of the verse, one
"who speaks lies"?
There is a difference between coming short of pure accuracy of doctrine on the one hand and blatantly misrepresenting doctrine on the other.
How really different was the Pharisees' God than Jesus' God?
Most of us react to the Pharisees on a personal level.
We imagine them as stuffy, superior know-it-alls. We
figure that such hypocrites are easy to spot.
Nicodemus was a Pharisee. He's the one who came to
Jesus in John 3. He was asking sincere questions. He
wasn't stuffy at all. He sounded like he was on Jesus'
side. Would we have recognized his hypocrisy? Jesus
did. Nicodemus held to wrong doctrine; he was therefore a liar. Until that got fixed, he wasn't on Jesus' side.
Some liars err more in the area of personal faithfulness: "I'll do such and so." But then they don't do it.
Anyone who tolerates lies is not counted among "the
faithful of the land" who will consequently dwell with
Christ.
Of course, the first person a liar has to lie to is himself.
That's why he's the last person to find out he's a liar, discovering it only on Judgment Day (minus God’s gracious, direct intervention). It's not that he wasn't alerted.
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Devotion 1

Psalm 101:8
In the mornings I will cut off
all the wicked of the land,
so that I may cut off
all the evil workers from the city of Yahweh.

This is the last verse of Psalm 101. Christ declares
that He will be about the business of winnowing the
wicked out of His dwelling place.
Part of the punishment of the wicked in the end, besides where he is- in the Lake of Fire- is where he
could have been- in the City of Yahweh. He will finally realize how beautiful Zion was, how freely open
its gates stood, and how it was only his distaste for
goodness that kept him from it.
God's ultimate purpose is to have a pure city. To purify it, evil must be cut off from it.
The psalmist has now finished answering his earlier
question to God: "O when will You come to me?" (v. 2)
The middle part of the psalm answered by saying, in
effect, "NOW God comes to me, in my keeping of His
moral precepts." (vv. 3-4) The two verses (vv. 6-7) before this last one (v. 8, above) say, in effect, "SOON
God will come to me, when He rewards my faithfulness."
Now, in this last verse, I see with the psalmist that
my personal purifying at Christ's hands is merely part
of Christ’s purification of His whole Church. He is
constantly cutting off the wicked from within His bor243

He just always had an excuse. He would hear no fatal ill
about himself.
The faithful of the land, by contrast, would be the
most aware of their own deceitful tendencies.
What lies, then, will you set out to discover in you today?

H-4
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